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ABSTRACT 

Foot problems are associated with greater burden of pain, disability and decreased health-

related quality of life. Orthopaedic surgery is framed within a medical model of surgery yet 

disabling foot pain is likely to be multifactorial in origin. Pain catastrophizing (PC) and 

other psychosocial variables moderate surgical outcomes. However, there is limited 

evidence of the role of catastrophizing in moderating forefoot surgical outcomes and a lack 

of understanding of patients’ experiences. The aims of this study were to explore patients’ 

experiences of their forefoot problem in hallux valgus and/or hallux rigidus longitudinally 

using a) validated measures, b) qualitative interviews supported by life grids to c) 

triangulate to gain an overall understanding of patients’ experiences. Orthopaedic 

practitioners were interviewed to explore their experiences of providing care, thoughts on 

catastrophizing, and use of psychosocial interventions in surgical practice. Sixteen patients 

and fourteen orthopaedic practitioners participated. Patients completed outcome measures 

(PC, patient reported outcome measures, depression, anxiety, stress, coping, social support, 

personality and pain beliefs) and took part in semi-structured interviews pre-surgery, and at 

3-, 6- and 12-months post-surgery. Life grids were used as a tool to aid data collection and 

supplement the semi-structured interviews.  

Descriptive analysis identified PC scores were linked to PROMs and other psychosocial 

variables. Pre-surgery, thematic analysis generated three themes including, the physical 

and psychological impact of pain, the decision-making process and body-image, the-self 

and self-identity. Post-surgery, thematic analysed generated six themes including, factors 

affecting women’s body-image, informational needs and management of patient 

expectations, the unknown causes of problems and not feeling listened too, factors 

contributing to regaining normality, psychological impact of a forefoot condition and 

factors contributing to changes in pain and discomfort. Interviews with orthopaedic 

practitioners revealed that pain expressions and behaviours affect surgeon’s decision-

making process, a service gap in surgical care and the acceptability of a screening tool to 

identify ‘at-risk’ patients. 

Forefoot problems are multifactorial and present many issues for patients impacting on 

their physical and psychosocial health. The women reported an altered body-image as a 

result of inactivity and gaining weight and were limited in their clothing and footwear 

choices. Lack of post-operative aftercare and unmet patient expectations were experienced, 

whilst healthcare communication affected satisfaction with care. Surgeons reported 

challenges in identifying who is likely to reach optimal versus suboptimal outcomes. They 
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supported the use of interventions in the surgical care pathway. The findings have 

highlighted the importance of shifting from a medical model of care towards a 

biopsychosocial model in the management for forefoot problems. Interventions may 

include a multidisciplinary approach with support from allied health professionals. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.0 The Scope of The Problem 

The foot is one of the most complex, yet understudied musculoskeletal systems in the 

body, playing a pivotal role in gait and posture (Riskowski, Hagedorn & Hannah, 2011). 

Epidemiology studies have indicated that foot problems are highly prevalent in the 

community and the most common anatomical sites of pain, causing great burden and 

moderate disability in aspects of daily life reported in two-thirds of cases in the United 

Kingdom (UK) (Menz, Jordan, Roddy & Croft, 2010). Within General Practitioner (GP) 

consultations, 8% account for musculoskeletal problems relating to the foot and ankle, of 

these 28% are for foot pain, followed by 10% for ankle pain (Menz et al., 2010), reported 

across all age groups (Ferguson et al., 2019). The higher proportion of consultations are 

with women (55%), in people aged 45-64 years (36%), increasing with age (Menz et al., 

2010; Nix, Smith, & Vicenzino, 2010), with those aged 71-80 years placing the greatest 

burden on GPs (Ferguson et al., 2019). GPs most common specified referrals are to 

orthopaedics and physiotherapy followed by podiatry for management (Ferguson et al., 

2019). 

In England during 2017/18 there were 30, 787 diagnosed cases of hallux valgus and hallux 

rigidus, with approximately 21, 000 operations performed. Hallux valgus is the most 

common with a prevalence of 24, 831, mainly in women (20, 989, with a mean age of 58 

years) (Hospital Episode Statistics [HES], 2018). The numbers of procedures have 

fluctuated from the previous four years. Beyond the UK, a systematic review investigating 

prevalence of hallux valgus in the overall population estimates were 23% in adults aged 

18-65 years and 35.7% in elderly people aged over 65 years. Prevalence increased with age 

and was higher in women compared to men (Nix et al., 2010). There is no difference in 

foot related quality of life (QoL), general health status and higher functional disability 

levels between patients presenting with hallux valgus versus hallux rigidus and the impact 

of these conditions on disability levels remain the same (Siddique et al, 2018). 

Hallux Valgus (Bunion) 

Hallux refers to the big toe and valgus refers to a ‘bunion’ (figure 1). The British 

Orthopaedic Foot and Ankle Society (BOFAS, 2021) describe hallux valgus as a bony 

lump that appears on the inside of the foot causing the toe to tilt towards the lesser toes, 

accompanied with an overlying bursa and the development of soft fluid swelling over the 

bony lump. The bony lump that develops over the big toe becomes exposed as the toe tilts 

out of place. 
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Figure 1: Hallux Valgus  

The development of a bunion increases by wearing shoes which squeeze the hallux or do 

not fit properly, whereas bunions are less common in cultures in which shoes are not worn 

(BOFAS, 2021). The etiological mechanisms may differ between men and women, in 

women hallux valgus was associated with low body mass index (BMI) and high heel use 

during ages 20-64, whereas in men hallux valgus was associated with higher BMI and pes 

planus (flat feet) (Nguyen et al., 2010). The symptoms associated with hallux valgus 

include pain in the bunion (Wulker & Mittag, 2012). Wearing shoes that cause pressure 

over the bony prominence causes further discomfort or pain. The skin over the lump 

becomes red, blistered or infected resulting in the foot becoming broad and causing 

difficulties in finding comfortable wide footwear (BOFAS, 2021). The role of footwear in 

the development of hallux valgus may not be solely responsible for the deformity, and a 

range of factors may contribute such as flat foot, muscle imbalance and variations in the 
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first metatarsal shape and position (Kilmartin & Wallace, 1993). There is some evidence to 

suggest that the development of hallux valgus is hereditary, this link has been associated 

with having flexible joints, however if one individual has a bunion it is not inevitable that 

an offspring will develop a bunion also (BOFAS, 2021).  

Hallux Rigidus (Arthritis of the Great Toe) 

Hallux rigidus is degenerative arthritis of the great toe (Ho & Baumhauer, 2017) (stiffness 

that occurs in the main joint of the great toe) and is a painful condition associated with 

restricted motion (Figure 2). Causes of hallux rigidus are unclear but can include abnormal 

gait developed to protect from injury, a medical problem such as gout or an infection in the 

joint. Other causes can include pressure of weight-bearing subject to wearing out as a force 

equal to twice an individual’s body weight that passes through the very small joint, or an 

acute exacerbation of chronic pain due to a fracture within the joint (BOFAS, 2021.; 

Bingold & Collins, 1950). Articular degeneration occurs as the disorder progresses, leading 

to loss of cartilage and narrowing of the joint space (Shereff et al., 1998).  
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Figure 2: Hallux Rigidus  

The most common symptoms include pain, which can be persistent when walking or 

resting or occurring when an individual turns the hallux up as far as it will go and loss of 

motion (Ho & Baumhauer, 2017; BOFAS, 2021). Pain may cause individuals to walk on 

the side of their foot producing pain in the ball of the foot or down its outside border 

(BOFAS, 2021). The stiffness that occurs in the joint causes an inability to turn the great 

toe upwards and lay the hallux flat on the floor (BOFAS, 2021). The hallux may tilt 

towards the second toe causing them to rub together. The body’s response is to form 

osteophytes or dorsal bunion (bony lump) on the dorsal surface, resulting in a progressive 

decrease in range of motion (Ho & Baumhauer, 2017; BOFAS, 2021). Hallux rigidus may 

begin early in life however, reasons why are unknown, and individuals are not at risk of 

developing arthritis in other joints (apart from their other hallux) (BOFAS, 2021). 
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The Healthcare Trajectory; Identification and Diagnosis  

The majority of patients with great toe deformity and mild pain will first present and be 

managed within primary care (Nix et al., 2010). Patients typically presenting with hallux 

rigidus will have a history of pain and stiffness that is worse with activities, such as using 

stairs, running or push ups (Ho & Baumhauer, 2017). The British Orthopaedic Association 

(BOA) outline within their commissioning guide (2013) that patients are assessed within a 

primary care setting based on their history of pain, functional impairment and difficulty 

fitting footwear. Patients are referred to a specialist provider when symptoms deteriorate, 

there is functional impairment, an inability to wear suitable shoes and pain under the ball 

of the foot. Patients are not referred for prophylactic or cosmetic reasons. Urgent referrals 

are made when there is peripheral limb ischaemia and/or an impeding or non-healing skin 

ulcer (BOA, 2013).  

Patients can be referred for intermediate care and a multidisciplinary commissioned service 

must be integrated including the skills for musculoskeletal (MSK) physiotherapy, podiatry 

(non-surgical and surgical), orthotics, rheumatology and orthopaedic surgery. Patients are 

assessed and examined on clinical manifestations including their history (pain and 

descriptions of limitations of motion), clinical findings and radiographic findings (x-rays) 

(Shereff et al., 1998; BOA, 2013). Patients seen in secondary care are assessed for their 

history and diagnosis is confirmed. Examinations of other pathologies are excluded, and 

investigations include weight bearing X-rays and further imaging for example, ultrasound 

and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (BOA, 2013). 

Management of the Painful Deformed Great Toe 

The management of patient's care includes adopting a shared decision-making model, 

defining treatment goals and considering personal circumstances. Patient information 

should be provided along with receiving a footwear assessment and provision of offloading 

orthotics as appropriate. MSK services can be accessed to assess balance, core stability and 

calf muscle stretches. (Schuh et al., 2008). Non-operative conservative treatment is 

discussed in the first instance, with patients recommended to use non-steroidal anti-

inflammatory medications, modification of activities and suitable footwear or orthotics that 

are designed to limit motion (Ho et al., 2017; Shereff et al., 1998). Patients are advised to 

visit a chiropodist or chemist to buy small pads to cover the bony prominence to help 

release the pressure of the shoe off the bunion (BOFAS, 2021). Steroid injections mixed 

with local anaesthetic are placed into the joint when the hallux remains very painful and 

inflamed. If the patient is unfit for surgery radiographs (X-rays) should be performed prior 
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to procedure (BOA, 2013). If non-operative treatment measures fail to provide symptom 

relief, operative intervention may be considered (Shereff et al., 1998). Individuals can 

undertake an operation to correct the deformity of the hallux and narrow the foot back 

towards a more desirable shape and referrals from a GP can be made to an orthopaedic foot 

and ankle surgeon. For those patients who decide against surgery, physiotherapy can be 

offered (BOA, 2013; BOFAS, 2021). When assessing suitability for surgery age, gender, 

smoking, obesity and co-morbidity should not be barriers to referral and where patients 

have significant co-morbidities these should be dealt with prior to referral and those who 

are not suitable should be referred for a complex care package (BOA, 2013). 

Surgical Procedures 

Primary indications in elective surgery are symptom relief or a return to a high level of 

function. Surgeons are required to conduct a careful preoperative assessment to determine 

patient suitability for surgery. Factors that may affect patients’ satisfactory outcomes 

include current symptoms, anticipated lifestyle demands, and identification of a correctable 

physiologic deficit (Flanigan et al., 2015). Patients must undergo adequate pre-operative 

assessment prior to undergoing surgical procedures, to ensure fitness for surgery and to 

confirm social plans are in place for day case surgery or next day discharge (BOA, 2013). 

Issues can be identified by the surgical or anaesthetic teams and post-operative 

management begins during the peri-operative period and involves several health 

professionals (Akhtar, MacFarlane & Waseem, 2013). Patients who are considered 

medically unfit may run the risk of having their operation postponed or cancelled causing 

them anxiety and financial implications for hospitals, in terms of lost theatre time. 

Therefore, by having a pre-assessment this reduces the risks and by assessing any problems 

before surgery can help improve post-operative outcomes for patients (Pritchard, 2012). 

Surgery is undertaken by orthopaedic surgeons trained in foot and ankle surgery or Health 

and Care Professionals Council (HCPC) registered podiatric surgeons (CCPST). Patients 

are usually a day case or 23-hour admission, unless clinical or social circumstances dictate 

otherwise. They are required to attend a minimum of three outpatient follow up 

appointments by appropriately experienced foot and ankle clinicians and there should be a 

review of standing radiographs within eight weeks (BOA, 2013).  

There are over 130 possible surgical procedures, the procedure selected will depend on the 

surgeon’s preference for the operations they perform and patient’s symptoms/signs, patient 

choice having considered the risks and benefits of each with the surgeon and to which 

procedure will provide the best aesthetic and functional result to the patient (BOA, 2013; 
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Suresh, 2007). The most common procedures conducted at Northumbria Healthcare 

National Health Service (NHS) Foundation Trust (NHCFT) by orthopaedic foot and ankle 

surgeons and podiatrist include bunionectomy, osteotomy, cheilectomy and joint fusion. 

Certain cases may be appropriate for joint replacement and are discussed with the surgeon. 

Side effects include risks that the new joint may loosen or wear out, and therefore a more 

complex procedure may be necessary (BOFAS, 2021).  

Problems from Surgery and Patient Satisfaction 

It has been suggested that careful attention should be paid to the surgical technique to 

obtain consistent and satisfactory results (Okuda et al., 2000). However, with increases in 

forefoot surgeries performed comes the potential for complications even when surgery is 

done meticulously by an experienced surgeon under well-planned conditions (Sammaro & 

Idusuyi, 2001).  

In patients who receive cheilectomy, degenerative changes may cause a worsening of 

symptoms over the following years and may require a further operation as a result of 

progression of arthritis (Ho et al., 2017; Shereff et al., 1998). Recurrence of deformity after 

hallux valgus surgery occurs in 8-15% of patients (Okuda et al., 2011). Operations may 

have to be repeated when the hallux tilts back toward the original position or the opposite 

way (infrequent). Other problems from surgery are infections in the wound and minor 

damage to the nerves of the toe (BOFAS, 2021). The hallux is usually stiffer than before, 

however for the majority of patients this isn’t a concern compared to athletes or dancers 

and patients note a significant improvement in their QoL due to free choice of footwear, 

whilst the severity of the deformity does not influence QoL (Saro, Jensen & Lindgren, 

2007).  

To evaluate the outcomes of orthopaedic interventions patient reported outcome measures 

(PROMs), are routinely collected to identify patient satisfaction to demonstrate 

postoperative success. In a total of 119 procedures, 73.9% (90 patients) were reported as 

satisfactory however, only 53 feet (32.7%, in 43 patients) were completely asymptomatic. 

The researchers sought to determine the medium-term PROMs in patients undergoing 

surgery for hallux valgus and when using a validated outcome score for the assessment of 

outcome after surgery, the long-term results were worse than expected when compared 

with the short- and mid-term outcomes, and 25.9% of patients were dissatisfied at a mean 

follow-up of 5.2 years (Chong et al., 2015). Yet, long-term results of cheilectomies have 

been favourable, with high satisfaction. In a retrospective study with an average of 9.6 year 

follow up, 92% of ninety-three cheilectomy procedures were successful in terms of pain 
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relief and function (Coughlin et al., 2003), however 31% of 75 cheilectomy procedures 

resulted in recurrence of dorsal osteophytes (Easley, Davis & Anderson, 1999), 43% of 

these patients had pain at the middle or range of motion, suggesting that recurrence may be 

principally as a result of progression of arthritis (Easley et al., 1999).  

Increasing evidence is suggesting that postoperative recovery and rehabilitation are 

substantially influenced by patient choice and psychological traits (Flanigan et al., 2015). 

Up to a quarter of patients (N=401) were found to experience suboptimal recovery 

following elective surgical procedures and somatic and psychological factors were 

associated with long-term outcomes, with 14-24% showing deterioration at 6- and 12-

months post-surgery (Peters et al., 2010). In those receiving orthopaedic surgery for total 

knee arthroplasty (TKA), up to 30% have been identified as experiencing suboptimal 

outcome or rate themselves as dissatisfied, often influenced by psychological factors (Dave 

et al., 2017; Vissers et al. 2012). Evidence suggests improvements can be made regarding 

current practice standards in the management of postoperative pain, with incidence of 

moderate to severe pain with orthopaedic inpatient procedures as high as 25% to 50% 

(Huang et al., 2001). However, despite evidence arising to the psychosocial variables in 

moderating surgical outcomes, orthopaedic surgery is framed within a medical model. 

There is also limited evidence investigated the role of catastrophizing and psychosocial 

variables on forefoot problems and a lack of awareness of patients’ experiences.  

1.1 Pain Catastrophizing; Defining the Construct  

One psychological construct termed Pain Catastrophizing (PC) has consistently been 

identified as impacting the pain experience and influencing surgical outcomes (Burns et al., 

2015; Granot et al., 2005; Khan et al., 2012; Riddle et al., 2009). Early records dating back 

to 200 A.D., have been found in Traditional Chinese Medicine, “Ji Yao Lue” (the Essays 

of the Golden Chamber), where a clinical condition was described in which the patient 

experiences feelings of worry, repetitive thoughts, helplessness and exaggerated responses 

to pain or stress typically in women (Leung, 2012). In ‘Sur L’eau, Maupassant (1875, as 

cited in Sullivan et al., 1995, p. 3) writes: 

“Migraine is atrocious torment, one of the worst in the world, weakening the nerves, 

driving one mad, scattering one’s thoughts to the winds and impairing the memory. So 

terrible are these headaches that I can do nothing but lie on the couch and try to dull the 

pain by sniffing ether.” 

Catastrophizing was first coined by American Psychologist Ellis in 1962, and refined by 

Beck et al., (1978) to describe a maladaptive cognitive style similar to the dysfunctional 
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symptoms of depression and anxiety regarding irrational thoughts on future events and 

focusing on negative consequences (Quartana et al., 2010). Catastrophizing is currently 

defined as “an exaggerated negative mental set brought to bear during actual or 

anticipated painful experience” (Sullivan et al., 2001, p. 53). It has been proposed as a 

cognitive emotional process, unrelated to spinal nociception, which can result in 

heightened emotional stress (Sullivan et al., 2001). Broadly, patients who catastrophize 

tend to focus excessively on pain and exaggerate its threat value (Suso-Ribera et al., 2017), 

by doing so they experience greater pain intensity compared to those who do not 

catastrophize (Turner et al., 2002). 

Early research in developing the concept was conducted by Chaves and Brown, (1978). 

who were interested in the cognitive strategies employed by 75 patients undergoing dental 

procedures. Patients were asked to report on thoughts and images they experienced, and 

strategies they engaged in, during a stressful dental procedure using a structured interview.  

Interest focused on the relationship between these strategies and several personality 

variables, including state and trait anxiety, locus of control, and absorption. The effect of 

strategy utilisation on perceived pain and stress was assessed. Overall, 37% catastrophized, 

who were classified as engaging in cognitive activity which exaggerated the fearful aspects 

of their experience and they experienced higher levels of distress. Catastrophizing was 

associated with increasing age, past dental stress, and higher levels of stress vulnerability 

(high trait anxiety and external locus of control). Following this, Spanos et al., (1979) were 

interested in the cognitive strategies engaged in to reduce pain. Ninety-six undergraduates 

were asked to immerse one arm in ice water and report the degree of pain they experienced 

(cold pressor procedure; inducing significant pain without causing any tissue damage). 

Participants were interviewed and those who reported thought content reflecting worry, 

fear, and the inability to divert attention away from pain were classified as catastrophizing. 

In both studies, those who were catastrophizing reported higher levels of pain. 

Early research was conducted without guidance of a theoretical framework and studies had 

limited validity in their use of non-standardised interview methods to identify PC (Chaves 

and Brown, 1978; Spanos et al., 1979). Leung (2012) recognised how this earlier research 

formed the blueprints of situational (state) and dispositional (trait) assessments, 

respectively.  Researchers then began to focus on developing psychometric self-reports and 

there was a growing interest in catastrophizing due to the consistency of associations with 

various adverse health and mental health outcomes (Sullivan, 2012). The first scale to be 

developed was the Coping Strategies Questionnaire (CSQ) by Rosenstiel and Keefe 
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(1983). The authors were interested in the pain-related thoughts experienced by individuals 

with chronic pain, and they have been credited for defining the third domain of 

catastrophizing. The CSQ consists of 7 coping subscales, including a catastrophizing 

subscale which reflects helplessness and pessimism in relation to one’s ability to deal with 

the pain experience (i.e., “It’s terrible and it’s never going to get any better”). Those who 

score high on this subscale experience higher levels of physical and emotional distress 

associated with their pain condition. In an effort to develop an instrument that would 

include all of the different previous perspectives on catastrophizing even within nonclinical 

populations, Sullivan and colleagues (2009) developed the Pain Catastrophizing Scale 

(PCS) (described in detail in the methods chapter). Factor analysis of the PCS has 

demonstrated that catastrophizing can be viewed as a multidimensional construct 

comprising of three subscales; rumination and magnification which refer to experiencing 

painful stimuli as extremely threatening and helplessness which refers to the inability to 

cope with painful stimuli. The PCS can be used even when individuals are not currently 

experiencing pain, as the scale asks respondents to reflect on previous pain experiences and 

to indicate the frequency with which they experience the thoughts and feelings described in 

the items. 

There was a growing interest in PC due to the adverse associations with health and mental 

health outcomes (Sullivan et al., 2001). Catastrophizing uniquely contributes to the 

prediction of various aspects of general health status including, general health perception, 

social functioning, and vitality (Severeijns et al., 2002), QoL (in patients with interstitial 

cystitis) (Rothrock et al., 2003), cognitive dysfunction (Roth et al., 2005) and mental health 

issues (Turner et al., 2002; Rothrock et al., 2003). There are cost implications associated 

with catastrophizing; patients are more likely to engage in illness behaviours such as, more 

frequent visits to healthcare professionals (HCPs) (Quartana et al., 2009). 

Catastrophizing and Pain 

Catastrophizing is linked to increased behavioural expressions of pain (Quartana et al., 

2009), uniquely contributing to the pain experience in both healthy individuals and acute 

and chronic pain populations (George et al., 2008; Goubert et al., 2004; Sullivan et al., 

1995).  Catastrophizing is recognised as one of the most powerful psychological 

determinants of negative outcomes for pain problems with associations observed with 

greater pain intensity, poorer adjustment to pain, pain-related disability, poorer health 

related QoL and psychological distress (Burton et al., 1995; Keefe et al., 1991; Leeuw et 

al., 2007; Severeijns et al., 2004; Sullivan et al., 2001; Sturgeon & Zautra, 2013; Turner et 
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al., 2002). In chronic pain populations, catastrophizing is a strong predictor of pain 

intensity, and independently influences pain perceptions (Turner et al., 2002), predicting 

up to 47% of the variance of transitioning from acute to chronic pain (Burton et al., 1995). 

The rumination element of catastrophizing (increased vigilance to pain) has been shown to 

be most highly correlated with pain-outcomes, contributing significantly to the prediction 

of pain-related disability and pain intensity (Devoulyte & Sullivan, 2003; Sullivan & 

Neish, 1998). Catastrophizing influences pain perception through altering attention and 

anticipation, and heightening emotional responses to pain and therefore, the tendency to 

catastrophize during painful stimulation contributes to more intense pain experienced and 

increased emotional distress (Sullivan et al., 2001). There is substantial evidence that 

catastrophizing is a prognostic indicator to poor treatment outcomes in pharmacological, 

surgical, physical and psychological interventions for pain conditions (Sullivan, 2012).  

Catastrophic thinking about pain is likely in contributing to the heightening intensity of the 

pain experienced. However, adaptive aspects have been documented for example, those 

with high catastrophizing are more attentive to pain signals and more expressive of their 

current physical and emotional distress, and if pain is considered as a signal of tissue 

damage, by increasing attention to pain signals and effectively communicating, this may 

facilitate early detection and treatment of serious illness (Sullivan et al., 2009). It is likely 

the experience of catastrophic thoughts varies as a result of day-to-day fluctuations in 

symptom severity and other pain-related contextual features. At present, little is known 

about the symptom-related, stress-related, or psychosocial factors that influence the 

elicitation or activation of catastrophic thoughts (Darnall et al., 2017). To better provide 

insight into pain perception, it is important to understand whom, why, and when 

individuals catastrophize, as well as the possible neural mechanisms involved (Pulvers & 

Hood, 2014). 

Catastrophizing and Surgical Outcomes 

A vast amount of research has been published that demonstrates the role catastrophizing 

plays in moderating surgical outcomes in both the pre- and post-operative period. For 

example, in the pre-operative period in patients scheduled for lumbar fusion surgery, 

catastrophizing strongly influenced and mediated pain intensity and mental health 

outcomes (Abbott, Tyni-Lenne & Hedlund, 2010) and patient-reported disease severity in 

preoperative rotator cuff patients (Gibson, LeBlanc & Sabo, 2019). In the acute period 

following orthopaedic surgery patients with higher PC scores experienced worse functional 

outcomes following hand fracture (Roh et al., 2015), greater pain activity following 
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anterior cruciate ligament repair (Pavlin, Sullivan, Freund & Roesen, 2005) and higher 

pain intensity following TKA (Roth et al., 2007) and lumbar fusion surgery (Papaioannou 

et al., 2009). Some studies suggest high PC scores are associated with analgesic use, 

predicting increased use of opioid medication 1-2 days following lumbar fusion surgery 

(Papaioannou et al., 2009) and 1-2 months after operative treatment of musculoskeletal 

trauma (Helmerhorst et al., 2014), suggesting associated cost implications for the increased 

use of pain medication. However, this may vary depending on the surgical procedure as 

high PC scores did not predict postoperative analgesic use following anterior cruciate 

ligament repair (7 days post-surgery) (Pavlin et al., 2005). Additionally, this association 

may depend on other factors such as experiencing more psychological distress, greater 

symptoms and disability and the use of less effective coping strategies (Helmerhorst et al., 

2014).  

In the chronic post-operative period catastrophizing promoted enhanced pain levels, with 

patients reporting poor pain outcomes 6- and 12-months following TKA and total knee 

replacement (TKR) (Edwards et al., 2009; Keefe et al., 1991; Riddle et al., 2009), with 

some sub-optimal recovery rates still persisting 24 months post-surgery (Forsythe et al., 

2008). The consequence is that patients are spending more time in pain and in poor health. 

Further evidence in chronic pain surgical populations is supported following breast cancer 

surgery (Schreiber et al., 2014), lumbar fusion surgery (Papaioannou et al., 2009), 

hysterectomy (Pinto et al., 2012), abdominal surgery (Granot & Ferber, 2005), cardiac 

surgery (Khan et al., 2012), shoulder surgery (George et al., 2008) and phantom limb 

amputation (Richardson et al., 2007). Systematic reviews and meta-analyses have 

identified that catastrophizing was amongst one of the strongest independent predictors of 

persistent post-operative pain (Burns et al., 2015; Lewis et al., 2015; Vissers et al., 2012), 

increased pain severity and increased incidence of the development of chronic post-

surgical pain (CSPS) (Khan et al., 2011). In total, fifteen out of eighteen studies with the 

inclusion of 5046 patients support that catastrophizing is the strongest predictor of 

developing CPSP (Theunissen, et al., 2012).  

As well as predicting poorer pain outcomes, catastrophizing has been associated with 

patients reaching suboptimal functional outcomes and worse QoL (Dismore et al., 2020; 

Khan et al., 2011; Vogel et al., 2019). We have published a systematic review that has 

demonstrated an association between catastrophizing and post-operative outcomes 

following joint replacement surgery in domains of pain, function and QoL (appendix 1). 

Other research has identified problematic functioning outcomes including a longer time to 
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achieve a 90 degrees bend (Kendell et al., 2001), and worse functioning outcomes 3-

months following surgery for a hand fracture, as measured by weaker grip strength, 

decreased range of motion, resulting in increased disability (Roh et al., 2015). However, 

poor coping skills did not persist beyond 6-months (Roh et al., 2015), and catastrophizing 

did not predict function 12-months following TKA in one study (Riddle et al., 2009). Only 

one study was identified in the surgical foot and ankle literature identifying high 

catastrophizing scores predicted poor outcome in the elective foot and ankle patient one-

year post-surgery (Velijkovic et al., 2020). However, the research was a pilot study 

conducted with a small sample size of patients undergoing procedures for hindfoot, 

midfoot and forefoot. Therefore, stratification of specific procedures on patients’ outcomes 

could not be performed. Further large-scale studies with appropriate power were suggested 

(Velijkovic et al., 2020). 

Most of the orthopaedic surgical literature has focused its attention on patients undergoing 

total hip or knee replacement. In patients receiving primary TKA, thirty per cent of them 

report suboptimal or dissatisfactory outcomes (Dave et al., 2017). Suboptimal outcome can 

be influenced by biological/mechanical reasons such as, preoperative grade of OA. Patients 

with lower grades rated themselves as dissatisfied with their outcomes from primary TKA 

compared to satisfied patients with higher preoperative OA grades (Dhurve et al., 2017). In 

addition to biological mechanisms, numerous studies have reported that psychological 

factors can also influence surgical outcomes following orthopaedic surgery. For example, 

patients with lower PC scores prior to receiving primary TKA rated themselves as more 

satisfied and scored lower depression mood scores and higher perceived arthritis coping 

efficacy (Hawker et al., 2019). The findings demonstrate how a combination of cognitive, 

emotional and coping efforts moderate pain perceptions. The differences in study findings 

might therefore be attributed to some of the associations observed with catastrophizing. 

Other associations observed have included patients experiencing more widespread pain, 

worse mental health, greater pain scores, and reduced physical function (Dave et al., 2015). 

Predictors of persistent post-operative pain included mental health issues, preoperative 

knee pain and pain at other sites (Lewis et al., 2015), number of comorbidities (Forsythe et 

al., 2008) and socioeconomic status (Feldman et al., 2015). Researchers recommend larger 

trials and careful pre-operative selection based on PC scores. Sanchis-Alfonso & Dye 

(2017) routinely request patients with anterior knee pain to complete the PCS on their first 

clinical visit and suggest it is an important barrier in the recovery from pain and disability 

and should be included in the therapeutic targets to complement and to improve the result 

of conventional treatments i.e., physical therapy and/or surgery. 
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Given the increase in orthopaedic surgeries performed, and associated risk factors for 

experiencing problematic outcomes the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence 

(NICE) have published clinical guidelines (2020). The guidelines identify the best 

approach for recovery and rehabilitation to guide clinicians to treat patients more 

effectively and efficiently, however, the focus is on hip, knee and shoulder joint 

replacement candidates (NICE, 2020). To optimise post-operative outcomes, identification 

of modifiable psychosocial risk factors (i.e., catastrophizing), that impact on patients’ 

recovery offers opportunities to develop effective and appropriate interventions. There is 

limited evidence of the role of catastrophizing in moderating patients’ forefoot surgical 

outcomes and the associations of catastrophizing with other psychosocial variables are 

unknown. Furthermore, without research to understand patients’ experience of their 

forefoot problem, we do not understand if this cohort would benefit from psychosocial 

interventions.  

Patients requiring surgery for hallux valgus represent a unique group of orthopaedic patients 

who are mainly women concerned about pain as well as the cosmetic appearance of their 

foot (Batuyong et al., 2014). Patient satisfaction may be related to subjective opinion about 

cosmetic appearance, which makes this type of orthopaedic surgery particularly different 

(Radl et al., 2004). The sociocultural standards of body image and physical appearance may 

have a strong influence on patients’ experiences and expectations of surgery. Ability to wear 

conventional shoes without problems are important post-operative expectations following 

surgery for hallux valgus, positively improving patients’ QoL (Saro et al., 2007) (along with 

improved walking ability and reduced pain) (Schneider et al., 2001; Tai et al., 2008; Tai et 

al., 2018). Difficulty finding shoes that are comfortable, well fitting, supportive and nice 

looking have been reported by people with psoriatic arthritis, provoking feelings of dread, 

embarrassment, frustration and envy (Carter et al., 2019). However, expectations are 

different between men and women and vary according to age (Tai et al., 2008). For example, 

women value their ability to wear shoes of their choice as most important outcome post-

surgery compared to men who prefer to have improved walking agility (Tai et al., 2018). 

The foot is also a complex musculoskeletal system in the body playing a pivotal role in gait 

and posture (Riskowski et al., 2011) and patients are more likely to experience higher 

preoperative anxiety (Nixon et al., 2019). Higher preoperative anxiety places patients at risk 

of adverse outcomes. In patients requiring elective foot and ankle surgery, those with greater 

postoperative pain and functional disability had higher preoperative anxiety (Nixon et al., 

2019). Patients with anxiety may have higher and more expectations from foot and ankle 
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surgery and as such perceive themselves to have less improvements post-surgery and may 

therefore dissatisfied with their outcomes (Henry et al., 2021). 

1.2 Research Aim and Objectives 

The aims of this study were to 1) explore patients’ experiences of their forefoot problem in 

hallux valgus and/or hallux rigidus longitudinally using a) validated measures, b) 

qualitative interviews supported by life grids to c) triangulate to gain an overall 

understanding of patients’ experiences. 2) Explore orthopaedic practitioners’ experiences 

of providing care, thoughts on catastrophizing and use of psychosocial interventions in 

surgical practice.  

Patients completed PROMS and outcome measures (PC, depression, anxiety and stress, 

coping, social support, self-efficacy, personality and pain beliefs) and took part in semi-

structured interviews pre-surgery, and at 3-, 6- and 12-months post-surgery. Life grids 

were used as a tool to aid the semi-structured interviews. Patients were required to 

complete the outcome measures prior to the semi-structured interviews. Orthopaedic 

practitioners (surgeons and registrars) were interviewed to explore the decision-making 

process for surgery, views on catastrophizing and use of psychosocial interventions in the 

surgical care pathway.  

1.3 Chapter Content 

Chapter 2: this chapter describes theories of pain and defines the psychological constructs 

utilised within the methodology.  Including, PC (conceptualises theoretical models of PC), 

depression, anxiety, stress, coping styles, social support, personality and pain beliefs. The 

constructs are examined in their relation to patients’ experiences and surgical outcomes, 

and their association with catastrophizing. Finally, the chapter describes orthopaedic 

practitioners’ experiences of providing care. 

Chapter 3: outlines the methodology and research methods utilised throughout the research 

process. The design of the study is described including the epistemology, the rationale of a 

longitudinal approach to data collection including the use of a triangulated methodology 

with the utilisation of quantitative scales, semi-structured interviews and life grid method. 

The history of thematic analysis is provided, an overview of the development of the 

interview guides and a description of the participants who took part in the study including 

the patients and orthopaedic practitioners. The procedure of the observational cohort study 

is clearly outlined, including the recruitment strategy and data collection methods and the 

data analysis utilised for the study. Within the methodology an overview of each of the 
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selected tools (materials) is described, including their psychometric properties and 

comparison with other scales and rationale for their inclusion.  

Chapter 4: The chapter begins with the reporting of the quantitative outcome measures. 

This has been separated into three sections, data were analysed with the inclusion of all the 

patients (16 in total), 2) data were analysed in those patients experiencing high 

catastrophizing pre-surgery (N=13) and 3) data were analysed in those patients 

experiencing low catastrophizing pre-surgery (N=3). Comparisons are made between 

patients’ PC scores and PROMS, and PC scores and other outcome measures. 

Chapter 5: This chapter represents the themes that were generated from the thematic 

analysis. This chapter has been separated into two parts, firstly the qualitative data is 

presented from time point one (pre-surgery) and secondly, the qualitative data is presented 

from the follow up data collection time points (3-, 6-, and 12-months post-surgery). The 

post-operative findings are presented collectively as themes were commonly identified 

across the time points. Themes are supported with the use of relevant quotations.  

Chapter 6: This chapter integrates the mixed methods findings supported by three case 

studies. The purpose of the case studies was to describe the associations between the 

triangulated data that were collected, in order to understand changes longitudinally. The 

chapter includes a reflexive account of the researcher’s knowledge and experience and how 

this may have influenced the research including the data collection and analysis of the 

interview transcripts. 

Chapter 7: This chapter includes the discussion and conclusions of the research. The 

qualitative findings are conceptualised within theoretical perspectives in the context of 

health for example, the physical and psychological impact of a forefoot condition, the 

decision-making process and body image and psychological wellbeing. The 

implementation of the biopsychosocial model in surgical practice is discussed along with 

implications for treatment management. Limitations of the study are considered and 

directions for future research are recommended, followed by the conclusions of the study.  

1.4 Summary of Chapter 1 

To summarise, to do date we understand that catastrophizing is associated with increased 

pain severity and places patients at risk of problematic post-operative outcomes, including 

greater pain intensity, disability and worse health and mental health outcomes. 

Catastrophizing promotes enhanced pain levels in the acute and chronic post-operative 

period and is a risk factor for the development of CPSP. There are therefore adverse costs 
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to the individual and the healthcare system. Majority of the research has been conducted 

with patients requiring knee or hip replacement surgery, and currently only one study has 

demonstrated an association with catastrophizing and problematic outcomes following 

forefoot surgery in the complex patient.  

To optimise post-operative outcomes, identification of modifiable psychosocial risk 

factors, that impact on patients’ recovery offers opportunities to develop effective and 

appropriate interventions. NICE recognise the need to develop more effective and 

appropriate guidelines to treat patients during their recovery and rehabilitation (2020). 

However, there is a need to fully understand how forefoot surgical patients perceive their 

foot problem, including how they experience pain, whether they experience problematic 

post-operative outcomes and their overall experiences of care and treatment received. 

There may be potential to improve patients’ outcomes by identifying ‘high-risk’ patients 

and treating them in the recovery process; this may prevent the transition from acute to 

chronic pain and improve their satisfaction with care and treatment. 
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Chapter 2: Biomedical and Psychosocial Perspective of Pain 

2.0 Introduction to Chapter 2 

Dating back to the early 17th century physiological models dominated the pain area for 

many years before pain specialists acknowledged the impact of psychological variables on 

the pain experience. Scientists therefore recognised the need for psychobiological models 

of pain and there is a substantial body of empirical evidence demonstrating the impact of 

psychological variables in impacting the pain experience and moderating surgical 

outcomes. The chapter describes the evolution of pain theories, theories of catastrophizing 

and the psychosocial factors that may influence patients’ experiences and outcomes. 

Finally, the chapter focuses on the role of Orthopaedic Practitioner’s in the perspective of 

coping and social support.  

2.1 Acute and Chronic Pain 

The International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) defines pain as “an unpleasant 

sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or 

described in terms of tissue damage, or both” (WHO, 1986).  

Pain is commonly classified into acute and chronic. Acute pain refers to pain of short 

duration which is often triggered by injury such as trauma or burns, occurring within 30 

days of an insult or injury. It signals when injury needs intervention (healing) and the 

intensity of pain experienced indicates how severe the injury. Acute pain has an individual 

and societal impact and when inadequately managed can lead to patient dissatisfaction, 

pathophysiological sequelae and maladaptive behaviours (Sinatra, 2010).  The process of 

detecting damage is perception by nociceptors and pain arising from activation of 

nociceptors is called nociceptive pain. Nociception pain refers to neural encoding of 

impending or actual tissue damage for example, noxious stimulation that may be felt when 

touching something too hot or sharp (IASP, 2012; Woolf, 2010). Nociceptive pain presents 

itself as something to avoid immediately, and when engaged, the system overrules most 

other neural functions (Woolf, 2010). Nociception and pain are considered distinct. Pain 

refers to the subjective experience of actual or impending harm (IASP, 2012). Continuous 

or repetitive nociceptive stimulation leads to a series of pathophysiological changes in pain 

processing resulting in persistent/chronic pain (Feizerfan & Sheh, 2015). More recently, 

chronic pain has been placed in the International Classification of Diseases (ICD), and the 

World Health Organisation has advanced recognition and treatment of chronic pain with 

two classifications including chronic primary pain and chronic secondary pain, both are 

divided into multiple subgroups. The classifications allow for more consistent recognition 
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and diagnosis for chronic pain conditions and help establish treatment goals. In the context 

of post-operative pain, pain is classified as chronic secondary pain (Nicholas, et al., 2019). 

Chronic pain is the on-going persistence of pain beyond the normal healing phase (Hardy, 

1997). Physiological changes occur during the transition of acute to chronic pain at various 

levels, from the peripheral to the central nervous system (CNS) (Feizerfan et al., 2015). A 

multidimensional acute pain taxonomy has been designed to classify acute pain along 

multiple dimensions, including common concepts, diagnostic criteria, features, and 

mechanisms that defines and categorises the multidimensional aspects of acute pain. 

Understanding acute pain may help devise therapies to prevent the development of chronic 

pain (Kent et al., 2017) as theoretically, the pathophysiological changes during the 

transition to chronic pain could be reversed or prevented and thereby preventing or 

minimising the development of chronic pain (Feizerfan et al., 2015). This is important in 

surgical samples because acute post-surgical pain (APSP) is a risk factor for chronic post-

surgical pain (CPSP) even after adjusting for confounding variables such as 

catastrophizing, anxiety, depression and functional status (Buvanendran et al., 2019).  

2.2 Theories of Pain 

Dating back to the 17th century, models of pain followed traditional biomedical models, 

whereby Descartes viewed the body as a machine that can be studied experimentally. Pain 

was described as being a sensory experience, with the amount of pain severity relating to 

the associated tissue damage, assuming that once the physical pathology resolved, the pain 

would subside. This dominated the scientific literature for many years (Hadjistavropoulos 

& Craig, 2014). Several theoretical frameworks have been proposed to explain the 

physiological basis of pain, for example the specificity theory of pain (Von Frey, 1895). 

However, previous theories did not completely account for all aspects of pain perception. 

For example, the specificity theory addressed pain in purely mechanistic terms and pain 

intensity was posited to be a direct function of the degree of tissue damage (Descartes, 

1989, as cited in Sullivan et al., 2001). Researchers became interested in the motivational 

and affective properties of pain, and it was viewed as a unique, distinctly unpleasant, 

affective quality that differentiates it from sensory experiences such as sight, hearing or 

touch. It becomes overwhelming, demanding immediate attention, and disrupting on-going 

behaviour and thought (Melzack and Casey, 1968). For example, the affective-

motivational view described pain processing as an emotion as opposed to a sensory event 

and viewed pain as a subjective state that arises from activation of aversive networks in the 

brain (Gatchel et al., 2007). In the context of foot pain, it is important to recognise that 
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pain is not the noxious-stimuli-induced activity in the nociceptive pathways but rather the 

perception of these processes and the consequent effects on suffering and pain-related 

behaviour (Bennet, 1999; Kidd & Urban, 2001, as cited in Hawke & Burns, 2009; Merskey 

et al., 1994, as cited in Hawke & Burns, 2009). 

Physiological models dismiss psychological variables as ‘reactions to pain’. In an attempt 

to generate a comprehensive theory of pain, psychosocial determinants were acknowledged 

as playing an important role in pain perceptions leading to the development of 

psychobiological models of pain. Melzack and Wall (1968) combined aspects of the 

previous pain theories. They acknowledged the specificity for peripheral nerve function, 

and the pattern responses in afferent systems for underlying peripheral and central 

processing of noxious information. They understood the effects of viewing pain as an 

emotion and the cognitive processing involved (Gatchel et al., 2007). Melzack and Wall 

(1989) demonstrated that pain is a subjective experience influenced by psychological 

variables, cultural learning, the meaning of the situation and attention. Pain is not 

processed as a linear sensory transmission system, it involves a dynamic process with 

continuous interactions among complex ascending and descending systems and 

psychological processes are therefore not a reaction to pain, but part of its perception and 

an integral part of pain processing (Melzack, 1999). They proposed a hypothetical “gate” 

that modulates the amount of input that’s transmitted that can open or close the system to 

pain stimulation. This is supported by brain imaging studies that have demonstrated the 

brain pathways that link pain and emotion-relevant processes (Lumley et al., 2011).  

A limitation of the previous theories is that they do not account for all aspects of pain, for 

example individuals with complex conditions such as phantom limb pain (Nikolajsen & 

Christensen, 2015) as pain is never the sole creation of anatomy and physiology (Bendelow 

& Williams, 1995). Conceptualising pain through a biomedical lens ‘medicalises’ pain 

resulting in a split between body and mind and stress sensation over emotion (Bendelow & 

Williams, 1995). The biomedical model assumes that illnesses have an underlying 

physiological aetiology and removal or attenuation of the disease will result in a return to 

health (Wade & Halligan, 2004). As a result, the model focuses on treatment and 

elimination of symptoms and with limited modification of psychosocial variables. This 

limits our understanding of illness and the complex phenomenon of pain (Bendelow & 

Williams, 1995; Hunt et al., 2008). The Cartesian proposition is narrowly defined and acts 

to divorce mental from physical states and tends to attribute single symptoms to single 

causes (Bendelow & Williams, 1995). By conceptualising pain through a biomedical lens, 
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this suggests that pain can be objectively measured however the correlation between 

observed physical pathologies and experienced pain is weak (Zajacova et al., 2021). 

Measuring pain becomes problematic and unpredictable, as there may be variation in types, 

amount, consistency, intensity and responsibility (Bendelow & Williams, 1995). Clinicians 

and researchers must primarily rely on patients’ subjective self-reports to assess pain 

(Zajacova, Grol-Prokopczyk & Zachary, 2021), however there is a lack of attention to 

subjectivity, which in turn leads to a limited approach towards those experiencing chronic 

pain and the biomedical model does not account for the broader cultural and sociological 

components of pain (Bendelow & Williams, 1995).  

Using a biomedical approach and labelling patients with certain diagnoses, assumes that 

patients’ symptoms have a clear organic pathology, and treated as such (Vranceanu, 

Elbom, & Ring, 2011). Individuals with chronic and recurrent acute pain may feel rejected 

by medical systems and experience self-blame or labelled as ‘symptom magnifiers’ and 

complainers by the healthcare professional involved in their treatment (Gatchel et al., 

2007). Viewing pain through a biomedical lens and labelling certain patients as 

problematic irrespective of the diagnosis or the complexities of the medical condition may 

serve to produce issues in the interaction between the healthcare provider and patient in the 

context of ‘doctor-patient relationship’ and must be avoided (Norton & Smith, 1994; 

Sofaer, 1998). Pain patients who experience invalidation and stigma report damage to their 

social lives and sense of identity and this can cause them to experience a threat to the 

social self (Karos et al., 2018). Pain conditions may not always be responsive to treatment, 

and by experiencing multiple laboratory tests and imaging procedures (in an effort to 

receive a diagnosis and successful treatment), sufferers lose faith and become frustrated 

and irritated with the medical system (Gatchel et al., 2007). When individuals experience a 

lack of control due to not responding to treatments and failing to receive a diagnosis for 

their pathology, they experience a sense of helplessness which may manifest as depression 

(Hannibal & Bishop, 2014).   

A biomedical diagnosis provides patients with reassurance, however reliance on the 

biomedical framework can become disappointing and counterproductive as patients hope 

to become symptom free and physicians hope there are medical options that can fix the 

condition, because a biomedical cause has been identified (Vranceanu et al., 2011). This 

leads to medicalisation of symptoms, increased resources such as multiple hospital visits, 

diagnostic tests and treatments, and exposes patients to other problems, resulting in 

patients being passive with risk of decreasing development of self-efficacy, adaptation and 
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resilience. Patients become dependent on medical treatment and start to avoid activities 

and focus on their condition, which over time leads to increased disability and decreased 

quality of life (QoL) (leading the way to chronic pain conditions) (Vranceanu et al., 2011).  

There is a substantial body of evidence suggesting psychological factors are important 

determinants of the pain experience, placing great emphasis on the need to move away 

from a medical model toward other models of illness (Gatchel et al., 2007). A more 

sophisticated model of pain would allow for the inclusion of feelings and emotions, as 

emotions take place within a social context and involve both mind and body. This would 

benefit from the inclusion of locating the individual within their social and cultural context 

(Bendelow & Williams, 1995). A social model of illness is proposed however, the model 

primarily focuses on the causation of disability by society rather than the whole spectrum 

of illness (Oliver, 1983). Engel broadened the biomedical approach to include the 

‘psychosocial’ without sacrificing the advantages of the biomedical approach (Engel, 

1980). The biopsychosocial model (Engel, 1977) of pain acknowledges the neuroscience 

processes of pain/tissue changes (bio) as well as the psychological (psycho); personal 

growth and development and social (social) factors; current life situations. This approach 

is widely accepted as the most holistic as it aims to understand how psychological and 

social factors interact with brain processing to influence health and illness and the role they 

play in the pathogenesis of illness (White, 2005). By understanding what psychosocial 

factors impact health and illness, these can be integrated for treatment planning and 

provide an understanding of what behaviours need to be modified to achieve better health 

outcomes. However, within a biomedical model, psychological treatments are last resort 

when medical and surgical treatments are unsuccessful, patients’ pain is thought to be 

psychogenic which has a stigmatising effect on the patient (Vranceanu et al., 2011). 

Applying a biopsychosocial approach should be utilised in treating patients with a high risk 

of problematic outcomes and to help prevent the transition from acute to chronic pain 

(Feizerfan et al., 2015).  

The biopsychosocial model recognises a broad range of ‘psychosocial’ factors as 

impacting pain; however, the ‘social’ aspect has been criticised for focusing largely on 

‘interpersonal social-psychological’ factors (Craig & Fashler, 2013). The model therefore 

neglects the role of structural inequalities that shape an individual’s pain experience and an 

understanding of the social context and its effect on pain are needed to fully understand the 

impact of pain on society and the structure of societies influence on pain (Bendelow & 

Williams, 1995; Zajacova et al., 2021). Social conditions shape the causes of chronic pain, 
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its consequences, and even the very experience of pain such as increasing the likelihood of 

pain becoming chronic (Zajacova et al., 2021). For example, pain is conceptualised as a 

sensory and emotional experience and sociologists emphasise how emotions take place 

within a social context and involve both mind and body. However, no emotional 

experience is ever the same and is open to reinterpretation and meaning depending on the 

social and cultural experiences which shape them (Bendelow & Williams, 1995).  Pain is 

therefore simultaneously both physical and emotional, biological and phenomenologically 

embodied and mediated by culture and thus transcends the mind-body divide (Bendelow & 

Williams, 1995). The biopsychosocial model has also been criticised for being too vaguely 

defined and therefore not testable, is too generic and cannot be efficiently put in practice 

and does not include a method to identify relevant biopsychosocial data (Farre & Rapley, 

2017). 

Social and Cultural Aspects of Pain 

Evidence has supported a culture-pain connection, with differences in pain reported and 

incidence of pain conditions between ethnic, racial and national groups (Rahim-Williams 

et al., 2012). Pain behaviours and responses to behaviours may be culturally determined 

(Helman, 2007) and whether cultures value or disvalue displays of emotions, postural 

mobility or verbal expressions in response to pain or injury may influence this. For 

example, some cultural groups expect an extravagant display of emotion in the presence of 

pain, but others value stoicism, restraint and playing down the pain (Peacock & Patel, 

2008). Cultural values therefore play a role in pain reports for example, stoicism and/or 

collectivism has been found to lower pain ratings compared to cultural groups who 

encourage expressiveness (Anderson & Losin, 2017). The needs of groups may be 

prioritised in collectivistic cultures (e.g., East Asia), whereby outward expressions of 

negative emotions and physical pain may be perceived as threatening to the group 

harmony, and are therefore discouraged (Raval et al., 2007). Social and cultural factors 

may therefore shape individuals cognitive coping responses to pain (Quartana et al., 2009).  

For example, African Americans reported higher catastrophizing and lower pain tolerance 

than White Americans (Forsythe et al., 2011) and as catastrophizing increases pain 

severity, cultural norms favouring catastrophizing may serve to increase pain (Anderson & 

Losin, 2017).  

A possible explanation contributing to higher pain catastrophizing is higher acculturative 

stress. For example, intra-ethnic differences were found in pain severity and pain 

catastrophizing between elderly Koreans living in South Korea and Korean Americans 
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living in the United States; Korean Americans had higher levels of pain severity and pain 

catastrophizing (Kim et al., 2020). Acculturative stress is a sociocultural factor 

contributing to pain as cultural beliefs and practices can influence the way patients 

perceive and respond to pain. (Ahn et al., 2021). Other sociocultural factors that have been 

hypothesised as related to ethnic differences in pain coping are socioeconomic strain and 

racial discrimination, leading to higher levels of sympathetic nervous system activation and 

physiological exhaustion heightening sensitivity to pain (Edwards, 2008; Janevic et al., 

2017; Williams, 1999). The evidence suggests that social factors such as social exclusion 

or discrimination, share neural mechanisms with those processing physical pain and 

increased exposure or vulnerability to social pain may also increase exposure and 

vulnerability to physical pain and vice versa (Eisenberger, 2015, as cited in Zajacova et al., 

2020). However, the socio-cultural dimensions and shaping of pain have been criticised for 

crudely reinforcing ethnic stereotypes (Bendelow & Williams, 1995). 

Childhood socioeconomic disadvantage and maternal depression have been found to 

increase the risk of chronic pain (Goosby et al., 2013) as well as educational status and 

income (Zajacova et al., 2020) and religious or spiritual beliefs (Bendelow & Williams, 

1995).  Cultural meanings may play a role in shaping narratives of pain as people attempt 

to understand and locate the meaning of their suffering and to affect an alignment between 

body, self, and society (Bendelow & Williams, 1995).  For example, workplace toxicity 

was identified as a causal factor in the aetiology of an individual with rheumatoid arthritis 

(Williams, 1984, as cited in Bendelow & Williams, 1995). 

Features of our sociocultural context of pain such as negative social reactions to chronic 

pain may affect the self (Waugh, Byrne, & Nicholas., 2014). Women with chronic pain 

have reported being met with scepticism and distrust and may attempt to convince others 

of the credibility of their pain as real and somatic rather than imagined or psychological, 

attempting to fit within biomedical expectations of illness (Werner, Isaksen & Malterud, 

2004). This may lead to patients forming unhelpful and demoralising representations about 

their pain which in turn shape behaviour and influence patients’ outcomes (Holloway et al., 

2007; Waugh et al., 2014). The sociocultural responses to pain may lead to internalised 

stigma and cause a negative relationship with self-esteem and pain self-efficacy and a 

greater tendency to catastrophize with a reduced sense of personal control over pain 

(Waugh et al., 2014). Yet, sociological studies of the experience of chronic illness 

demonstrate people in pain need the legitimacy of their pain and suffering accepted by 

others, both medically and socially (Bendelow & Williams, 1995). 
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Implications for pain assessment and treatment are compromised by gender differences 

influencing pain perceptions. Men and women respond differently to painful stimuli, with a 

greater susceptibility toward pain in women. In osteoarthritis (OA), women report 

significantly higher levels of pain and physical disability and exhibited more pain 

behaviour during an observation session compared to men, and catastrophizing mediated 

this relationship. This indicates that women were much more likely to respond to pain by 

catastrophizing (Keefe et al., 2000). It has been well documented that women reportedly 

score higher on the rumination subscale of the PCS and total PCS scores (Sullivan et al., 

1995). Gender differences in catastrophizing may influence the transmission of pain by 

altering the transmission of pain signals at the spinal cord level (Keefe et al., 2000). Males 

have higher challenge appraisals, lower pain intensity, and longer pain tolerance than 

females (Forsythe, Thorn, Day & Shelby, 2011). Biological factors such as endogenous 

opioids and psychosocial factors such as pain coping strategies, social stereotype and 

stressful situations at an early stage of life could be responsible for such differences 

(Sanchez-Alfonso et al, 2017).   

Men and women express and report pain differently, starting with early life experiences 

during childhood which affect how boys and girls respond to pain, with females showing 

more of an emotional response to pain (Keefe et al., 2000). Sex hormones are a possible 

explanation; estrogen increases the release of peripheral cytokines, such as gamma-

interferon, which produces increased cortisol. This suggests why women are at increased 

risk of chronic pain and autoimmune disease such as multiple sclerosis and lupus 

(Hadjistavropoulos et al., 2004). Socio-cultural beliefs may also account for the sex related 

differences in shaping coping response to pain. Males may be more motivated to supress 

pain expressions due to the influence of the male sexual role, and the female sexual role 

may encourage pain expressions and lower motivation to suppress pain (Umar et al., 2021). 

2.3 Theories of Catastrophizing 

Numerous theoretical models have been proposed regarding catastrophizing including the 

appraisal theory, the attention model of catastrophizing, cognitive theoretical framework 

and communal coping model. Catastrophizing is described within the state versus trait 

debate and as an experience of trauma. To better provide insight into pain perception, it is 

important to understand whom, why, and when individuals catastrophize (Pulvers et al., 

2014).  

Biological Models 
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Researchers have turned their attention to the origins of catastrophizing and mechanisms 

through which catastrophizing impacts pain outcomes (Trost et al., 2015). There is a 

growing body of research outlining the neurophysiological mechanisms that are influenced 

by catastrophizing and investigations have demonstrated an association with dysfunction 

contributing to adverse pain outcomes (Quartana et al., 2009). Catastrophizing has been 

suggested to amplify pain processing in the CNS (Siddall & Cousins, 2004) through 

interference with descending pain inhibitory systems and facilitating neuroplastic changes 

in the spinal cord during repeated painful stimulation, subsequently promoting sensitisation 

in the CNS (Sullivan et al., 2011). Support for a potential relationship between 

catastrophizing and CNS sensitisation has been provided (Edwards et al., 2006; Taub et al., 

2017). Edwards et al., (2006) found higher levels of catastrophizing were associated with 

higher suprathreshold pain ratings and greater temporal summation of thermal pain 

(temporal summation is a primary marker for CNS sensitisation). Thirty-eight healthy 

young women underwent standardised experimental thermal pain testing and completed a 

brief modified pain catastrophizing scale (PCS) that assessed state-catastrophizing 

cognitions during the pain-testing session. The results demonstrated the importance of 

coping in shaping individual’s responses to noxious stimuli. Catastrophizing as a coping 

strategy has been suggested as associated with magnified experimental pain responses 

across time, by enhancing sensitivity to and reduced tolerance for thermal pain (Edwards et 

al., 2004), showing catastrophizing is associated with objective indices of activity 

intolerance associated with pain (Sullivan et al., 2002). Seminowicz & Davis (2006) 

suggest findings can be viewed within the framework of an attention model of 

catastrophizing, whereby a cortical vigilance network is engaged during mild pain, but 

diminished prefrontal cortical modulation impedes disengaging from and suppressing pain 

during more intense pain, resulting in progressing to acute or persistence of chronic pain. 

A higher degree of brain activity has been supported by Gracely et al., (2014); activation 

associated with catastrophizing in motor areas of the brain may reflect expressive 

responses to pain that are associated with greater catastrophizing (Gracely et al., 2004).  

Additionally, the helplessness subscale of the PCS activates the right amygdala during the 

anticipation of pain among individuals with major depressive disorder and not in healthy 

controls (Strigo et al., 2008). 

As catastrophizing is maladaptive, cortisol secretion is exacerbated, facilitating fear-based 

memories, whilst having a prolonged response to stress further exacerbates pain, 

inflammation and cortisol dysfunction (Granot, 2005; Hannibal et al., 2014). Higher levels 
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of catastrophizing were associated with increased serum levels of cortisol and interleukin-6 

(IL-6) following administration of a noxious stimulus, suggesting an influence on pro-

inflammatory immune system response that may modulate pain experience (Edwards et al., 

2008). Additionally, in individuals with high catastrophizing, the central neural 

mechanisms may become more sensitised and yield a chronic hyperalgesic state (abnormal 

heightened sensitivity to pain) (Gatchel et al., 2007).  

Sullivan (2008) argues for a biopsychomotor conceptualisation of pain where pain 

behaviours are interpreted as integral components of the pain system. The model proposes 

that at least three partially independent behavioural subsystems are integral components of 

pain including communicative pain behaviours, protective pain behaviours, and social 

response behaviours. The nature of motor programmes responsible for the elicitation and 

maintenance of different forms of pain behaviour are being explored. Pain behaviours refer 

to the softer motor and verbal responses to the pain experience (Fordyce, 1976). Pain 

behaviours include guarded movement, rubbing and flexing of the knee(s), and joint 

rigidity.  

Experimental studies on catastrophizing have found that the neurophysiological 

mechanisms associated with catastrophizing may alter an individual’s response to 

treatment. This occurs through neurophysiological dysfunction contributing to adverse pain 

outcomes (Quartana et al., 2009) by dysregulation or dysfunction in endogenous opioid 

pain-control systems (Edwards et al., 2006; Fillingim et al., 2005), thus interfering with 

processes involved in descending inhibition of pain (Edwards & Fillingim, 2001), 

augmenting processes involved in temporal summation of pain (Edwards et al., 2006) 

resulting in poorer response to pharmacological interventions for pain. Whilst experimental 

conditions show support that higher catastrophizing is associated with lower activation of 

descending pain-inhibitory controls, especially in women (Goodin et al., 2009). Given the 

literature pertaining to the physiological mechanisms of catastrophizing, greater 

understandings of the links between psychological and physiological processes involved in 

pain perception and expression holds promise for the development of effective treatments 

for chronic pain (Sullivan, 2012) and interventions that specifically target catastrophic 

thinking might be useful for enhancing the effects of pharmacological interventions for 

neuropathic pain (Mankovsky et al., 2012; Schiphorst Preuper et al., 2014).  

Interestingly, catastrophizing has been linked to phantom limb pain in upper limb 

amputees by activating an area in the brain around the secondary somatosensory cortex 

(Vase et al., 2012). This is of particular importance as it supports the use of psychological 
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approaches to modify behaviours including attentional focus, interpretation and emotional 

processes surrounding pain as such as strategies within cognitive behavioural therapy 

(Michael & Burns, 2004). Interventions that decrease catastrophizing have been suggested 

as reducing the burden of acute and chronic pain (Edwards et al., 2006). 

Appraisal Theory  

It is suggested that catastrophizing is related to primary and secondary appraisal processes 

within the transactional model of stress and coping proposed by Lazarus and Folkman 

(1984). The transactional model of stress and coping recognises the significant role given 

to the cognitive appraisal processes between the relationship of an individual and their 

environment. Interpretation of stressful events are viewed as being more important than the 

actual event, and how an individual perceives the potential harm, threats and challenges, 

and their confidence in dealing with these, determines their ability to cope with stress 

(Curtis, 2000). The greater the perceived threat, the less able an individual is able to cope 

with the stressor and therefore the greater the stress response. This triggers an individual’s 

primary and secondary appraisal processes, where an individual assesses the threat or 

seriousness of the stressor in relation to their wellbeing (primary), and when the threat is 

perceived as challenging/threatening, the individual assesses their coping resources to 

manage the threat/challenge (secondary). An imbalance in the appraisal process occurs 

when a situation is appraised as taxing or exceeding an individual’s resources and 

endangering their wellbeing (Cooper & Quick, 2017; Rice, 2000).  

In the context of pain, an appraisal model is characterised by exaggerated perception of the 

threat value of pain (Severeijns, Vlaeyen, & van den Hout, 2006) and catastrophizing has 

been theorised within a coping framework. Magnification and rumination are situated 

within primary appraisal, as they refer to experiencing painful stimuli as extremely 

threatening. Whilst helplessness is a feature of secondary appraisal such as evaluating 

one’s ability to effectively deal with the painful stimuli situation (Sullivan et al., 2001). 

Behaviour is therefore deployed based on this appraisal process for example, if a person 

evaluates a pain stimulus as threatening and estimates that they cannot cope with the 

situation, they may catastrophize about their symptoms (Quartana et al., 2010; Fink et al., 

2013). This theory was supported in a study examining pain due to performance or injury 

in professional dancers. Dancer's appraisals of pain did not differ according to the type or 

severity of pain experienced, except when they perceived the pain as a threat (injury pain). 

Appraising the pain as threatening was predictive of the use of avoidance and 

catastrophizing (Anderson & Hanrahan, 2008).  
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Catastrophizing has been demonstrated as being closely related to other appraisal 

constructs such as cognitive appraisal variables including perceived ability to control pain 

and affective appraisal variables including emotional responses to chronic pain (Jones et 

al., 2003). However, less is known on the emotion regulation strategies that those with high 

catastrophizing symptoms use to cope with the high levels of emotional distress and 

perceived pain intensity inspired by catastrophic appraisals (Gilliam et al., 2010). One 

postulation is the use of suppression as an emotion regulation strategy that is used to 

reduce the impact of a negative emotional experience (Gross & John, 2003). Using 

maladaptive emotion regulation strategies, such as suppression, may place individuals at 

risk of experiencing prolonged recovery from episodes of acute pain. Emotion regulation 

factors may represent critical variables needed to understand the full impact of catastrophic 

appraisals on long-term adjustment to pain (Gross & John, 2003). 

A strength of the model is that it includes a form of re-appraisal. Re-appraisal is the 

process of continually evaluating, changing, or re-labelling earlier primary or secondary 

appraisals as situations evolve. For example, an initial situation may have been viewed as 

threatening and changed to perceived as challenging or irrelevant (Rice, 2000). Limitations 

of the model include the lack of empirical attention in the chronically ill populations 

(Mitchell, 2004), coping cannot be measured objectively, and the model does not account 

for personality characteristics or physiological mechanisms (Sharma & Romas, 2012). For 

example, pessimistic individuals are more likely to use emotion-focused strategies, 

whereas optimistic individuals have positive expectations of the future and therefore use 

problem-focused strategies (Nes & Segerstrom, 2006; Scheier et al., 1989). Gender and 

type of stressful event may also moderate the effect of type of coping (Baker & Berenbaum 

2007). 

Attention Model of Catastrophizing  

An appraisal model of catastrophizing predicts that individuals who exaggerate the threat 

value of pain stimuli or pain sensations will increase their attentional focus on pain 

(Sullivan et al., 2001). This attention to pain has been proposed as an attention model of 

catastrophizing. The attention model of catastrophizing suggests that catastrophizers focus 

more attention on pain, they have difficulty controlling or supressing pain-related thoughts 

and ruminate more about their pain sensations and thereby enhance the pain experience 

due to attentional processes by increasing attention to pain sensations (Sullivan et al., 

2001). Support for the model has been demonstrated in experimental studies. Regions in 

the brain correlate with catastrophizing scores, including a number of brain areas involved 
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in pain vigilance, attention to the body or sensory stimuli in general including, prefrontal 

cortical modulation, impeding disengagement from and suppression of more intense pain 

(Seminowicz & Davis, 2006). However, the experimental studies did not measure similar 

pain-related and unrelated negative mental sets that may also be related to exaggerated 

attentional interference, for example fear of pain and pain anxiety (Quartan et al., 2009). 

Cognitive Theoretical Framework 

The appraisal processing of catastrophizing has received debate however, most researchers 

within the area of catastrophizing work from this view (Sullivan, 2012). The appraisal 

processing places the concept within a cognitive theoretical framework (Beck et al., 1978). 

Earlier conceptualisations perceive catastrophizing as a cognitive concept, which increases 

the risk for the development as well as the perpetuation of emotional disorders (Fink et al., 

2013). Helplessness reflects an inability to cope with painful stimuli and is a major concept 

primarily in cognitive theories of depression inter-related with hopelessness, external locus 

of control and causal attribution (Pryce et al., 2011). Beck et al., (1978) described 

catastrophizing as a maladaptive coping style and the Beckian model of cognitive errors 

proposes catastrophizing within several types of cognitive distortions, such as the 

dysfunctional thinking present in individuals with depression and anxiety disorder with an 

irrational negative forecast of future events (Leung, 2012). Cognitive behavioural model is 

explained in terms of negative thoughts influencing emotion and behaviour.  In relation to 

the experience of pain, often individuals will experience maladaptive coping such as 

catastrophizing and negative emotions such as, anxiety and depression which all interact to 

produce a chronic pain cycle (Beck at al., 1978; Lazarus & Folkman., 1984).  

Lethem et al., (1983) proposed a cognitive behavioural model of pain-related disability; the 

fear-avoidance model of pain. The central concept of the model is fear of pain, and 

confrontation and avoidance are proposed as two extreme responses to this fear. 

Avoidance of pain-related movements leads to the maintenance or exacerbation of fear, 

and possibly generates a phobic state resulting in long-term consequences in the initiation 

and maintenance of chronic pain disability. Catastrophizing is viewed as a ‘cognitive’ 

factor in the development of disability associated with pain conditions. The model 

proposes that following the onset of pain, catastrophic thinking occurs and contributes to 

the fear of movements and increased hypervigilance to pain symptoms.  

Fear of movement has been shown to further contribute to the pain experience and is 

intrinsically tied to the chronic pain experience (Burke, Mathias & Denson, 2015), 

including increased pain and disability, less return to work (Wertli et al., 2014), and 
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predicts depression in persons with chronic pain (McCracken et al., 1992). Due to 

experiencing increased pain, distress and disability this further contributes to catastrophic 

thinking, leading to an active avoidance of movement out of fear of recurrent pain or injury 

(i.e., kinesiophobia) (Vlaeyen & Linton, 2000). Kinesiophobia predicts pain and 

development of chronic pain complaints (Picavet, Vlaeyen & Schouten, 2002; Severeijns, 

Vlaeyen, van den Hout & Picavet, 2005). The model has been applied in an orthopaedic 

setting; in the postoperative period a persistent fear-avoidance behaviour, despite surgical 

correction of the pain generator, contributed to poor quality rehabilitation that, in turn 

resulted in insufficient improvement in symptoms (Flanigan et al., 2015). Evidence is 

conflicting as to the uniqueness of the pain catastrophizing construct in regard to other 

negative pain-related cognitive process variables, such as fear of pain (Quartana et al., 

2010). The model does not conceptualise catastrophizing, it provides an understanding as 

catastrophizing as a cognitive element within a broader fear network (Fink et al., 2013). 

Cognitive models have been criticised for pathologising catastrophizing as preceding an 

emotional disorder (Sullivan, 2012) and catastrophizing was thought to be a symptom of 

depression. Whereas Geisser et al., (1994) provided evidence suggesting catastrophizing is 

a separate construct impacting on pain perception and treatment, and in shaping the 

experience of acute and chronic pain (Quartana et al., 2010).  

Communal Coping Model 

Sullivan (2012) suggests that cognitive models are overly simplistic and lacking in 

explanatory power. They do not consider interpersonal factors associated with 

catastrophizing and interpersonal processes such as, seeking support, communication, and 

validation which have been demonstrated as central to high catastrophizers’ experience of 

pain-related distress.  

A communal coping model (CCM) of catastrophizing was therefore proposed. The model 

suggests that catastrophizing may be a process of communicating and has been devised on 

theoretical perspectives addressing the interpersonal dimensions of coping. The model 

moves away from the cognitive conceptualisation of catastrophizing, theorising that 

catastrophizing is a method of coping and emphasising the importance of social context 

(Fink et al., 2013; Sullivan, 2012). Expression of exaggerated pain displays are managed 

within a social/interpersonal context by obtaining assistance from others to obtain an 

empathic response, maximise proximity and elicit social support, social responses reinforce 

display of pain and expressions of catastrophizing (Sullivan et al., 2000; 2001; Sullivan, 

2012; Thorn et al., 2003). Within this framework, catastrophizing is proposed as an 
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interpersonal style of coping in which coping efforts are directed as interpersonal goals and 

receiving support in the form of sympathy may be more important to patients than reducing 

pain or disability (Keefe et al., 2003; Sullivan et al., 2000). Catastrophizing via high 

displays of pain and pain-related disability therefore serve as a ‘communicative’ function, 

in order to manage distress within a social interpersonal context, serving as a way of 

coping with pain (Sullivan et al., 2001; Sullivan, 2012).  

The CCM emerged from research that demonstrated a consistent relationship between 

catastrophizing and increased behavioural expressions of pain (both verbal and non-

verbal). For example, individuals who catastrophized not only experienced more pain but 

were more expressive during their pain experience, displays of pain vary and are prolonged 

particularly when in the presence of another person (Keefe et al., 2000; Sullivan et al., 

2000; 2004). Pain catastrophizers enact pain behaviours in order to solicit social support or 

empathy from within their social environment and they engage in more pain behaviour. 

Increased behavioural expressions of pain contributes to increased pain severity and 

disability and women are more likely to be supported within this framework as they are 

shown to be more expressive of their pain to deal with distress in the presence of others 

(Sullivan et al., 2001). Individuals who catastrophize about their symptoms feel ‘entitled’ 

to more support than they are currently receiving, and they seek support by displaying 

indirect methods for example, distress displays as opposed to verbal requests (Cano, 2004; 

Rothrock et al., 2003). Through displaying more expressive displays of pain, individuals 

are more likely to attract attention of others within their social environment. Individuals 

with high catastrophizing symptoms adopt a communal approach to coping as they prefer 

to deal with distress in the presence of others. Through expressing distress, it can be 

decided as to whether assistance should be received (Sullivan, 2012).  

Fordyce (1976) described how previous behavioural models of pain behaviour advocated 

ignoring patients’ pain displayed. This view was based on pain behaviours being 

reinforced by attention and that they could be reduced by systematic non-reinforcement. 

However, the CCM provides insights into how the inter-personal aspects of catastrophizing 

may contribute to some of the poor treatment outcomes observed. For example, ignoring 

pain behaviours in individuals with high catastrophizing may lead to an increase in pain 

behaviour and contribute to disability (Prkachin et al., 2007). Social factors may therefore 

be responsible for the maintenance of catastrophizing (Sullivan et al., 2001). In individuals 

who catastrophize, partners who respond more solicitously to pain behaviour and 

catastrophizing verbalisations may positively reinforce catastrophizing and negative 
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effective appraisals of pain (Giardino et al., 2002). Paying attention and displaying 

validation to patients may facilitate adjustment to distress in individuals with high 

catastrophizing, however social responses may contribute to prolonged disability (Sullivan 

et al., 2001). Keefe et al., (2003) demonstrated that patients with high catastrophizing 

reported receiving higher levels of instrumental support and their caregivers rated them as 

experiencing more pain and engaging in more pain behaviours. Invalid responses to high 

levels of support entitlement and exaggerated pain behaviours may induce distress in 

individuals with high catastrophizing (Cano, 2004; Rothrock et al., 2003). The CCM offers 

important insights into the management of pain, suggesting that clinicians should not 

ignore pain behaviours in individuals who catastrophize because this may lead to an 

increase in pain behaviour to the extent that pain behaviours contribute to disability and 

catastrophizing is therefore used as a coping tactic. This opens up avenues for pain 

management in that the communicative function of catastrophizing should be 

acknowledged as targets of intervention (Sullivan, 2012). The CCM also differs from other 

models as it highlights how heightened levels of pain behaviour may indicate that the 

individual is experiencing increased pain, depression and disability which may lead the 

physician to prescribe extended sick leave and an employer to consider that the employee 

is unable to meet their occupational responsibilities. Pain behaviour therefore disrupts 

activity engagement and the social response may prolong disability (Sullivan, 2012). 

However, the CCM has been criticised for focusing on the consequences of catastrophizing 

rather than on the origin for example, people who catastrophize are more likely to elicit 

social support as opposed to seeking support through catastrophizing. The CCM focuses on 

social support seeking as a function of catastrophizing and is based on speculation that 

catastrophizing is used for attainment of inter-personal goals (Fink et al., 2013). 

By catastrophizing about pain symptoms as a method of obtaining social support, 

individuals with high catastrophizing may be more likely to obtain punishing responses 

from their spouse (i.e., expressing irritation) than solicitous responses (Boothby et al., 

2004; Buenaver et al., 2007). An increase in punishing responses is experienced in those 

with high catastrophizing who perceive themselves to be receiving lower social support 

compared to high social support (Buenaver et al, 2007). Some studies have identified that 

individuals with high catastrophizing may receive less social support from others in their 

social environment (Boothby et al., 2004; Buenaver et al, 2007) and counterintuitively the 

highest displays of pain behaviour were observed when individuals with high 

catastrophizing were married to a low catastrophizing spouse (Gautheir et al., 2011). The 

associations observed may be moderated by the perceived value of relationships and pain 
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duration. For example, chronic pain patients were more likely to express catastrophizing 

responses to sensory pain experiences in close relationships such as, living with a spouse 

or partner as opposed to living with someone else (Giardino et al., 2002) and shorter pain 

durations compared to longer pain durations moderated catastrophizing and perceived 

spouse support (Cano, 2004). Interestingly, adult caregivers respond differently to male 

and female children who express their pain, by providing more physical comfort to girls. 

This increased attention obtained during painful stimuli may form the basis of the 

development of ‘catastrophic thinking’, and a preference to deal with pain in the presence 

of others within a communal context (Keefe et al., 2000).  

Research suggests that the interpersonal aspects and social context of catastrophizing 

might contribute to some of the poor treatment outcomes observed (Sullivan, 2012). 

Sullivan (2012) describes how through the communal coping model of catastrophizing, 

heightened displays of pain behaviour is associated with a variety of adverse outcomes 

such as increased pain, depression, functional disability and prolonged work absence. 

Absenteeism from work and activity impairment and work productivity loss are common 

for up to two years post-TKA (Hylkema et al., 2019). Through displaying high pain 

displays, this may prompt healthcare professionals to perceive the patient to have high 

levels of pain, and therefore prescribe extended sick leave, this social response to pain 

behaviour further contributes to prolonged disability (Sullivan, 2012). Overall, the research 

highlights the interpersonal aspects of catastrophizing, and it is suggested that social inputs 

might form part of the mechanism by which catastrophizing exerts its detrimental effects 

on pain outcomes (Sullivan et al., 2001).   

A further model has been proposed by Eccleston & Crombez (2007) termed ‘misdirected 

problem-solving’. The model incorporates the fear-avoidance model and the CCM, 

reframing the models into a problem-solving perspective where catastrophizing is 

conceptualised as part of a process of worry that functions as an active attempt to solve the 

problem (Fink et al., 2013). In the context of pain, the active attempt to solve pain is to 

seek pain relief or a cure, which often in persistent pain is not always achievable and 

patients therefore become misdirected. Catastrophizing is therefore proposed as an 

unsuccessful problem-solving strategy (Fink et al., 2013). However, empirical research is 

needed to support the role of the misdirected problem-solving model. 

State versus Trait Catastrophizing 

Early views stated catastrophizing as a situation-specific cognitive style, yet 

catastrophizing has mostly been conceptualised as a trait-like variable and has been linked 
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to a number of trait-like characteristics such as neuroticism, trait anxiety and depression 

(Leung, 2012; Quartana et al., 2010). Beck’s theory suggests that initial conceptualisations 

of catastrophizing considered maladaptive thoughts to be latent and in need of a cue to 

become manifest (Beck et al., 1978).  Support for this was provided, in that people with 

current pain reported significantly higher catastrophizing scores than people with a recent 

history of pain or people with no pain at all. The presence of pain was a prerequisite for 

catastrophizing to become manifest, supporting catastrophizing as a latent trait factor that 

can be activated by the presence of pain (Severeijns et al., 2004). 

Catastrophizing can be measured in two different ways; situational (state) as a reaction 

measured during or immediately after exposure to a noxious stimulus or dispositional 

(trait) through recall of most negative feelings and cognitions related to painful events 

(Leung, 2012). The PCS is a trait-like measure yet has been utilised in experimental studies 

in measuring pain and catastrophizing immediately following noxious stimuli. A modified 

version of the PCS has been adapted with the inclusion of 6-items that enables to measure 

state-catastrophizing during experimental procedures (Campbell et al., 2010; Edwards et 

al., 2006; Taub et al., 2017). Experimental pain studies support catastrophizing as 

situation-specific in response to a specific painful encounter i.e., laboratory-based noxious 

stimulation (Quartana et al., 2010; Campbell et al., 2010). Moderate correlations between 

dispositional and situational catastrophizing have been reported, and situational 

catastrophizing correlates significantly more highly with experimental pain responses. 

However, experimental studies included student samples, and catastrophizing may be 

relatively more important in shaping clinical populations experiences of pain (Campbell et 

al., 2010). 

In a clinical population, Wade, Riddle & Thacker (2012) sought to clarify whether 

catastrophizing is a state or trait-like variable, and the findings suggest pain-related 

catastrophizing is a dynamic construct that is related to pain intensity (Wade et al., 2012). 

Patients with persistent pain have higher dispositional pain catastrophizing scores than 

their healthy chronic pain free counterparts, however the authors note it is uncertain as to 

whether dispositional catastrophizing is as a risk factor for the development of pain or 

whether it increases after a pain condition develops (Campbell et al., 2010). 

Catastrophizing is therefore suggested as not a fixed trait but, rather, one that can be 

altered in a variety of surgical populations (Gibson et al., 2019), and a dynamic construct 

related to pain intensity (Wade et al., 2012). 
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Theories do not offer an understanding as to why some people get caught in catastrophic 

thinking, which they have difficulties in disengaging from (Fink et al., 2013). One 

explanation was provided by Peterson and Moon (1999) who have raised the interesting 

possibility that catastrophizing may initially emerge as a result of exposure to traumatic 

life events and they propose that life traumas such as major losses, severe accidents, and 

abuse experiences may sensitise individuals to distress reactions to future stressors. Fink 

and colleagues (2013) argue for a parsimonious conceptualisation of catastrophizing, 

which includes a resumption of the term ‘catastrophic worry’ as repetitive negative 

thinking, which serves the function to reduce negative effect. Individuals get stuck in 

repetitive and perseverant negative thinking that is difficult to disengage from. This 

repetitive negative thinking suggests catastrophizing is used as a method of covert 

avoidance, and catastrophizing is a way to reduce the intensity of the aversive 

physiological and psychological aspects of the fear response (Borkovec, Alcaine, & Behar, 

2004). Catastrophic worry is treated as a process that captures the cognitive, emotional, 

and behavioural aspects involved, and can therefore provide explanations of how comorbid 

problems occur such as depression. The focus is on the ‘intrinsic function’ of catastrophic 

worry as opposed to its content and enables for new treatment strategies to be proposed. 

However, the authors conclude that catastrophizing and catastrophic worry have somewhat 

different connotations or describe different aspects of the pain experience yet denote the 

same mental behaviours. 

Catastrophizing has been theoretically framed within various diverse models, and debate 

remains as to whether catastrophizing should be viewed as a cognitive set, a coping 

strategy or a personality trait (Gilliam et al., 2010). Yet, common themes highlight 

catastrophizing is related to emotional responding and coping (Fink et al., 2013). 

Substantial evidence has been demonstrated for the influence of catastrophizing in shaping 

emotional, functional and physiological responses to pain, suggesting that high levels of 

catastrophizing about pain should be considered a ‘risk marker’ for adverse immediate and 

long-term pain-related outcomes (Quartana et al., 2010). 

2.4 Factors Influencing Patients’ Experiences and Outcomes  

Research has identified that patients presenting to foot surgeons have significant pain, 

functional limitations and deteriorating health status (Gilheany et al., 2008), and women 

with foot problems have decreased health-related QoL, compared to men (Lopez-Lopez et 

al., 2018). There is potentially an unmet need for foot treatment; in a cross-sectional postal 

survey with a random community sample of 3417 individuals, only one third with 
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disabling foot pain received professional foot treatment in the six months preceding the 

survey (Garrow et al., 2004). A greater understanding is needed regarding the extent and 

type of this unmet need, and on how patients presenting with symptoms of disabling foot 

pain can be optimally managed (Garrow et al., 2004), along with an evaluation of the 

factors influencing consultation for foot problems and strategies used to manage forefoot 

conditions (Menz et al., 2010). Disabling foot pain is likely to be multifactorial in origin 

(Garrow et al., 2004). However, there is limited evidence of the psychosocial impact of 

forefoot problems, or the role of psychosocial factors in the development of foot pain 

(Garrow et al., 2004), making the associated burden unknown.  

There is a large body of literature on the influence of psychosocial factors in the 

experience of pain and disability (Gatchel et al., 2007). The emotional and behavioural 

consequences of pain, influence the development of persistent problems and outcomes of 

treatment such as, leading to the development and maintenance of chronic pain (Edwards 

et al., 2016; Linton et al., 2011). Psychosocial factors and the emotional health of the 

patient moderate surgical outcomes in many common orthopaedic surgeries (Ayers et al., 

2013) and postoperative recovery and rehabilitation are influenced by patient choice and 

psychological traits (Flanigan et al., 2015; Scott & McCracken, 2016). For example, stress, 

depression and pain strongly influence symptom severity and the ability to recover from 

surgery in patients with acute or chronic musculoskeletal conditions (Carroll, Cassidy & 

Cote, 2004; Flanigan et al., 2015; Sanchez-Alfonso et al., 2017). However, the 

psychological processes that influence recovery from forefoot surgery are not as well 

documented as other orthopaedic surgeries. 

The complexity of foot pain is a sensory and emotional experience, and psychosocial 

factors can influence the pain experience and treatment outcomes (Hawke & Burns, 2009). 

Some patients report unfavourable outcome and dissatisfaction following foot surgery such 

as persistent pain (Barg et al., 2018; Glazebrook et al., 2014). Screening for patients at-risk 

of problematic outcomes on the basis of presurgical psychological factors is useful if the 

factors assessed can effectively be modified through interventions (Sullivan, 2013). With 

regards to forefoot problems, psychosocial factors may influence patients’ surgical 

outcomes and experiences and are discussed in the following section. 

2.4.1 Depression 

Depression is characterised by persistent low mood and loss of interest in pleasurable 

activities, with a whole spectrum of severity, symptoms and signs including weight loss, 

insomnia, fatigue and loss of energy etc. (APA, 2015). Resulting in clinically significant 
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distress of impairment of social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning 

(Woo, 2010).  

Individuals with foot pain are more likely to report depressive symptoms, with increasing 

severity of foot pain associated with higher depressive symptoms (Awale et al., 2016; 

Menz et al., 2006). For example, greater degree of hallux valgus deformity has been 

associated with increased depressive symptoms (Lopez et al., 2016). Examining the role of 

depression in foot and ankle surgery is important because research has identified that 

patients have higher preoperative expectations of surgery when experiencing depression 

(Henry et al., 2012) and following foot and ankle surgery they report lower satisfaction 

with postoperative pain, lower perceived improvements and overall dissatisfaction (Henry 

et al., 2021; Shakked et al., 2018). Yet, McDonald et al., (2017) found that although 

patients with hallux valgus and depression had lower baseline mental scores and higher 

pain levels, their outcomes after bunion surgery were similar to those patients without 

depression. Furthermore, patients with psychological distress undergoing hallux valgus 

surgery had poorer short-term outcomes, but these differences resolved at two years (Goh 

et al., 2021). The findings reported by McDonald et al., (2017) should be treated with 

caution due to the retrospective study design however, they offer an opportunity that 

during the perioperative counselling of patients with depression and distress, surgeons can 

provide reassurance that patients can experience benefits from hallux valgus surgery (Goh 

et al., 2021). The findings may indicate that other factors may play a role in the prolonged 

recovery of patients experiencing depression and distress compared to their counterparts. 

For example, depressive symptoms in patients with chronic pain are associated with sense 

of control over life, pain self-efficacy beliefs, higher use of unhelpful self-management 

strategies, lower perceived social support and physical disability including fear of re-injury 

(Nicholas et al., 2009); all of which have been found to be associated with patients’ 

outcomes and experiences.  

Majority of the research examining the role of depression in orthopaedic surgery has 

utilised quantitative methods. Empirical research supports the role of depression in 

moderating surgical outcomes in acute and chronic pain populations in domains of pain, 

function and QoL (De Groot et al., 1997; Edwards et al., 2009; Fisher et al., 2007; Granot 

& Ferber, 2005; Pinto et al., 2012; Ip et al., 2009; Sullivan et al., 2009). Depression is 

potentially modifiable with the use of psychosocial interventions and may offer an 

opportunity to improve patients' experiences and enhance postoperative recovery. 
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Evaluating subjective outcomes from the patient’s perspective may facilitate this process 

(Bullens et al., 2001). 

Pain and depression often co-occur with heightened depressed mood worsening pain and 

pain-related disability (Lerman et al., 2015) and pain heightens depressive symptoms (Bair, 

Robinson, Katon & Kroenke, 2003; Haythornthwaite, Sieber & Kerns, 1991; Leino & 

Magni, 1993). The combination of clinical depression and pain is costlier and more 

disabling than either condition alone, understanding the interaction of this is important as 

patients may utilise more health resources and report more unexplained physical symptoms 

such as fatigue (Bair et al., 2003). Individuals with depression are more likely to 

experience pain during hospitalisation (Samadzadeh et al., 2017), are less likely to return to 

work or delay return to work following surgery for lumbar fusion (Parker et al., 2015) and 

are at increased risk of mortality (Cuijpers & Smit, 2002).  Understanding the role of 

depression and catastrophizing may provide further insights. 

Depression and Catastrophizing 

Earlier conceptualisations proposed catastrophizing as a maladaptive pattern of thinking, 

frequently observed in people with depression and anxiety disorders (Beck, 1976). 

However, research proposes catastrophizing as a cognitive determinant of the pain 

experience, and depression as an emotional determinant of the pain experience (Sullivan, 

Rodgers & Kirsch, 2001). Clinical and experimental research indicate that there is a 

relationship between catastrophizing, depression and pain (Nicholas et al., 2009). 

Individuals who report frequent catastrophizing cognitions report increased pain levels and 

high levels of depression (Sullivan & D’Eon, 1990) and catastrophizing intensifies the 

experience of depression (in rheumatoid arthritis patients) (Keefe et al., 1989). Linton and 

colleagues (2011) were interested in testing the idea that if depressed mood and 

catastrophizing are separate entities, then when one is absent the other should still 

contribute to poor outcome, and when both are present there should be an additional 

adverse effect. In a prospective design with two clinical samples of patients with sub-acute 

pain, participants were classified as having high or low scores on measures of depression 

and catastrophizing and these were assessed in relation to outcome variables. The results 

indicated a small to moderate correlation between catastrophizing and depression and 

individuals may have either depression or catastrophizing and both were associated with 

current pain problems and outcome, whilst experiencing both depressed mood and 

catastrophizing increased the associations substantially. Another study highlighted that 

both catastrophizing and depression were predictors of pain-related disability in patients 
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with chronic pain, and larger effect sizes were observed for catastrophizing (Arnow et al., 

2011). In orthopaedic surgery, high levels of catastrophizing and depression may promote 

enhance pain levels and disability (Edwards et al., 2009; Nota & Kloen, 2015). When 

treated surgically, improvement in functional outcomes may reduce catastrophizing and 

depressive symptoms (Gudmundsson et al., 2021) which in turn may improve 

postoperative pain. However, the association of depression and catastrophizing in relation 

to forefoot surgical patients’ outcomes and experiences are unknown. Interventions 

designed to reduce catastrophizing and depressive symptoms may have the potential to 

improve patients’ outcomes and experiences. 

2.4.2 Anxiety 

Within chronic pain populations generalised anxiety disorder (GAD) is the most 

commonly diagnosed anxiety disorder, with pain and anxiety often coexisting 

(McWilliams, Cox & Enns, 2003; Woo, 2010). Pain-related anxiety refers to anxiety and 

worry about pain or pain-related events and has been reported as one of the most frequent 

emotions associated with pain (Asmundson & Taylor, 1996). Resulting in individuals 

experiencing increased levels of anxiety in response to pain or events perceived as 

potentially pain inducing (Gonzalez et al., 2011). High levels of anxiety are associated with 

decreased pain tolerance and increased pain intensity and severity (Lauriola et al., 2019; 

Masedo & Esteve, 2007). However, the direction of causality has not been determined but 

pain and anxiety can constitute a vicious circle (Caumo & Ferreira, 2003) and in chronic 

pain patients, anxiety disorders precede the onset of pain (Knaster, Karlsson, Estlander & 

Kalso, 2012). Symptoms of anxiety cause clinically significant distress or impairment in 

social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning (Tyrer & Baldwin, 2006). 

Anxiety is a frequent symptom prior to undergoing a surgical procedure (Caumo & 

Ferreira, 2003). Reasons for pre-operative anxiety included fear of the unknown, death, 

anaesthesia, of harm from doctors or nurse mistake, complications and unexpected results 

of operation, need of blood transfusion, and concern about family. Whilst those who had 

strong social support were less likely to become anxious during the preoperative period 

compared with those who reported poor social support (Bedaso & Ayalew, 2019). In a 

hospital setting anxiety is worsened by sleep deprivation in the postoperative period, 

exacerbated by fear of complications, loss of control and helplessness (Woo, 2010). 

Anxiety may influence the number of days hospitalised (Ali et al., 2014; Boeke, 

Duivenvoorden, Verhage & Zwaveling, 1991), may lead to increased analgesic and 
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anaesthetic consumption (Caumo & Ferreira, 2003) and may affect patient satisfaction with 

care provided for hand and upper-extremity clinic visits (Tyser et al., 2018). 

There is a greater prevalence of anxiety in patients with chronic foot and ankle pain 

(Shivarathre et al., 2014). Preoperative anxiety is important as it may lead to postoperative 

pain intensity (Vaugh et al., 2007) and in orthopaedic surgery, state anxiety predicted post-

operative pain in older adults, accounting for 27% of the variance (Feeney, 2004). In 

patients requiring elective foot and ankle surgery, patients with higher preoperative anxiety 

had greater postoperative pain and functional disability (Nixon et al., 2019). Patients who 

experience anxiety may have higher and more expectations from foot and ankle surgery 

(Cody et al., 2017; Henry et al., 2021) and as such perceive themselves to have less 

improvements post-surgery and are therefore dissatisfied with their outcomes (Henry et al., 

2021). Quantitative research supports the role of anxiety in moderating patients’ surgical 

outcomes; however, less is understood as to how patient’s experience their forefoot 

problem and of the factors that may be associated with experiencing anxiety.  

Anxiety and Catastrophizing 

Pain catastrophizing and anxiety are two distinct constructs with distinct roles in pain; 

catastrophizing is a cognitive concept and anxiety is an emotion. Yet, they are 

characterised by attention to threat, over-emphasis of the probability of a catastrophic 

outcome, and excessive thoughts over the worst possible outcomes (Sullivan et al., 1995). 

Catastrophizing may elicit an emotional response such as anxiety, and patients with high 

levels of anxiety might engage in catastrophic thought processes as a way of reducing the 

intensity of aversive physiological and psychological aspects of the fear response 

(Borkovec et al., 2004).  For example, patients who expressed an intolerance of uncertainty 

of undergoing endoscopy prompted worries, which predicted catastrophizing and pain. 

Worrying about the procedure led to patients ruminating and catastrophizing about 

unpleasant physical sensations, leading to increasing the likelihood of tolerating the 

procedure less well (Lauriola et al., 2019). 

Catastrophizing and anxiety alter pain perceptions uniquely (Vase et al., 2011; Vaughn, 

Wichowski & Bosworth, 2007), with catastrophizing mediating between pre-surgical 

anxiety and acute post-operative pain (Granot & Ferber, 2005; Pinto et al., 2012). A meta-

analysis of high-level evidence identified that preoperative catastrophizing and anxiety 

adversely affects pain and function after total knee arthroplasty (TKA), with patients 

experiencing problems 12-months post-surgery (Sorel, Veltman, Honig & Poolman, 2019). 

Within the meta-analysis, pre-operative mental distress, symptoms of depression, and 
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somatoform disorders also appeared to adversely affect pain and function post-TKA (Sorel 

et al., 2019). In patients who underwent hallux valgus surgery, catastrophizing and anxiety 

predicted post-operative pain intensity three-months post-surgery (Giusti et al., 2020). 

When individuals experience both pre-operative catastrophizing and anxiety this doubles 

their risk of developing CPSP (Theunissen et al., 2012). Interventions designed to reduce 

catastrophizing and anxiety symptoms may have the potential to improve patients’ 

outcomes and experiences. 

2.4.3 Stress, Coping and Social Support 

Stress was first defined by Selye (1936) as a “non-specific response to the body to any 

demand made upon it” that seriously threatens homeostasis (Harrison, 2012, p. 215). A 

commonly used term “stressor” is any stimulus or event that evokes a physiological “stress 

response” and may be a physical or psychological threat, provoking a subjective state of 

physical or mental tension (Anisman & Merali, 1999). Stressors may be pain or non-pain 

related and psychological stress impacts wound repair and physiological stress responses 

can directly influence wound healing processes (Gouin & Kiecolt-Glaser, 2011). Long-

lasting states of stress beyond homeostasis increases the risk for anxiety and depression 

(Kleppa, Sanne, & Tell, 2008; Nielsen, Kristensen, Schnohr, & Gronbaek, 2008) and is 

likely in contributing to the development of chronic pain (Hannibal & Bishop, 2014). 

However, there are individual differences in stress responses to the same situation 

(Schneiderman, Ironson & Siegel 2008). 

Coping is defined as behavioural or cognitive efforts to manage situations that are 

appraised as stressful (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). Coping is not considered a personality 

trait or style that remains stable across situations, rather it is a set of strategies that are 

available to be implemented and matched to specific situations (Mitchell, 2004). There are 

many different coping styles identified and measures and contrasts are made between 

avoidant and attention coping, active and passive coping, and behavioural and cognitive 

coping (Bellack & Hersen, 1998). Coping is important in the context of health, as it plays a 

role in mediating the effects of stress on physical and psychological health (Naseem & 

Khalid, 2010; Taylor & Stanton, 2007) and emotional wellbeing and distress outcomes 

across a range of physical health conditions (Dempster, Howell, & McCorry, 2015). 

Coping with a diagnosis, management of chronic illness can be challenging for individuals 

and their close others (Cameron & Wally, 2015). How individuals respond to a stressor 

may be mediated by their availability of appropriate coping strategies, and stressors that 
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are perceived as uncontrollable or where coping responses are ineffective, certain 

behaviour disturbances may be most pronounced (Anisman & Merali, 1999).  

Positive thinking, positive emotions, and positive behavioural qualities can enhance coping 

with stress and health, as individuals are more likely to perceive stress as less threatening, 

enabling them to cope more effectively (Naseem & Khalid, 2010). Whereas poor coping 

skills are associated with poor emotional health (Ayers et al., 2004) and may worsen 

physical health through chronically elevated distress (Cameron & Wally, 2015). Chronic 

stress that persists over time has the potential for exhausting the person’s coping resources 

and chronic pain is viewed as a stressful condition (Ramirez-Maestre et al., 2004). In order 

to cope effectively and adjust to pain, patients need strategies to manage their pain and its 

impact. Working from this view, pain is determined by an individual’s capacity to deal 

with an intrinsically stressful situation, for example in the concept of coping, as well as the 

resources an individual has (Sanchez Canovas & Sanchez Lopez, 1994). 

Primary coping strategies are organised into ‘problem-focused and ‘emotion-focused’. 

Problem-focused coping behaviours are aimed at reducing or resolving specific threats or 

negative consequences, they aim to alter the stressor by direct action such as controlling 

symptoms or finding ways to overcome illness-related barriers (Cameron & Wally, 2015; 

Mitchell, 2004). Emotion-focused strategies aim to reduce or manage an individual’s 

experience of unpleasant feelings and decrease emotional distress induced by stressors and 

are more common when events are not changeable (O’Connor & Cohn, 2010; Rice, 2000). 

Examples include, venting, emotional denial, seeking social support, suppression of 

emotions with others, a focus on negative thoughts such as rumination, avoidance of 

distressing situations such as, delaying or cancelling routine health checks and modulation 

of emotional states through, alcohol or substance use (Cameron & Wally, 2015). Both 

problem-focused and emotion-focused coping can be used in parallel or at different time 

points during the course of an illness, they tend to interact and affect each other and can 

have either detrimental effects or be helpful depending on the situation and how it is used 

(Cameron & Wally, 2015). 

In the context of health outcomes, emotion-focused strategies are less effective than using 

problem-focused (Penley, Tomaka, & Weibe, 2002).  Problem-focused strategies are more 

effective as they remove the stressor by dealing with the cause of the problem and provide 

longer term solutions. Emotion-focused coping strategies do not provide long term 

solutions to problems as they may cause the individual to ignore the cause of stress 

(Cameron & Wally, 2015) and may lead to poor mental health and unwell being 
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(Schaufeli, 2001). Emotion-focused coping tends to increase emotional distress, because 

attention is directed toward the emotional experience rather than appraising the problem-

solving during the stressful situation (Sears, Urizar, & Evans, 2000). However, emotion-

focused may be more advantageous when dealing with uncontrollable problems as they 

enable to reduce stress, and an individual’s state may be more amenable to change than the 

situation itself (Mitchell, 2004).  

Coping strategies can be classified into active (adaptive) coping and passive (maladaptive) 

coping. Active coping refers to cognitive and behavioural attempts to deal directly with 

problems and their effects. Passive/avoidant coping refers to cognitive attempts to avoid 

actively confronting problems and/or behaviours to indirectly reduce emotional tension 

such as eating or smoking (Billings & Moos, 1981). There are differences in coping 

strategies employed when events are perceived as controllable or uncontrollable. Problem-

focused coping is more likely to occur when events are appraised as controllable, as they 

enable to focus on the problem and can be adaptive. However, when events are appraised 

as uncontrollable, they can be potentially maladaptive. For example, chronic pain patients 

may often persist to seek treatments that will ‘cure their pain’, as opposed to ‘manage their 

pain’ and will often experience ongoing distress when their expectations are not met. 

Emotion-focused coping may help reduce the associated distress: however, it can become 

maladaptive if it interferes with coping or leads to unhealthy behaviours (Cameron & 

Wally, 2015). When attempts at controlling pain fail, and fail repeatedly, this brings 

discouragement, frustration, risks of exacerbating the problem, and missed opportunity for 

better results (McCracken & Eccleston, 2003). Whereas, patients who believe they can 

control their pain, who avoid catastrophizing about their condition, and who believe they 

are not severely disabled appear to function better than those who do not (Jensen, Turner, 

Romano, & Karoly, 1991). Catastrophizing is classified as a maladaptive coping 

mechanism; however, this may only become truly maladaptive under chronic pain 

conditions as opposed to acute pain (Sullivan, 2012). Patients experiencing persistent pain 

may often become socially isolated due to functioning limitations and increased disability, 

affecting their overall QoL. The use of maladaptive coping strategies could lead to 

negative health behaviours and mental health problems, which as a result amplify the pain 

experience (Carroll et al., 2004; Sanchez-Alfonso et al, 2017; Tan et al., 2011).  

Active coping such as acceptance, leads to experiencing less pain, disability, distress, 

depression, pain-related anxiety, improved activity levels and better health status (Esteve et 

al., 2007; McCracken & Eccleston, 2003; Snow-Turek et al., 1996). Passive coping 
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strategies have been linked to general psychological and emotional distress, depression and 

anxiety and pain intensity (Esteve et al., 2007; Ramirez-Maestre et al., 2004; Snow-Turek 

et al., 1996) and are associated with catastrophizing (Sinclair, 2001). However, coping 

strategies may differ in terms of gender differences in pain coping (Keogh & Herdenfeldt, 

2002), as well as age, marital status, engagement in sport activities, chronic pain condition 

and ethnicity (Meints, Miller & Hirsh, 2016; Perrot et al., 2008). Furthermore, some 

theorists have argued that catastrophizing has insufficient evidence for its role as a coping 

strategy, and strong correlations have been noted between catastrophizing and fear of pain 

(McCracken and Gross, 1993). Suggesting that catastrophic thinking of pain is better 

considered as a class of emotional distress responses rather than as a coping strategy 

(McCracken & Eccleston, 2003; McCracken and Gross, 1993). 

During the mid-1970s there was a growing interest in the role of social support as a coping 

resource and its effects on health and illness however, there were issues on how best to 

define social support and the question of how social support operates. Wills (1991) defined 

social support as the perception or experience that one is loved and cared for, esteemed and 

valued, and part of a social network of mutual assistance and obligations. The size of a 

social support system and the satisfaction with the support received from that system are 

independent in terms of coping with stress and are two different dimensions of social 

support (Sarason et al., 1983). Support can be conceptualised in terms of structural 

components for example, social engagement such as the maintenance of social connections 

and participation in social activities (Bassuk, Glass, & Berkman, 1999), and functional 

components for example, the transactions between individuals such as emotional support 

(Piferi  & Lawler, 2006). Support can be provided that is instrumental, informational, 

emotional, or appraisal, provided from different sources such as friends, family, co-

workers and healthcare professionals (Resnick et al., 2002). Williams (2013) outlined the 

importance of understanding the nature of important social relationships in patients’ lives 

and relationships with healthcare providers and feeling supported may be of importance in 

helping patients cope with their care and treatment, including coping with surgery, and the 

pre-and post-operative aftercare. 

The stress and coping perspective propose that support contributes to health and wellbeing 

by promoting coping, protecting people from the adverse effects of stress, reducing the 

effects of stressful life events on health, and therefore support acts as a ‘buffer’. Support is 

provided through the supportive actions of others for example, receiving advice, or the 

belief that support is available, enabling for enhanced coping performance and leading to 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2758920/#R8
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appraising potentially threatening situations as less stressful (Lakey & Cohen, 2000). This 

perspective fits within the Transactional Theory of Stress and Coping, predicting that 

supportive actions promote health and wellbeing of individuals, protecting them from 

stress by promoting adaptive coping. However, in order for support to be effective in 

promoting coping in others, the stress-support matching hypothesis (Cohen & McKay, 

1984) describes how stressors place specific demands on individuals, and therefore the 

form of support assistance needs to match the demands of the stressor (Lakey & Cohen, 

2000). Using this perspective, it is recommended that measurements should be 

incorporated that consider stress, coping and social support (Lakey & Cohen, 2000). Stress, 

coping and social support may be applicable to patients experiencing a forefoot problem 

and undergoing surgery. A longitudinal psychosocial assessment may provide greater 

insight into patients’ perceptions of stress, coping and social support in response to a 

forefoot problem and their experiences pre- to twelve months post-surgery.  

There is limited published data exploring patients’ experiences of stress in the context of a 

forefoot problem and undergoing forefoot surgery. Yet, patients undergoing a surgical 

procedure may appraise surgery as a stressful life event, and elective surgical procedures 

are usually day cases (unless patients experience complications), meaning patients are 

discharged home and rely on social support to facilitate their recovery (Woo, 2010). The 

presence of a supportive other may diminish an individuals’ appraisal of threat, resulting in 

influencing their experience of pain by reducing the negative emotions and expectations of 

pain (Montoya et al., 2004). Social support can therefore have a favourable impact on the 

influence of physical health and coping, including adjustment to and coping with chronic 

pain (Jensen et al., 2011; Lopez-Martinez et al., 2008), greater life satisfaction (Ferreira & 

Sherman, 2007), and better mental health outcomes such as lower depressive and anxiety 

symptoms (Ferreira & Sherman, 2007; Krohne & Slangan, 2005; Seeman, 1996).  

Active coping is an important predictor of optimal recovery from a variety of elective 

surgical procedures, including length of hospital stay, postoperative analgesia intake (Kopp 

et al., 2003) resulting in better overall functioning improvements following TKA and total 

knee replacement (TKR) (Kendell et al., 2001; Rosenberger, Ickovics, Epel, D’Entremont 

& Jokl, 2004). When patients use less problem-solving coping and use of avoidant coping, 

this may lead to greater pain and worse functional outcomes post-surgery (Lopez-Olivo et 

al., 2011; Rosenberger et al., 2004). Pre-operative stress also plays a role in moderating 

postoperative recovery, including contributing to post-operative pain severity twelve-

months post-TKA (Rosenberger, Kerns, Jokl & Ickovics, 2009). Pre-surgical stress and 
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maladaptive coping has further implications contributing to the development of CPSP 

(Dillmann, Nilges, Saile, & Gerdershagen, 1994; Hinrichs-Rocker et al., 2009). 

Experiencing stress and low social support may influence symptom severity and the ability 

to recover from surgery in patients with acute or chronic musculoskeletal conditions 

(Flanigan et al., 2015). Whilst socially supported patients demonstrated better 

postoperative functional outcomes following orthopaedic surgery (Kendell et al., 2001; 

Sveikata et al., 2017).  

A lack of social support frequently accompanies ageing, and older patients may be unable 

to secure support during their recovery. Fear of dependency can become a crucial part of 

the decision-making process for joint replacement surgery (Clark et al., 2004). Preparing 

patients for surgery with various information types and in different forms has positive 

effects on their ability to cope and recover physically from surgery (Gammon & 

Mulholland, 1996). Orthopaedic surgeons are encouraged to fully address how patients’ 

capacity to meet the demands of the surgery, defined by their resources such as social 

support, may impinge on their willingness to accept recommended surgery (Hudak et al., 

2008). Providing social support either directly or through telephone calls is successful in 

relieving pain and improving function (Weinberger et al., 1993). Social and emotional 

support can therefore be protective factors positively influencing health behaviours (Reblin 

& Uchino, 2008).  

2.4.4 Personality  

Personality is how individuals consistently think, feel, and behave in specific ways and 

what makes people unique (Spielman, 2014). Personality and health are relevant because 

of the potential implications in health maintenance, illness onset and its progression 

(Uchino, Vaugn, & Matwin, 2008). The association of coping efforts and surgical outcome 

may be explained in part by personality.  

Positive personality traits such as optimism and hope can positively influence pain 

perception acting as a protective link (Rasmussen, Scheier & Greenhouse, 2009). Those 

who are optimistic, who expect good things to happen to them, report experiencing less 

intense pain, may respond better to treatment and report greater life satisfaction (Ferreira & 

Sherman, 2007). Greater optimism has been related to better chronic pain outcomes due to 

being less attentive to pain and having the ability to adjust to life with a pain condition 

(Goodin & Bulls, 2014). Whereas pessimists are people who expect bad things to happen 

to them, they think negatively and coping with daily stressors becomes dysfunctional and 

they develop psychological and physical health problems (Naseem & Khalid, 2010). The 
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personality trait of neuroticism is the relatively stable tendencies to respond with negative 

emotions to threat, frustration, or loss (Lahey, 2009). Neurotic traits place some patients at 

risk for poor adjustment to chronic pain, increased vigilance to pain, and greater intensity 

of pain (Asghari et al., 2006; Goubert et al., 2004; Ramirez-Maestre et al., 2004). Neurotic 

individuals are more likely to interpret the meaning of painful sensations in an extreme and 

dysfunctional way (Martínez et al., 2011). Whilst suffering with chronic pain contributes to 

negative psychological and personality changes, including higher levels of feeling sad or 

miserable, frustrated, anxious and worried (Vickers & Boocock, 2005). However, adaptive 

use of neuroticism has been found; having low levels of neuroticism may have an active 

and beneficial role in health-related awareness, by increasing an individual’s vulnerability 

to several types of threat (Watson & Casillas, 2003). 

Pessimistic personality traits such as neuroticism and negative affect appear to contribute 

to suboptimal postoperative rehabilitation or recovery following orthopaedic surgery 

(Flanigan et al., 2015), including poor health-related QoL and functional improvement and 

increased pain (Badura-Brzoza et al., 2009; Gong & Dong, 2014; Hägg et al., 2003; Vogel 

et al., 2019).  Whereas greater optimism is associated with better recovery and higher QoL 

and protects against post-operative pain (Peters et al., 2007; Rosenberger et al., 2009). Two 

studies were identified that explored the influence of personality traits on hallux valgus 

surgical outcomes. One study identified that higher rates of aggressiveness, health worries, 

and to the contrary to neuroticism, extraversion were found among dissatisfied patients 

(Radl et al., 2004). Whereas personality traits did not predict outcomes twelve months 

post-surgery (Klein et al., 2021). The findings may be attributed to the outcome measures 

utilised for measuring personality, the different sample sizes (40 patients and 80 patients), 

and short versus long-term follow ups (three-months compared to twelve months) (Radl et 

al., 2004; Klein et al., 2021, respectively). Furthermore, Rosenberger et al., (2006) 

concluded in an evidence-based literature review that out of 29 identified studies, 

personality factors were less predictive of short-term surgical outcomes compared to 

attitudinal and mood factors. 

This relationship may be explained in part by optimism as a predictor of coping efforts and 

surgical outcome. Those who are optimistic are more likely to use problem-focused coping 

(Scheier et al., 1989; Scheier et al., 1999) and extraverts adopt strategies enabling them to 

achieve a lower degree of perceived pain such as, an ability to express their feelings, being 

socially active, and receivers of social support (Phillips and Gatchel, 2000). Whereas 

neurotic thinkers are more likely to appraise stressful situations as threatening, they have 
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an inability to effectively cope compared to positive thinkers (Naseem & Khalid, 2010), 

and are more likely to use passive coping strategies. The use of passive coping strategies 

and experiencing greater stress contribute to health problems and greater pain intensity 

(Martinez et al., 2011; Ramirez-Maestre et al., 2004). Additionally, satisfactory post-

operative outcomes are reliant on rehabilitation, and those who express positive traits such 

as optimism, confidence and motivation are more likely to adhere to rehabilitation tasks 

(Flanigan et al., 2015) and have high self-efficacy to comply with rehabilitation (Everhart, 

Best & Flanigan, 2013). 

Personality and Catastrophizing 

Some research is conflicting regarding catastrophizing as a unique construct distinct from 

others or negative affectivity (Leung, 2012). Yet, research supports that catastrophizing is 

related to negative personality traits including, neuroticism, negative affect and trait 

anxiety (Lee, Watson & Frey Law, 2010). Patients who present with neurotic personality 

traits and heightened negative affect elicit more catastrophizing thoughts about pain (Wong 

et al., 2015). Neuroticism has been suggested as being best conceived of as a vulnerability 

factor; it lowers the threshold at which pain is perceived as threatening, and at which 

catastrophic thoughts about pain emerge (Goubert et al., 2004).  

Positive personality traits and experiencing positive emotions and resilience are linked to 

less pain through lower catastrophizing (Goodin et al., 2013; Hood et al., 2012; Ong et al., 

2010). Whereas individuals low in hope or optimism report higher catastrophizing and 

higher levels of pain (Hood et al., 2012). Negative affect and dysfunctional outcomes of 

TKA are due to an interaction with catastrophizing (Vogel et al., 2019) and neuroticism 

and catastrophizing leads to medical service use (Goubert et al., 2004).  

Findings have linked personality with catastrophizing and coping and have found that 

chronic pain patients who use avoidant personality traits and who catastrophize are less 

likely to use acceptance as a coping mechanism (Poppe et al., 2011). Catastrophizing is 

positively related to a neurotic personality style and neuroticism in chronic pain patients is 

a significant predictor of maladaptive behavioural manifestations of pain and associated 

with greater use of passive coping strategies and higher pain intensity (Martinez et al., 

2011). 

2.4.5 Pain Beliefs 

‘Pain beliefs represent patients’ own conceptualisations of what pain is and what pain 

means for them’ (Williams & Thorn, 1989, p. 1) 
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Pain beliefs develop during the lifetime as a result of an individual’s learning history and 

cover all aspects of the pain experience for example, the causes of pain, its prognosis, and 

suitable treatments (Gatchel et al., 2007). People have beliefs about their pain experience, 

and these have been shown as playing an important role in how individuals perceive and 

respond to their pain, shaping pain coping behaviour (Wong et al., 2009). Understanding 

pain beliefs are important as pain beliefs may affect an individual’s ability to cope and 

engage in effective strategies, typically those with maladaptive coping. For example, 

patients who believe pain to be enduring and mysterious were less likely to use cognitive 

coping strategies including, reinterpretation of pain sensation, they were more likely to 

catastrophize, and less likely to rate their coping strategies as effective in controlling and 

decreasing pain than patients believing their pain to be understandable and of short 

duration (Williams & Keefe, 1991). Similarly, patients who believe their pain is constant 

and permanent are also less likely to rate their coping strategies as effective in controlling 

and decreasing pain, and those who expressed self-blame beliefs had less use of diverting 

attention, reinterpretation of pain sensations and more catastrophizing (Williams et al., 

1994). Based on the associations of pain beliefs and coping, cognitive-behavioural 

approaches to understanding pain are therefore applied with an understanding of viewing 

coping with pain as a dynamic process of patients’ beliefs, attitudes and thinking styles as 

mediating their emotional and behavioural responses (DeGood & Tait, 2001). 

 

Maladaptive pain beliefs include pain is a signal of damage, activity should be avoided 

when in pain, pain leads to disability, pain is uncontrollable, and pain is permanent (Jensen 

et al., 1994; Turner et al., 2000). Pain beliefs play an important role in physical and 

psychosocial functioning, affecting activity interference, functioning, disability, 

depression, anxiety, emotional distress, increased pain severity, adjustment to pain and a 

risk factor from transitioning from acute to chronic pain (Barbosa et al., 2018; Gatchel & 

Ecker, 1999; Geisser & Roth, 1998; Jensen et al., 1991; Jensen et al., 1999; Moseley, 2004; 

Turner et al., 2000; Turner et al., 2001). Patients who believe that their pain’s origin is an 

organic cause, such as damage and harm in the body, cannot cope with pain and feel more 

helplessness (Babadag, Alparslan & Gulec, 2015). This threatens physical and mental 

health, including greater pain severity, avoidance of physical activity, impaired sleep and 

emotional wellbeing (de Oliveira et al., 2020; Topcu, 2018).  
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If patients are able to cope effectively with pain, beliefs need to be compatible with 

treatment (DeGood & Tait, 2001). Some individuals may hold beliefs that could hinder 

their attainment of optimal pain relief post-surgery (Brydon & Asbury, 1996) and beliefs 

about pain control influences illness perceptions, moderating surgical outcomes (Sak et al., 

2016). Beliefs about the long-term effects of surgery have a unique impact in predicting 

transitioning from acute to CPSP (Wang et al., 2018). Fear of movement beliefs may 

contribute to some of the poor outcomes observed in surgical samples, including post-

operative pain, disability and poor physical health following spinal surgery (Alodaibi et al., 

2018; Archer et al., 2011). Whereas those with lower fear-avoidance beliefs have improved 

foot function in response to non-surgical treatments (Whittaker, Landorf, Munteanu & 

Menz, 2020). Less is known of the role of pain beliefs in relation to patients experiencing a 

forefoot problem undergoing surgical treatment.  

An interesting area that has received attention is the use of sham surgery. Sham surgery 

refers to a surgery that is faked that omits the step thought to be therapeutically necessary. 

When patients believe that they are receiving an invasive surgical procedure with the 

expectation that their underlying pathology or disease state is being corrected, they report 

improvement in symptoms and dysfunction (Louw et al., 2017). Within orthopaedic 

medicine, sham surgery was found to be just as effective as actual surgery in reducing pain 

and disability, highlighting that sham surgery is likely as altering patient’s perception of 

the health of their tissue (Louw et al., 2017; Tait et al., 2009).  Beliefs are therefore 

amenable to change. 

Pain Beliefs and Catastrophizing 

Catastrophizing is a negative maladaptive response to pain that is distinguished from pain 

beliefs: however, the view is that catastrophizing is significantly associated with an 

individual’s beliefs about their pain (Turner & Aaron, 2001; Sullivan et al., 2001). Turner 

et al., (2000) reported that pain beliefs mediated the relationship between catastrophizing 

and disability in patients with chronic pain. Suggesting that beliefs, catastrophizing and 

coping interact reciprocally and dynamically over time (Tuner et al., 2000). Maladaptive 

pain beliefs may influence cognitive and behavioural responses to pain, which in turn 

influences subsequent pain experience and physical and psychosocial disability. For 

example, belief that pain is a signal of physical harm, and having little control over pain 

may result in catastrophizing, and catastrophizing may lead to activity avoidance, 

prolonging disability and pain (Turner & Aaron, 2001). In persons with spinal cord injury, 

catastrophizing and the belief in one’s ability to control pain were associated with greater 
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pain interference and poorer psychological functioning (Hanley et al., 2009). Pain beliefs 

are potentially modifiable and may play a role in improving aspects of patients’ lives 

affected by a forefoot problem. By assessing and understanding pain beliefs, it guides 

healthcare professionals to provide recommendations in coping strategies suited to 

individuals for effective pain management and to maximise treatment response (DeGood & 

Tait, 2001; Williams and Keefe, 1991).  

2.5 The role of the Orthopaedic Practitioner in the Perspective of Coping and Social 

Support 

The interactions between care providers and patients facilitates sharing information, in 

determining choices, providing reassurances, decision-making and ultimately, that care is 

provided (Dunn, 2019).  Patients have trust in the expertise of orthopaedic surgeons and 

emphasise the importance of the surgeon’s attitude and patients want to participate in 

orthopaedic consultations and the decision-making process (Samsson, Bernhardsson & 

Larsson, 2017). However, surgeons have reported difficulties in helping or treating certain 

patients, including those who “listen to carefully” to advice, don’t accept explanations and 

treatments offered, non-operable patients, and those who somatise their symptoms. 

Psychological factors were therefore recognised as contributing to patients’ complaints 

(Fossum, Arborelius & Theorell, 2002; Sharpe et al., 1994). However, surgeon’s felt 

unequipped to cope with patients subjectively burdensome symptoms and felt frustrated, 

inadequate or helpless about the care of ‘difficult’ patients (Fossum et al., 2002; Sharpe et 

al., 1994).). Surgeons have identified that a treatment gap therefore exists in clinical 

practice (Li et al., 2014; London, Miller & Block, 2011). 

Patients should be supported both physically and emotionally during the perioperative 

period and surgeons need to be aware of the emotional health of the patient and how this 

influences their physical recovery after surgery. Yet, despite evidence arising to the 

modifiable risk factors that impact on patients’ experiences and outcomes, orthopaedic 

surgery is framed within a biomedical model (Ayers et al., 2013). Healthcare professionals 

(HCPs) with a biomedical orientation may negatively influence the beliefs of patients and 

impact on the clinical management of patients (Darlow et al., 2011). Healthcare 

Professionals may hold beliefs reflecting fear-avoidance, and there is accumulating 

evidence that these are associated with certain treatment behaviours and may result in 

increased pain and disability, rather than reducing them (Ostelo & Vlaeyen, 2008; Vlaeyen 

& Linton, 2000). For example, Darlow and colleagues (2011) identified that HCPs with a 

biomedical orientated or elevated fear avoidance beliefs are more likely to advise patients 
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with back pain to limit work and physical activities, and are less likely to adhere to 

treatment guidelines. Beliefs were also associated with patient education and bed rest 

recommendations in low back pain patients. Bed rest is no longer recommended as the 

evidence shows its ineffective and may delay recovery (Hagan, Jamtvedt, Hilde & 

Winnem, 2005). Approaches aimed at modifying HCP factors may lead to improved 

patient outcomes (Bishop, Foster, Thomas & Hay, 2008). For example, printed educational 

material can shift low back pain beliefs and reported behaviours of musculoskeletal 

practitioners, toward practice that is more in line with guideline recommendations (Evans 

et al., 2010). Limited pain understanding amongst clinicians may be partly responsible for 

the challenges in implementing pain management clinical guidelines (Mankelow et al., 

2022). Mankelow and colleagues (2022) delivered pain science education to clinicians who 

supported a biopsychosocial model of pain management. Difficulties in operationalising 

pain science education were reported and included limited patient rapport; short 

appointment times; patients’ passive and often oppositional biomedical treatment 

expectations; and clinicians’ lack of readily understandable language to communicate with 

patients (Mankelow et al., 2022). 

Orthopaedic surgeons consider pain an important factor when assessing urgency for joint 

replacement surgery, other factors included limitations to mobility, function, concurrent 

medical illness and impact on patients QoL (Curtis et al., 2011; Frankel et al., 2015). They 

gave less priority to psychological distress or social circumstances (Curtis et al., 2011; 

Glozier et al., 2004). Whereas some surgeons viewed lifestyle factors including leisure 

activities, work and family life as being important when assessing suitability for total joint 

replacement (Gooberman-Hill et al., 2010). Broader discussions about prioritisation for 

elective surgery is needed to facilitate which patients’ factors should be considered (Curtis 

et al., 2011). Following hallux valgus surgery, surgeons may also focus on biomedical 

factors for surgical success, including pain and shoe problems, restoring an adequate range 

of motion in the metatarsophalangeal joint, removal of the bunion and the treatment of 

tender callosities (Schneider & Knahr, 2001).  

Orthopaedic surgeons like other medical specialists have stereotypes associated with their 

chosen line of work and their personalities (perceived or otherwise) and are typically 

painted as caring about the bone they operate on and nothing else (Tracy, 2022).  Working 

from a biomedical model of surgery may influence the surgeons focus of attention during 

consultations with their patients. For example, surgeons have been described as paying 

more attention to the knee than to the individual, did not spend enough time on 
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counselling, did not take patients complaints seriously, and they underestimated patient’s 

desire for pre-operative information (Alami et al., 2011; Keulers, Marc & Houterman, 

2008). Interestingly, catastrophizing was associated with the degree to which the doctor 

gave enough information about hand and upper limp practice (Vranceanu & Ring, 2011). 

Orthopaedic practitioners have previously viewed patient’s severity of their condition and 

surgical complications as less serious issues than patients and may fail to pick up on 

patient’s clues (direct or indirect comments about personal aspects of their lives or their 

emotions) during consultations (Levinso, W, Gorawara-Bhat, Lamb, 2000; Street, 

Richardson, M., Cox, V, & Suarez-Almazor, 2009).  

To optimise recovery from surgery and to consider which patients may benefit most from 

interventions an explicit measure may be required and surgeons recognise the need for a 

tool to support decision-making for total joint arthroplasty (Frankel et al., 2015). 

Comparisons were made between the surgeon’s ratings of catastrophizing scores and the 

PCS following routine clinical consultations, the surgeons were not able to accurately 

identify patients with high levels of catastrophizing during routine initial consultation 

(Sabo & Roy, 2019). The PCS tool may therefore aid decision-making for appropriate 

intervention. However, support is needed from orthopaedic surgeons as to whether they are 

likely to implement standardised measures within their practice. For example, out of 350 

orthopaedic surgeons who completed a survey, less than half (45%) reported that they are 

likely to formally screen patients for psychological factors. The preferred methods for 

screening for psychological factors included the interview during the consultation and 

patients’ medical records, whilst standardised questionnaires were the least preferred 

method. This poses potential issues as interviews are more time consuming compared to 

standardised questionnaires that are quick and easy to administer while patients wait for 

their visit, and medical records are less accurate, outdated or incomplete (Vranceanu et al., 

2017). 

Disparate views have been identified between patients’ and surgeons’ expectations and 

outcomes of surgery. Surgeons expected better results than patients and were more 

satisfied with the outcome (Brokelman, van Loon & Rijnberg, 2003; Moran et al., 2003). 

This discrepancy increased when the patient rated themselves as dissatisfied with their 

outcome (Lieberman et al., 1996) and may be influenced by surgeon’s experience. 

Surgeons who have performed more procedures, perceived the outcomes to be better and to 

have fewer complications than surgeons who have performed fewer procedures (Wright et 

al., 1995). This may have implications for patient satisfaction. When patients and 
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orthopaedic practitioners’ views are aligned regarding the likelihood of the patient 

benefitting from TKR, patients were more satisfied with care and inclined to follow 

treatment recommendations. Providers and patients can improve decision-making about 

joint replacement by employing communication practices that lead to a shared 

understanding of the patient’s health status and the risks and benefits of surgery (Street et 

al., 2009). To facilitate this process, orthopaedic surgeons have described how 

communication is key between them, rehabilitation therapists and the recipient, and 

different expectations may be due to poor communication (Westby & Backman, 2010). 

Orthopaedic practitioners value the role of psychological factors and additional 

psychological care, supporting the transition to a biopsychosocial model. They are likely to 

notice and discuss psychosocial factors with their patients, however they often refrain from 

making referrals for treatment. Barriers to addressing psychosocial factors included lack of 

time, stigma, feeling uncomfortable, professional confidence, fear of offending patients 

and of negative patient reactions (Reichman et al., 2021; Vranceanu et al., 2017). 

Orthopaedic practitioner’s willingness to discuss psychosocial issues with patients was 

shaped by their perception of psychosocial resources available for orthopaedic patients, as 

well as their perception of their own skills and tools to navigate these conversations. They 

may hold a stigmatising attitude that serves as a barrier to integrating psychosocial 

resources into orthopaedic settings (Reichman et al., 2021). Other barriers towards creating 

new services noted by orthopaedic practitioners and stakeholders included cost, time, 

space, a fragmented health system, lack of primary care physicians, lack of access to 

mental health care resources and poor reimbursement for mental health care (Young, 

2017). The findings have highlighted the lack of support available for healthcare 

practitioners providing orthopaedic care. There is a need for better evidence to guide 

practice. 

Strategies to improve the quality of surgical care have been suggested as being important 

to improve patient experiences and enhance communication between surgeons and their 

patients (Walijee et al., 2014). The emotional health of the patient and how this may 

influence their physical recovery after surgery needs to be acknowledged (Ayers et al., 

2013) however, it is insufficient to study patient factors alone. There is a need for 

appropriately configured health care services and delivering these requires an 

understanding not only of likely need but also how the process of care impacts upon 

outcomes (Foster et al., 2003). Further understandings from the orthopaedic practitioners’ 

perspective would allow to develop clinical practice guidelines. A range of practitioners 
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often only offer single therapeutic approaches to manage those seeking care for 

musculoskeletal problems and biomedical approaches are inadequate (Foster et al., 2003). 

Stakeholders therefore need to be involved in the decision-making process to understand 

what type of change is needed and most amenable and time appropriate (pre-or post-

surgery). 

There is little evidence to understand orthopaedic surgeons’ experiences of providing care, 

their thoughts on the best ways to manage and support patients who present with 

psychosocial factors and who may be at risk of suboptimal recovery. By understanding 

orthopaedic practitioners’ views on providing care, this may offer an opportunity to 

implement changes within the surgical care pathway and provide overall better-quality 

care. It is therefore invaluable to understand orthopaedic practitioners’ views and 

experiences of providing care, the decision-making process for surgery, thoughts on pain 

catastrophizing and use of behavioural interventions in surgical practice. 

2.6 Conclusion 

Foot problems are associated with great burden of pain, disability and decreased health 

related QoL. Disabling foot pain is likely to be multifactorial however, forefoot surgical 

patients are an understudied population. Catastrophizing is associated with a number of 

pain-related outcomes, in healthy people and in acute and chronic pain samples. Patients 

who catastrophize about their pain symptoms are at greater risk of problematic surgical 

outcomes and are at increased risk of developing CPSP. In addition to catastrophizing, 

other psychosocial variables may play a role. For example, depression, anxiety and stress 

may coexist in individuals with chronic pain strongly influencing symptom severity and 

ability to recover from surgery. Treatment outcomes are also predicted by changes in 

patient’s cognitions and coping, social support, self-efficacy, pain beliefs and personality. 

There are additional adverse effects when individuals present with catastrophizing 

symptoms, catastrophizing can therefore intervene between physical and psychological 

health outcomes. The adverse associations on pain and treatment outcomes may increase 

substantially when individuals experience multiple psychosocial risk factors. Yet despite 

this, orthopaedic surgery is framed within a medical model. 

Taking a holistic account of patients’ experiences are therefore necessary to guide the 

development of appropriate interventions. Efforts to understand modifiable behaviours 

employed by this understudied population can assist allied healthcare professionals in 

designing interventions that aim to enhance surgical outcomes and improve patients’ 

experiences. To aid this process and for change to occur, support is required from the 
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provider, an understanding of orthopaedic practitioners’ views is therefore invaluable and 

would help inform clinical practice guidelines. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

3.0 Design 

This triangulated longitudinal cohort study was part of an observational study to assess 

how pain catastrophizing (PC), measured using the Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS), 

influences post-operative outcomes (patient reported outcome measures (PROMs)) in 

patients undergoing surgery for hallux valgus and/or hallux rigidus. The study acronym for 

the research being PAPERs. Patients completed outcome measures prior to undergoing 

surgery and at 3-, 6- and 12-months post-surgery. The PAPERs study was conducted at 

Northumbria Healthcare National Health Service (NHS) Foundation Trust (NHCFT) and 

involved the inclusion of 230 patients undergoing surgery. The findings from the PAPERs 

study are not reported in this PhD thesis. The PAPERs study included an embedded sub-

study (the focus of this thesis) and is largely qualitative with a focus on exploring patient 

and orthopaedic practitioners’ experiences of a forefoot condition and of surgery. The 

current research design included a mixed methods/triangulated methodology with validated 

quantitative outcome measures, semi-structured interviews and life grids. Data were 

collected prior to the patient undergoing surgery and at 3-, 6- and 12-months post-surgery. 

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with orthopaedic practitioners. The recruitment 

process of the PAPERs study and the sub-study are outlined in figure 3 and the data 

collection procedures are outlined in figure 4. 
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Mixed methods philosophy of pragmatism 

Pragmatists accept that research practices are not determined by or dependent on 

philosophical paradigms (Maxwell and Mittapalli, 2010). Pragmatism is a paradigm that 

bridges that gap between the scientific method and structuralist orientation of positivism 

and interpretivism paradigms and is often associated with mixed methods research 

(Creswell, 2013). Creswell (2014) described how pragmatism is not committed to any one 

system of philosophy and reality and researchers can draw from both quantitative and 

qualitative assumptions when they engage in their research. It provides freedom of choice 

when choosing which methods, techniques and procedures to use, it allows for the 

Abbreviations: PAPERs, observational study; PCS, the Pain Catastrophizing Scale; 

PROMs, patient reported outcome measures; DASS21, Depression, Anxiety and Stress 

Scale; BFI, the Big Five Inventory; PBPI, the Pain Beliefs and Perceptions Inventory; 

the Brief COPE, Coping Orientations to Brief Problems Experienced Tnventory. 
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collection and analysis of different types of data and acknowledges that research always 

occurs in social, historical, political and other contexts. Mixed methodologists focus on the 

research question rather than on the methods and they use the philosophical and 

methodological approach that works best for the research problem being investigated 

(Creswell, 2013). They use all approaches available to understand the problem and 

therefore take a very pragmatic view of the research issues (Rossman & Wilson, 1985). A 

pragmatic view of the research question was undertaken by combining both positivist and 

interpretivist positions within the scope of the research according to the nature of the 

research question. Research practice was not determined by or dependent on philosophical 

paradigms as there are various ways of interpreting the world and undertaking research, 

and various point of views can provide a wider picture of the phenomena. Using this 

approach allowed for combining multiple methods, different worldviews and different 

assumptions, as well as different forms of data collection and analysis (Creswell, 2003).  

Other philosophical approaches that are utilised within mixed methods research include 

transformative-emancipatory perspective and critical realism. Transformative-

emancipatory perspective specifically addresses social inequalities in order to promote 

positive social change related to oppression, power and privilege and is often used when 

working with marginalised groups (Sweetman, Badiee, & Creswell, 2010). This approach 

was not utilised for the current research as participants involved were not marginalised.  

Critical realism bridges the gap between positivism and interpretivism paradigms 

(Shannon-Baker, 2016) and critical realists acknowledge the role of discourse in 

influencing how we apprehend reality and by implication in how we think and behave 

(Johnson & Duberley, 2000). Critical realism and pragmatism argue that ontologically, 

things ‘exist and act independently of human activity’ (Bhaskar, 1989, as cited in Johnson 

& Duberley, 2000) and therefore they are not infinitely pliable according to the vicarious 

play of the transitive language-games, metaphors and paradigms deployed by human 

agents (Johnson & Duberley, 2000). However, critical realist often have difficulties in 

researching everyday qualitative dilemmas that people face in their daily lives (Roberts, 

2004) and it can be argued whether critical realism is a “paradigm” (and not a theoretical 

perspective for example) or the extent to its actual use in mixed methods (Shannon-Baker, 

2016).  

Critical realism emphasises a particular view of causal relationships that are both 

contextually based and generalisable to others (Roberts, 2004; Shannon-Baker, 2016). This 

can be achieved by applying qualitative methods to construct a model of potential 
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mechanism through similarities to other known objects, which are then used to explain a 

set of observable patterns. Once a theory about a mechanism has been created, it is then 

possible to empirically test its theoretical robustness (Roberts, 2004). Whereas pragmatism 

recommends a balance between subjectivity and objectivity. The pragmatic researcher is 

able to maintain both subjectivity in their own reflections on research and objectivity in 

data collection and analysis (Shannon-Baker, 2016). Furthermore, realists are interested in 

particular situations and events, rather than addressing only general patterns (Maxwell & 

Mittapalli, 2010) and pragmatism has been described as offering specific ideas as to what 

constitutes knowledge, but does not present an entirely encompassing worldview (Biesta, 

2010, as cited in Shannon-Baker, 2016). The researcher considered the research question 

as the most important determinant of the research philosophy (Creswell & Plano Clark, 

2011) and therefore the researcher’s philosophical view was therefore pragmatism. 

Epistemology and Ontology 

The choice of methodology should be governed by the research question(s), objectives, and 

amount of existing knowledge, available time and resources, and the philosophical 

underpinning of the research (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). The 

epistemological/methodological approach undertaken was underpinned by an interpretivist 

paradigm and positivist paradigm, indicating a paradigmatic connection (Hussein, 2009). 

Combining the use of qualitative and quantitative methods has been termed ‘mixed 

methods’ (Creswell, 2003). 

Firstly, an interpretivist paradigm with subjectivist ontology was applied, meaning people 

were viewed as people in order to make sense of their reality and reality being constructed 

in the context. An interpretivist paradigm enables to facilitate understandings of how and 

why and allows for complexity and contextual factors of the phenomenon (Everest, 2014). 

Punch (2009) described that an interpretivist approach enables the researcher to capture 

data through the process of deep attentiveness, of empathetic understanding. An 

interpretivist paradigm is characterised by qualitative methods to seek experiences, and 

understandings and perceptions of individuals to uncover reality, in contrast to the 

positivist paradigm that seeks to measure and relies on statistics (Thanh & Thanh, 2015).  

Creswell (2003) described “qualitative research involves the study of phenomena in natural 

settings, attempting to make sense of, or to interpret phenomena in terms of meanings 

people bring to them”. The use of interviews has been described as most appropriate where 

the research question is to gain a deeper appreciation and greater understanding of a 

particular phenomenon (Gray, 2006). The research question aimed to explore the 

https://journals-sagepub-com.libproxy.ncl.ac.uk/doi/full/10.1177/1558689815575861
https://journals-sagepub-com.libproxy.ncl.ac.uk/doi/full/10.1177/1558689815575861
https://journals-sagepub-com.libproxy.ncl.ac.uk/doi/full/10.1177/1558689815575861
https://journals-sagepub-com.libproxy.ncl.ac.uk/doi/full/10.1177/1558689815575861
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sociopsychological profiles of patients. Personality profiling were therefore measured 

using psychological tools, using a positivist paradigm the instruments were analysed to 

detect changes longitudinally. The interview findings were used to explore patient’s 

experiences in further depth and support the changes in outcome measures. A convergent 

parallel mixed methods design was used in which qualitative and quantitative data were 

collected at the same time point. The information was integrated into the interpretation of 

the overall results (Creswell, 2013). 

When utilising two or more combinations of methodological approaches, data sources and 

analysis methods to study the same phenomenon this has been termed ‘triangulation’. Two 

types of methodological triangulation have been proposed ‘between-method’ and ‘within-

method’. Between-method refers to the use of combining multiple methods with a 

quantitative and qualitative paradigm to increase internal credibility of the research 

findings (Hussein, 2009). Using this approach, the current study incorporated the use of 

multiple data sources including interviews, life grids and questionnaires. By utilising a 

mixed methods approach, data collection methods enabled to explore different types of 

questions. The instruments in the current study were appropriate for measuring concepts 

and were used as a method for completeness purposes to provide a deeper and more 

comprehensive picture of the phenomenon (Hussein, 2009). The use of psychological tools 

was instrumental in evaluating the personality profiles of patients longitudinally, whilst 

combining interviews with life grids as a qualitative tool provided deeper understandings 

of the phenomena.  The quantitative data was used to provide context and additional 

insight to the qualitative data.  

Longitudinal approach  

As the focus of the research was on patient’s experiences of their pain and post-operative 

outcomes following forefoot surgery, a longitudinal approach was taken. Behaviours are 

not assumed to be stable over time and may change depending on specific situations 

(Mischel, 1998). Longitudinal research involves the study of change and should contain at 

minimum three repeated observations on at least one substantive constructs of interest 

(Ployhart & Vandenberg, 2010, as cited in Sinclair et al., 2013).  A longitudinal approach 

aimed to capture the changeableness of patient’s experiences in the care and treatment they 

received and effects on their surgical outcomes. This approach allowed for a rich and 

detailed account over time and gathered information relevant to clinical practice. The 

present study was prospective enabling the collection of patient’s accounts as they 
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occurred during the 12 months post-surgery, rather than relying on long-term retrospective 

recall of events.   

Quantitative validated scales 

Quantitative validated scales assessed catastrophizing, personality, depression, anxiety, 

stress, coping, social support and pain beliefs. The measures were predetermined and were 

conceived by conducting a literature review of the associations of psychological factors 

and pain catastrophizing. Patient reported outcome measures were collected (PROMs) to 

identify patients experiencing problematic outcomes. Quantitative validated scales fit 

within a positivist paradigm and were therefore objective and analysed accordingly. The 

analysis conducted involved assessing changes in scores longitudinally.  

Semi-structured interviews 

Semi-structured interviews were utilised to promote a conversational style of interviewing 

to enable a natural discourse between the interviewer and interviewee (Harrell & Bradley, 

2009). Semi-structured interviews are a widely used technique in qualitative research and 

in a healthcare context and are more appropriate for discussing sensitive topics (Miles & 

Gilbert, 2005). They allow for a flexible approach to data collection and enable the 

interviewer to improvise follow-up questions based on participant’s responses (Polit & 

Beck, 2010). Whereas structured interviews elicit brief short responses without the use of 

the interviewer being able to probe the interviewee to obtain in-depth data (Fox, 2009). 

Semi-structured interviews explored patient’s beliefs and perceptions of the medical 

procedure, pain, healthcare experiences, stressful life events and post-operative outcomes.  

Life Grid Method  

Life grids allow for improving the accuracy of recall and for the interviewer to see at a 

glance the clustering of life events in a timeline fashion (Holland, Berney, Blane, & Smith, 

1999). The life grid method was first used in 1988 by Gallie to understand social change 

and economic life in Britain. The method was further tested and developed in health 

research as a tool for collecting quantitative retrospective data from qualitative interviews 

to establish the life grid as a respectable research method (Berney & Blane, 1997; Blane, 

1996). Following this, Parry and colleagues (1999) used the method as a tool to facilitate 

interviews. Their study involved a structured life history method for collecting qualitative 

data on lifetime smoking behaviour. They developed a life grid comprising of external 

events experienced by the respondents every five years with five columns related to an area 

of the respondents’ personal experience (family, work/leisure, housing, health and 
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smoking). In 2005 Bell argued that the life-grid in its present form was unlikely to prove 

an appropriate tool for qualitative researchers. They suggested to incorporate a ‘less formal 

version of the life-grid that is less clearly event driven and less data focused, with the 

inclusion of a simple time-line’.  

Life grids captured patient’s life events on possible impacts on health and have previously 

been used when discussing sensitive issues (Swainston, 2012; Wilson et al., 2007). To aid 

the interview process, the use of an adapted life grid method was utilised as a qualitative 

tool. Their purpose was to understand the influence of life events/experiences on the pain 

experience. Data were collected during the interviews and was retrospective as participants 

were asked to describe their life events/experiences over a given past period of time. 

Information gathered from the semi-structured interviews informed the life grids. The first 

life grid was developed following the transcription of the baseline interview (pre-surgery) 

and was then shown to the participant in interview two (3-months post-surgery). The life 

grid was added to following the transcription of interview two and shown to the participant 

in interview 3 (6-months post-surgery). The life grid was further developed following the 

transcription of interview three and shown to the participant in interview four (12-months 

post-surgery). The life grid was finalised following the transcription of interview four. 

Showing the life grids to the participants during interviews two and three allowed for the 

interviewee to reflect on information documented on the life grid and to provide additional 

comments.   

The grid columns were designed to document subjective key life events in each patient’s 

experience for example the healthcare trajectory such as clinical appointments, surgery, 

treatments received and social factors such as family events. The grid columns were 

designed to discuss how life events impacted the patient’s pain experience, including 

perceived disability, and a ‘self’ column that reflected personality and identity in response 

to life events, with a final column to document any additional relevant comments. The 

additional comments column enabled to document any issues that patients perceived to 

have that were of importance during the period of time over the course of the 12 months 

post-surgery. An example of a completed life grid can be found in Appendix 2; this life 

grid demonstrates experiences at each data collection point in the year following surgery. 

Including her experience of her foot problem, course of treatment and experience of post-

operative problems and how life events impacted on her personality. Direct quotations 

from the interview transcript were used to support the information documented.   
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The life grids were not analysed, but they provided the interviewer and interviewee an 

opportunity to build rapport during the interview process over the course of the data 

collection. Chapter 6 describes three case studies whereby the interview and questionnaire 

data are provided alongside the information collected in the life grids. The grids enabled to 

document the healthcare services utilised by patients experiencing problematic post-

operative outcomes, to understand their frustrations and the possible impacts of the burden 

on the healthcare system.  

The current study involved four interviews conducted at pre-surgery and at 3-, 6- and 12-

months post-surgery. This was in order to capture patient’s experiences of their post-

operative outcomes. It has been suggested that patients have a rapid recovery the first three 

to four months following total hip arthroplasty (THA), but improvements continue at a 

slower rate for up to a year (Kennedy et al., 2011). The patients underwent a procedure for 

forefoot surgery, and 12 months was therefore chosen to identify if patients experienced 

problematic outcomes at the same rates as following THA. All of the sixteen patients were 

interviewed four times. One woman was non-contactable after undergoing surgery and 

therefore was withdraw from the study and not included in the final sample size. One 

patient did not undergo a surgical procedure due to experiencing anxiety and fear over the 

surgical procedure and the timing of his follow up interviews were conducted after his 

baseline interview.  

The interviews varied in time but lasted approximately between 20 to 90 minutes. Majority 

of the interviews were conducted in the patient’s home, at a time and date convenient for 

them. Two patients attended outpatient appointments around the same time interviews 

were due and were therefore interviewed in hospital due to convenience. Some patients had 

their initial surgical date postponed due to unforeseen circumstances.  Follow up 

interviews were conducted at 3-, 6- and 12-months post-surgery dates and were conducted 

at these time points to minimise issues with retrospective recall. 

Development of the interview guide  

To increase trustworthiness of the study, development of the semi-structured interview 

guide was guided by Kallio et al., (2006) steps to producing interview schedules. 

Identifying the prerequisites for using semi-structured interviews; the method was 

appropriate as patients were discussing meaningful and sensitive issues. A preliminary 

semi-structured interview guide was development based on retrieving and using previous 

knowledge obtained from a literature review. The guide focused on topics relevant to 

patients receiving healthcare treatment, for example the healthcare trajectory and views on 
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undergoing a surgical procedure, and the thoughts and feelings experienced when in pain 

with possible effects on QoL. The first interview was piloted with a patient who was 

recruited and retained into the longitudinal study. This allowed for slight modification of 

the questions, to ensure they were coherent.  

By interviewing the patients over a number of time points, this allowed to ask patients any 

questions that were later added into the schedules. For example, a National Institute of 

Health and Care Excellence (NICE) report identified relevant important areas of 

improvement for example the use of decisional aids during the decision-making 

consultation for joint replacement surgery (2020). The interview schedule was updated to 

include a question around the use of decisional aids. As this question was added after some 

patients had already took part in their baseline interviews, some patients were asked about 

the use of decisional aids at their follow up post-surgery. Interview schedules were 

designed to include two levels of questions including main questions and follow-up 

questions. The main questions cover the main topics, and within each main topic follow-up 

questions were included (Kallio et al., 2006). Follow-up questions are ideal for exploring 

the main topics in greater detail to generate in-depth responses. They allow the interviewer 

to probe the interviewee by expanding on their given responses (Whiting, 2008). Examples 

of the pre-operative interview questions with patients included, ‘can you describe your 

experience of your foot problem?’, and follow up questions included ‘what were the 

decisions to seek medical advice?’ and ‘who did you seek advice from and what 

information did you receive?’ Examples of the post-operative interview questions with 

patients included ‘Describe your experience of surgery?’ and follow up questions included 

‘what went well/didn’t go well?’ and ‘what would you improve?’. 

Interviews with orthopaedic practitioners   

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with orthopaedic practitioners including 

surgeons and registrars who were recruited using an opportunity sampling technique 

(Dörnyei, 2007). Opportunity or convenience sampling is a nonprobability sampling 

method where members of the target population meet certain criteria, such as easy 

accessibility, geographical proximity, availability at a given time, or the willingness to 

participate for the purpose of the study (Dörnyei, 2007). Opportunity sampling was 

therefore employed on participants meeting the criteria of being accessible, available and 

willing to participate. Surgeons and registrars were interviewed once in hospital 

before/after clinics or during lunch breaks. Interviews typically lasted between 30 to 60 

minutes. As previously described, catastrophic thought processes may be interpersonally 
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expressed to healthcare professionals through exaggerated pain behaviours (Tsui et al., 

2012) and orthopaedic practitioners are becoming increasingly aware of the requirement 

for additional psychological care to support patients. Therefore, understanding orthopaedic 

practitioner’s views was invaluable in order to make recommendations for improving 

surgical practice. Examples of questions with surgeons included ‘Are there any 

circumstances where you would not recommend a patient for surgery?’ and follow up 

questions included ‘Why?’ and ‘What would you like to see happen with these patients in 

terms of their treatment?’ 

3.1 Participants 

All recruitment took place within an NHS secondary care setting. Participants were 

patients attending an orthopaedics outpatient foot and ankle clinic run by NHCFT, between 

January 2018 to June 2020 from three hospital recruitment sites. NHCFT provides a range 

of health and care services to support the more than 500,000 people living in 

Northumberland and North Tyneside. Patients had received a diagnosis of hallux valgus 

(bunion) or hallux rigidus (arthritis of great toe), were listed for surgery, aged 18-75 and 

able to provide fully informed consent. Patients were excluded if they had a significant 

cognitive impairment judged subjectively by the researcher obtaining consent.  To address 

the different anatomical abnormalities that present in hallux valgus, it has been 

recommended to include operative versatility (Coughlin, 1996). The sample therefore 

included patients undergoing surgical procedures for hallux valgus and/or hallux rigidus. 

Orthopaedic practitioners were surgeons and registrars responsible for the care and 

treatment management of the patients.   

There were recruitment difficulties during the research. Research nurses were responsible 

for recruitment into the observational cohort study and monitoring response rates however, 

due to a restructuring of the department there were difficulties in monitoring exact 

response/decline rates and recruitment was slow. Some patients in the observational cohort 

study were eligible for recruitment into the longitudinal study: however, they were 

consented on their day of surgery, meaning they were not able to take part in a baseline 

interview.   

To conceptualise the sample size of this research, the orthopaedic outpatient’s department 

received 401 referrals with a primary diagnosis of hallux valgus or hallux rigidus in 2019. 

Of the 401 consultations, 325 were with women and 76 were with men. The hospital 

episode statistics for England 2018 showed over five thousand diagnoses of hallux rigidus 

and over twenty-four and a half thousand diagnoses of hallux valgus (appendix 3). 
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Longitudinal cohort sub-study 

Sixteen participants were recruited for the sub-study (patient characteristics table 1), 

fourteen were female and two were male, all participants underwent a surgical procedure 

apart from one male due to experiencing a fear of surgery. All were white British and were 

aged between 45 and 73 (mean age of 61 years, SD; 7.23). Higher representativeness 

towards women reflects the higher prevalence of women diagnosed with a forefoot 

problem nationally (Menz et al., 2010; Nix et al., 2010). Of the two men recruited both had 

a diagnosis of hallux rigidus, of the fourteen women three had a diagnosis of hallux 

rigidus, nine had a diagnosis of hallux valgus and two had a diagnosis of both hallux 

rigidus/valgus. 

Table 1 : Patient Demographic Variables  

Sex, N (%) 

- Women 

- Men 

 

N=14 (87.5) 

N=2 (12.5) 

Age, M (SD) 

- Years  

- Women 

- Men 

 

61.06(7.23) 

60.57 (7.7) 

64.5 (0.7) 

Ethnicity, N (%) 

- White British  

 

N=16 (100) 

Social Circumstances, N (%) 

- Home with relative  

 

N=16 (100) 

Comorbidities M (SD) 1.62 (1.15) 

Marital Status, N (%) 

- Married  

- Not Married  

 

11 (68.8) 

5 (31.3) 

Employment, N (%) 

- Unemployed  

- Retired  

- Employed  

- Other  

 

2 (12.5) 

7 (43.8) 

6 (27.5) 

1 (6.3) 

Educational Attainment,  

- Low  

- High  

 

7 (43.8) 

9 (56.3) 
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Income, N (%) 

- £5, 200 to £25, 999 

- £26, 000 to £49, 399 

- £49, 400 to £62, 399 

- Other 

 

8 (50) 

4 (25) 

1 (6.3) 

3 (18.8) 

 

Orthopaedic practitioners 

In total fourteen interviews were conducted with eleven surgeons and three registrar 

orthopaedic practitioners aged between 29 years and 52 years (mean age 44 years, SD = 

6.5). Twelve were male and two were female, with total years of orthopaedic experience 

from three years to 25 years, specialising in foot and ankle (N=4), hip and knee (N=3), 

upper limb (N=2), Spine (N=1), young adult hip (N=1) and registrars (N=3) with 

experience in multiple orthopaedic specialities. All participants were allocated a 

pseudonym and anonymised accordingly.  

Timing of assessments  

In the longitudinal cohort study participants who underwent surgery were assessed at 

baseline pre-operatively and at 3-, 6- and 12-months post-operatively. At baseline, a basic 

demographic questionnaire was completed (age, sex, level of education) and additional 

health information (duration of symptoms, past medical history including previous surgery 

with post-operative complications and drug history). Of the one participant who did not 

have surgery, baseline demographic data, questionnaires and semi-structured interviews 

took place at baseline, and 3-, 6- and 12-months post-baseline data collection. Interviews 

with orthopaedic practitioners were conducted throughout January 2018 to September 

2019.  

3.2 Materials  

The study materials included two participant information sheets for patients and surgeons 

(appendix 4), consent forms (appendix 5), and an invitation letter (appendix 6).  

3.2.1 Quantitative outcome measures 

The quantitative outcome measures included; the Manchester Oxford Foot Questionnaire 

(MOxFQ) (Morley et al., 2013), EQ-5D-3L (van Reenan, 2015), the PCS (Sullivan et al., 

1995), the Depression Anxiety and Stress Scale (DASS-21) (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1996), 

the Big Five inventory (BFI) (John & Srivastave 1999), the Pain Beliefs and Perceptions 

Inventory (PBPI) (Williams & Thorn, 1989), the Perceived Social Support Scale (MSPSS) 
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(Zimet et al., 1988) and the Brief Coping Orientation to Problems Experienced (the Brief 

COPE) (Carver, 1997).  

3.2.1.1 Patient Reported Outcome Measures 

The foot is one of the most complex, yet understudied musculoskeletal systems in the 

body, playing a pivotal role in gait and posture (Riskowski et al., 2011). Patient reported 

outcome measures (PROMs) can provide reliable and valid measures of issues that are of 

most concern to patients, such as pain, function, mobility, and health related QoL (Morley 

et al., 2013). PROMs are increasingly used to assess patients’ outcomes in healthcare and 

research.  

The Manchester Foot Pain and Disability Questionnaire  

There are several different assessment models and adaptations of the Manchester Foot Pain 

and Disability Index (MFPDI) developed. The MFPDI measures disabling foot pain in the 

general population. The original survey has 3 subscales including functional limitation, 

pain intensity and perceptions of one’s appearance as a result of foot problems. A factor 

analysed revealed 4 subscales including functional limitations, activity restrictions, pain 

and concern over foot appearance (Menz et al., 2006). The MFPDI was evaluated for its 

suitability as an outcome measure in the context of hallux valgus corrective surgery. A 

factor analysis indicated 3 subscales (Dawson et al., 2006) leading to the development of 

the Manchester Oxford Foot Questionnaire (MOxFQ); a unidimensional scale. Of the 

scales developed the MOxFQ has minimally importance differences noted in populations 

with hallux valgus compared to other previous scales. 

The MOxFQ is a 16-item self-administered questionnaire assessing outcome following 

foot and/or ankle corrective surgery. It has three domains; walking/standing (7 items), pain 

(5 items) and social interaction (4 items) with responses rated on a 5-point Likert scale 

ranging from no limitation to maximum limitation. The MOxFQ is considered the gold 

standard for measuring patient reported foot and ankle outcomes.  

Psychometric Properties  

The MOxFQ as an outcome measure in the context of hallux valgus corrective surgery was 

evaluated. The 16-item MOxFQ has good measurement properties in the context of 

outcomes assessment of surgery for hallux valgus consisting of three domains/scale 

including walking/standing, pain and social interaction (Dawson et al., 2006). The MOxFQ 

and Short Form (SF-36) were administered to 671 patients before surgery of the foot or 

ankle (Morley et al., 2013). The authors conclude the impact of treatment on specific 
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domains (walking/standing, pain, social interaction) of foot/ankle-related problems can be 

evaluated using the three MOxFQ subscales, which offers a high level of provision. 

Cronbach’s alpha of the scale was found to be high, with the three domains demonstrating 

internal consistency and evidence of validity was supported with highly significant 

correlations with the SF-36. The MOxFQ showed the best psychometric properties when 

compared to other outcome measures for hallux valgus surgery and the VAS was 

suggested as the best pain score (Schrier et al., 2014). The smallest amounts of change for 

the Manchester-Oxford Foot Questionnaire (MOXFQ) that are likely to be clinically 

meaningful are 16, 12, and 24 for the Walking & Standing, Pain, and Social Interaction 

domains, respectively (Dawson et al., 2007). This is useful for quantifying whether the 

change in MOxFQ is clinically significant.  

Comparability with other Measures 

A number of questionnaires have been developed for measuring foot health and its impact 

on QoL. Yet few have involved patients in their construction and were developed using 

statements from surgeons (Parker et al., 2003). Riskowski et al., (2011) identified seven-

foot survey questionnaires including the American academy of Orthopedic Surgeons 

Lower Limb Outcomes Assessment: Foot and Ankle Module (AAOS-FAM) (Johanson et 

al., 2004, as cited in Riskowski et al., 2011). The AAOS-FAM evaluates perception of foot 

health and surgical outcomes with the inclusion of 5 subscales. The scale has been 

criticised for its usability for assessing population-level or community-based foot and 

ankle health appears limited (Riskowski et al., 2011). The Foot Health Status 

Questionnaire (FHSQ) measures foot health related to QoL. The FHSQ and the AAOS-

FAM do not evaluate the impact of patient’s foot health on their psychological state and 

social activities or self-esteem, which may influence patients QoL and satisfaction 

(Sprangers & Schwartz, 1999). The Bristol Foot Score (BFS) (Barnett et al., 2005) assesses 

patient’s perception of the impact of foot problems on everyday life however, 

psychometric properties of the scale are limited and there are no independent studies to 

detect minimal clinically important differences (MCID). Revised Foot Function Index 

(FFI-R) measures foot-related health and QoL (Budiman-Mak et al., 1991), the long-form 

scale includes 68 questions and shorter versions include 34 and 23 items. The scale can 

take up to 30 minutes to complete and ability to detect change has not been reported.  The 

Podiatric Health Questionnaire (PHQ) (Macran et al., 2003) measures foot-related health in 

podiatric patient populations. The scale has been criticised as questions regarding foot 

function, orthotics, and shoe wear are not included; all of which can affect treatment and 
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evaluation, and the scale has not been used in a research setting (Riskowski et al., 2011). 

The Rowan Foot Pain Assessment (ROFPAQ) (Rowan, 2001) evaluates chronic foot pain: 

however, the scale is limited to measuring pain.  

Health Related Quality of Life 

The EQ-5D is a widely used instrument of self-reported health globally and has been 

expanded to include both three- and five-level versions. The measure is used as a generic 

PROM questionnaire, in yielding respondent’s self-reported descriptions of their own 

health, value sets which can be used to summarise those descriptions; and a self-assessed 

measure of over health, the visual analogue scale (Devlin, Parkin & Janssen, 2020). The 

questionnaire comprises two parts. First the EQ-5D descriptive system asks respondents to 

tick boxes to indicate the level of problem they experience on each of the five dimensions 

mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression. The second 

part is the incorporation of the EQ-VAS. This captures the respondent’s overall assessment 

of their health on a scale from 0 (worst health imaginable) to 100 (best health imaginable). 

The EQ VAS indicates how patients feel about their own health overall and reflects both 

the relative important that they place on the different aspects of their health that are 

included in the EQ-5D descriptive system and other dimensions of health that are not. The 

EQ VAS therefore provides information that is complimentary to the EQ-5D profile 

(Devlin et al., 2020). The EQ-5D-3L (Cardoso et al., 2016) measures the five dimensions 

at three levels: no problems, some problems and extreme problems. For example, Mobility; 

I have no problems in walking about’. Respondents are asked to indicate their health state 

in the box against the most appropriate statement in each of the dimensions. Internal 

consistency has been demonstrated. In 2006 the EQ-5D-3L was available in 176 language 

versions (Devlin et al., 2020).  

Pain Measurement  

VAS is a psychometric response scale used to measure pain across a continuum of values 

on a vertical line. Respondents are required to indicate how their pain is today by drawing 

a line ranging from ‘no pain’ (0) to ‘severe pain’ (100). Scores provide a quantitative 

measure of health outcome determined by health outcome as judged by the individual 

respondents. Minimal clinically important differences (MCID) have not been established in 

the EQ-5D-3L for patients undergoing forefoot surgery. With respect to detectability, the 

ability to observe changes or differences in EQ-5D-3L values may be based on detection of 

changes to VAS. On average a reduction of two points or 30% average represent MCID 

when measuring pain (Farrar et al., 2001). 
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Comparability with other Measures 

The RAND 36-Item Health Survey (SF-36) (Ware & Sherbourne, 1992) is a QoL measure 

that taps into eight health concepts: physical functioning, bodily pain, role limitations due 

to physical health problems, role limitations due to personal or emotional problems, 

emotional wellbeing, social functioning, energy/fatigue, and general health perceptions. 

The SF-36 was superseded by the EQ-5D, the EQ-5D-3L is a quicker scale to implement in 

clinical and research practice.  

3.2.1.2 The Pain Catastrophizing Scale 

In 1995 Sullivan and colleagues developed the PCS. The PCS includes items derived from 

the CSQ and statements based on the research conducted by Chaves and Brown (1987) and 

Spanos and colleagues (1979) conceptualisations of catastrophizing. Catastrophizing can 

be viewed as a multidimensional construct comprising of three elements of rumination and 

magnification which refer to experiencing painful stimuli as extremely threatening and 

helplessness which refers to the inability to cope with painful stimuli (Sullivan et al., 

2001). Respondents are asked to indicate the degree to which they experience thoughts and 

feelings when they are experiencing pain on thirteen items rated on a 5-point scale, ranging 

from 0 not at all, to 4 all of the time. For example, Rumination; “I can’t seem to keep it out 

of my mind”, Magnification; “I keep thinking of other painful events”, and Helplessness; 

“I feel I can’t go on”. Respondents can score a between 0-52, with higher scores indicating 

higher catastrophizing symptoms.  

Reliability and Validity  

Following the development and validation of the PCS by Sullivan and colleagues (1995), 

Osman et al., (1997) evaluated the factor structure, reliability and validity of the PCS in 

several studies and found that the total PCS and subscales have moderately acceptable 

reliability. Gender differences indicated that women had higher scores on the rumination 

and helplessness subscales than men and higher scores on the PCS overall and no 

significant differences between men and women on the magnification subscale were 

reported.  The authors failed to replicate three factors and attributed this to the inclusion of 

a smaller sample size and different analytical technique compared with Sullivan et al., 

(1995).  In addition, a specific hypothesis about the PCS would have guided replicating the 

item-factor dimensions. Therefore, a further study was specifically designed to respond to 

some of the concerns raised. Based on the three-factor hypothesis about the structure of the 

PCS, the fit of the model was evaluated using a construct validation procedure and 

confirmatory factor analysis. The results indicated that the three-factor oblique model 
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provided a better fit to the data than the one- or two- factor models. The results provided 

evidence of concurrent, convergent and discriminant validity and strong evidence that the 

PCS is a multidimensional self-report measure. The authors reported concurrent validity of 

the PCS and subscales as they correlated moderately with a related measure of negative 

thoughts in response to pain. The findings from both studies also support gender 

differences with women scoring significantly higher than men on the rumination and 

magnification subscales.  

In a further study, the authors evaluated the ability of the PCS and subscales to 

differentiate between the responses of clinic (students seeking treatment) and non-clinic 

undergraduate samples. In the clinic sample, evidence of concurrent and predicate validity 

for the PCS was supported and the PCS subscales provided satisfactory reliability. More 

recently, the PCS has been validated in patients in Singapore, demonstrating internal 

consistency; construct validity and structure validity in patients with knee OA (Ong et al., 

2019). Previous research also supports the psychometric properties of the PCS and for 

cross-cultural adaptation across various chronic pain samples (Huijer, Fares & French, 

2017; Meyer, Sprott & Mannion, 2008; Ugurlu, Karakas Ugurlu, Erten & Caykoylu, 2017; 

Yap et al., 2008). Minimal clinically important differences have not been established in 

surgical samples, yet it’s important to consider the clinically relevant levels of 

catastrophizing. A total PCS score of 30 corresponds to the 75th percentile of the 

distribution of PCS scores in clinical samples of chronic pain patients (Sullivan, 1995) and 

reductions of 38% to 44% in high catastrophizers are required to affect clinical outcomes, 

in a meaningful manner among individuals with subacute pain after musculoskeletal injury 

(Scott, Wideman & Sullivan, 2011). 

Comparison with other scales 

Edwards and colleagues (2006) developed a state version of the PCS by selecting six items 

from the PCS and altering the wording of the items. The state-version includes the three 

subscales; rumination, magnification and helplessness, however, is used to measure state-

catastrophizing immediately following noxious stimuli in experimental conditions 

(Campbell et al., 2010; Edwards et al., 2006; Taub et al., 2017). The PCS assesses three 

domains that incorporates the previous perspectives on catastrophizing based on previous 

research and is considered a broader assessment of the construct (Quartana et al., 2009), 

whereas the CSQ catastrophizing subscale is limited solely to helplessness (reflecting 

one’s ability to cope with their chronic pain condition).  
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3.2.1.3 Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scale  

The Depression Anxiety Stress Scale (DASS); consists of 42 items rated on a 4-point scale. 

The DASS is a self-report questionnaire designed to measure and assess the severity of the 

core symptoms of depression and anxiety contributing to diagnosis but not solely as a 

diagnostic tool, other symptoms typical of depression such as sleep, appetite and sexual 

disturbances, are not covered by the DASS (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1996). The 42 items 

measure three dimensions of negative emotional states including depression with items 

relating to low positive affect, low self-esteem, hopelessness, and lack of incentives and 

anxiety with items related to autonomic arousal and fearfulness. In addition to the factor’s 

depression and anxiety, some items loaded on a third factor of irritability and over 

reactivity and was therefore labelled ‘stress’ (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1996; Crawford & 

Henry, 2003). The adapted version (DASS-21) consists of half of the original items of the 

DASS and has been suggested as useful in reducing participant burden and facilitating 

assessment in settings with limited assessment resources (Gloster et al., 2008). The DASS-

21 has three subscales that discriminate between depression, anxiety and stress (Lovibond 

& Lovibond, 1996). For example, depression and “I couldn’t seem to experience any 

positive feeling at all”, anxiety and “I was aware of dryness of my mouth” and stress and 

“I find it hard to wind down”. Participants are asked to circle their responses from (0) did 

not apply to me at all – NEVER to (3) applied to me very much, or most the time – 

ALMOST ALWAYS. Each item is indicated with the letters D (depression), A (anxiety) 

and S (stress). For each scale (D, A & S), the sum of scores for identified items needs to be 

calculated and the final scores of each item groups (depression, anxiety and stress) needs to 

be multiplied by two. Each score enables for comparisons to be made between the three 

scales and gives percentile rankings and severity labels; normal 0-9 (depression), 0-7 

(anxiety) and 0-14 (stress), mild 10-13 (depression), 8-9 (anxiety) and 15-18 (stress), 

moderate 14-20 (depression), 10-14 (anxiety) and 19-25 (stress), severe 21-27 

(depression), 15-19 (anxiety) and 26-33 (stress), and extremely severe 28+ (depression), 

20+ (anxiety) and 34+ (stress). 

Reliability and Validity  

The factor structure, reliability, and validity of the DASS and the DASS-21 were examined 

in non-clinical volunteers and patients with a diagnostic mental disorder; findings indicated 

that the DASS distinguished well between features of depression, physical arousal, and 

psychological tensions and agitation and observations were extended to the DASS-21. 

Internal consistency and concurrent validity of the DASS and DASS-21 were in the 
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acceptable to excellent ranges (Antony et al., 1998). The psychometric properties of the 

DASS-21 have been well validated for use in both clinical and non-clinical (community) 

samples, with excellent Cronbach’s alpha values of 0.81, 0.89 and 0.78 for the subscale’s 

depression, anxiety and stress, respectively (Coker, Coker & Sanni, 2018), and elsewhere 

0.90, 0.80 and 0.82 (Mahmoud et al., 2010). The DASS-21 is a reliable and valid measure 

with samples including three older adult age groups (61-70 years, 71-80 years and 81 years 

and over) with persistent pain (Wood et al., 2010), substance use disorder inpatients 

(Beaufort et al., 2017) and good internal consistency, excellent convergent validity, and 

good discriminative validity in older primary care patients seeking treatment to manage 

worry (Gloster et al., 2008). The measure has been well validated across various cultural 

populations (Alfonso, Wallin & Maathz, 2017; Asghari, Saed & Dibajnia, 2008; Bottesi et 

al., 2015; Lee et al., 2019; Pezirkianidis et al., 2018; Tran, Tran & Fisher, 2013; Xavier et 

al., 2016). A reduction between 3.86 and 6.15 points were calculated as the MCID for an 

outpatient sample (Ronk, Korman, Hooke & Page, 2013). 

Comparability with other measures 

Many measures are designed that are specific to the constructs for example, the Zung Self-

Rating Depression Scale (SDS) (Taylor et al., 2005), Beck’s Depression Inventory (BDI) 

(Beck et al., 1961), the Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) (Beck et al., 1988) and the State-

Trait Anxiety Inventory questionnaire (Spielberger, 1989). The SDS and BDI include a 

substantial number of somatic items such as fatigue, insomnia and weight change that are 

symptoms attributed to chronic pain and may therefore overestimate depression (Woo, 

2010). 

Two other measures were identified that include subscales measuring at least two 

constructs including the Hospital Anxiety and Depression scale (HADS) (Zigmond and 

Snaith, 1983) and the Depression, Anxiety, and Positive Outlook Scale (DAPOS) (Pincus 

et al., 2004). The HADS identifies anxiety disorders and depression among patients in non-

psychiatric hospital clinics. The HADS has been suggested as a reliable screening 

instrument for detecting mood disorder, but not as a substitute for asking about symptoms 

of depression (Axford et al., 2010). The DAPOS (Pincus et al., 2004) was developed to 

include non-somatic items selected from the BDI and the HADS and includes a subscale 

measuring optimism/positive outlook. The Positive Outlook Subscale has been 

recommended for further validation (Pincus, 2004; Pincus, Rusu & Santos, 2008).  

Pain specific measures of anxiety are more useful for providing direct information in 

relation to the pain experience (Woo, 2010). For example, the Pain Anxiety Symptoms 
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Scale (PASS) (McCracken et al., 1992) (shorter version PASS-20); measures behavioural 

responses to pain and the Fear of Pain Inventory (McNeil & Rainwater, 1998); measures 

degree of fear in hypothetical pain inducing situations.  

Scales were excluded that intended to identify or characterise a specific diagnostic and 

statistical manual of mental disorders. The DASS excludes somatic items and is thought to 

provide a more accurate assessment of depression, especially in chronic pain patients 

(Taylor et al., 2005) and distinguishes between depression and anxiety when compared 

with the Beck Inventories which produces considerable overlap between depression and 

other affective states (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1996). The DASS-21 was utilised to lessen 

time completion and burden as the scale allows for multidimensionality of measuring three 

distinct concepts. 

3.2.1.4 The Brief-COPE 

The Brief-COPE (Carver, 1997) is an abbreviated 28-item multidimensional version of the 

60-item Coping Orientation to Problems Experienced (COPE) Inventory to assess a broad 

range of coping responses to stressors (Carver, Scheier, & Wcintraub, 1989). The original 

scale attempts to represent aspects of coping such as avoidant and attention coping, active 

and passive coping, and behavioural and cognitive coping. It is a multidimensional 

inventory and provides scores on 13 conceptually distinct types of coping. The measure is 

used to assess coping style, a dispositional measure of habitual ways of coping, or to assess 

coping strategy, and as a method of coping to address a specific stressor such as, current 

illness (Bellack & Hersen, 1998). The Brief-COPE developed by Carver (1997) is 

therefore a shortened version which has proved more acceptable while retaining the 

multidimensional features of the measure (Bellack & Hersen, 1998). The Brief-COPE 

reduces participation burden, and assesses several responses known to be relevant to 

effective and ineffective coping (Carver, 1997). The scale has been widely applied in 

health-related studies.  

 

The Brief-COPE includes items that assess the frequency with which a person uses 

different coping strategies for example “I’ve been turning to work or other activities to 

take my mind of things”, rated on a scale from 1, ‘I haven’t been doing this at all’, to 4, 

‘I’ve been doing this a lot’. The scale includes 14 two-item subscales including: 1) self-

distraction, 2) active coping, 3) denial, 4) substance use, 5) use of emotional support, 6) 

use of instrumental support, 7) behavioural disengagement, 8) venting, 9) positive 

reframing, 10) planning, 11) humour, 12) acceptance, 13) religion and 14) self-blame. 
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Respondents are scored on each subscale, with scores ranging from 2-8, coping strategies 

employed are highlighted by higher scores. The scale is one of the best validated and most 

frequently used measures of coping strategies (Garcia et al., 2018). 

 

Psychometric properties  

 

The scale was originally validated in 168-community dwelling sample affected by a 

hurricane, and good psychometric properties of the instrument were demonstrated 

including high Cronbach’s alpha values, test-retest reliability, and correlations with 

external variables. The factor analysis was completed with a small sample size yet obtained 

from item-level analysis (Carver et al., 1989). The subscales that formed distinct factors 

included substance use, turning to religion, humour, and behavioural disengagement and 

the items from the remaining scales formed larger factors (Krägeloh, 2011). The scale has 

since been validated in numerous studies and psychometric properties of the instrument 

have been documented across diverse cultures (Brasileiro et al., 2016; Doron et al., 2014; 

García et al., 2018; Kapsou et al., 2010; Muller & Spitz, 2003; Tang et al., 2016) and 

clinical samples (Amoyal et al., 2016; Baumstarck et al., 2017; Hagan et al., 2017; Snell et 

al., 2011) with Cronbach’s alpha between 0.63 and 0.94 (Nawel & Elisabeth, 2015). 

However, some studies failed to demonstrate psychometric priorities of the Brief-COPE 

including a Chinese and South Indian population (Mohanraj et al., 2015; Su et al., 2015). 

This may be due to the studies using different factor structures. Additionally, some 

subscales such as religion have been reported as behaving in very diverse fashions in factor 

analyses (Krägeloh, 2011). Minimal clinically important differences have not been 

established and the test developers do not have a standard rule of how to generate 

categorisations of coping styles and instead leave this to the user’s discretion. For the 

purpose of the current research, coping styles were classified into three groups including 

problem-focused strategies, emotion-focused strategies and avoidant-coping strategies. 

Greater utilisation of coping strategies is described within the text. 

 

Comparability with other measures 

 

Some measures ask respondents to report the coping response used in response to a 

specific stressor (Folkman & Lazarus, 1988). For example, pain specific questionnaires 

including the Chronic Pain Coping Inventory (CPCI; Jensen et al., 1995), Pain Cognitions 

Questionnaire (PCQ) (Boston et al., 1990) and the Coping Strategies Questionnaire (CSQ; 
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Rosenstiel & Keefe, 1983). The CPCI is a 65-item scale, used to assess behavioural and 

cognitive coping strategies employed to cope with pain. An abbreviated version consisting 

of 42 items was developed (Romano, Jensen & Turner, 2003), the PCQ consists of 30-

items, and the CSQ is a 44-item questionnaire with seven subscales and two effectiveness 

items assessing pain coping strategies, subscales are grouped into active and passive 

coping (including catastrophizing). In 1988 Folkman and Lazarus developed the Ways of 

Coping Scale (WOCS); a 42-item questionnaire assessing three coping domains, including 

emotion-focus coping, problem-focused coping and seeking of social support. The measure 

is used with a specific stressful encounter in mind, measuring what a person does in that 

situation as opposed to what they think they should do. Respondents are asked to think of a 

specific stressful life event that occurred in the past week and to identify all coping 

responses used to deal with the situation. The scales described were not utilised for the 

current study due to measuring specific stressors, consisting of too many items and 

therefore aiding participant burden, and items were not relevant for example, 

‘exercise/stretch scale item; exercised to strengthen the muscles in my legs for at least 1 

minute’ (from the CPCI scale).  

 

Other measures ask respondents to report what they characteristically do to cope with 

stress (Carver et al., 1989). For example, Folkman & Lazarus (1980) developed the Ways 

of Coping Questionnaire (WOC) (66-items) based on the original 68-item Ways of Coping 

Checklist (WCCL). The instrument includes eight constructed scales that are emotion-

focused and problem-focused coping (confrontive, distancing, self-controlling, seeking 

social support, accepting responsibility, escape-avoidance, planful problem-solving and 

positive reappraisal). The WOC has been identified as having disparate solutions both in 

structure and in content, with concerns expressed about the stability and structure of the 

instrument across different populations (Van Liew, Santoro, Edwards, Kang & Cronan, 

2016), and is criticised in terms of its length (Mitchell, 2004). The Coping Self-Efficacy 

(CSE) scale is a 26-item measure of one’s confidence in performing coping behaviours 

when faced with life challenges; however, the measure is used as a measurement of coping 

for intervention studies (Chesney et al., 2006).  

 

Other coping scales considered time consuming included the Proactive Coping Inventory 

(PCI; Greenglass et al., 1999); 7 subscales with 55 items, the Multidimensional Coping 

Inventory (MCI; Endler & Parker, 1990); 48-item scale, with each dimension comprising 

16 items and the Coping Strategy Indicator (CSI; Amirkhan, 1990); 33-items. Other 
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measures address specific forms of coping such as Miller’s (1987) measure of monitoring 

and blunting, the Chronic Pain Acceptance Questionnaire (CPAQ; Fish et al., 2013) or are 

illness specific for example, Watson et al., (1988) assessment of coping styles employed by 

people with cancer. 

 

The Brief-COPE was most appropriate as the scale provides a range of scores accounting 

to a variety of coping strategies employed and distinguishes among types of emotion-

focused coping. The scale is an acceptable measure to the clinical group in the study as 

respondents are asked to describe the coping strategies utilised in response to not only 

coping with their pain/medical condition, but also coping with stressful forms of healthcare 

(i.e., surgery) and a wide range of other subjective stressful events. By using a mixed 

methods design, the interviews and life grids enabled to understand in-depth how and why 

coping strategies may change longitudinally. 

 

3.2.1.5 Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support 

The Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support (MSPSS) developed by Zimet et 

al., (1988) addresses the subjective assessment of social support adequacy and perceptions 

of social support from three specific sources including family, friends and significant 

others. The original MSPSS consists of 24 items addressing relationships with family, 

friends, and a significant other in the following areas: social popularity, respect and items 

directly related to perceived social support. Following repeated factor analyses some of the 

items that address popularity and respect did not directly address perceived social support 

and were therefore excluded. The revised MSPSS includes 12 items that directly address 

social support from three sources; family, friends, and significant other and each of the 

factor groups consists of four items. Respondents are asked to circle the response that best 

indicates how they feel about each statement ranging from (1) very strongly disagree and 

to (7) very strongly agree, for example, “There is a special person who is around when I 

am in need”.  A 7-point scale was included to increase response variability and minimise a 

celling effect. Respondents score low, moderate or high levels of perceived social support 

for all three subscales and a total scale score. 

Reliability and Validity  

Adequate internal reliability and test-retest reliability have been established, as well as 

strong factorial validity and moderate construct validity suggesting the different sources of 

support are distinct from one another (Zimet et al., 1988). The MSPSS has evolved as one 
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of the most extensively translated and validated social support outcome measures (Dambi 

et al. 2018) including internal reliability, factorial validity and subscale validity in pregnant 

women, adolescents living in Europe with their families, 55 paediatric residents (Zimet et 

al., 1990), students (Clara et al., 2003; Dahlem, Zimet & Walker, 1991) and in a clinically 

distressed sample (Clara et al., 2003). Researchers have also utilised the scale across 

diverse populations (Duru, 2007; Ekback, Benzein, Lindsberg & Arestedt, 2013; Eker, 

Arkar & Yaldiz, 2001; Ng et al., 2010; Wongpakaran, Wongpakaran & Ruktrakul, 2011). 

However, a systematic review suggested limited evidence supporting the psychometric 

robustness of translated versions of the MSPSS (Dambi et al., 2018). There is no 

established MCID for the MSPSS and the scales response descriptors are reported to 

indicate the level of perceived social support (low, moderate and high). Scores of low 

social support may influence symptom severity and the ability to recover from surgery 

(Flanigan et al., 2015) whilst socially supported patients (moderate and high scores) 

demonstrate better postoperative functional outcomes (Kendell et al., 2001; Sveikata et al., 

2017).   

Comparability with other measures 

Lubban Social Network Scale (Lubben et al., 2006) is a measure of social engagement 

including family and friends with a short 6-item scale and a 12-item scale, and correlates 

with health behaviours, depression, mortality, hospitalisation, and overall physical health. 

However, the scale is used as a measure of less social engagement to more social 

engagement and was therefore not utilised for the current study as the aim was to include a 

measure of the amount of social support an individual receives as opposed to the amount of 

social engagement an individual is exposed to. The Emotional and Informational Support 

Scales Operations (EISOP; Krohne & El-Giamal, 1999), is an inventory aiming at the 

specific stress situation of forthcoming surgery. The EISOP was not utilised for the current 

study as the scale is surgery-specific, and the current scope of the research was to assess 

perceived social support longitudinally regarding a variety of stressful life events in 

addition to surgery.  

 

The Social Support Questionnaire (SSQ) (Sarason et al., 1987) is a 27-item questionnaire 

to measure perceptions of social support and satisfaction with that social support. Part 1 

asks participants to list all the people that fit the description of the question, and Part 2 asks 

participants to indicate how satisfied they are, in general, with these people. Shorter 

versions of the SSQ have been developed (3 items and 6 items) (Sarason et al., 1987). The 
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interpersonal support evaluation list (ISEL) (12-item) measures perceptions of social 

support and is a shortened version of the original (ISEL) 40-items scale (Cohen & 

Hoberman, 1983). The adapted questionnaire assesses three dimensions of support 

including appraisal, belonging and tangible, with the original ISEL including a fourth 

dimension of self-esteem.  The DUKE-UNC Family Social Support Questionnaire (FSSQ) 

measures the strength of a person’s social support network and consists of 14 items 

(Broadhead et al., 1988). The aforementioned scales addressed sources of support, but did 

not consider separate, distinct subgroupings, they were unreliable measures and time 

consuming. In an effort to address these issues Zimet et al., (1988) developed the MSPSS 

which addressed the subjective assessment of social support adequacy and assessed 

perceptions of social support from three specific sources including family, friends and 

significant others. The MSPSS was therefore considered a more appropriate instrument for 

the current research, as it assesses three dimensions of social support and is easy and quick 

to administer compared to the scales described above. Additionally, social support was 

discussed in the semi-structured interviews as respondents were asked about how satisfied 

they felt with the support they received and whether they would prefer more enabling to 

assess the perceived quality of support networks.  

3.2.1.6 The Big Five Inventory 

In John & Srivastavas (1999) Big Five Taxonomy paper they provide a comprehensive 

understanding of personality psychology. In the earlier year’s personality psychology had 

undergone decades of research and many scales that measured personality traits posed 

issues. Scales that proposed to measure the same concept measured concepts that were not 

the same, and scales with different names often measured concepts that were quite similar. 

Researchers in the field of personality aimed towards the development of a structure that 

would enable communities to speak a common language in regard to the conceptualisation 

of personality traits. It was therefore suggested personality psychology needed a 

descriptive model, or taxonomy (John & Srivastava., 1999). John & Srivastava (1999, p.2) 

recommended “a taxonomy would permit researchers to study specified domains of 

personality characteristics, rather than examining separately the thousands of particular 

attributes that make human beings individual and unique”.  

Early work began by analyses of the natural-language terms people used to describe 

themselves and others by extracting terms from a dictionary that were relevant to describe 

aspects of personality providing a set of attributes that were common amongst people. This 

was done using a lexical hypothesis approach which resulted in a list of 18, 000 terms by 
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Allport and Odbert (1936). Following this, over the commencing years researchers refined 

the terms and ordered them into categories (Chaplin, John & Goldberg, 1988; Norman, 

1967). Using the previous identification of the terms identified, Cattell (1943, 1945) began 

with a subset of 4, 500 trait terms and reduced these to 35 variables which became part of 

the 16 Personality Factors (16PF) questionnaire (Cattell, Eber, & Tatsuoka, 1970). 

Following this, several researchers were involved in the discovery and clarification of the 

Big Five personality dimensions and a general taxonomy of personality traits were 

developed. The original factors were labelled; Extraversion or Surgency; Agreeableness; 

Conscientiousness; Emotional stability versus Neuroticism and Culture.  

Costa and McCrae began to measure three broad personality dimensions including 

Neuroticism, Extraversion, and Openness to experience and developed the NEO 

Personality Inventory: however, they acknowledged this scale failed to consider the 

Agreeableness and Conscientiousness domains following conducting a cluster analysis of 

the 16PF (Cattell et al., 1970). They therefore extended their original model to include 

scales measuring agreeableness and conscientiousness. The original scale included 240-

items and was later refined to include 60-items that were based on an item factor analysis 

including terms that loaded most highly on each of the five factors.  The Trait Descriptive 

Adjectives (TDA) was also developed by Goldberg in 1992 which assessed the 

constellation of traits defined by the five-factor theory of personality and incorporated 100 

items to measure Intellect, Conscientiousness, Surgency, Agreeableness and Emotional 

Stability.  

Despite extensive research the taxonomy still received debate due to the variation within 

the studies conducted. Therefore, a set of 10 human judges formed a detailed 

understanding of the Big Five dimensions by reviewing the factor solutions and 

interpretations of all the important articles published on the Big Five at that time (John, 

1989, 1990, as cited in John & Srivastave, 1999) using the 300 terms included in the 

Adjective Check List (ACL) which served as a standard language (Gough & Heilbrun, 

1965). These 300 terms were conceptually mapped within the five dimensions.  Consensus 

was reached with almost perfect agreement when assigning terms to one of the Big Five.  

Following this, an empirical test had to validate the findings; 10 staff members observed a 

sample of 140 men and 140 women and described them using the 300 terms included in the 

ACL and a factor analysis was conducted. The results indicated that each item loaded on 

its hypothesized factor in the expected direction. However, there was an issue regarding 

the fifth dimension and the use of the word Culture to define this, various labels were 
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suggested to label the factor such as Intellect and Imagination however, the fifth factor was 

not a measure of intelligence whilst Imagination was more closely related to Openness as 

this emphasised fantasy, ideas and aesthetics, which are most central to this factor.  

John, Donahue and Kentle (1991) constructed the Big Five Inventory (BFI) in an effort to 

develop a short instrument using the previous identified common components within the 

previous research.   

The Big Five Inventory (BFI) consists of 44 items that measures an individual on the big 

five factors (dimensions) of personality, which are then further divided into personality 

facets. 1) Extraversion vs. introversion divided into gregariousness, assertiveness, activity, 

excitement-seeking, positive emotions and warmth. 2) Agreeableness vs. antagonism 

divided into trust, straightforwardness, altruism, compliance, modesty and 

tendermindedness. 3) Conscientiousness vs. lack of direction divided into competence, 

order, dutifulness, achievement striving, self-discipline and deliberation. 4) Neuroticism 

vs. emotional stability divided into competence, order, dutifulness, achievement striving, 

self-discipline and deliberation and 5) Openness vs. closedness to experience divided into 

idea, fantasy, aesthetics, actions, feelings and values. Participants are asked to rate 

statements on a scale of (1) disagree strongly to (5) agree strongly for example, “I see 

myself as someone who…is talkative”. Personality traits are highlighted via respondents 

requiring higher scores.  

The extravert dimension refers to people are who are very sociable and tend to be 

energetic, optimistic, friendly, and assertive. Introverts do not typically express these 

characteristics: however, this does not necessarily mean they are not sociable. Introverts 

are reserved and independent rather than followers. The agreeableness dimension refers to 

people who are helpful, trusting, and sympathetic. Those on the other end tend to be 

antagonistic and sceptical. The conscientiousness dimension refers to how controlled and 

self-disciplined an individual is, those who score highly on this scale are more organised, 

plan-oriented, and determine. Those on the lower end are careless and easily distracted. 

The neuroticism dimension refers to emotional stability and personal adjustment. Those 

who score high on this scale experience greater distress, worry and negative emotions such 

as anxiety, sadness, and guilt. The openness dimension is associated with intellect; those 

who score highly on this scale tend to have active imaginations, a willingness to consider 

new ideas and are independent thinkers. Whereas those low in openness prefer the familiar 

rather than seeking out something new (Burger, 2008). 

Psychometric Properties   
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The three main scales NEO questionnaire (Costa and McCrae, 1992); the TDA (Goldberg, 

1992) and the BFI (John et al., 1991) were compared using findings from a large data set 

of self-reports in a sample of 462 undergraduates using a multitrait, multi-method design. 

The coefficient alpha reliabilities indicated the TDA had the highest alphas (mean of .89), 

followed by the BFI (.83) and the NEO questionnaire (0.79). The BFI and TDA 

demonstrated the strongest convergence (mean r = .81), followed by the BFI and NEO 

questionnaire (mean r = .73). Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness 

demonstrated mean validities exceeding .90 on the BFI and Neuroticism at .88 and 

Openness at .83.  For convergent and discriminant validity a confirmatory factor analysis 

demonstrated on average .92 for the BFI (John & Srivastavas., 1999). Convergent and 

discriminant validity have also been demonstrated elsewhere (Biezans & West, 2004). 

The psychometric properties of the BFI have been demonstrated in several populations, 

and translated versions are available across diverse cultures. The Italian translation in three 

independent non-clinical samples assessed the internal consistency reliability, factor 

structure, and convergent-discriminant validity. Two samples were adult volunteers, and 

one sample was adolescent volunteers. The internal consistency reliabilities were adequate 

for all five subscales mean α values were .77, .78, and .81 and test-retest correlations were 

greater than .75 in the adult populations. Adequate convergent-discriminant validity 

coefficients were demonstrated in all three samples, the findings suggest satisfactory 

reliability and validity of the BFI (Fossati et al., 2011). Moderate reliability and structural 

validity were found in a sample of African American College Students (Worrell & Cross 

Jr., 2011) and convergent and discriminant validity in a Hispanic population in the United 

States (Benet-Martinez & John, 1998). There are no established MCID for the BFI or 

published norms. Scores of the neuroticism scale are reported within the text and are 

therefore open to interpretation.  

Comparability with other measures 

Amongst the three main scales discussed the BFI is most used within research setting due 

to taking less time to complete when compared to the TRA and NEO questionnaires and is 

less complex in its sentence format compared to the NEO questionnaire. The BFI has been 

abbreviated with 11-items: however, the entire BFI consist of short phrases and takes 5 

minutes to complete and the short 11-item version is not recommended. As well as the 

BFI, TRA and NEO, other personality measures include the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 

(1962), the Eysenck Personality Inventory (EPI) (Eysenck, 1968) and the Eysenck 

Personality Questionnaire (EPQ) (including revised questionnaires) (Eysenck & Eysenck, 
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1975). The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (1962) is a measure to classify categories of 

personality, as opposed to measure of traits. The EPI measures two central dimensions of 

personality including extraversion/introversion and neuroticism-stability, however, is time 

consuming consisting of 57 yes/no/items and provides a ‘lie score’ that determines how 

socially desirable a person is in their responses. The EPQ was designed as a revision of the 

EPI including a third personality dimension, Psychoticism with total number of 90 items. 

However, the third dimension has low reliability and an EPQ-revised (EPQ-R) 

questionnaire was therefore produced containing 100 items (Eysenck, Eysenck, & Barrett, 

1985), and later a Short-Form EPQR-S consisting of 48 items in view of certain 

psychometric deficiencies of the original Psychoticism scale (EPQR-S; Eysenck et al., 

1985). There were practical disadvantages of using time consuming tests and taxonomy of 

personality traits that are widely accepted in mainstream personality psychology include 

the five-factor model (McCrae & Costa, 1987) further supporting the use of the BFI.  

3.2.1.7 The Pain Beliefs Perception Inventory 

In 1988 David Williams published his PhD thesis on the construction of the Pain Beliefs 

and Perceptions Inventory (PBAPI). The study involved asking chronic pain patients to 

describe their beliefs about pain, whilst a second group of patients rated the beliefs 

described by the chronic pain patients as to whether they agreed or disagreed in 

relationship to their own experience. The instrument aims to evaluate patients’ personal 

beliefs about their subjective pain experience with factor analysis indicating the data best 

fit with 1; beliefs regarding the intermittent versus the continuous nature of pain, 2; beliefs 

regarding the future duration of pain and 3; self-blame for pain. Suggesting these three 

factors may represent several of the core dimensions around which pain beliefs develop. 

Following on from this research, Williams, and Thorn (1989) assessed several of the core 

dimensions and examined the relationship between pain beliefs and behavioural 

manifestations of the pain experience. They asked injured workers with chronic complaints 

about their beliefs about pain and asked them to complete the PBAPI along with other 

psychometric measures. These beliefs were then assessed with another cohort of injured 

workers, and the final version of the inventory was then validated on a third sample of 

injured workers. The scale asks respondents to rate the degree to which they agree or 

disagree with the statements from -2 strongly disagree to 2 strongly agree. For example, 

“No one’s been able to tell me exactly why I’m in pain.” The scale includes 16-items and a 

3-factor solution identified 3 dimensions of pain beliefs including i) self-blame (S-B), ii) 

perception of pain as mysterious (MYST) and iii) beliefs about the temporal stability of 

pain (TIME). Self-Blame taps into patients’ beliefs that they are the appropriate target for 
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blame for their pain experience. MYST taps into the belief that pain is a mysterious, 

aversive event that is poorly understood. TIME taps into future-oriented beliefs that pain is 

and will be an enduring part of life (Williams et al., 1994). They suggested these core 

beliefs were predictive of subjective pain intensity, multidisciplinary chronic pain 

treatment compliance, poor self-esteem, somatisation, and psychological distress, and 

associated with attributes about health locus of control.  

Psychometric Properties   

An Italian version of the PBAPI-I supported a three-factor solution with 80% explained 

variance; excellent internal consistency and satisfactory test-retest stability (Monticone et 

al., 2014). However, the factor structure of the PBPI was further explored, and was revised 

with a new scoring system identifying a 4-factor solution. The items associated with the 

Mystery and Self-blame scale loaded highly on their respective factors and the loadings for 

items on the Time scale were divided among the remaining 2 factors and were labelled 

Acceptance and Constancy (Strong et al., 1992). The scale was further validated with a 

German sample (Herda, Siegeris & Basler, 1994) and support for a 4-factor solution fit the 

data with scales including Mystery, Self-Blame, Acceptance and Constancy. However, the 

use of the term Acceptance received criticism due to correlating with many constructs for 

example, the association of being perceived as a positive cognitive process, and leading to 

adaptive coping (Williams et al., 1994). Williams and colleagues (1994) therefore 

recommended replacing the terminology with pain Permanence (PERM). Studies favoured 

a 4-factor solution, with 76% and 82% of explained variance (Williams et al., 1994), 

dividing the TIME factor into 2 subscales including pain as constant and enduring 

experience (Constancy) and, beliefs about the long-term chronicity of Pain (PERM) 

(Morley & Wilkinson, 1995). The scales therefore include mysteriousness, self-blame, pain 

permanence and pain constancy. Splitting the Time scale into Permanence and Constancy 

allows for greater interpretation. In a British replication the 4 derived subscales, 

mysteriousness, self-blame, pain permanence and pain constancy, had excellent reliability 

(internal consistency); Cronbach’s alpha was greater than 0.80 however, when compared 

with the Coping Strategies Questionnaire construct validity was not supported (Morley & 

Wilkinson, 1995). Monticone et al., (2014) forced a 4-factor solution on their data and 

found no improvement in factor loadings and they suggest their 3-factor solution might be 

explained by the characteristics of their study sample. Furthermore, when assessing the 

quality and structures of an instrument factor analytical strategies are used to support 

statements which aides’ decision-making on scoring scales. Researchers may use different 
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strategies to assess instruments which may explain the differences in factor solutions, for 

example two of the studies conducted by Williams and colleagues (1994) used different 

techniques that involved expressing the qualities of the patient’s samples under study as 

opposed to the structure of the questionnaire. 

Further support for a 4-factor solution was provided with internal consistency estimates 

ranging from 0.63 to 0.75 and pain constancy and understanding of chronicity had good 

test-retest reliability, however for the remaining scales test-retest was not adequate (Mikail, 

D’Eon & De Gagne, 1996). Using an exploratory factor analysis to develop the instrument 

in a Russian population a 4-factor structure was supported; adequate internal consistency 

(Cronach’s alpha was 0.73-0.85) and the scales significantly correlated with anxiety, stress, 

depression, pain intensity and disability; findings support the factorial validity of the scales 

of a Russian PBPI as well as reliability (Goli et al., 2012). In a Chinese population, the 

factorial validity of the scales, and reliability and construct validity was demonstrated 

(Wong et al., 2011). The studies provide support for scoring the PBPI with 4 scales. 

 

The PBPI asks participants to rate their response using a 4-point Likert scales ranging from 

strongly disagree to strongly agree. Maladaptive behaviour is reflected in those who agree 

with these four subscales. Negative scores on the subscales indicate disagreement with the 

belief whilst positive scores indicate endorsement (Williams et al., 1994). Research has 

identified that each belief has unique associations with pain indicates. For example, belief 

in pain constancy is associated with greater pain self-report, permanence is associated with 

anxiety, mystery is associated with greatest overall distress, and self-blame is associated 

with depressive symptoms (Williams et al., 1994). Herda et al., (1994), found the pain 

belief Constancy showed higher correlations with self-reported psychological 

symptomatology (anxiety, general physical troubles, pain intensity) than did acceptance, 

pain as mysterious, and self-blame (Herda et al., 1994). There are no established MCID for 

the PBPI. Positive scores indicate endorsement of the belief and have been utilised for 

interpretation of the findings. 

Comparability with other measures 

Earlier measures of pain beliefs including the Cognitive Error Questionnaire (Lefebvre, 

1981), the Gottlieb Pain Beliefs Questionnaire (Gottlieb, 1984; 1986), the Pain Information 

and Beliefs Questionnaire (Schwartz et al., 1985; Shutty & DeGood, 1990), the Pain and 

Impairment Relationship Scales (Riley et al., 1988), and the Pain Cognitive Questionnaire 

(Boston et al., 1990) were described as having limited potential for use in routine clinical 
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assessment of patients with chronic pain due to being unwieldy to administer, unclear in 

underlying factors structure, or too restricted in focus (DeGood & Tait, 2001). Other scales 

restricted in focus include the Pain Beliefs Questionnaire (PBQ) (Edwards, 1992), the 

chronic pain acceptance questionnaire (CPAQ) (McCracken, Vowles & Eccleston, 2004) 

and the Pain Stages of Change Questionnaire (PSOCQ) (Kerns et al., 1997). For example, 

the PBQ investigates the organic and psychological causes and consequences of pain and 

has been suggested as being too limited in scope to provide a comprehensive picture of 

patient's beliefs (DeGood & Tait, 2001). The CPAQ is unidimensional with a focus on 

acceptance and as previously described acceptance is related to many constructs and the 

PSOCQ assesses readiness for change and is more relevant for assessment of self-

management approach to chronic pain (DeGood & Tait, 2001). 

A widely used pain belief scale includes the Survey of Pain Attitudes (SOPA) developed 

by Jensen, Turner, Romano, & Lawler, (1994). The SOPA assesses pain-related beliefs in 

chronic pain patients. Both adaptive and maladaptive beliefs are assessed including 

adaptive control and emotion, and maladaptive disability, harm, medication, solicitude, and 

medical cure. However, the scale is time consuming consisting of 57 statements and was 

therefore not utilised due to participation burden. Briefer versions have been developed; 

however, the scales include 42-items and 30-items (Romano et al., 2003; Tait & Chibnall, 

1997). Other belief scales include the Beliefs about Pain Control Questionnaire (BPCQ) 

(Skevington, 1990) and the Chronic Pain Myth Scale (CPMS) (Lacasse, Connelly, & 

Choiniere, 2016). The BPCQ measures the power of factors influencing pain control for 

use with patients suffering from pain including internal factors, power of doctors and 

chance events however, there were a lack of empirical research studies to support the use 

of the scale. The CPMS consists of 26 items using three subscales including knowledge, 

beliefs and attitudes towards people suffering from chronic pain, biopsychosocial impacts 

of chronic pain, and treatment of chronic pain. However, more research is needed to test 

the psychometric properties of the scale. Overall, the PBPI has strong psychometric 

grounding and taps dimensions with proven relevance to patient behaviour (DeGood & 

Tait, 2001). 

3.2.2 Qualitative data 

Semi-structured interview schedules (appendix 7) were constructed to facilitate patients to 

discuss their experiences. The interviews with patients began with a general question “can 

you begin by telling me a little bit about yourself?” The first interview (pre-surgery) 

focused on events that had taken place regarding the healthcare trajectory accessed for a 
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surgical opinion, along with discussions around the issues experienced with their foot 

problem, their pain perceptions, and thoughts about surgery. Discussions were supported 

by prompts where necessary regarding the impacts on their quality of life (QoL). The 

following interview at 3-month post-surgery began with asking the patients to describe 

their experience of their foot problem since the last time we met, including their experience 

of surgery and post-operative outcomes. Interviews conducted at 6- and 12-months post-

surgery also began with asking patients to describe their experience of their foot problem 

since the last time we met and were structured around exploring patient’s post-operative 

outcomes and other issues experienced regarding pain. The use of prompts was 

continuously used throughout each interview, and questions were also focused on 

exploring issues that were relevant to the individual.  All subsequent interviews reviewed 

the patient’s life grids from the previous interview conducted to enable accuracy of the 

data and the interpretation from the researcher. The life grids documented experiences 

listed under the headings, life events, and pain experience, self, and additional comments.  

Semi-structured interview schedules (appendix 7) were constructed to facilitate 

orthopaedic practitioners to discuss their experiences. Interview questions were developed 

to explore orthopaedic surgeons’ experiences of providing care, the decision-making 

process for surgery (the diagnostic process/standard practice), the management of patient's 

care (patients who present with psychological risk factors and influences on post-operative 

outcomes), and thoughts on pain catastrophizing and the use of psychosocial interventions. 

3.3 Procedure 

Ethical approval was granted by NRES Committee South Central and Oxford and local 

R&D approvals prior to data collection in the National Health Service (NHS) orthopaedic 

department (appendix 8) as well as University of Teesside research ethics committee.  

Participants were recruited into the observational cohort study before undergoing their 

surgical procedure for their foot problem. Initial approach was made by the clinician 

(typically a consultant surgeon) running the foot and ankle clinic. Eligible participants 

were provided with a participant information sheet in the clinic and allowed as much time 

as they needed to read the information before deciding whether to take part. If happy to 

proceed, the participant provided written formal consent and completed the baseline 

measures with a member of the research team. Due to time constraints at the clinical 

appointment, some participants were contacted at a later date by a member of the research 

team to arrange participation. Participants were posted an information sheet and invitation 

letter and were contacted by telephone to arrange a date to consent the patient into the 
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study and to complete the baseline measures. Appointments typically occurred at the 

patient’s pre-assessment or day of surgery. 

The longitudinal cohort study recruited 17 participants from the observational study cohort. 

Patients provided consent to be contacted by a member of the research team to discuss the 

longitudinal study. Those happy to be contacted were posted out an information sheet 

detailing the longitudinal study and received a telephone call from the researcher allowing 

them to ask questions before agreeing to take part. If happy to proceed, the researcher 

arranged to visit the participant within their home at their convenience to conduct the 

baseline interview prior to them undergoing their surgical procedure. One participant was 

interviewed in hospital, due to a convenience for them. All participants provided written 

formal consent prior to their baseline interview and before completing the quantitative 

outcome measures. All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim.  

Following the transcription of the baseline interview a life grid was developed for each 

participant documenting their key life events from the information captured. The 

subsequent interviews were conducted at 3, 6 and 12 months following the participant’s 

day of surgery. Apart from the one patient who did not undergo his surgical procedure; 

follow up interviews were conducted 3, 6- and 12-months post-baseline interview. Each 

interview was transcribed verbatim shortly after taking place to document key life events 

on the participants life grid ahead of their subsequent interviews. Prior to each follow-up 

interview, the participants received their quantitative outcome measures via post, or on the 

day of the interview and were asked to complete the questionnaires ahead of the interview. 

The researcher collected the questionnaires at each follow up interview at the patient’s 

convenience. One patient attended an outpatient appointment at her baseline interview, and 

one patient attended outpatient appointments at the time of her scheduled follow-up 

interviews, and were therefore interviewed in hospital, in a quiet room. To protect their 

identity and maximise anonymity all the participants were a provided with a personal 

identifier and a pseudonym. Only members of the research team identified on the 

delegation logs had access to participants’ data, and only the researcher accountable for the 

interviews had access to the interview transcripts. Caldicott approval was sought to share 

the interview transcripts with supervisors at Teesside University. All written data was 

stored securely at the hospital and all information stored electronically was password 

protected.  

Orthopaedic practitioner’s interview procedure   
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The chief investigator of the observational cohort study identified interviewees. 

Interviewees were sent an email invitation by the researcher with a copy of the information 

sheet included. Those happy to take part responded via email, and dates were arranged at 

their convenience usually before clinics or during their lunch break; all were conducted in 

a hospital. All participants were given the opportunity to ask questions prior to being 

interviewed. All the participants provided written informed consent prior to the interview. 

Interview schedules using open ended questions were utilised. Interviews were audio-

recorded, transcribed verbatim and lasted between 30 minutes to one hour. All participants 

were assigned a personal identifier and a pseudonym to protect their identity and maximise 

anonymity. All information was stored electronically and securely; password protected. 

3.4 Data Analysis 

The quantitative validated questionnaires were used as a method to describe and 

understand the personality profiles of patients and to assess changes longitudinally in 

relation to post-operative outcomes.  

Thematic analysis (TA) – history  

In 2006 Virginia Braun and Victoria Clarke published their paper, terming the method of 

‘thematic analysis’ (TA) for use in psychology; defined as a method for interpreting 

patterns of meaning across qualitative data. TA is associated with phenomenology and 

grounded theory as it explores the lived experiences of individuals (Marshall, Kitson & 

Zeitz, 2012; Chapman, Hadfield & Chapman, 2015).  TA evolved from content analysis, 

with variations (Boyatzis, 1998) fitting within a post-positivist paradigm requiring the use 

of coding frames including measures of inter-rater reliability (Braun and Clarke, 2014). 

Within a positivist paradigm data are objectively measured, whereas qualitative is 

subjective; meaning analysis is created by the researcher’s theoretical and conceptual 

framework, knowledge, research skills and experience (Terry et al., 2017). Within TA the 

subjectivity of the researcher is integral to the qualitative data analytical process as the 

researcher interprets themes developed through coding data without the use of a pre-

existing coding process (Terry et al., 2007). There is a limited body of methodological 

research assessing saturation in qualitative research. Sample sizes differ within both 

paradigms and Braun and Clarke (2006) argue that a clear conceptualisation of what 

themes represent and how and why they are treated as significant is more important than a 

predetermined sample size. They outline that the use of bigger sample sizes greatens the 

risk of failing to do justice to the complexity and nuance contained within the data. Code 

saturation may indicate when researchers have “heard it all,” but meaning saturation is 
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needed to “understand it all.” A code may be initially identified in one interview, but 

additional interviews are needed to capture all dimensions of the code to fully understand 

the issue. Therefore, assessing saturation may need to go beyond code saturation towards 

meaning saturation which requires more data to generate depth, richness and complexities 

that hold important meaning for understanding the phenomena of interest. To reach 

meaning saturation it has been recommended between 16-24 interviews are needed 

(Hennick et al., 2017). Meaning is generated through interpretation of, not excavated from, 

data, and therefore judgement of saturation, is subjective (Braun and Clarke, 2019).  

It is often argued that phenomenology using a hermeneutics approach can be bias due to the 

researcher having prior understandings that impact on the interpretation of another 

individual’s perception of the lived experience. However, using a TA approach provides a 

more naturalistic overview of experiences rather than a descriptive qualitative design using 

structured questions. This is important within health research as it enables health care 

professionals to gain a rich understanding of the experiences of their patients. Qualitative 

research using TA with a phenomenological approach can influence and contribute to health 

care theories and in turn, improve service provision (Joffe, 2012). TA promotes the 

researcher to develop a dialog within the transcripts. Themes that arise from the text are seen 

as structures of an experience that contribute to the understanding holistically (van Manen, 

2016). 

The current research interview transcripts were analysed following the six steps outlined 

by Braun and Clarkes (2006) TA approach. This method offers an accessible and 

theoretically flexible approach, providing a rich and detailed, yet complex account of data 

and has been suggested as applicable for health and wellbeing research. TA was applied 

using a semantic (surface) approach with codes being inductive and grounded in the 

content of the data and driven by participant’s language and concepts (Clarke & Braun, 

2014). The analytical approach resulted in looking for broader patterns of meaning across 

the data, with subjective judgement on what was meaningful and important for answering 

the research question(s); to explore patients’ experiences of their foot problem and post-

operative outcomes throughout the healthcare trajectory by generating themes embedded in 

the data. To explore orthopaedic practitioner’s experiences of providing care, by 

generating themes embedded in the data. Themes were identified to form a coherent and 

analytic narrative of the phenomena. 

Data were analysed using an inductive (semantic) approach with emergent themes being 

grounded within the data (surface meaning), based on familiarisation with the data. The 
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steps involved; reading and re-reading the data to ensure familiarisation. Whilst reading 

over the transcripts, initial codes were generated through identifying interesting aspects of 

the data, all relevant data was gathered through the use of writing notes. Once codes were 

established, they were collated into potential themes. The relevant quotations were 

reviewed, and the final themes were defined; a report was produced. Themes were 

discussed and agreed upon, and any discrepancies were resolved.  

1) Familiarisation and identifying interest aspects of the data  

2) Generating initial codes  

3) Searching for themes 

4) Reviewing potential themes 

5) Defining and naming themes 

6) Producing a report  

The data analysis process involved analysing each participant’s interviews in order, firstly 

by analysing the baseline interview, followed by the second, third and fourth interview. 

Individual interview transcripts were read and re-read to ensure emersion in the data. 

During this stage, key aspects of the data were identified by writing notes to provide an 

understanding of the patient’s experiences of their foot problem, their care and treatment 

received, and post-operative issues. Once each interview was analysed and codes were 

generated, this enabled to identify common themes across the entire data set of all the 

interviews conducted. The analysis of the orthopaedic practitioner’s interviews followed 

the same steps outlined above. The data analysis process involved analysing each 

individual interview separately, whilst documenting interesting aspects of each interview 

transcript and then highlighting key aspects relevant to the full data set. Using this 

approach was the most appropriate method to utilise due to the quantity of data collected. 

Quotations that best highlighted the themes across the participants’ experiences were used. 

For the longitudinal study, the main key findings were documented for each 

interview/patient with key findings relevant to the phenomenon documented. This allowed 

for the researcher to become embedded with the data and to understand issues relevant to 

each patient. Following this, comparisons were made across each patient’s experience, 

allowing identifying potential themes. A list of themes and subthemes were created, 

allowing identifying where themes/subthemes link to create an understanding of patient’s 

experiences. A list of themes were also created for the qualitative study with orthopaedic 

practitioners. 
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The longitudinal study design with the use of life grids, enabled to verify the information 

gathered with the patients at their follow-up interview. Member checking was performed 

with an orthopaedic surgeon who participated in the orthopaedic practitioner interviews 

and a patient reviewed the findings in the manuscript published in the Journal of Pain and 

Rehabilitation. 

3.5 Overview of the Methodology 

The research design included a longitudinal cohort study (12 months post-surgery) using 

mixed methodology with validated quantitative outcome measures, semi-structured 

interviews, and life grids. Life grids were used as a qualitative tool to guide the interview. 

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with patients and orthopaedic practitioners 

including surgeons and registrars working within the NHS in the Northeast of England. 

To date, only one pilot study was identified that quantitatively assessed catastrophizing in 

relation to foot and ankle orthopaedic surgical patients, however the sample included the 

complex foot and ankle patient. This current study is the first to utilise a mixed 

methodology with the inclusion of forefoot surgical patients diagnosed with hallux valgus 

and/or hallux rigidus. The study sample were part of the PAPERs study to assess how PC, 

measured using the PCS, influenced post-operative outcomes in forefoot surgical patients. 

Patients were recruited who attended an NHS orthopaedic consultation with a foot and 

ankle specialist. As part of the PAPERs study, patients were able to opt in to being 

contacted about the current study  

Behaviours are not assumed to be stable over time and may change depending on specific 

situations (Mischel, 1998). This current study involved a longitudinal assessment with 

patients required to complete data collection at four-time points; pre-surgery (baseline) and 

post-surgery at 3-, 6- and 12-months. This approach was utilised to capture patient’s 

experiences of their post-operative outcomes. It has been suggested that patients have a 

rapid recovery the first three to four months following THA, but improvements continue at 

a slower rate for up to a year (Kennedy et al., 2011). The triangulated design enabled to 

capture data to provide an overall in-depth understanding of the patients’ experiences. The 

quantitative data is used to provide context and additional insight to the qualitative data. 

The interviews provided rich accounts of the patients’ experiences in greater depth, 

allowing patients to express themselves of which outcome measures would not have 

allowed.  
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Chapter 4: Quantitative Findings 

 

4.0 Introduction 

The results section has been structured into three subsections, each pertaining to different 

parts of the analyses. Due to the data collected, each sub-section is structured to describe 

each of the outcome variables independently. A line graph is presented first to indicate PC 

scores, followed by PROMs, depression, anxiety and stress, coping, social support, self-

efficacy, personality, and pain beliefs. The data analysis performed on the quantitative data 

collection were descriptive statistics and were not required to fit within a hypothesis. 

Descriptive statistics were used to examine the changes in patients scores longitudinally 

(pre-surgery and post-surgery at 3-, 6- and 12-months). For continuous variables (MOxFQ, 

coping styles, social support, personality, and pain beliefs) descriptive statistics are 

presented with mean scores and standard deviations and PC scores are provided in the 

tables to compare scores. For other outcome measures (DASS-21, EQ-5D-3L and social 

support) total scores and percentages are provided. 

The first presentation of the findings is presented across the entire data set with the 

inclusion of all patients involved in the study. Following the entire data set, the data were 

split into patients classified as the PC group using a cut off score of ≥16 and patients 

classified as the non-PC group using a cut off score of <16. Patients were classified 

accordingly into a PC group or non-PC group to compare outcomes across the two groups. 

For each data set, the findings are presented in order of patient’s PC scores followed by 

PROMs, depression, anxiety, and stress, coping styles, social support, personality, and pain 

beliefs. 

 

4.1 Quantitative Findings Across the Entire Data Set 

 

The following section presents the quantitative findings of the entire data set to describe all 

patients scores across the data collection time points. The patients pain catastrophizing 

scores are presented with the use of a line graph, to show how scores changed across the 

timelines. Following this, patients PROMs scores and outcome measures are provided with 

the use of descriptive statistic. 
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Pain Catastrophizing Scores 

The line graph represents the patients PCS scores across the data collection time points, from baseline (pre-surgery) to post-surgery at 3-, 6-, and 12-

months. 

 

Figure 1. PC scores across the entire data set from baseline to 3-, 6- and 12-months post-surgery.
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Patient Reported Outcome Measures 

Total scores and percentages of the EQ-5D-3L across the data collection time points 

Table 2: EQ-5D-3L QoL Measure 

Characteristics Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

Mobility, N (%)     

- No problems 2 (12.5) 4(26.7) 6(40) 9(60) 

- Some problems 14(87.5) 11(73.3) 9(60) 6(40) 

- Extreme problems 0 0 0 0 

- Missing 0 1 (6.3) 1 (6.3) 1 (6.3) 

Self-Care, N (%)     

- No problems 12 (75) 14 (93.3) 14 (93.3) 15 (100) 

- Some problems 4 (25) 1 (6.7) 1 (6.7) 0 

- Unable to wash/dress 0 0 0 0 

- Missing 0 1 (6.3) 1 (6.3) 1 (6.3) 

Usual Activities, N (%)     

- No problems 5 (31.3) 6 (40) 10 (66.7) 9 (60) 

- Some problems 9 (56.3) 8 (53.3) 4 (26.7) 6 (40) 

- Unable to perform 

them 

2 (12.5) 1 (6.7) 1 (6.7) 0 

- Missing 0 1 (6.3) 1 (6.3) 1 (6.3) 

Pain/Discomfort, N (%)     

- No pain/discomfort 0 6 (40) 5 (33.3) 6 (40) 

- Moderate 

pain/discomfort 

9 (56.3) 9 (60) 8 (53.3) 8 (53.3) 

- Extreme 

pain/discomfort 

7 (43.8) 0 2 (13.3) 1 (6.7) 

- Missing 0 1 (6.3) 1 (6.3) 1 (6.3) 

Anxiety/Depression, N 

(%) 

    

- Not 

anxious/depressed 

6 (37.5) 10 (66.7) 8 (53.3) 11 (73.3) 

- Moderately 

Anxious/depressed 

9 (56.3) 5 (33.3) 6 (40) 4 (26.7) 

- Extremely 

Anxious/Depressed 

1 (6.3) 0 1 (6.3) 0 

- Missing 0 1 (6.3) 1 (6.3) 1 (6.3) 
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Table 2 The EQ-5D-3L is a health-related QoL measure with five domains, with each 

domain indicated patients may experience ‘no problems’, ‘some problems’, or ‘extreme 

problems.’  In total fifteen patients underwent a surgical procedure and are described 

below. 

Mobility 

At pre-surgery two patients indicated experiencing no problems, whereas at 12-months 

post-surgery nine patients experienced no problems. Fourteen patients indicated 

experiencing some problems pre-surgery, six patients experienced some problems 12-

months post-surgery. No patients had extreme mobility problems.  

Self-Care 

Fifteen patients reported experiencing no problems 12-months post-surgery.  

Usual Activities 

Five patients experienced no problems pre-surgery, this increased to nine patients at 12-

months post-surgery. However, two patients indicated worse outcomes from 6- to 12-

months post-surgery and overall, six patients continued to experience some problems 12-

months post-surgery.  

Pain/discomfort 

At pre-surgery, all patients were experiencing moderate or extreme pain and discomfort, at 

12-months post-surgery, eight patients were continuing to experience moderate pain or 

discomfort and one patient was experiencing extreme pain or discomfort.  

Anxiety/Depression 

Six patients were not anxious or depressed pre-surgery, this increased to eleven patients 

not experiencing anxiety and depression 12-months post-surgery. Four patients were 

moderately anxious or depressed 12-months post-surgery and one patient was extremely 

anxious or depressed 6-months post-surgery. Overall patients improved from baseline, to 

3- 6- and 12-months post-surgery.  
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Mean scores and standard deviations of the MOxFQ across the data collection time points. 

Table 3: Pain Catastrophizing Scores and MOxFQ (PROMs) 

Outcome 

Measure 

Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

PCS, M(SD) 30.87(14.61) 14.56(12.64) 15.25(13.47) 13(13.57) 

MOxFQ 

Walking/Standin

g 

82.44(18.9) 46.2(34.67) 38.53(34.05) 40.07(36.49) 

MOxFQ Pain 77.19(15.91) 37.66(29.99) 34.33(25.62) 38(30.22) 

MOxFQ Social 

Interaction 

77(21.14) 33.87(30.79) 32.53(33.69) 25.93(30.31) 

MOxFQ Average 78.94(14.83) 39.2(29.81) 37.13(32.06) 34.73(30.22) 

VAS Pain 62.25(22.62) 32.53(28.22) 22.8(29.35) 28.4(34.34) 

Health Status 61.25(24.12) 62.93(26.61) 69.33(27.32) 82.53(13.10) 

Missing 0 1  1  1  

 

Table 3 illustrates pain catastrophizing scores and PROMs scores. PROMs scores include 

three domains and an overall average outcome measure score, measured from 0-100, with 

higher scores indicated greater problematic outcomes. VAS pain measures assess general 

pain from 0-100, with higher scores indicating greater pain severity, and a general health 

status score with lower scores indicating lower perceived health status. 

Pain Catastrophizing 

PC scores decreased over time and remained stable.  

Walking/Standing 

Patients scores decreased from baseline to 3- and 6-months post-surgery indicating an 

improvement in walking/standing, however there was a slight increase in scores from 6- to 

12-months post-surgery. Overall scores improved by over 50% from baseline to 12-months 

post-surgery. 

Pain 

Patients scores decreased from baseline to 3- and 6-months post-surgery, however there 

was a slight increase from 6- to 12-months post-surgery. Overall scores improved from 

baseline to 12-months post-surgery. 
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Social Interaction 

Patients scores improved from baseline to 3-, 6- and 12-months post-surgery.  

Average 

Patients overall PROMs improved from baseline to 3-, 6- and 12-months post-surgery. 

VAS Pain 

Pain scores decreased from baseline to 3- and 6-months post-surgery, however there was a 

slight increase at 12-months post-surgery. Overall pain scores decreased by over 50% from 

baseline to 12-months post-surgery.  

Health Status 

Patients’ health status improved over time, with the largest improvements occurring 12-

months post-surgery.  

Depression, Anxiety and Stress 

Total scores and percentages of the DAS-21 across the data collection time points. 

Table 4: Depression, Anxiety and Stress 

Characteristics Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

Depression, N 

(%) 

    

- Normal 10 (62.5) 11 (68.8) 9 (56.3) 10 (62.5) 

- Mild 0 0 0 1 (6.3) 

- Moderate 1 (6.3) 1 (6.3) 4 (25) 3 (18.8) 

- Severe 3 (18.8) 1 (6.3) 0 1 (6.3) 

- Extremely 

Severe 

2 (12.5) 3 (18.8) 3 (18.8) 1 (6.3) 

Anxiety, N (%)     

- Normal 10 (62.5) 11 (68.8) 9 (56.3) 10 (62.5) 

- Mild 1 (6.3) 0 1 (6.3) 1 (6.3) 

- Moderate 3 (18.8) 3 (18.8) 2 (12.5) 4 (25) 

- Severe 1 (6.3) 1 (6.3) 2 (12.5) 1 (6.3) 

- Extremely 

Severe 

1 (6.3) 1 (6.3) 2 (12.5) 0 
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Table 4 illustrates depression, anxiety and stress scores measured on a scale of 0-5; normal 

to extremely severe. 

Depression 

Most patients experienced normal depression scores from baseline to 3-, 6- and 12-months 

post-surgery. At 12-months post-surgery, one patient experienced mild depression, three 

experienced moderate depression, one experienced severe depression and one experienced 

extremely severe depression. 

Anxiety 

Most patients experienced normal anxiety scores from baseline to 3-, 6- and 12-months 

post-surgery. At 12-months post-surgery, one patient experienced mild anxiety, four 

experienced moderate anxiety and one experienced severe anxiety. 

Stress 

Most patients experienced normal stress scores from baseline to 3-, 6- and 12-months post-

surgery. At 12-months post-surgery, 1 patient experienced mild stress, two experienced 

moderate stress and two experienced severe stress.  

Coping Styles 

Mean scores and standard deviations across the data collection time points of the Brief-

Cope. 

 

Stress, N (%)     

- Normal 9 (56.3) 12 (75) 10 (62.5) 11 (68.8) 

- Mild 0 0 0 1 (6.3) 

- Moderate 3 (18.8) 1 (6.3) 5 (31.3) 2 (12.5) 

- Severe 4 (25) 1 (6.3) 0 2 (12.5) 

- Extremely 

Severe 

o 2 (12.5) 1 (6.3) 0 
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Table 5 illustrates coping scores with higher scores indicating greater utilisation of coping 

styles used. Overall scores tended to remain stable across each time point, with most 

patients opting for active/adaptive coping in response to stressful life events and pain. The 

most common strategies included the use of self-distraction, active coping, emotional 

support, instrumental support, positive re-framing, planning, humour and acceptance. 

Social Support 

Overall social support scores and percentages across the data collection time points. 

 

Table 5: Pain Catastrophizing Scores and Coping Styles 

 

Outcome 

Measure 

Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

PCS, M(SD) 30.87(14.61) 14.56(12.64) 15.25(13.47) 13(13.57) 

Self-distraction 5.87(1.99) 5.87(2.55) 5(2.68) 5.44(1.99) 

Active Coping 6(1.87) 5.69(2.12) 4.81(2.29) 5.55(2.13) 

Emotional 

Support 

5.5(2.19) 5.25(2.08) 4.31(2.33) 5.19(2.23) 

Instrumental 

Support 

4.81(1.97) 4.93(1.57) 3.75(1.73) 4.57(2.28 

Positive 

reframing 

5(1.5) 5.31(1.78) 4.5(2.60) 4.75(1.88) 

Planning 5.37(1.63) 5.44(2.06) 4.31(2.12) 5.31(1.99) 

Humour 5.5(1.82) 5.25(1.88) 4.87(2.33) 4.31(1.96) 

Acceptance 6.37(1.36) 6.19(2.01) 5.81(2.01) 5.44(1.22) 

Table 6: Overall Social Support 

 

Characteristics Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

Social Support, 

N (%) 

    

- Low 2 (12.5) 2 (12.5) 2 (12.5) 2 (12.5) 

- Moderate 2 (12.5) 2 (12.5) 3 (18.8) 2 (12.5) 

- High 12 (75) 12 (75) 11 (68.8) 12 (75) 
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Tables 6 and illustrates changes in patient's social support. Most patients (12 in total) 

experienced high social support from baseline to 3-, 6- and 12-months post-surgery. Two 

patients experienced low social support from baseline to 3-, 6- and 12-months post-

surgery.  

Personality 

Mean scores and standard deviations of the Big Five Inventory scores across the data 

collection time points. 

Table 7: Pain Catastrophizing Scores and Personality 

Outcome Measure Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

PCS, M(SD) 30.87(14.61) 14.56(12.64) 15.25(13.47) 13(13.57) 

Neuroticism 25.37(7.86) 23.62(7.47) 24.06(8.42) 23.38(7.92) 

 

Table 7 describes personality scores of patients with higher scores indicating greater 

personality traits. Scores remain stable over time in all the big-5 personality measures. Of 

particular importance is neuroticism scores remaining high from baseline to 3-, 6- and 12-

months post-surgery.  

Pain Beliefs 

Patients did not endorse pain as mysterious, constant, permanent or self-blame.  

4.2 High Catastrophizing Scores 

 

The findings presented in the next section illustrate the scores of patients that were 

classified as displaying high catastrophizing symptoms about their pain using scores of 

≥16. The patients pain catastrophizing scores are illustrated in the line graph, followed by 

the outcome measure data.
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High Catastrophizing Scores 

Figure 2: The line graph represents the patients PCS scores across the data collection time points, from baseline (pre-surgery) to post-surgery at 3-, 6- and 

12-months in patients classified as demonstrating high catastrophizing symptoms at baseline. 
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Patient Reported Outcomes Measures 

Total scores and percentages of the EQ-5D-3L across the data collection time points. 

 

Table 8: EQ-5D-3L QoL Measure PC Group (N=13) 

Characteristics Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

Mobility, N (%)     

- No problems 1 (7.7) 3 (25) 5 (41.7) 7 (58.3) 

- Some problems 12 (92.3) 9 (75) 7 (58.3) 7 (58.3) 

- Extreme problems 0 0 0 0 

- Missing  0 1 (7.7) 1 (7.7) 1 (7.7) 

Self-Care, N (%)     

- No problems 9 (69.2) 11 (91.7) 11 (91.7) 12 (100) 

- Some problems 4 (30.8) 1 (8.3) 1 (8.3) 0 

- Unable to 

wash/dress 

0 0 0 0 

- Missing  0 1 (7.7) 1 (7.7) 1 (7.7) 

Usual Activities, N (%)     

- No problems 4 (30.8) 5 (41.7) 7 (58.3) 6 (50) 

- Some problems 7 (53.8) 6 (50) 4 (33.3) 6 (50) 

- Unable to perform 

them 

2 (15.4) 1 (8.3) 1 (8.3) 0 

- Missing 0 1 (7.7) 1 (7.7) 1 (7.7) 

Pain/Discomfort, N (%)     

- No pain/discomfort 0 5 (41.7) 4 (33.3) 4 (33.3) 

- Moderate 

pain/discomfort 

6 (46.2) 7 (58.3) 7 (58.3) 7 (58.3) 

- Extreme 

pain/discomfort 

7 (53.8) 0 1 (8.3) 1 (8.3) 

- Missing 0 1 (7.7) 1 (7.7) 1 (7.7) 

Anxiety/Depression, N 

(%) 

    

- Not 

anxious/depressed 

4 (30.8) 8 (66.7) 5 (41.7) 8 (66.7) 

- Moderately 

Anxious/depressed 

8 (61.5) 4 (33.3) 6 (50) 4 (33.3) 

- Extremely 

Anxious/Depressed 

1 (7.7) 0 1 (8.3) 0 

- Missing 0 1 (7.7) 1 (7.7) 1 (7.7) 

 

Table 8 The EQ-5D-3L is a health-related QoL measure with five domains, with each 

domain indicated patients may experience ‘no problems’, ‘some problems’, or ‘extreme 

problems.’  At pre-surgery, thirteen patients were classified as catastrophizers using cut off 

scores of ≥16. 
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Mobility 

Seven patients were continuing to experience some problems 12-months post-surgery.  

Self-Care 

Patients did not experience any problems with their self-care 12 months post-surgery. 

Usual Activities 

One patient was unable to perform their usual activities 6-months post-surgery and six 

patients were experiencing some problems with their usual activities 12-months post-

surgery. 

Pain/discomfort 

At 12-months post-surgery, seven patients were experiencing moderate pain or discomfort, 

and one patient was experiencing extreme pain or discomfort.  

Anxiety/depression 

Four patients were moderately anxious or depressed 12-months post-surgery.   

Mean scores and standard deviations of the MOxFQ across the data collection time points. 

Table 9: Pain Catastrophizing Scores and PROMs PC Group (N=13) 

Outcome 

Measure 

Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

PCS, M(SD) 36.23 (10) 14.54 (12.98) 17.38 (13.51) 14.3 (13.91) 

MOxFQ 

Walking/Standin

g 

83.92 (19.03) 46.42 (32.96) 38.33 (35.49) 43.25 (37.49) 

MOxFQ Pain 79.61 (14.64) 36.67 (29.02) 33.75 (24.69) 38.33 (30.01) 

MOxFQ Social 

Interaction 

80.31 (20.33) 34 (33.01) 33.91 (36.31) 30.83 (31.89) 

MOxFQ Average 81.31 (13.26) 39 (29.52) 33.67 (28.74) 37.59 (31.27) 

VAS Pain 65.85 (19.82) 29 (25.46) 20.58 (26.01) 27.91 (32.80) 

Health Status 56.15 (23.90) 59.92 (26.15) 63.75 (27.74) 79.58 (12.69) 

 

Table 9 illustrates pain catastrophizing scores and PROM scores for those patients 

classified as catastrophizers at pre-surgery. PROMs scores include three domains and an 
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overall average outcome measure score, measured from 0-100, with higher scores 

indicated greater problematic outcomes. A VAS pain scores measure general pain from 0-

100, with higher scores indicating greater pain severity, and a general health status score 

with lower scores indicating lower perceived health status. 

Pain Catastrophizing 

According to baseline measures of catastrophizing, patients were high catastrophizers. 

Scores decreased to 3-months post-surgery, slightly increased at 6-months post-surgery, 

and decreased at 12-months post-surgery. 

Walking/Standing 

Scores improved from baseline to 3-, 6-months post-surgery, however scores increased at 

12-months post-surgery, indicating slightly worse post-operative scores.  

Pain 

Scores improved from baseline to 3-, 6-months post-surgery, however scores increased at 

12-months post-surgery, indicating slightly worse post-operative scores. 

Social Interaction 

Patients scores improved from baseline to 3-, 6- and 12-months post-surgery. 

Average 

Scores improved from baseline to 3-, 6-months post-surgery, however scores increased at 

12-months post-surgery, indicating slightly worse post-operative scores. 

Health Status 

Scores improved from baseline, to 3-, 6- and 12-months post-surgery.  

Depression, Anxiety and Stress 

Total scores and percentages of the DAS-21 across the data collection time points. 

Table 10: Depression, Anxiety and Stress PC Group (N=13) 

 

Characteristics Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

Depression, N 

(%) 
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- Normal 7 (53.8) 8 (61.5) 6 (46.2) 7 (53.8) 

- Mild 0 0 0 1 (7.7) 

- Moderate 1 (7.7) 1 (7.7) 4 (30.8) 3 (23.1) 

- Severe 3 (23.1) 1 (7.7) 0 1 (7.7) 

- Extremely 

Severe 

2 (15.4) 3 (23.1) 3 (23.1) 1 (7.7) 

Anxiety, N (%)     

- Normal 7 (53.8) 8 (61.5) 6 (46.2) 7 (53.8) 

- Mild 1 (7.7) 0 1 (7.7) 1 (7.7) 

- Moderate 3 (23.1) 3 (23.1) 2 (15.4) 4 (30.8) 

- Severe 1 (7.7) 1 (7.7) 2 (15.4) 1 (7.7) 

- Extremely 

Severe 

1 (7.7) 1 (7.7) 2 (15.4) 0 

Stress, N (%)     

- Normal 6 (46.2) 9 (69.2) 7 (53.8) 8 (61.5) 

- Mild 0 0 0 1 (7.7) 

- Moderate 3 (23.1) 1 (7.7) 5 (38.5) 2 (15.4) 

- Severe 4 (30.8) 1 (7.7) 0 2 (15.4) 

- Extremely 

Severe 

0 2 (15.4) 1 (7.7) 0 

 

Table 10 illustrates depression, anxiety and stress scores measured on a scale of 0-5; 

normal to extremely severe. 

Depression 

At pre-surgery, one patient had moderate depression, three patients had severe depression 

and one patient was extremely severely depressed. At 3-months post-surgery, one patient 

was moderately depressed, one patient was extremely depressed, and three patients were 

extremely severely depressed: increasing by one patient from the previous time point. At 6-

months post-surgery, four patients were moderately depressed, and three patients remained 

extremely severely depressed. At 12-months post-surgery, three patients were moderately 

depressed, one patient was severe depressed, and one patient was extremely severely 

depressed: decreasing by two patients from the previous 6-months.  

Anxiety 
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At pre-surgery, three patients were moderately anxious, one patient was severely anxious, 

and one patient was extremely severely anxious. At 3-months post-surgery, this remained 

the same. At 6-months post-surgery, two patients were moderately anxious; this decreased 

by one patient from the previous 3-months, however two patients were severely anxious, 

and two patients were extremely severely anxious; increasing by two patients from the 

previous 3-months. At 12-months post-surgery, no patients were extremely anxious, one 

patient was severely anxious, and four patients were moderately anxious.  

Stress 

At pre-surgery, three patients were moderately stressed, and four patients were severely 

stressed. At 3-months post-surgery, two patients stress levels were classified as extremely 

severe; increasing by two patients from the previous time point, one patient was severely 

stressed, and one patient was moderately stressed. At 6-months post-surgery, one patient 

was extremely severely stressed; decreasing by one patient from the previous 3-months and 

five patients were moderately stressed. At 12-months post-surgery, 2 patients were 

severely stressed, and two patients were moderately stressed.  

Coping Styles 

Mean scores and standard deviations across the data collection time points 

Table 11: Pain Catastrophizing Scores and Coping PC Group (N=13) 

 

Outcome 

Measure 

Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

PCS, M(SD) 36.23 (10) 14.54 (12.98) 17.38 (13.51) 14.3 (13.91) 

Self-distraction 6.38 (1.66) 6.31 (2.25) 5.15 (2.67) 5.46 (1.85) 

Active Coping 5.77 (1.88) 5.54 (2.25) 4.85 (2.23) 5.46 (2.02) 

Denial 3.15 (1.86) 3.08 (1.44) 4.08 (2.18) 3.46 (1.99) 

Emotional 

Support 

5.61 (2.4) 5.38 (2.14) 4.38 (2.18) 5.15 (2.15) 

Instrumental 

Support 

4.84 (1.95) 5.15 (1.62) 3.92 (1.85) 4.53 (2.22) 

Positive 

reframing 

4.92 (1.55) 5.23 (1.79) 4.31 (2.47) 4.77 (1.69) 

Planning 5.31 (1.6) 5.69 (1.8) 4.69 (2.14) 5.46 (1.8) 

Humour 5.69 (1.89) 5.23 (2) 5 (2.24) 4.23 (1.79) 

Acceptance 6.46 (1.45) 6.38 (2.02) 5.77 (2.09) 5.61 (2.1) 
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Table 11 illustrates coping scores with higher scores indicating greater utilisation of coping 

styles used. Overall patients used a combination of problem-focused strategies including 

active coping, instrumental support, positive reframing and planning, emotion-focused 

strategies including, emotional support, humour and acceptance and avoidant coping 

including self-distraction. 

Social Support 

Overall social support scores across the data collection time points. 

 

Tables 12 illustrates changes in patients’ social support. Overall, majority of patients 

experienced high social support, two patients received low social support. 

Personality 

Mean scores and standard deviations of the Big Five Inventory scores across the data 

collection time points. 

Table 13: Pain Catastrophizing Scores and Personality PC Group (N=13) 

Outcome Measure Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

PCS, M(SD) 36.23 (10) 14.54 (12.98) 17.38 (13.51) 14.3 (13.91) 

Neuroticism 26.23 (7.17) 24.92 (7.34) 25.85 (7.82) 24.77 (7.52) 

 

Table 13 describes personality scores of patients with higher scores indicating greater 

personality traits. Scores remain stable over time in all the big-5 personality measures. At 6 

months post-surgery neuroticism scores slightly increased. 

Pain Beliefs 

Mean scores and standard deviations of the PBPI across the data collection time points. 

Table 12.: Overall Social Support 

 

Characteristics Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

Social Support, 

N (%) 

    

- Low 2 (15.4) 2 (15.4) 2 (15.4) 2 (15.4) 

- Moderate 2 (15.4) 2 (15.4) 2 (15.4) 2 (15.4) 

- High 9 (69.2) 9 (69.2) 9 (69.2) 9 (69.2) 
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Table 14: Pain Catastrophizing Scores and Pain Beliefs PC Group (N=13) 

 

Outcome 

Measure 

Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

PCS, M(SD) 36.23 (10) 14.54 (12.98) 17.38 (13.51) 14.3 (13.91) 

Constant 0.08 (0.7) -0.46 (0.8) -0.38 (0.76) -0.48 (0.85) 

Permanent 0.58 (1) 0.15 (1.17) -0.09 (1.45) -0.46 (1.37) 

 

Table 14 illustrates pain beliefs scores: scores are measured from a scale of -2 to 2 with 

higher scores indicating greater endorsement in pain beliefs. Scores are provided from four 

pain beliefs. There was a slight endorsement in pain as constant and permanent pre-

surgery, and pain as permanent 3-months post-surgery. However, at the remaining time 

point’s patients did not endorse pain as mysterious, constant, permanent and self-blame. 

4.3 Low Catastrophizing Scores 

The section to follow reports the scores of patients classified as not catastrophizing about 

their pain symptoms. Pain catastrophizing scores are presented in the line graph, followed 

by outcome measure scores. 
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Low Catastrophizing Scores 

Figure 3: The line graph represents the patients PCS scores across the data collection time points, from baseline (pre-surgery) to post-surgery at 3-, 6- and 

12-months in patients classified as demonstrating low catastrophizing symptoms at baseline. 
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Patient Reported Outcome Measures 

Total scores and percentages of the EQ-5D-3L across the data collection time points. 

Table 15: EQ-5D-3L QoL Measure Non-PC Group (N=3) 

Characteristics Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

Mobility, N (%)     

- No problems 1 (33.3) 1 (33.3) 1 (33.3) 2 (66.7) 

- Some problems 2 (66.7) 2 (66.7) 2 (66.7) 1 (33.3) 

- Extreme problems 0 0 0 0 

Self-Care, N (%)     

- No problems 3 (100) 3 (100) 3 (100) 3 (100) 

- Some problems 0 0 0 0 

- Unable to wash/dress 0 0 0 0 

Usual Activities, N (%)     

- No problems 1 (33.3) 1 (33.3) 3 (100) 3 (100) 

- Some problems 2 (66.7) 2 (66.7) 0 0 

- Unable to perform 

them 

0 0 0 0 

Pain/Discomfort, N (%)     

- No pain/discomfort 0 1 (33.3) 1 (33.3) 2 (66.7) 

- Moderate 

pain/discomfort 

3 (100) 2 (66.7) 1 (33.3) 1 (33.3) 

- Extreme 

pain/discomfort 

0 0 1 (33.3) 0 

Anxiety/Depression, N 

(%) 

    

- Not 

anxious/depressed 

2 (66.7) 2 (66.7) 3 (100) 3 (100) 

- Moderately 

Anxious/depressed 

1 (33.3) 1 (33.3) 0 0 

- Extremely 

Anxious/Depressed 

0 0 0 0 

 

Table 15: The EQ-5D-3L is a health-related QoL measure with five domains, with each 

domain indicated patients may experience ‘no problems’, ‘some problems’, or ‘extreme 

problems.’  At pre-surgery, three patients were classified as non-catastrophizers using cut 

off scores of <16.  
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Mobility 

One patient was continuing to experience some problems 12-months post-surgery. 

Self-Care 

Patients did not experience any problems with their self-care from baseline to 3-, 6- and 

12-months post-surgery. 

Usual Activities 

Patients experienced no problems with their usual activities 12-months post-surgery. 

Pain/discomfort 

One patient was experiencing moderate pain or discomfort 12-months post-surgery.  

Anxiety/Depression 

Patients did not experience anxiety or depression 6- and 12-months post-surgery. 

PC scores and problematic outcomes of one PC patient who catastrophized at every time 

point post-surgery. 

Table 16: Non-PC patient who catastrophized post-operatively  

Characteristics Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

PC score 10 27 18 22 

Mobility Some problems Some problems Some problems Some problems 

Pain/discomfort  Moderate pain Moderate pain Extreme 

pain/discomfort 

Moderate pain 

 

Table 16: One patient was classified as experiencing low catastrophizing symptoms, 

scoring 10/52 on the PCS pre-surgery, this patient who experienced problematic post-

operative mobility and pain problems up to 12-months post-surgery scored as experiencing 

high catastrophizing symptoms at all the post-operative time points. 

Mean scores and standard deviations of the MOxFQ across the data collection time points. 

Table 17: Pain Catastrophizing Scores and PROMs Non-PC Group (N=3) 

Outcome 

Measure 

Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

PCS, M(SD) 7.66(2.51) 14.66(13.65) 6(10.39) 7.33(12.7) 
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MOxFQ 

Walking/Standin

g 

76(20.78) 45.33(49.37) 39.33(34.43) 27.33(35.9) 

MOxFQ Pain 66.66(20.2) 41.66(40.41) 36.66(35.12) 36.66(37.52) 

MOxFQ Social 

Interaction 

62.67(22.19) 33.33(25.32) 27(25.24) 6.33(10.97) 

MOxFQ Average 68.67(20) 40(37.75) 51(47.88) 23.33(27.74) 

VAS Pain 46.67(32.14) 46.67(40.41) 31.67(46(46) 30.33(48.27) 

Health Status 83.33(5.77) 75(30.41) 91.67(7.64) 94.33(7.38) 

 

Table 17 illustrates pain catastrophizing scores and PROM scores for those patients 

classified as non-catastrophizers at pre-surgery. PROMs scores include three domains and 

an overall average outcome measure score, measured from 0-100, with higher scores 

indicated greater problematic outcomes. A VAS pain scores measure general pain from 0-

100, with higher scores indicating greater pain severity, and a general health status score 

with lower scores indicating lower perceived health status. 

Pain Catastrophizing 

Scores increased from baseline to 3-months post-surgery, however scores were below the 

cut off score of <16 to identify catastrophizers. Scores decreased from 3- to 6-months post-

surgery and remained stable at 12-months post-surgery. 

Walking/Standing 

Scores improved from baseline to 3-, 6- and 12-months post-surgery. 

Pain 

Sores improved from baseline to 3- and 6-months post-surgery and remained stable from 

6- to 12-months post-surgery.  

Social Interaction 

Patients scores improved from baseline to 3-, 6- and 12-months post-surgery.  

Average 

Patients overall PROMs scores improved from baseline to 3-months post-surgery, however 

scores increased at 6-months post-surgery indicating some problematic outcomes. At 12-

months post-surgery scores improved.  
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VAS Pain 

There were no changes in patients pain scores from baseline to 3-months post-surgery, pain 

scores slightly improved at 6- and 12-months post-surgery.  

Health Status 

Patients had overall good perceived general health status.  

Depression, Anxiety and Stress 

Patients did not experience depression, anxiety, or stress at any of the time points. 

Coping Styles 

Mean scores and standard deviations across the data collection time points 

Table 18: Pain Catastrophizing Scores and Coping Non-PC Group (N=3) 

 

Outcome 

Measure 

Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

PCS, M(SD) 7.66(2.51) 14.66(13.65) 6(10.39) 7.33(12.7) 

Self-distraction 3.66 (2.08) 4 (3.46) 4.33 (3.21) 5.33 (3.05) 

Active Coping 7 (1.73) 6.33 (2.88) 4.67 (3.05) 5.33 (3.05) 

Emotional 

Support 

5 (1) 4.67(2.08) 4 (3.46) 5.33 (3.05) 

Instrumental 

Support 

4.67 (2.51) 4 (1) 3 (1) 4.67 (3.05) 

Positive 

reframing 

5.33 (1.52) 5.67 (2.08) 5.33 (3.05) 4.66 (3.05) 

Planning 5.67 (2.08) 4.33 (3.21) 2.67 (1.15) 4.67 (3.05) 

Humour 4.67 (1.53) 5.33 (1.53) 4.33 (3.21) 4.67 (3.05) 

Acceptance 6 (1) 5.33 (2.08) 6 (2) 4.67 (3.05) 

 

Table 18 illustrates coping scores with higher scores indicating greater utilisation of coping 

styles used. Patients mainly used problem-focused strategies, followed by emotion-focused 

strategies and an avoidant focused strategy.  
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Social Support 

Overall social support scores and percentages across the data collection time points. 

Table 19: Overall Social Support 

 

Characteristics Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

Social Support, 

N (%) 

    

- Low 0 0 0 0 

- Moderate 0 0 1 (33.3) 0 

- High 3 (100) 3 (100) 2 (66.7) 3 (100) 

 

Tables 19 illustrates changes in patients’ social support, measured with three subscales 

with higher scores indicating greater social support and overall perceived social support 

measured as low, moderate, or high social support. Overall non-catastrophizers 

experienced high social support.  

Personality 

Mean scores and standard deviations of the Big Five Inventory scores across the data 

collection time points. 

Table 20: Pain Catastrophizing Scores and Personality Non-PC Group (N=3) 

Outcome Measure Baseline 3M 6M 12M 

PCS, M(SD) 7.66 (2.51) 14.66 (13.65) 6 (10.39) 7.33 (12.7) 

Neuroticism 21.67 (11.37) 18 (6.08) 16.33 (7.37) 17.33 (8.02) 

 

Table 20 describes personality scores of patients with higher scores indicating greater 

personality traits. Scores remain stable over time in all the big-5 personality measures. Of 

particular importance is neuroticism scores gradually declining from baseline to post-

operative time points. 

Pain Beliefs 

Patients did not endorse pain as mysterious, constant, permanent or self-blame.  
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Summary of the Overall Findings Across the Entire Data Set 

Baseline catastrophizing scores indicated high catastrophizing at pre-surgery, scores 

reduced by approximately fifty per cent at three months post-surgery and remained stable 

over time; scores represent MCID. The post-operative scores identified that patients were 

not catastrophizing at three-, six- and twelve months post-surgery. However, standard 

deviations were relatively high across the time points meaning some patients maintained a 

high level of catastrophizing across the time points. PROMs indicated scores improved 

from pre- to post-surgery, this was particularly relevant in pain scores by having decreased 

by 50% from baseline to twelve months post-surgery; representing MCID. However, at 

twelve months post-surgery six patients had some problems with their mobility and usual 

activities. Over the course of the post-operative follow up period, some patients were 

experiencing depression, anxiety or stress. Patients used a combination of problem-focused 

and emotion-focused strategies and pain and received high social support, however two 

patients experienced low social support over the course of the data collection time points. 

Personality scores remained stable over time and of particular importance due to the 

relevance with catastrophizing, patients scored highly neurotic. Patients did not endorse 

pain beliefs as mysterious, constant, permanent or self-blame. 

Summary of the Overall Findings in the PC group 

The findings were split to examine scores in patients classified as catastrophizing about 

their symptoms. In total thirteen patients were classified as catastrophizing using cut off 

scores of greater or equal to sixteen. Baseline catastrophizing scores indicated high 

catastrophizing at pre-surgery, scores reduced by more than fifty per cent at three months 

post-surgery, with a slight increase at six months post-surgery, reducing again at twelve 

months post-surgery. Scores indicated that MCID was reached. The post-operative scores 

showed that patients did not catastrophize at three- and twelve months post-surgery but did 

catastrophize at six months post-surgery. Standard deviations were high across the time 

points meaning some patients maintained a high level of catastrophizing across all the time 

points. The QoL measure demonstrated that at twelve months post-surgery, seven patients 

were experiencing some problems with their mobility, six patients were experiencing some 

problems with their usual activities, seven patients had moderate pain or discomfort and 

one was experiencing extreme pain or discomfort. PROMs scores increased at twelve 

months post-surgery for walking/standing, pain, average scores, and VAS pain scores. 

Indicated that some patients experienced an increase in their problems from six to twelve-

months post-surgery. PROMs scores (MOxFQ and VAS) indicated MCID. 
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Other outcome measures identified that throughout the data collection time points some 

patients experienced depression, anxiety, or stress. At baseline five were severely or 

extremely severely depressed, two were severely and extremely anxious and four were 

extremely stressed. At three months post-surgery, four were severely or extremely severely 

depressed, this decreased by one patient at six- and twelve-months post-surgery. At 

baseline and three months post-surgery, two patients were severely and extremely anxious, 

this increased to four patients at six months post-surgery and one patient was severely 

anxious at twelve-months post-surgery. At baseline, four patients had severe stress, this 

decreased to three patients who had severe or extremely severe stress as three months post-

surgery, one patient had extremely severe stress at six months post-surgery and two had 

severe stress at twelve-months post-surgery. Patients used a combination of problem-

focused and emotion-focused strategies, two patients received low social support and 

patients scored highly neurotic. At pre-surgery there was a slight endorsement in pain as 

constant and permanent and pain as permanent at three months post-surgery. However, at 

six- and twelve-months patients did not endorse pain as permanent or constant. 

Summary of the Findings in the Non-Catastrophizing Group 

Pain catastrophizing scores were below the cut off score across all the time points and 

represent MCID. Standard deviations showed that some patients were catastrophizing 

across the post-operative time points which explains the high standard deviations on the 

PROMs. Three patients were classified into the non-catastrophizing group before 

undergoing a surgical procedure. One patient remained as non-catastrophizing and 

experienced optimal outcomes. One patient was catastrophizing at three months post-

surgery and was experiencing some problems with mobility, usual activities and moderate 

pain and discomfort. One patient was catastrophizing across the post-operative data 

collection time points and was experiencing some problems with mobility and moderate to 

extreme pain and discomfort. Overall PROMS indicated MCID was reached. Depression, 

anxiety, and stress remained normal across all the time points. Patients used 

active/adaptive coping styles, received high social support, neuroticism scores remained 

stable over the post-operative follow ups and patients did not endorse pain beliefs.  
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Chapter 5: Qualitative Findings 

 

The qualitative findings are presented with themes identified in the baseline interview (pre-

surgery), followed by the post-operative interview findings. The post-operative interviews 

are presented collectively as themes were commonly identified across the follow up data 

collection time points. Patients’ quotes were selected to support each theme and sub-theme. 

The interview data were analysed across the entire data set with the inclusion of both 

patients who were classified as catastrophizing and not catastrophizing about their pain 

symptoms. Within each quote whether a patient was catastrophizing or not is indicated, 

and some specific findings are discussed to interpret the differences were relevant between 

catastrophizing and non-catastrophizing patients.  

5.1 Baseline Interview Findings  

 

Sixteen patients were interviewed before undergoing surgery and the themes presented 

within this section represent commonalities across the baseline data set. Three themes were 

generated including, The Physical and Psychological Impact of Pain, The Decision-Making 

Process and Body Image, The-Self and Self-Identity. Below is the final coding theme map 

which was developed from the baseline interview transcripts. 
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Themes and Subthemes Map 

 

The first theme is related to the associated impact of a forefoot condition and the pain 

experience, including the difficulties the patients experienced as an outcome of their 

problem. This was described in relation to the physical and psychological impacts as 

consequences of pain. The second theme describes the decision-making process for surgery 

and how patients were influenced by peers’ descriptions of pain because of the surgical 

procedure and how this caused decisional anxiety. The third theme identified was in the 

context of women’s body image that was specific to the females included in the study. This 

was described in relation to the lack of activity contributing to gaining body weight, 

influencing women’s choice in footwear and clothing, negatively impacting patient’s 

psychological wellbeing. 
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5.1.1 The Physical and Psychological Impact of Pain 

 

Experiencing a forefoot problem resulted in patients having difficulties in finding 

comfortable footwear; this was due to experiencing pain and pathological changes of the 

forefoot. Pain was exacerbated during and after walking. This was noted in eight patients, 

seven of whom were classified as catastrophizing about their symptoms before surgery. Six 

patients (five PC) described experiencing musculoskeletal pain in other areas of their body; 

this was often experienced in the hips and knees. This was associated with experiencing a 

forefoot problem and not being able to walk ‘normal’ because of pain: 

“I went to the chiropodist, and I’ve got one leg shorter than the other and he built up, 

made some soles for us, but you felt as if you were tilting, it didn’t feel right because I had 

knee pain, back pain and you were out of line” (PC, Olivia) 

“I went to see the doctor…and she said you’re saying you’re getting knee pain and I said 

yeah and sciatic and she says you know this could all have come from your bunion” (PC, 

Sophie) 

Impact on Activities of Daily Living 

The patients described how pain negatively impacted on their physical ability to perform 

everyday tasks. The physical impact of a forefoot condition resulted in experiencing issues 

during walking and avoidance of walking. Other issues experienced as an outcome of pain 

included difficulties in performing household jobs, activities of daily living, spending 

quality time with family, engaging in exercising and physical activity and social and 

recreational events and some of the patients had to give up working as a result of 

experiencing pain. The physical impacts of pain were noted in the majority of patients: 

“So painful I couldn’t wear my shoes and…I’ve found walking difficult. I’m all right in the 

house but walking outside with shoes. I have one pair of shoes that I’ve been able to wear. 

Then just before Christmas I had to cut a hole in my trainers and…I bought some size nine 

shoes but they still, I can only wear them for a very short time and I can’t walk very far… 

nothing I can’t get any shoes on no matter how big they are or how wide they are and 

therefore I can’t really go out” (PC, Maria) 

“I’m putting extra weight on that, so that aches, my knee there is swollen because I’m sort 

of limping and putting weight on there and I’m just not confident in walking” (PC, Jamie) 

 “To just try and keep it at a level I actually gave up work because I just couldn’t.  I was a 

trainer, and I could only train standing up, so I had to give up a job I loved, and it was all 

wrapped around pain” (PC, Melissa) 

As a result of the physical consequences of pain, the patients described how this had 

negatively impacted on their QoL and psychological wellbeing as they were no longer able 

to perform physical tasks or experienced difficulties in performing them: 
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“I just feel upset that I can’t just do what I want to do, and I just have to stop and wait. 

Even taking the weight of it doesn’t help” (PC, Maria) 

 “I think once my feet are sorted that will enable for me to walk better hopefully and I’ll 

feel so much better and then I can cope with my hands it’s my feet that’s the biggest 

worry” (PC, Victoria) 

Low Mood and Emotional Distress 

Patients described experiencing low mood as an outcome of pain and inability to live a 

normal life. This resulted in emotional distress. 

“It upsets me more not that I break down or cry obviously, but I just feel sad, and just 

frustrated that I want to do things and I know that it’s just not worth it because of it, it 

gets to a certain stage then I know that I just don’t want to do very much else for the 

day… just almost becomes part of you” (NonPC, Jemma) 

Some patients referred to feeling depression and using maladaptive coping behaviours as a 

result of their situation: 

“It does affect my mood quite badly at times I just feel very miserable and down and you 

know kind of like why me? It does get me really depressed and miserable and then I get to 

a point where I don’t want to do anything, I don’t want to go out because I’m just going to 

ache, and I just sort of feel sorry for myself… I do get down…this last week I’ve slept more 

than I’ve slept for months…because it’s just my comfort zone, so I just hide myself away” 

(PC, Charlotte) 

 “I used to do a lot of things, but I can’t work anymore, obviously I can’t play sport, so it’s 

a bit depressing and…I feel like I’m quite a healthy sort of person and I’m just bored rigid 

so that’s one of the reasons I have to have a drink the fact that I’m immobile” (PC, Jamie) 

Patients’ lives were affected due to experiencing a forefoot problem and the associated 

impact on their physical and psychological wellbeing. With pain becoming part of the 

thought process in activities of daily living: 

“I don’t want to use the word depression because I understand depression is much more 

serious, but it saddened me, it just takes the edge, it was like you would be enjoying 

something, but you can’t enjoy it fully.  The grandchildren would come around and I can’t 

play on the floor, and I can’t do this… So, it was taking the top off the nice things because 

it was always there…I would think…can I do that? It was always part of the thought 

process.  How can I avoid it, how can I minimise it? Will this make it worse?” (PC, 

Melissa) 

Personality Changes 

Patients were asked to describe themselves as a person and six referred to experiencing 

negative personality changes. This was noted as personality having changed over time and 

having to adapt to living with pain and experiencing QoL decrements:  
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 “I don’t want to pack my job in I’ve got a long time until I get my pension, but I really 

struggle some days and that makes me feel like I’m just so different to what I 

was…somebody at work said one day we want the old [name] back and it kind of upset me, 

I thought you…don’t know how I feel. I want the old name back as well…it’s just this other 

person that’s doing it, it’s not me…it was strange how it was happening and I knew it was 

happening and I kept thinking, I shouldn’t be like that with [husband] why am I doing that 

because it’s not me doing it. I’ve got to say that it’s not me it’s like somebody else is taking 

over my body…but now I’m this person with this that I don’t choose to have, and I’m stuck 

in this little rut, and I can’t get out of it” (PC, Victoria) 

Two patients described optimistic and positive personality traits, interestingly this was 

referred to in the context of experiencing a lack of stressful life events and both were 

classified as not catastrophizing about their pain symptoms: 

 “I’m feeling quite positive about things you know…I think everybody has their good days, 

their bad days…but to tell you the truth since I’ve getting older…I’ve got a better outlook 

on life not because I know you’re getting older and your times running out, not that way, 

it’s just I think I’ve got more freedom now, and I’m doing more…it’s just in general, 

everything’s good…I’m having my holidays, I’ve got my little car…I’m getting my jobs 

done…life’s good” (NonPC, Isabella) 

“I’m quite a relaxed person…I’ve learnt how to switch on and off and relax…mind over 

matter…positive thinking…having run my own business all my life, I’ve always had to be 

extremely positive, or you don’t succeed. So, I always look on the bright side rather than 

the dark side, I always look on the positive why things can do done rather than why things 

can’t be done” (NonPC, David) 

Due to experiencing pain, over time this caused low mood and pain related distress. 

Patients were required to make lifestyle changes causing overall negative effects on their 

psychological wellbeing: 

“I’m normally quite outward and bubbly but right now no, I think I’m very subdued, sorry 

I keep getting upset it’s ridiculous…I would say at the minute I’m probably a bit down, 

definitely depressed and a bit anxious but normally I’m quite bubbly sort of quite out 

there…it has took its toll a bit…I was quite a social butterfly. I used to be out and about all 

the time and then when I was on about the aches and pains the doctor one time, she did say 

…you’re going to have to look at your lifestyle…your working life balance 

because…you’re driving to work, it’s your drive back, it’s been at work and then going 

and socialising…you cannot quite do everything you used to because it does make you 

tired” (PC, Charlotte) 

One chronic pain patient described how adjusting to pain had affected her family and 

social life and had become part of her thought processing: 

“I was never like this, and I was never depressed and it's had a really big toll on my 

marriage, my life and my family…and how I’m going to get, how am I going to feel, like 

my legs and my feet thinking what can I wear? I’ve got stuff to wear…I can get a lift there, 

but somebody could pick us up…anyway but I’m thinking ‘oh how am I going to be’ 

because I’ve got into a rut of not going anywhere over the last few year… I haven’t got a 

social life…it’s awful it really is I’m fed up of it” (PC, Victoria) 
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Sleep Disturbances 

The patients described psychological outcomes due to experiencing pain and a forefoot 

problem. This included issues with sleep; pain was exacerbated during the night typically 

when the forefoot had physical contact: 

“I’m known to try and sleep with my foot on top of the cushion, on top of a duvet to try and 

stop us touching it in my sleep…it wakes me up several times a night” (PC, Sophie) 

Sleep disturbances caused patients to experience issues during the day, such as a lack of 

engagement in activity and detrimental effects on wellbeing: 

“I’m not sleeping well at all I’m waking every two hours… I don’t do as much…I just can’t 

do as much” (PC, Maria) 

 “I’m usually aching I feel like I’ve been knocked over by a bus I get very miserable, down, 

because I’m tired all the time and that affects us” (PC, Charlotte) 

One participant had described how the psychological effect of pain and her issues 

experienced had exacerbated her sleep problem:  

 “I’m agitated all the time and I don’t need to be, it’s like it’s not me doing it. It’s 

somebody else and this why I can’t sleep cause I known it’s had such an effect” (PC, 

Victoria) 

Two patients who were chronic pain patients and scored as catastrophizing about their pain 

symptoms acknowledged stress as a contributing factor to experiencing a pain flare with 

negative effects on sleep. 

“Stress can set it off so what I find is that if I am a bit stressed…I’m tensing up and as a 

result of tensing up it all starts, flares up and I get mad headaches in the back of my head 

and it just goes up like in my jaw and everything so but yeah stress plays a big part I 

think” (PC, Charlotte) 

The patients were asked to express their thoughts and feelings experienced when in pain. 

There were notable differences in the participant’s responses when comparing those 

classified as catastrophizing or not catastrophizing about their pain symptoms. For 

example, those classified as catastrophizing described experiencing constant pain of high 

intensity. 

 “It’s not a pain that goes away after a couple of hours…the pains there right through the 

night, that pain can be there burning and then in the morning you can feel your toes are 

just not tight because the pains been there, it’s like inflammation” (PC, Claire) 

 “If I don’t wear shoes my feet get very cold or I bump it and if I bump it its excruciating 

pain and I don’t mean just little pain I mean very excruciating pain…so painful I could 

scream. I just sort of tighten up really and its painful when I take my shoes off or put them 

on, even my socks…I can’t go around bare foot but my socks cause tension on it as 
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well…it’s just there all the time as I say pressure on it of any kind…its quite severe” (PC, 

Maria) 

The physical and psychological impacts of a forefoot condition are in line with the research 

that highlights the associations observed with pain catastrophizing and pain and mental 

health outcomes (Abbott et al., 2010; Dave et al., 2015). The physical impact of pain was 

described by individuals who were catastrophizing and this negatively impacted on their 

QoL, which in turn influenced negative emotions and personality changes. Negative 

personality changes were described by those who were catastrophizing compared to 

optimistic traits in individuals who were not catastrophizing. Personality changes were due 

to not being able to live what was perceived as a normal life. This is important because 

neurotic personality traits and heightened negative affect elicit more catastrophizing 

thoughts about pain (Wong et al., 2015) and may lead to problematic post-operative 

outcomes and to medical service use (Vogel et al., 2019; Goubert et al., 2004). 

The experience of low mood and emotional distress may place catastrophizing as a 

cognitive concept, which increases the risk for the development as well as the perpetuation 

of emotional disorders (Fink et al., 2013). Negative thoughts and maladaptive coping (i.e., 

catastrophizing) can influence negative emotions (i.e., depression), which in turn may 

influence behaviour (Beck at al., 1978; Lazarus & Folkman., 1984). The findings have 

demonstrated that pre-operatively, patients who experienced catastrophizing, had low 

mood and emotional distress, which in turn may have impacted on their behaviour such as 

the difficulties described in performing activities of daily living. This may situate 

catastrophizing within the fear-avoidance model of pain and as a maladaptive response 

which may facilitate fear-based memories and activate immune and neuro-behavioural 

changes as observed in sleep disturbances (Granot, 2005; Hannibal et al., 2014). Overall, 

this theme highlights the importance of catastrophizing in patients' experiences of a 

forefoot condition. 

5.1.2 The Decision-Making Process 

 

The decision to undergo surgery was due to experiencing pain, low mood, and detrimental 

effects on QoL: 

“How did I come to make the decision? I wouldn’t of really if it hadn’t been for the last 

two year, I’ve just been starting to experience this burning and it’s just been getting us 

down” (PC, Claire) 

“Over the last couple of years, it has impinged so much on the quality of life that I’ve got 

so I know I’ve got to go ahead and have it” (PC, Hannah) 
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When asked to describe the decision-making consultation for surgery, patients 

acknowledged a shared decision-making process with the surgical options discussed in 

relation to personal circumstances: 

“He obviously gave me the options…but when he realised how active I was and the sports 

that I do he said the better option was putting the bolts in as such to have more stability, 

whereas with the joints you haven’t got quite the same stability. So, discussed that he was 

an avid skier himself and a sporty fella, so we chatted about things, and he advised me 

very much to go for the option that I’ve gone for” (NonPC, David) 

“I was hoping that he was going to say I recommend surgery, he gave me three options 

and left it up to me, and he was very open about it all explained the pros and cons, so yeah 

pretty much left it up to me and he didn’t rush me into anything it was my decision” (PC, 

Abigail) 

One participant expressed experiencing dissatisfaction with the doctor-patient relationship 

and the healthcare system which caused feelings of frustration: 

“I don’t want compassion I just want tolerance…and understanding and when I was 

talking to [Mr surgeon] and he kept saying ‘oh I want you to go down this route’ and I was 

thinking…I really don’t want to, I just want to get it over and done with and I was 

hesitating and I could see him getting irritated…because sometimes the question he was 

asking me, he wasn’t giving me enough time to think it through…I might have miss read it 

wrong but I felt as if he was getting irritated at me…I mean he even tried to frighten me off 

by saying ‘when I break your toes and I pin them and I can’t get the blood flow back I 

might have to amputate your toe do you really want that?’ And I said yeah” (PC, Hannah) 

The Influence of Peers 

Six patients classified as catastrophizing about their pain described how their pain 

perceptions were negatively influenced by listening to peers’ descriptions of the surgical 

procedure as extremely painful. By listening to peers’ descriptions of the surgical 

procedure this resulted in patients experiencing anxiety over the decision-making process. 

One participant was influenced by the orthopaedic surgeon’s description of the risks versus 

benefits of surgery and experienced decisional anxiety due to the uncertainty of surgical 

outcomes: 

“Oh, I’m having my foot done, ‘oh you’re not?’ I said I am, ‘oh my friend had that ey the 

needle it’s like putting it through your gum’ and I’m looking at them right and thinking 

don’t know if I have done the right thing here, but I keep on thinking should I back out? 

But I keep on thinking I can’t back out because the pains bad, so I’ve got to go ahead with 

it…so like all week I’ve like sat and been in a dilemma just to myself thinking what am I 

going to do? What am I going to do? And I keep on thinking should I bottle out of it? I 

don’t know what to do” (PC, Claire) 

“I met this guy who had had a similar operation and he says…honestly don’t do it he says 

its...agony…So, I have put it off in the past having it done because I remember him 

saying…don’t have it done and when I’ve been to see specialists and all that they’ve said 

well it might work it mighten work…they said ‘we can’t guarantee it works’ and as soon as 
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they say that you go, ‘oh well’ it’s just now that the pain is really bad and I’ve got to the 

stage where I think well might as well have it done” (PC, Jamie) 

Three patients experienced anxiety over the decision-making process due to feeling 

unsupported, a fear of surgery due to a negative experience and experience of working in 

theatre: 

“I’m going to put it off as long as I can because I don’t want to have an operation because 

I had a near death experience with that one… they couldn’t revive us…I had a vasectomy 

and I had to be put to sleep for that because I’m a total coward I’m just oh I’ve got a real 

phobia” (PC, Jamie) 

Although listening to peers’ descriptions of the surgical procedure caused decisional 

anxiety; the use of peer support can also have a positive effect. For example, three patients 

classified as catastrophizing described the positive effects of receiving social support 

during sitting in outpatients waiting rooms and this was viewed as an opportunity to 

socialise: 

“You should go and see the waiting room and hear the exchange of pain related stories – 

“what do you do to make it easier”? …it was an interesting, I used to love the waiting 

room, I used to think the waiting room was great…because they really did know what you 

were talking about and no disrespect to the rest of you, but you know these people were 

saying this is how I cope and it might work for you” (PC, Melissa) 

“But I miss going down for my infusion because I met those people obviously, they were 

name patients, sometimes but you could chat to the girls, and you know it was only an hour 

and a half, but it was like a day out for me in a way and I socialise because I don’t go out 

really” (PC, Victoria) 

Four patients classified as catastrophizing described a need for more social support. This 

was described in relation to relatives attending hospital appointments and the need for 

support to help manage post-operatively: 

“You’ll be laid up for a while and then I really have to rely on people…I was due to have 

an operation, maybes two years ago but the problem was I had no body I’ve got nobody to 

look after us, I wasn’t in accommodation I was living like privately” (PC, Jamie) 

“Sometimes when you go to these things your there yourself and I’m not afraid of hospital 

or anything like that because the amount of visits I’ve had for all my problems doesn’t 

bother me, but sometimes that little bit of support just there to help would have been nice” 

(PC, Victoria) 

Surgical expectations included reduced pain and reduced pain in other areas of the body, 

improved mobility, ability to regain confidence in walking, wear shoes without 

experiencing pain and to engage in activities of daily living, physical activity and exercise. 

The patients expressed a desire for normality and to improve their psychological 

wellbeing: 
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“My operation probably won’t cure my psychological thing, but it will give us a bit more 

confidence in the way I am now, I’m walking on the side of my foot, putting extra weight on 

my other leg. So, I’m getting pains and that on my other leg and basically, I’ve just tried to 

put off going out…but it might get rid of the constant pain” (PC, Jamie) 

“I’m looking forward to being able to hopefully get some even if it’s another 6 months on, 

being able to wear shoes without being in pain” (PC, Hannah) 

“Hopefully it will improve it tremendously be able to live a normal life” (PC, Abigail) 

The findings support the importance of catastrophizing in shaping an individual’s ability to 

cope with surgery and pain. The Transactional Model of Stress and Coping suggests that 

individuals catastrophize in response to a stressful situation (i.e., undergoing surgery) and 

prefer to seek support from others through emotion-focused strategies. By engaging in 

emotion-focused strategies (i.e., catastrophizing), individuals discussed their upcoming 

surgery with others and this influenced the decision-making process. The findings suggest 

that individuals may be attempting to receive support in the form of sympathy (Keefe et 

al., 2003; Sullivan et al., 2000) and are communicating about surgery in order to manage 

distress within a social interpersonal context, further serving as a way of coping with pain 

as described in the communal coping model (Sullivan et al., 2001; Sullivan, 2012). 

However, attempting to cope with surgery through seeking support from peers had a 

negative effect on coping. Individuals experienced an emotional response for example, 

they felt fearful of the surgical procedure and pain. This illustrates how coping by using 

catastrophizing can have a negative effect on patient’s experiences.   

5.1.3 Body Image, The-Self and Self-Identity 

 

This theme refers to how the women perceived their body image due to living with a 

forefoot problem. This was impacted by experiencing pain, changes of the forefoot and 

changes in weight. This resulted in negative perceptions of their body image and as a result 

the women felt that their self-identity had been impacted.  

Limited Footwear and Clothing Choice Affected Body Image 

The women expressed body image issues caused by a change in footwear due to the 

pathological changes of their feet and three of the women referred to the cosmetic 

appearance of their forefoot: 

“I hate having my feet fastened up in trainers all the time for comfort and like I say I’m 

getting older so it’s not about the fashion but I like to look nice like anybody else and 

people said but you do, you always look nice, you have your nails done, your hair done 

and your makeup, your lovely yeah but if you only knew I how I feel” (PC, Victoria) 
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“I never used to think I had nice feet and then there was one day [partner] says watching 

the telly ‘you’ve got lovely little feet really…if it wasn’t for that big lump on the side’, and 

it stopped with us” (PC, Claire) 

 “It’s ugly oh yeah, I won’t wear open toe shoes because I’m just so embarrassed…even 

sandals, I’ve got to have a cover…over the toes” (NonPC, Isabella) 

Body image was further impacted due to the wearing of therapeutic footwear. Two of the 

women and one male participant were prescribed therapeutic footwear before receiving 

surgery and they disliked the use of them. 

Weight Gain Affected Body Image 

Body image was emphasised as having been impacted due to inactivity and not being able 

to exercise as a result of pain, leading to weight gain and further impacting on the women’s 

choice in footwear and clothing: 

“I’ve put quite a lot of weight on and that’s had an impact on me psychologically as well 

and I think that’s on par with the pain because it’s really difficult to try and lose weight. I 

have got quite good intentions to do that but what the hell I couldn’t even exercise because 

even if I start going so my foot reminds me and I’m back to square one…I look in my 

wardrobe for instance and I think to myself look at all those normal clothes, my thinner 

clothes, and now look at my fat clothes only got my wardrobe at the minute because I know 

that, I intend to lose weight and then the exercise as well is going to help it along I’m just 

hoping to fit back into my normal clothes rather than my limited fat clothes wardrobe” 

(PC, Abigail) 

“Footwear for work became a problem, I was conscious if I wore a dress or a suit for 

meetings or something like that of the shoes that I had to wear” (NonPC, Jemma) 

This negatively impacted on women’s psychological wellbeing and changed the way 

women viewed themselves, for example some women referred to feeling old: 

“I sometimes look at myself in the mirror and I hate myself. I do eat a lot, but it doesn’t 

matter what I wear…I still think I can see that person that’s not me” (PC, Victoria) 

“I don’t feel smart anymore I am very fashion conscious, and I don’t feel smart anymore it 

does make me feel quite old and frumpy, and I think it just it eventually slowly drags you 

down…thoughts of feeling very fed up, very frustrated. I feel like an old lady I feel I’m 

more in my eighties than seventies I think I’m a pretty young seventy, and I start thinking is 

this me for the rest of my life? And I get very angry and frustrated” (PC, Hannah) 

“I think it’s affected me psychologically and…physically…I’m feeling horrible in myself, I 

feel fat and frumpy, old fashioned, and I just hate myself to be honest, sometimes I think 

that’s worse than the pain” (PC, Abigail) 

Negative representations of body image were formed as a result of a forefoot condition and 

being physically inactive, gaining weight and being limited in footwear and clothing. 

Women’s self-identity changed and consequently negatively affected their psychological 

wellbeing. Although there were no differences in issues with body image in patients who 
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were catastrophizing or not catastrophizing, previous research has found that 

catastrophizing mediates the relationship between appearance perfectionism and body-

image (McComb & Mills, 2021). McComb and Mills (2021) found that catastrophizing 

explained why physical appearance perfectionism was associated with greater weight and 

appearance dissatisfaction and lower confidence. Women who are perfectionist about their 

appearance have a greater tendency to dwell about their body-image and they catastrophize 

about their experience, which lowers body confidence and increases body dissatisfaction.  

Summary of the Pre-Operative Interview Findings 

The pre-operative interview findings were analysed to identify the common themes 

represented before patients underwent a surgical forefoot procedure. Living with a forefoot 

condition resulted in the patients experiencing physical and psychological impacts of pain, 

this included impacts on activities of daily living, low mood and emotional distress, 

personality changes and sleep disturbances. Due the physical and psychological impacts, 

this negatively impacted on patients QoL and wellbeing. The decision-making process for 

surgery was because of experiencing pain and QoL decrements, and patients expected to be 

able to live a normal life as on outcome from surgery. The decision-making process was 

discussed in relation to a shared decision-making model with patients expressing that their 

surgical options were discussed in accordance with their personal circumstances.  The 

decision-making process was negatively impacted by listening to peers’ descriptions of the 

surgical procedure and pain, this caused feelings of uncertainty and decisional anxiety. The 

findings support the importance of catastrophizing in shaping individuals’ responses to 

pain and experiences of a forefoot condition. A forefoot condition influenced the women’s 

body image. Body image was influenced by pain and pathological changes of the forefoot, 

resulting in the women being limited in their footwear and clothing choices. Due to being 

inactive, the women reported having gained weight due to inactivity further impacting on 

clothing choice. Overall body image issues negatively impacted on the women’s 

wellbeing. 

5.2 Post-Operative Interview Findings 

The post-operative interview findings were analysed across the data set for each time point 

(3-, 6- and 12-months post-surgery) and themes were therefore developed for each 

timepoint. Due to similarities across the three time points the findings are presented 

collectively. Where themes and sub-themes have more relevance to a specific timepoint 

this has been highlighted within the theme. The findings within this section represent the 

themes identified at the post-operative follow up interviews at three, six- and twelve-
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months post-surgery. Within each quote whether a patient was catastrophizing or not is 

indicated, and some specific findings are discussed to interpret the differences where 

relevant between catastrophizing and non-catastrophizing patients. In total fifteen patients 

received surgery for their forefoot condition (only one male). The theme map below 

identifies the themes and subthemes that were developed based on the post-operative 

interview transcripts. Quotations were selected that represent the themes/subthemes. 

Themes and Subthemes Map 
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In total six themes were identified with the inclusion of subthemes; theme 1) Factors 

Affecting Women’s Body Image including subthemes: Footwear and Clothing and Weight 

Related Factors. Theme 2) Informational Needs and Management of Patient Expectations, 

including subthemes; Lack of Post-operative Aftercare and Unmet Expectations and 

Suggestions on Improving Post-operative Information and Advice. Theme 3) The 

Unknown Causes of Problems and Not Feeling Listened Too with subtheme: Healthcare 

Communication Affects Satisfaction with Care. Theme 4) Factors Contributing to 

Regaining Normality. Theme 5) Psychological Impact of a Forefoot Problem and theme 6) 

Factors Contributing to Changes in Pain and Discomfort.  

Theme one describes the issues experienced post-operatively in relation to women’s body 

image. This was impacted in terms of experiencing ongoing issues with footwear and 

clothing choice and having gained weight due to inactivity. Over time, as women’s 

outcomes improved this resulted in being able to broaden footwear and clothing choice, 

positively impacting on their wellbeing. 

Theme two refers to the lack of post-operative information and advice that was provided to 

the patients. The patients expressed unmet needs in relation to their post-operative 

outcomes, for example they were unaware as to what should be experienced as ‘being 
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normal.’ This resulted in anxiety over experiencing ongoing problematic outcomes and the 

patient's described suggestions on information provision. 

Theme three represents the thoughts the patients experienced pertaining to suboptimal 

outcomes. The patients expressed not knowing why they were experiencing ongoing 

problems and they required medical attention and advice to help them understand their 

issues. This resulted in dissatisfaction with the healthcare received. However, positive 

aspects of the healthcare received were also observed.  

Theme four reports on the factors associated with optimal recovery post-surgery.  

Theme five reports on the factors associated with suboptimal recovery including 

psychological impacts associated with ongoing issues. 

Theme six reports on the factors affecting changes in pain and discomfort, for example, 

those who were recovering at a slower rate, who were experiencing pain in other areas of 

their foot and the implanted screw. 

5.2.1 Factors Affecting Women’s Body Image 

 

The women described factors impacting on their body-image throughout the post-operative 

interviews. This was described in terms of being limited to footwear and clothing choice 

and having gained weight whilst being inactive. However, positive changes were also 

observed pertaining to being able to broaden footwear choices without experiencing 

problems.  

Footwear and Clothing 

The women described experiencing body image issues due to being limited to the type of 

footwear they could wear comfortably without experience pain or discomfort. Limited 

footwear also limited the choice of clothing women could wear. One woman expressed 

negative views over being advised by an HCP to change her footwear to unflattering shoes. 

Issues with footwear and clothing choices affected the women’s wellbeing: 

“I was worried…I’ve got my dress, my outfit but I knew it would be spoilt by the shoes I 

had to wear and that’s what’s chewed me up more than anything because I am a fashion 

diva…the only other thing that keeps hitting us, I’d like to lose a little bit of weight but I’m 

not I’m putting it on, but that’s the only thing” (NonPC, 3M, Hannah) 

 “I feel at the moment that it’s still getting us down…not being able to wear shoes and stuff 

properly…they’re telling me to wear these, I speak the truth I just tell you how I feel, 

telling me to wear these…trainers and sketches, no…I’m a demonstrator…it’s like working 
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in Fenwick’s department…and you’re going to work in a pair of sketchers on with your 

uniform…I cannot do that…’she said well it would be best if you could get like lace ups or 

sketches…never mind what people are thinking’…but I do, I’m standing in the public 

eye...then you can see them having a look, now can you imagine me standing there with a 

pair of sketches on? I don’t think so… I would rather pack my job up then wear sketches 

for work” (NonPC, 6M, Claire)  

As a result of being limited in footwear and clothing choices, one woman described how 

her self-identity had changed, and the women reported experiencing anxiety over work and 

social and recreational activities: 

“I feel like your identify changes a little bit and maybe that’s why I felt like I’d really aged 

because I couldn’t wear what I normally wore because I’ve tried to wear my normal 

things…I had to get changed when I was out and one time I literally got stuck in the shop, 

stupidly I had worn some shoes with a heel…I can only wear trainer type shoes. I feel like 

you’re limited in what sort of clothes you can wear…it’s all sort of rolled into one. So, at 

work I would have to be quite smart…because I’ve got to wear trainers, obviously I can’t 

wear skirts, or dresses with trainers and just get a bit bored…then on an evening I don’t go 

out very much but if I’ve gone out on an evening it’s just because sort of more 

anxiety…what have I got what I can wear? How far will I have to walk to get out? You 

know to get to the restaurant or wherever where going, to try and get to look smartish” 

(NonPC, 6M, Jemma) 

Experiencing issues with footwear was an on-going issue for one woman at 12 months 

post-surgery due to experiencing sub-optimal outcomes in pain: 

“I’m afraid I’m down to either my boots or trainers, I tried a pair of court shoes for my 

grandsons christening, didn’t even last five minutes and I had to get them off, fortunately I 

had a feeling that would happen so I took flat shoes with us, but it’s just horrible you 

cannot wear anything” (PC,12M, Charlotte) 

Over the course of the twelve-month post-operative period some of the women’s wellbeing 

had positively improved as a result of being able to broaden their choice in footwear. The 

women reported feeling less self-conscious about their footwear and described a positive 

cosmetic appearance of their forefoot. 

Weight Related Factors 

Some of the women described experiencing on-going issues with their ability to lose 

weight due to being inactive. This resulted in one woman experiencing low mood and 

engaging in maladaptive coping mechanisms such as increased alcohol consumption 

leading to further weight gain:   

“And then off course when I feel like that, I sit on a night-time and I can’t relax so I tipple, 

and I’ve put the weight on, and I can’t get the weight off us, and I’m still going to 

slimmer’s world, but I’m stuck now” (PC, 12M, Hannah) 
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One woman described how physical activity and exercise were influenced by pain 

perceptions, with the belief that pain was a barrier to engagement. Whilst being inactive 

and unable to lose weight negatively impacted on the women’s wellbeing: 

“I think psychologically as well and being more than middle aged woman I was starting to 

gain a bit of weight and had the sort of excuse in the back of my mind before ‘well I can’t 

walk that far because my foot hurts’, now I don’t think like that at all…so I’ve started to 

get that in check as” (NonPC, 12M, Jemma) 

 “I walk everywhere…when I was working, I walked, I would walk up the street, the main 

street at lunch time and back you know and I’m a fast walker I’m not a dordler, I walk but 

I’m active, I’m not one for sitting around so this last bloody twelve month has been 

horrendous” (NonPC, 12M, Evelyn) 

This is reflected in one woman’s account who described a positive change in wellbeing due 

to being able to exercise and having regained confidence whilst experiencing optimal post-

operative outcomes: 

 “I’m getting my confidence back, so I’m starting to exercise and feeling better with 

myself, could lose a few more pounds but I suppose everybody is in that boat” (NonPC, 

6M, Abigail) 

Weigh related factors pertaining to body image were noted in the women participants only 

and none of the men noted body image issues. There were no differences with body image 

issues in patients who were catastrophizing or who were not catastrophizing. However, as 

described previously catastrophizing mediates the relationship between appearance 

perfectionism and body-image (McComb & Mills, 2021). 

5.2.2 Informational Needs and Management of Patient Expectations 

 

Within this theme, patients discussed their experiences of post-operative information and 

how this resulted in a miss management of their expectations. Patients expressed 

dissatisfaction with the amount of information that they received and made 

recommendations on information provision.  

Lack of Post-Operative Aftercare and Unmet Expectations 

Patients described dissatisfaction with post-operative information and advice. The patients 

felt that they had not received enough detailed information to self-manage post-

operatively. Issues were noted regarding the appropriate time to wear the moonboot, the 

amount of bleeding on the surgical dressings and when to engage in weight bearing 

activities. Receiving inadequate post-operative information resulted in the patients 

describing unmet expectations. This caused the patients to experience anxiety around the 
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lack of post-operative aftercare received such as not knowing what to expect as being 

experienced as ‘normal’ over the course of their recovery trajectory:  

“I felt unsure as to should I keep this boot on all the time. Can I walk without it? I wasn’t 

one hundred per cent confident in am I doing myself more harm than good by getting on 

my feet a lot more because it is swelling? Is it my own fault its swelling because I’m doing 

too much...I just felt like in this sort of no man’s land, well what I’m I meant to be doing? 

Am I doing…the right thing or not?” (PC, 3M, Jemma) 

“There needs to be more aftercare...I’ve got nobody around us…I didn’t know in six 

months what I would experience, in twelve month what I’m going to experience would this 

happen? Would that happen? And I just felt like I was on my own with it…as far as the 

aftercare goes…there was no aftercare, I felt they just wrapped your foot up and that’s it… 

my daughter she was here that night and I said ey this shoes got your mother demented 

because I cannot turn in bed for the weight of this weight bearing shoe. Do you think I 

should take it off because I’ll be able to move around better? She says oh I think so, so 

when she took it off…I went ‘oh god’ the bottom of it was soaking…I went to bed with that 

weight bearing shoe on, for three nights; I didn’t know you could take it off” (NonPC, 3M, 

Claire) 

The anxiety around the dissatisfaction with post-operative aftercare resulted in one 

participant describing herself as becoming neurotic and at three months post-surgery 

scored as catastrophizing about her pain symptoms. This participant was classified as non-

PC pre-surgery: 

“I just thought I’m losing the plot here…you’ve got to start doing more…get right 

tomorrow, you’re going to get the hover out and you’re going to do that, she said to me 

[surgical helpline] don’t hover, you’re not at that stage…you shouldn’t be doing that. That 

was massive to me to say okay this is normal…at that point I did feel a little low but if I 

had known that and I realised I can’t like a text book, don’t do this, don’t do that, if I just 

had a little more after the operation being able to say you know at this point…you should 

be able to do this, don’t do that, you know just that lady saying right if you’ve been on your 

feet in the kitchen for two hours, put your foot up for two hours” (PC, 3M, Jemma) 

Unmet expectations were further emphasised by a miss management of one patient’s 

expectations resulting from the post-operative advice regarding being able to drive six 

weeks post-surgery and one patient’s expectations regarding the length of time to reach 

optimal outcomes: 

 “I think one of the things was, was that the information I got was that you could drive 

after six weeks. So, when I first got that, I thought oh great I’m going to be sort of confined 

to be relying on somebody for six weeks but after that I’m going to be you know able to do 

what I want to do, off course I couldn’t do that, there was no way I could have 

contemplated driving…I do remember the surgeon saying to me it can take up to a year but 

because I considered myself to be quite fit and active in my head just thought well that 

won’t be me” (PC, 3M, Jemma) 

“I think that’s one thing that they need to manage people’s expectations more… I mean I 

knew purely from my knee but I was told within six weeks ‘oh you’ll be walking around 

this, to that’  yeah that’s great but in my mind I’m going to be fit as a fiddle in six months 
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and then I get ‘oh no it will take you at least 12 months’ then we get to 12 months ‘oh well 

it’s still early days it could be another 12 months’ and I’m thinking why didn’t somebody 

tell me this right at the very beginning that it could take two or three years before you 

really feel back to normal so I think that is a big thing they need to think about is 

managing people’s expectations” (PC, 6M, Charlotte) 

Patients expressed a lack of understanding as to who to contact for advice and support. 

This resulted in dissatisfaction with care and resulted in the women feeling unsupported: 

“I’m frightened in case I do any damage when you haven’t like looked at it…I don’t think 

that they do explain enough about what your pains going to be like and…how long it can 

go on for, or the sort of things that you will experience…I could have done with more…I 

mean the thing is, what do you do if it isn’t getting any better because three months is a 

long time to wait to see somebody? So, if I go to my doctors can they do anything?...I just 

thought kind of been left a little bit…it would be nice to have been told…come three month 

down the line if you’re still experiencing pain, give us a ring and then maybe we need to 

see you and do an x-ray…or go to your doctor because they’ll be able to give you 

something that will help or some advice or something but there was just nothing” (PC, 3M, 

Charlotte) 

“So, I had to get the, ring the GP because I rang them and they said that I had to get in 

touch with my GP, they were a bit snotty and said, they passed it off, wasn’t anything to do 

with them now and I thought I’m just ringing for advice, I just need you to tell us what to 

do because obviously the blood head seeped right through the dressing. So, anyway I rang 

my own GP and…the nurse came out and she wanted to take it off and mind they said not 

to, and she said “Well all I can do is cover it”. I said “I’m sorry, but I said I just don’t 

know what to do” you know?” (PC, 3M, Evelyn) 

A mismanagement of patient expectations and lack of post-operative information and advice 

led to the women describing themselves as being impatient and expecting too much of 

themselves. This was not a concern for the male participant who achieved optimal outcomes: 

“But it’s because it’s still swollen…there’s still a little bit of swelling but mind it’s much 

better you know, I mean I can see a difference every day, but I just thought it was taking a 

little bit longer than what I thought but maybe that’s me being impatient I don’t know” 

(PC, 3M, Isabella) 

“But I never thought, I thought once you got the operation over, you’d be back in your 

normal shoes it’s something I should have thought about…I expect too much” (NonPC, 

3M, Olivia) 

Improving Post-Operative Information and Advice 

Patients expressed the need for better aftercare to improve informational needs and 

enhance management of patient expectations. Providing better post-operative advice and 

information regarding the ‘normal’ expectations of forefoot surgery and recovery trajectory 

would enable to ease patient anxiety and improve patients’ overall wellbeing: 

 “Just to have somebody to phone and say is this right? Is it to be expected to have your 

feet swollen? I’m a bit worried…I’m not worried in a way because when you’ve had an 
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operation, I mean I’ve never had an operation like this before, you don’t know what to 

expect…? If it’s something that is expected then that’s fine” (NonPC, 3M, Olivia) 

One patient described how a mismanagement of her post-surgical expectations increased 

anxiety over suboptimal outcomes. Advice received from the surgical helpline and 

consultation with the surgeon helped ease her anxiety by enabling the patient to accept her 

situation: 

“I just felt that there had been a misunderstanding in that I wasn’t saying ‘oh my gosh 

what an earth has happened to me I’ve got this pain I shouldn’t have it’ what I was trying 

to explain was this is the way I’m still feeling, is this normal? That’s all I wanted was 

somebody to say your eleven weeks down…the recovery path this is quite normal for you to 

be like that…but up until that point the only person who gave me any indication was the 

lady who responded to my call on the surgical helping who said…she thought that I was 

expecting a little bit too much for myself…But the consultant explained that my foot would 

swell and I would have pain for at least until I reached the eight months point, after that I 

did feel more sort of accepting of it, not that I hadn’t accepted it but just more able to sort 

of see the future as sort of stages of my mobility improving” (PC, 3M, Jemma) 

Two patients expressed issues with the post-operative informational leaflets provided and 

suggested improvements to aftercare were needed to increase patient satisfaction for 

management of forefoot surgical outcomes:   

“Nobody said anything…I kept thinking should I be doing this but it was weeping I mean it 

was clearly healing but it was still, got heat to it, so I knew it was doing its best and so I 

suppose a little aftercare advice I think about what to expect…I got all the paperwork out 

thinking well maybe it’s in the paperwork but there’s always a danger when it’s in 

paperwork you’ve missed it or you’ve not read it, but I did look through all of it and 

thought no its not told me anything…especially when they send you home so quickly, they 

should definitely be something about aftercare” (NonPC, 3M, Melissa) 

“Pamphlet like leaflet, leaflet so I could read those leaflets and I could experience what I 

was going through, so many weeks of thinking of well it says this, most people one out of 

ten might experience a heat on their foot or redness like something but nothing” (NonPC, 

3M, Claire) 

One participant described having used YouTube to research informational needs for self-

management of her forefoot condition. By doing so this provided information regarding the 

amount of pain to be experienced post-surgery:  

 “Afterwards it was like lack of information that…was my main issue was I didn’t know 

what to expect you know? Whether I’d be receiving physio or not…but I’ve read up a lot 

and searched YouTube and I believe that it’s going to settle down over the year and I 

think…you can expect some kind of pain throughout the ball of your foot and to the 

outside. So, I’ve kind of got that information myself…but like…with walking and stuff it’s 

just been trial and error” (NonPC, 3M, Abigail) 

Suggestions were made as to when to provide post-operative information. One patient 

described the post-operative follow up appointment as an opportunity for information 
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giving. However, gaps in informational needs were still noted such as weight bearing, 

walking ability and the use of walking aids, whether physiotherapy would be provided and 

removal of the implanted pin/screw: 

“I tell you what was good, when I went for my two-week appointment when they took the 

bandages off, I felt that was a good time when I did receive information on what to do. So, 

I was told then of when I could have a shower, when I could go back in my hot tub etc. it 

was like that oh and when to put moisturiser on my scar, I found that information really 

valuable and its just other little things after that…how long to walk…I know everybody’s 

different, but would I be receiving physio or would I not? Even the pin in my toe would that 

be removed or would it not? Because it’s quite a lot of information that you’re given in 

advance, same with the crutches as well, again I just did that by trial and error” (NonPC, 

3M, Abigail) 

“But one of the things I learned early on through talking to the lady on the surgical 

helpline which I felt would have been very useful to know from the beginning, was she said 

if I was on my foot for an hour then rest for an hour…which I hadn’t…I would maybe go 

potter in the kitchen for three hours, think my foots killing me now I’ve got to sit down, but 

maybe it was me, maybe I didn’t listen to people, maybe that was explained to me, I can’t 

remember that, but had I known that at the beginning, sort of do this, then do that…that 

would have been useful. I’m the sort of person who I would follow instructions…if I 

know…what to do, but it’s this, more the sort of am I doing more harm to myself than 

good? What should I be doing?” (PC, 3M, Jemma) 

Patients described a requirement for a stage-by-stage approach to outline the steps to 

recovery. For example, providing information on outcome expectancies throughout the 

recovery trajectory at different time points: 

 “I looked at different stages of the post well before hand before I went in for my surgery I 

looked at that obviously I didn’t want to look at the gory details of what they did, yeah I 

looked at all aspects of it throughout the whole procedure, pre-op and post-op and 

different stages of the post-op as well, what to expect on weeks say two, three or 

four…that’s one thing in particular that I owned in on, was what to expect you know like 

the following week oh what can I expect next week? Will I perhaps be expecting to go 

down to one crutch or will my dissolvable sutures fall out that kind of thing really; will I be 

able to bend by toe? Little thing like that, like little landmarks” (NonPC, 3M, Abigail) 

 

5.2.3 The Unknown Causes of Problems and Not Feeling Listened Too 

 

Some patients expressed having a lack of understanding as to why they were experiencing 

post-operative problematic outcomes. Patient’s anxieties were due to being advised about 

having surgical screws/pins placed in the joint and not having received detailed 

explanation regarding the procedure. These patients were catastrophizing about their 

experiences: 
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 “I can feel the lumps in my foot, so I know there’s something not right. I don’t think it’s 

just healing process…he said in that letter about the screw, is it the screw or is it 

something caused by that or what? I don’t know but there’s lumps there that I don’t think 

should be and the type of pain that I’ve got is, I don’t think it’s just, healing, it feels like 

something else…I don’t understand that that’s the bottom line…only twenty minutes to half 

an hour tops walking around to be in agony the way that I am, there’s something not right 

I don’t, I can’t, I can’t get my head around the fact that it's healing properly, there’s 

something not right there” (PC, 6M, Evelyn) 

“I didn’t even know there was screws in until I complained about the pain in my foot, and 

he said, ‘oh well there’s screws in there and sometimes they work loose’, that was the first 

time I knew about it. Didn’t even know, there was nothing” (PC, 12M, Hannah) 

One chronic pain patient who was not catastrophizing at three months post-surgery 

experienced swelling in her foot and was uncertain as to whether this was associated with 

the surgery or due to a pain flare of fibromyalgia. This caused the patient to express worry 

over her surgical outcomes and the need for medical support/advice:  

 “Because you don’t know what to do you know. If it’s something that is expected then 

that’s fine…you can put up with it, you know it’s going to go eventually it’s just the 

swelling…when you didn’t have it, then all of a sudden, you’re getting it quite regularly, 

often it’s in the morning when you get out of bed, so that shouldn’t be when you’ve rested 

all night…well I was thinking is this…triggered off the fibromyalgia again?…I don’t 

know…It’s hard to tell…I’m blaming the operation but I’m thinking maybe is it the 

fibromyalgia…just to have somebody to phone and say is this right? Is it to be expected to 

have your feet swollen? …I’m a bit worried…I’ve never had an operation like this before, 

you don’t know what to expect” (NonPC, 3M, Olivia) 

One patient had received a surgical forefoot procedure in the past and was uncertain as to 

why a similar operation had caused problematic outcomes. This particular patient was not 

catastrophizing pre-surgery however was catastrophizing post-surgery: 

“What I couldn’t understand is, how two operations, the same, because the second 

operation was just the joint out…thirty year ago…then this one is kind of the same 

operation but only they went into the toe which hasn’t made any difference really to 

me…but you trust them…they know what they’re talking about but this one…two 

operations, thirty year apart, you keep thinking it’s the same operation and yet…I’ve got 

this big scar going down my foot and the swelling hasn’t gone down and it’s still 

painful…I’m at a standstill…it hasn’t getting any better and it hasn’t getting any worse 

and that’s why I think is this it now?…like I’m always going to have the bit swelling…it 

was all right before I had the operation I wasn’t having any trouble then but it’s all, when 

you’ve got pain in one part of your foot, your trying to compensate…so I don’t know if 

that’s what’s helping causing” (PC, 6M, Isabella) 

Due to experiencing problematic outcomes, patients expressed the need for medical advice 

to help them understand why they were experiencing problems. By not having a medical 

understanding, this caused patients to experience anxiety:  

“It’s not knowing…if I could have got to have seen Mr surgeon when I rang up and 

said…I’ve got a problem and I had seen him and he hadn’t looked at it and said ‘right this 
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is what it is’…but when you don’t know, I feel that I could be just over reacting I hope, I 

don’t think I am because…I’ve been through a lot of pain with both feet, I’ve had both feet 

operated on…so I expect to have the pain, I’ve been in pain for a long time so the pain 

doesn’t necessarily worry us, you get used to it…but this is just something different, this is 

not the usual, it’s completely different. So, I need to see him because I want to know what it 

is…and I want to know if anything can be done about it and that’s my big fear that they 

can’t…I just want to see surgeon and I want to…know what it is, can we do anything about 

it?” (PC, 6M, Evelyn) 

“I am in a position now where I don’t know what’s happening… I honestly just want my 

foot sorted out and I would just be totally happy with that or get a response from somebody 

whether it’s negative or positive” (PC, 12M, Isabella) 

One patient emphasised the need for medical tests and investigations to identify the cause 

of the issues and another patient experiencing problematic outcomes highlighted the need 

to understand if surgery was viewed as a surgical success: 

“What I would have liked him to have done is to try and investigate more, this is only the 

start of what I’ve gone through since March…if you don’t know what’s wrong, rather than 

say well I’m discharging you, you should be saying right let’s do some more x-rays, let’s 

do some tests, let’s have a look at your nerve damage…because I know they can tell with 

an MRI scan where your nerves are, none of that, I’ve been offered none of that to find out 

why and I know other people who have been to the hospital under a different surgeon and 

they’ve had exactly the same operation and that’s never happened to them, they’re 

absolutely, they can wear anything, there’s no problem, they can’t believe that I’ve had to 

go in twice” (PC, 12M, Hannah) 

“I still haven’t seen the consultant so I’ve no idea what’s happened, whether it has been in 

his view successful…I mean the last time I seen Mr surgeon he sort of just said ‘take your 

boot off, wriggle your toe, oh that looks great’ and out I went…and I really just sort of 

thought is that it? You’re not going to tell us, you know I hadn’t had the x-ray to make sure 

everything was okay, still haven’t six months down the line and I just thought oh what do I 

do now? And the nurse said, ‘oh you’ll get another appointment to just follow up’ and I 

just oh okay then right fine and I left” (PC, 6M, Charlotte) 

Healthcare Communication Affected Satisfaction with Care 

Due to experiencing unknown causes contributing to problematic outcomes, some of the 

patients identified issues within the doctor-patient relationship. This resulted in patients 

expressing dissatisfaction with their care and treatment and leading to feeling frustrated: 

“But somebody said they’d had it and they had an operation were they just cut it out, but 

my surgeon has never mentioned anything like that, other than saying I don’t care with 

what’s going on sort of thing but I’m not prepared to do another operation this year, 

whether that’s for my benefit or not I don’t know…I’m going to get upset I’ve had more, 

there’s more on top of this but I’m just so angry at the, the lack of care… sloppy 

work…I’m angry, annoyed, fed up” (PC, 12M, Hannah) 

At three months post-surgery, five non-PC patients described having received a positive 

surgical experience. This was explained in terms of the surgical team having eased 
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patients’ anxiety by being attentive, offering reassurance and providing a detailed 

explanation of the procedure: 

“The only thing slightly anxious of, when you’re going in for an operation and you’re not 

being put to sleep…but they sit down and they talk to you, the anaesthetic team…they 

completely reassure you. They tell you exactly what they’re doing, tell you you’re going to 

feel this…to feel that…and the other amazing thing was…when you’re in there…there was 

a girl next to me chatting away…I was chatting away and he said can you feel anything 

there? I said no, he said well that’s okay we’ve been going for three or four minutes and I 

didn’t know… but the reassurance all the way through and if I was going to have another 

operation by due I would certainly go that way rather than being put to sleep…the surgery 

was honestly it was a pleasure, people were so nice to you, they were informative…you 

have a little bit of anxiety when you go in but it was brushed to one side…everybody was 

just incredible” (NonPC, 3M, David) 

“I mean really anxious because I’ve never had surgery before, never been in hospital, I’ve 

always been on like the nursing side of it but to be totally honest it was absolutely 

phenomenal it was really, really good experience, all the staff were lovely, nothing was too 

much bother and now it’s made me reflect on my own professional career thinking ‘oh I 

know what it’s like now for a patient to be on the receiving end of treatment’ but no it was 

fabulous” (NonPC, 3M, Abigail) 

At three months post-surgery, three PC patients described having a negative experience 

with the healthcare trajectory. This was caused by issues with the post-operative follow up 

surgical consultation and staff attitudes resulting in patients feeling like an inconvenience:  

“Then a lady came to see me from the previous day who I think was one of the nurses who 

had been looking after me and she was quite concerned about why I had gone back to the 

day surgery and said did I not know I should have gone to…A&E?...to be truthful I didn’t 

actually, I wasn’t quite pulled round to sort of say to my husband take me there, he didn’t 

know, he was panicking and the ambulance men who he’d said were very good and just 

wanted to help, they took me to the ward, they didn’t know that I should have gone to A&E 

and I felt she was just quite, emphasising that it had nothing to do with them…I just felt I’d 

caused a big fuss…I hadn’t asked to be kept in the hospital overnight. I was very sorry I 

inconvenienced them by going back to the unit…felt like I was a big inconvenience” (PC, 

3M, Jemma) 

“I should have said can I not have crutches. I don’t know why I didn’t, but I think it was 

just every, getting out was so fast… I think it was like five o’clock and I think I don’t know 

what, because the staff were going or whatever you know they were helping us put my 

clothes on and getting us out which was, that wasn’t good, it wasn’t good. It didn’t give us 

time to think clearly what…I was doing, because obviously I couldn’t feel my foot” (PC, 

3M, Evelyn) 

The lack of post-operative information was described by most of the patients regardless of 

catastrophizing symptoms. Of particular importance is the lack of perceived medical 

support and advice by those who were experiencing problematic outcomes who were 

catastrophizing. Patients expressed the need for medical advice to understand why they 

were experiencing problems. This may have heightened catastrophizing symptoms and can 

be viewed within the CCM that emphasises the need for support. Catastrophizing may have 
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been utilised as a method of communicating post-operative issues to obtain medical advice 

and support to cope with ongoing distress. For example, of the three patients who were not 

catastrophizing before surgery, two were catastrophizing post-surgery and the interviews 

offered further insights into the reasons why. Patients were experiencing problematic 

outcomes but they didn’t understand why they were having problems. For one patient, their 

expectations from surgery were formed from a previous successful foot operation and 

therefore she was expecting the same surgical success. Another patient viewed herself as 

someone who would be able to recover quickly from surgery and therefore felt unprepared 

to cope with problematic outcomes. In both cases, patients discussed the need for further 

medical advice and support. This group of surgical patients have previously been identified 

as having more expectations from foot and ankle surgery and as such perceive themselves 

to have less improvement post-surgery and are therefore dissatisfied with their outcome 

((Henry et al., 2021). 

The findings support that catastrophizing may play an important role in the clinical 

management of forefoot patients, especially in the context of the CCM. Ignoring pain 

behaviours in individuals with high catastrophizing may lead to increased pain behaviours 

and contribute to disability (Prkachin et al., 2007). Paying attention and displaying 

validation to patients may facilitate adjustment to distress in individuals with high 

catastrophizing (Sullivan et al., 2001).  If patients catastrophize as a method to obtain 

medical assistance, then clinicians should pay attention to those with post-operative 

problems and support patients to help them cope with ongoing distress. An example of this 

can been illustrated in one patient who after receiving confirmation via an x-ray that 

surgery was a technical success was no longer catastrophizing at six months post-surgery.  

“The other thing that’s really given me a lot of confidence was having the x-ray, and 

knowing that its healed, knowing everything’s as it should be, well I think well it’s just 

time” (NonPC, 6M, Jemma) 

The findings support the role that catastrophizing may play in patients seeking medical 

advice to ease distress. Being more attentive to patients through adequate support may 

improve satisfaction with care. 

5.2.4 Factors Contributing to Regaining Normality  

 

Factors that contributed to improved outcomes included improved ability to walk normal 

without experiencing pain and discomfort or constant pain. Returning to ‘normality’ was 

described as a positive outcome from having received surgery. This was emphasised as the 
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ability to return to work, increased exercise, physical activity, and social and recreational 

activities. For one patient this resulted in being able to increase working hours and walk 

without the use of a walking aid:  

 “I can manage six hours of work now and it’s not swelling up so I’m going to try a little 

bit longer next weekend…before if I’d been to work, I used to walk with a stick to do the 

school run before I would have to walk with a stick, the day after even after a six-hour 

shift, but I’d have to walk with a stick, I don’t use the stick at all now” (NonPC, 3M, 

Sophie) 

 “Before the operation it was restricting me from doing a whole host of things as well, 

work and everything…whereas now, I feel I’m more almost back to normal… I can get 

back do doing all the things I want to do, my works not restricted I can get about…I can do 

all the things I want to do… I mean I’ve just come back from climbing mountains…there’s 

no bad feeling” (NonPC, 3M, David) 

By being able to increase activity and having reduced pain, this resulted in improved mood 

and positively impacted on patient’s psychological wellbeing. Those patients who 

experienced positive outcomes were satisfied with their decision to have surgery:  

 “I’m not even taking any pain killers really, so it’s manageable and when I come home 

from work, I sit up with my feet watching television so, in fact my feet aren’t even swelling 

up anymore, I’m really amazed… the best decision ever, I would encourage anybody to 

have it…then exercising as well that all ties in doesn’t it makes you feel” (NonPC, 6M, 

Abigail) 

For one patient positive outcomes were described as a result of improved function in the 

joint. The patient described experiencing an increased range of movement and having a 

forefoot that felt being back to ‘normal’:  

“The operations itself been really good and movement of the joints back to normal…Its 

fine I can bend it, there’s no sort of irritation from it I’ve just been putting bio oil on the 

scar regularly and that seems to sort of keep it sort of lubricated and comfortable…It’s 

almost back to what it was before things went wrong, I can curl the toe up quite well, 

stretch it out, up and downs fine, I used to be able to twitch it left and right, I can twitch it 

right but not left but again I’m very pleased I can now bend the toe without it seizing and 

locking”(NonPC, 3M, Amelia) 

Patients expected to be able to increase their activity without experiencing on going issues. 

However, for those patients with problematic outcomes, on-going pain and swelling was 

cited as exacerbated with increased activity. This resulted in an inability to regain QoL 

including issues experienced with exercise, physical activity, social and recreational 

activities:  

 “It’s still really, really sore, I can’t walk round the full of the supermarket without us 

being in absolute agony and I did kind of hope that was going to go but I know it’s still 

early days, so I keep telling myself that but it’s like, on a night-time it’s all swollen on the 

top, it comes up like a great big lump, and it aches like mad... I still can’t like walk too far 
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or anything like that at the moment…I’m wanting to do like caravan seasons starting the 

whole idea of getting that was getting up, getting out, getting some fresh air, doing some 

walking and exercise, and I genuinely don’t think right now that, that’s going to happen…I 

can go to the pub but I can’t stand the bar and talk to people, people have to come and sit 

down” (PC, 3M, Charlotte) 

For those patients who were able to regain normality they were no longer catastrophizing, 

whereas those with problematic outcomes who were unable to regain normality were 

catastrophizing. Further support for the importance of catastrophizing in association with 

post-operative outcomes is provided in patients who were not catastrophizing pre-

operatively who began to experience problematic post-operative outcomes who were 

catastrophizing. This supports that catastrophizing is a dynamic process related to pain 

intensity (Wade et al., 2012) and may contribute to other post-operative issues such as poor 

QoL.  

5.2.5 Psychological Impact of a Forefoot Problem 

 

For those patients who experienced ongoing problems from surgery, psychological impacts 

were noted. For example, at three months post-surgery, two patients described 

experiencing a fear of movement and fear of damage to the forefoot. Fear of movement 

was experienced in one patient due to an exacerbation of pain caused by having knocked 

the pin/screw in her toe. For the other patient, fear of movement and damage was shaped 

by her previous experience of undergoing a total knee replacement whereby the patient 

was experiencing on going problematic outcomes:  

 “I had…my hammer toe had the pin inserted which protruded about a centimetre from the 

end of my toe, I was very conscious of catching that because in the hospital the nurse had 

been helping me and I don’t know she realised I had this…she was helping me to get 

dressed on the morning and caught the pin on my trouser which did hurt, so after that I 

didn’t want to catch it again… my husband slept in another bedroom because I was 

worried that he would knock me through the night… second week I just thought I can’t, I 

can’t get out, I can’t bear this thing sticking out of my toe because I was just paranoid I 

was going to bang it off something, I was going to get the pin caught” (PC, 3M, Jemma) 

“Awkward I still feel a little bit, I want to say frightened to put my foot down properly but 

also because of the knee issue I’m still not convinced this knees going to hold us 

either…this knee like my left knee now is starting to crack like what the other knee did so 

I’m just assuming it’s going to go the same way but the pain isn’t as severe… still little bit 

swollen but nothing like what they were you know I was really getting worried that I was 

causing myself some damage” (PC, 3M Charlotte) 

For one patient the loss of independence as a result from surgery caused anxiety, 

neuroticism, and catastrophizing symptoms:  
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 “I just felt that I should be doing more… and he had had an operation on his knee when 

he was fifteen and said oh well, I had this operation on my knee it didn’t take me that long, 

so I think that then made me feel neurotic and an absolute hypochondriac” (PC, 3M, 

Jemma) 

Experiencing on going problematic outcomes resulted in patients experiencing low mood 

due to an inability to regain normality and QoL decrements: 

“I get very low, very upset easy obviously I suffer from depression anyway so it doesn’t 

help that when I’m in pain I just think oh god enough, enough I’m sick of it all…my coping 

method is normally to go to bed and just stay out the way at people and what have you but 

I do get very down with it you know, I feel like everything’s against us…keep thinking 

because of the age that I am, I shouldn’t have anybody to have to rely on, I should be able 

to do it myself so it’s a vicious circle because then I get annoyed at myself and then I get 

miserable because I’m not doing it…I’m normally quite upbeat and outgoing but I’m not 

right now, I’m probably miserable” (PC, 3M, Charlotte) 

“I’m getting low now…I just feel a different person…it’s just wearing us down” (PC, 3M, 

Evelyn) 

Whereas, in those patients who reached optimal recovery they described positive 

improvements on their psychological wellbeing and positive personality traits and were no 

longer catastrophizing: 

“I’m a bit better now…I’m not in pain so I’m a bit less sharp tempered…Oh heavens well 

I’m much more positive, I’m much more back to myself…enjoying life probably more than 

I was earlier on in the year” (NonPC, 3M, Maria) 

“I think I’m a lot happier, more brighter, optimistic…I don’t know if this is worth mentioning 

but I’ve also been on anti-depressants for about three years, a maintenance dose, 20 milligrams 

Prozac and I did have a review of my medication couple of months ago and I’m now starting to 

think I can perhaps wean off them” (NonPC, 6M, Abigail) 

A negative outcome of experiencing post-operative problems was the associated between 

sleep, stress and pain. Pain caused difficulties sleeping, lack of sleep caused negative 

impacts on psychological wellbeing and stress exacerbated issues with sleep and pain: 

 “Because I don’t sleep well at all, so it probably all going on in there, but I’m not that 

aware of it but it is, it’s still there because things are still not, right, are they?” (PC, 3M, 

Victoria) 

“Two and a half weeks oh and my big toe was throbbing because the splint, and it got so 

bad I couldn’t sleep, I was, and I was a mess it was like somebody hammering with a nail 

in the end of my toe. I never slept, I never slept for days…I’m not great at the minute, I 

need to be getting on with things… I’m not sleeping at the minute” (PC, 3M, Evelyn) 

Patients who were not experiencing psychological distress were not catastrophizing about 

their symptoms and those with psychological distress were catastrophizing. This supports 

the literature that has shown an association between catastrophizing and mental health 

outcomes (Abbott et al., 2010). 
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5.2.6 Factors Affecting Changes in Pain and Discomfort 

 

At six months post-surgery four patients (three non-PC) described experiencing problems 

with their surgical outcomes. This was described as experiencing an increase in pain and 

discomfort due to the implanted pin/screw, an increase in pain during increased physical 

activity, increased pain during the night, a change in gait and pain experienced at the site of 

the surgical incision: 

“At that time my foot was on an evening, sometimes I could forget about it when I went to 

bed, however after I had this sort of day doing quite a lot of walking in the city, I started 

experiencing a lot more pain at night…it made me feel like I was back to square 

one…thinking I’d filled the survey in prior to that, just the answers that I gave at that point 

maybe wouldn’t have been a true reflection as to maybe what now I was experiencing. 

Trying to think have I gone over on my foot or anything but obviously I’m sure I would 

have known, but even today sort of now, there’s a question in the survey do you go to sleep 

with pain, and do you wake up with pain? Well, that hadn’t happened for quite a long time, 

now it’s happening” (NonPC, 6M, Jemma) 

At twelve months post-surgery ongoing problematic outcomes were viewed as a 

discomfort as opposed to pain in three patients who were not displaying catastrophizing 

symptoms: 

“I mean it’s nowhere near the pain like what you were getting when you first had that 

because I put up with it for years, but now I can feel it starting to go down your foot and 

coming up your foot so whether it’s the way it’s going that its knocking everything out, 

joint, you know and you're obviously walking strange trying to keep it straight” 

(NonPC, 12M, Olivia) 

Five patients were experiencing problematic outcomes at twelve months post-surgery. Of 

those patients who were experiencing ongoing issues, four were catastrophizing about their 

forefoot surgical outcomes. One of whom was not catastrophizing at the previous six 

months and one of whom was no longer catastrophizing at twelve months post-surgery, 

this was due to receiving medical intervention. Ongoing problematic outcomes were 

experienced because of increased pain, pain during walking and not being able to have 

some form of normality which was an expectation of surgery: 

“But mostly I think the pain is when I’m walking and the whole idea was that getting this 

done would help us to walk further and…just start to get back to a little bit normality but it 

just it is I suppose in a way I can’t complain that it’s constantly pounding or anything like 

that but it is still debilitating I feel like when I’m walking around it’s not great” (PC, 12M, 

Charlotte) 

Some patients described a transfer of pain experienced in other areas of the foot and body 

that was not experienced before undergoing surgery. Problematic outcomes were 
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associated with the increased pain experienced elsewhere, with some patients describing 

how pain had become more intense than pre-surgery: 

 “Oh I mean well it’s getting worse because obviously I’m trying to do more now and you 

know at the start you don’t expect to do very much…it’s not so bad but I mean after six 

months…even walking back and forward to the bus stop, and…getting shopping its ended 

up that I’m in agony…It’s worse…I mean most of the pain was in my ankle because of the 

way I was walking, but off course this is just the joint and the toe and its right up my foot, I 

can’t wear a shoe, I cannot get anything on with like hard on the top, soft trainer is all I’m 

managing to put on…I thought I would have been back into a shoe, especially with this 

weather” (PC, 6M, Evelyn) 

“It’s rock hard but my big toe doesn’t lie flat on the ground…I find it’s the bottom here of 

my foot what’s painful, but where the pain is…across here, across the middle of my foot. 

Now I found when the boot came off that’s when the trouble started with that…but it’s still 

swollen a bit but it’s right here, right where the joint was is where the pain is, but it’s even 

worse on top …when you press in oh, I could hit the roof…actually at the minute worse 

than what it was before…in-between my big toe…oh it’s sore…it hurts to go on my tip 

toe…it’s really painful…oh it’s not changed there’s been no improvement” (PC, 6M, 

Isabella) 

Due to the transfer of pain, this caused one patient to alter their gait and resulted in further 

exacerbation of problems: 

“Once the plaster came off, my foot was obviously very, very swollen which I didn’t expect 

and its, when the plaster came off, it’s been off about six, seven weeks now, and it’s still 

swollen and the pain and that’s when I found it the most painful, where the scar is over my 

bunion, I’m getting sharp, sort of shooting pains across there and on the sole of my foot 

it’s quite tender and I can’t stop limping. I don’t know why I’m limping because I don’t 

need to, but I can’t stop limping…It’s not because of the pain I think it’s just because it’s a 

little bit tender underneath and it’s swollen so it’s a bit awkward” (NonPC, 3M, Hannah) 

Six patients who were experiencing ongoing issues had received further forefoot surgery 

throughout the course of the research or were waiting on further surgery at twelve months 

post-surgery: 

“At the time it was starting to get more painful again, and unfortunately so there listing us 

for joint replacement surgery…it’s a combination of the joint seizing slightly, and pain 

from the nail catching on things…I got some relief from it but then the pain started up 

again, same place, and the joint does get quite irritated so they recon a joint replacement 

is the next stage, try and help sort it out…It was just starting off then and it’s slowly been 

getting worse, as I’ve been walking around…I’m having to watch what I’m doing, watch 

where I’m walking and things again quite a bit at the moment…couple of mornings I’ve 

nearly been in tears with it, on my way in to work” (PC, 12M, Amelia) 

Understanding patients experiences longitudinally enabled to capture that some patients 

required further surgery and catastrophizing may therefore play a role in moderating this 

relationship.   
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Summary of the Post-Operative Interview Findings 

The women in the study reported experiencing ongoing body image issues because of a 

forefoot condition. The findings demonstrated how body image is influenced consistently 

by being limited to footwear and clothing choice and weight related factors. Of particular 

importance is how wellbeing can positively change by engaging in activities of daily living 

and exercise.  

Patients raised concerns over the lack of information, specifically the lack of post-

operative aftercare and advice. This negatively influenced their experiences of healthcare. 

This led to a miss management of patient’s expectations and suggestions were made on 

how to improve post-operative information and advice. The patients expressed not 

knowing what was causing their problems and this resulted in anxiety and not feeling 

listened to by healthcare providers. Communication with healthcare providers resulted in 

either dissatisfaction or satisfaction with care. 

Several factors contributed to regaining a sense of normality. This included being able to 

return to work, increase exercise and physical activity and social and recreational activities. 

By being able to regain normality this improved patient’s overall mood whereas an 

inability to regain normality resulted in negative consequences to patients QoL and 

wellbeing. There were several factors that contributed to changes in patients’ pain and 

discomfort. This was emphasised as mechanical reasons (implanted screw) and physical 

reasons (i.e., inability to exercise, changed gait). For one patient who was catastrophizing 

about their symptoms, mechanical reasons were associated with the pain experience. The 

patient received revision surgery at twelve months post-surgery and was no longer 

catastrophizing following further surgical intervention. Interestingly, patients reported a 

transfer of pain and some experienced worse pain than before receiving surgery.  

A variety of psychological effects of a forefoot condition were noted. Two patients 

reported having a fear of movement and fear of damage of their forefoot. One patient 

described having a lack of independence having negatively impacted on her mood and 

contributed to her catastrophizing about her symptoms and neurotic personality traits. 

Experiencing on going problematic outcomes resulted in patients experiencing low mood 

due to an inability to regain normality and QoL decrements. Whereas, in those patients 

who reached optimal recovery they described positive improvements on their 

psychological wellbeing. 
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5.3 Orthopaedic Practitioners Views 

 

The findings of the interviews with orthopaedic practitioners have been published 

(Dismore et al., 2021) (appendix 9). Five themes were generated including: pain 

expressions and pain behaviours affect the surgeons decision-making process, when 

pathologies and symptoms do not match, psychological factors pertaining to unsatisfactory 

outcomes, a service gap in surgical care and the acceptability of using a screening tool in 

surgical practice to identify patients at risk of suboptimal recovery. The theme map 

represents the themes that were generated from interviews with fourteen orthopaedic 

practitioners.  
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5.3.1 Pain Behaviours Affect the Surgeons Decision-Making process 

 

The orthopaedic practitioners described that the decision-making process for surgery may 

be impacted by patient’s pain behaviours. For example, patients may be overly expressive 

of their pain and this can either evoke barriers towards considering a patient as a suitable 

candidate for surgery and some surgeons may offer patients surgery when they ‘push hard 

enough’. Yet the orthopaedic practitioners acknowledged that their surgical practice is to 

offer surgery to patients who present with clinical abnormalities:  

“How they express their pain and there is a danger…there was this one lady just this week 

whose x-ray didn’t look terrible; she had a huge amount of pain…I counselled her 

thoroughly that… I couldn’t guarantee that this was could make it better, but she came 

back to see me eight weeks after the operation…and was better and was so grateful 

because she said that other people had pushed her aside. So, there’s a real risk with these 

patients that they evoke a barrier were surgeons will immediately not consider them and I 

don’t think that’s always fair but it’s difficult because you don’t always want to do 

operations that don’t make them better because that’s not fair on them as well” (Chris) 

 

Patients pain behaviours can cause the surgeon uncertainties in predicting who will 

experience optimal or suboptimal outcome post-surgery: 

“Maybe three months after the operation . . . there are some people who you expect would 

be getting better who just aren’t and I’ve had them people who’ve just never got better at 

all . . . I always look for a reason why they might not get better. But some people aren’t 

better, never get better and you never work out why . . . but as I said before I find it 

difficult to say I’m not going to do an operation. . . because you never quite know” (Peter) 

 

Some patients who are expressive of their pain may achieve satisfactory outcomes whereby 

previously other surgeons have been reluctant to operate on them and situations were 

described whereby expressiveness has resulted in suboptimal post-operative outcomes. 

5.3.2 When Pathologies and Symptoms Do Not Match 

 

Orthopaedic practitioners noted a group of patients that are often difficult to treat that 

included patients who have reports of pathologies and symptoms that do not match. This 

was described as patients reporting degrees of pain that were suggested as not being 

consistent with their clinical findings: 

“If the imaging is not consistent with the degree of pain that the patient is complaining, the 

alarm bells start ringing that maybe the perception of pain is completely different, and 

those are the patients that I will be worried about” (Eddie) 
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Patients may overexaggerate their pain symptoms, they may report having an inability to 

cope and they may expect an immediate intervention. Receiving surgery may be viewed as 

an extreme intervention to alleviate symptoms: 

Any features that might predispose them to having a bad result and that’s things like, 

reporting lots of pain, reporting inability to cope . . . devastating effect on their life 

because of the symptoms outside of what you expect . . . I think people who . . . perceive 

themselves to have worse symptoms also think surgery’s necessary because it’s sort of 

more extreme and their symptoms are bad so they need more involved treatment. (Carl) 

 

When asked about patient’s suitability for surgery, surgeons expressed concerns regarding 

unpredictability of post-operative outcomes from surgery. Other concerns included when 

patients cannot localise their pain and difficulties in the management of patients who do 

not respond well to not being offered surgery. 

 

5.3.3 Psychological Factors Pertaining to Unsatisfactory Outcomes 

 

The orthopaedic practitioners described how patients with unrealistic expectations are 

difficult to support and may cause the surgeon concerns regarding patients’ recovery. 

Unrealistic expectations that patients hold and surgeon’s poor management of patients’ 

expectations may place the patient at risk of experiencing suboptimal outcome. One 

surgeon highlighted the importance of providing careful discussions around managing 

patients’ expectations to optimise post-operative outcomes. The surgeons recognised a 

possibility that other factors may be contributing to patients revealed symptoms: 

 

“Little things the patient might say or do and you think ‘oh has this patient got unrealistic 

expectations about what to expect from this operation . . . despite the fact I’ve told them it 

may just help but there’s one particular area was going to operate on, and does that 

patient think they’re going to get complete relief from all their pain?’. . . there’s just that 

little worry in the back of your mind, is this patient going to get better if I do this operation 

for them? Or are there other factors that may be contributing to the patient’s symptoms” 

(Tom) 

 

Surgeons described patients may experience suboptimal outcome for mechanical known 

reasons, yet sometimes patients may present with experiencing suboptimal outcome when 

a mechanical reason cannot be identified. The surgeons recognised that some postoperative 

problems pertain to some patients with psychological issues predisposing them to 

suboptimal outcome. The surgeons acknowledged that pain is also processed 

psychologically and not just physically: 
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“It is very much a psychological thing, occasionally there’s a physical reason why it’s not 

a good outcome but it’s usually not, it’s usually a psychological reason because it’s a 

treatment for pain at the end of the day and pain is a psychological thing not physical” 

(Chris) 

 

Acknowledging patients’ pain and being empathetic was described as resulting in 

providing better patient care. Some patients are more responsive of the surgeon’s advice 

and treatment plan when their pain has been validated by the surgeon. To support patients 

who may be more difficult to treat, this involves spending more time counselling them 

during the decision-making process or discussing patients at complex case management for 

a second opinion:  

 

5.3.4 A Service Gap in Surgical Care  

 

The current care pathway for patients experiencing problematic issues involves referring 

patients to primary care to be supported by their General Practitioner with recommended 

pain management. The orthopaedic practitioners described a service gap with a need for 

better combined clinical and wider support teams such as input from allied health 

professionals including physiotherapists and psychologists: 

“It’s difficult because there’s nowhere to particularly send them and that’s part of the 

problem . . . they need psychological support which I wouldn’t know where to start” 

(Chris) 
 

A holistic approach to pain treatment was highlighted as being most beneficial early in the 

patients care pathway with better links needed between primary and secondary care, better 

access to psychology and support teams, and an incorporation of psychological treatment 

into patients care plans: 

 

“I would like to have more access to these patients having psychological and psychiatric 

help before operations for their primary condition because that would help improve them 

overall” (George) 

 

The findings demonstrate that surgeons support a shift from a medical model of surgery to 

a biopsychosocial model, with the incorporation of behavioural support to promote 

techniques used in pain management: 

 

5.3.5 Acceptability of Using a Screening Tool in Surgical Practice to Identify Patients at 

Risk of Suboptimal Recovery. 

 

The surgeons suggested an objective measure would aid the process of identifying patients 

who may be at risk of problematic outcomes and who would benefit from an intervention:  
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‘If we could have a score . . . that would be quite useful, were you could say do this 

questionnaire you score more than thirty then we know that you should be . . . seen by a 

psychologist perhaps and its likely to result in a better outcome then we could at least do 

that in a scientific way’ (Carl) 

 

An intervention would help optimise post-operative outcomes or stop any unnecessary 

treatments. When asked about the use of the pain catastrophizing scale in surgical practice, 

the surgeons stated acceptability towards the use of the scale as a screening tool to 

recommend patients for an intervention to optimise their surgical outcomes. 

 

Summary of the Findings 

 

The qualitative findings highlighted orthopaedic practitioners have difficulties in 

predicting who will experience optimal versus suboptimal outcomes post-surgery. 

However, this does not impact on their decision as to whether to offer surgery to patients. 

The difficulties observed were due to the way patients express their pain and the pain 

behaviours they demonstrate during the decision-making process. Other difficulties were 

attributed to when patients’ pathologies and symptoms do not match for example, patients 

report degrees of pain that may not be consistent with their clinical findings. Orthopaedic 

practitioners emphasised the importance of managing patients’ expectations to optimise 

their outcomes. A miss management of expectations places patients at risk of poorer post-

operative outcomes. Surgeons acknowledged that psychological factors pertaining to 

unsatisfactory outcomes may play a role, especially when an unknown mechanical reason 

cannot be identified as a reason for suboptimal outcomes. The findings highlight the 

challenges that orthopaedic practitioners face in identifying who will reach optimal versus 

suboptimal post-operative recovery, to suggest who may benefit most from behavioural 

support to enhance treatment outcomes. The care pathway for patients experiencing 

suboptimal outcomes for unknown mechanical reasons involved a referral back to primary 

care with recommended pain management. The orthopaedic practitioners described a 

service gap, with a need for better combined clinical and wider support team, with input 

from allied health professionals. The findings demonstrated that the orthopaedic 

practitioners support the use of psychological treatment into patients care plans, shifting 

from a medical model of surgery towards a biopsychosocial model. To aid this process an 

objective measure would enable to identify at risk patients who would benefit most from 

an intervention.  
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Chapter 6: Case Studies and Reflexivity  

 

6.0 Introduction 

 

This chapter integrates the mixed methods, triangulated data findings supported with the 

use of case studies. Three case studies were selected that provide in-depth descriptions of 

patients’ experiences, supported by the quantitative outcome measures, interview findings 

and subjective reported stressful life events. The life grids were used as a qualitative tool to 

guide the interview and the patients were asked to describe any stressful life events 

experienced in the previous months. An example of a completed life grid can be found in 

the appendix 1. The life grids were used to support the qualitative data collection and had 

value in depicting patients’ experience in a timeline and structured fashion. 

6.1 Case Studies 

 

The case studies presented in the following section describe the key findings from the 

triangulated data collection. The findings are split into the baseline findings followed by 

the post-operative findings across the data collection time points (3-, 6- and 12-months 

post-surgery). The findings are integrated pertaining to the reasons contributing to the 

patient’s personality profile. 

Case Study 1; Charlotte’s Narrative Account 

This case study reflects Charlotte’s story from pre-surgery to 12 months. Before 

undergoing her surgical procedure, she demonstrated high catastrophizing symptoms and 

experienced issues in all the domains of the patient reported outcome measures (PROMs). 

Other characteristics included severe depression and stress, extremely severe anxiety, a 

high neurotic personality and low self-efficacy. Charlotte described how her mobility 

problems were an area of concern, emphasised as an inability to exercise and live a normal 

life because of pain. This resulted in her feeling frustrated and negatively impacted on her 

wellbeing, including personality changes, feeling low and having anxiety and depression. 

Charlotte had difficulties sleeping, whilst lack of sleep and fatigue further contributed to 

low mood. As a result of a forefoot condition and pain, she described being limited to 

footwear and clothing choice, this changed in her identity, such as feeling old. Although 

the outcome measure indicated adaptive coping, Charlotte described prolonged bed rest as 

a coping mechanism. During this time, Charlotte was experiencing other health events and 
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a combination of ill health and stress resulted in work related sickness. Charlotte endorsed 

pain as a mystery, constant and permanent. These beliefs were noted due to having an 

expectation that further bodily pain was inevitable, along with questioning why she was in 

pain. Overall, she received high social support  

At three-months post-surgery, Charlotte had high catastrophizing symptoms and her 

PROM scores remained high. However, her depression, anxiety and stress scores decreased 

to normal whilst neurotic personality score remained high along with endorsement of pain 

as constant and permanent. Pain was exacerbated during increased activities, she 

experienced increased pain in her previously operated knee and was unable to walk and 

regain normality. This led to feeling frustrated and Charlotte had to seek advice from her 

General Practitioner. Due to a previous knee replacement, the patient described 

experiencing fear avoidance. Sleep was noted as an ongoing issue contributing to low 

mood. Charlotte described a mismanagement of her expectations: she did not know how 

much pain to expect post-surgery and perceived a lack of support from the clinical team. 

She described dissatisfaction with the surgical follow up consultation, she felt rushed and 

not listened too. Her life events indicated ongoing health issues and work-related stress, 

affecting her wellbeing and she was considering early retirement due to ill health.  

At six-months post-surgery, Charlotte was one score of the cut off score to indicate high 

catastrophizing symptoms. Domains in walking/standing remained problematic however, 

pain and social interaction had improved. Yet, Charlotte described little change in her 

outcomes, with ongoing problems restricting her in her activities such as walking, and she 

described being unable to get in and out of the bath. This caused a change in her mood 

from depression to feeling annoyed. Her depression scores had increased to moderate, and 

she was severely anxious and stressed. Her uncertainties of her outcomes were impacted by 

the dissatisfaction with the healthcare communication received and negative doctor-patient 

relationship. This was emphasised as a lack of empathy and not understanding if her 

surgery was viewed as a success. Neurotic scores remained high, and Charlotte continued 

to endorse pain as constant and permanent. Ongoing footwear issues affected her body-

image. 

At twelve-months post-surgery, Charlotte was catastrophizing, and her PROM scores 

remained stable, indicating some problems. However, she noticed slight improvements 

from the previous six-months in her pain. Her on-going problems were in relation to 

experiencing pain during walking. She received advice from the surgeon that her x-ray 

indicated satisfactory results and was advised to lose weight to help with her problems. 
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Body-image was an on-going issue and she described ongoing low mood with social 

withdrawal due to her problems. Depression, anxiety, and stress were moderately high, 

including neuroticism and pain as constant and permanent. Charlotte was receiving 

counselling (cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) sessions). 

Case Study 2; Hannah Narrative Account 

Before undergoing her surgery, Hannah scored highly on the PCS and PROMs indicated 

problems in all domains. Her forefoot problem limited her ability to take part in social 

events as she was unable to wear desired footwear and clothing. This altered her body-

image and self-identity as she described feeling old. This resulted in negative emotions 

such as anger and frustration, low mood, and poor wellbeing. Hannah avoided walking 

because of pain and eventually this impacted on her mood. Hannah’s characteristics 

included moderate stress, endorsement of pain as constant and permanent and neurotic 

personality style. Hannah reported negative experiences with healthcare due to being 

triaged within the service causing a delay to her surgery and a negative doctor-patient 

relationship. Her negative experience impacted on her mood and caused her to feel 

stressed. Hannah had difficulties sleeping due to pain during the night. Hannah engaged in 

adaptive and maladaptive coping mechanisms; she used denial and substance use, yet her 

self-efficacy was high. She rated as having moderate social support yet described a lack of 

family support and expressed concerns as to how she would manage her care post-

operatively. Hannah did not know what to expect from surgery and stated how others had 

described the operation as horrendously painful.  

At three-months post-surgery, Hannah was no longer catastrophizing about her symptoms 

however, her pain scores remained high. She experienced an altered gait as a result of her 

problem and pain in other areas of her body and forefoot that were not experienced pre-

surgery. The pain was described as less intense than before her procedure, and she was 

reassured that it may take several months to heal. She was frightened of a polymyalgia pain 

flare up due to reductions in her medication. Pain was endorsed as constant and permanent, 

and she used self-blame as a coping mechanism. Hannah described being affected by her 

limited choice in footwear and clothing and a weight related issue as a result of inactivity.  

At six-months post-surgery, Hannah’s catastrophizing scores remained low, and her pain 

scores had reduced. She described a discomfort as opposed to pain and felt that she had 

pathological changes in her forefoot, resulting in swelling during the night-time. Ongoing 

problems were noted in her gait. Hannah was waiting on an operation on her opposite foot 

whereby the toe was planned to be amputated and she commented on the surgeon’s 
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communication as ‘negative.’ Hannah expected a quicker recovery post-surgery and 

described herself as being impatient. Pain was endorsed as permanent and substance abuse 

was used as a coping mechanism.  

At twelve-months post-surgery, Hannah had high catastrophizing scores and scored high 

on her PROMs (apart from self-care and anxiety/depression). Hannah had received surgery 

on both her feet, including her toe amputated and the screw removed (on her previously 

operated foot). This caused her to experience increased post-operative pain and a lump to 

develop in her foot. She was confused as to why she was experiencing ongoing 

problematic outcomes, yet she did not experience surgical regret as her condition was not 

as debilitating as before receiving surgery; the pain was different. Hannah was moderately 

anxious and stressed and perceived receiving low social support. Hannah was unable to 

walk far and had gained weight due to her inactivity. Maladaptive coping (increased 

alcohol consumption) contributed to her weight gain. She had on-going dissatisfaction with 

the service and the doctor-patient relationship, she desired medical attention to understand 

her issues and felt unsupported. The lack of care towards her on-going problems were 

affecting her overall mood and wellbeing. Her neurotic scores had increased, and pain was 

endorsed as a mystery, constant and permanent.  

Case Study 3; Evelyn Narrative Account 

Before undergoing surgery, Evelyn’s PROMs scores were high in all domains, and she 

experienced high catastrophizing symptoms, moderate anxiety and severe stress and high 

neuroticism scores. Evelyn had a stomach problem and was unable to use pain medication 

and therefore she expected to experience high pain post-surgery. Her forefoot problem was 

causing difficulties in walking and pain in other areas of her body. Walking was her main 

physical activity and was viewed as a method of exercise. She was a carer to her father and 

therefore walking was meaningful to her caregiving role. She was unable to wear nice 

shoes for years and gaining weight post-operatively was a major concern. Evelyn noted 

high social support however, low self-efficacy and used maladaptive coping including 

denial, venting and self-blame. 

At three-months post-surgery, Evelyn’s catastrophizing and PROMs scores remained high. 

She described experiencing increased pain severity in her foot and ankle and other parts of 

her foot that were not experienced pre-surgery. Pain was increased during walking, this 

was affecting her QoL as she was unable to perform activities of daily living and physical 

activity. This resulted in her feeling fatigued, and her issues were interfering with her 

sleep. Evelyn’s characteristics included severe anxiety and extremely severe depression 
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and stress, high neurotic scores and pain was endorsed as mystery. Evelyn described issues 

with the post-operative aftercare received and did not know who to contact for advice and 

support. She expressed dissatisfaction with her follow-up surgical appointment. She 

received a letter advising that a screw was protruding and felt that the surgeon should have 

investigated this. She did not understand why she was experiencing problems, and desired 

further medical attention. Her problematic outcomes caused low mood and she described 

feeling like a different person. Her social support had reduced to moderate and maladaptive 

coping included denial and self-blame. 

At six-months post-surgery, Evelyn’s catastrophizing and PROMs scores remained high. 

Pain was transferred to other painful areas and was worse than pre-surgery, especially 

when carrying out activities of daily living. Evelyn’s main expectations from surgery were 

the ability to walk to regain normality. She did not understand why she was experiencing 

problems but felt that the protruding screw played a role and she felt that something was 

not right. She desired medical advice from the surgeon to understand why and lack of sleep 

was an ongoing issue as well as being limited in her footwear. Evelyn had moderate 

depression, anxiety and stress, high neurotic scores, self-efficacy had decreased and social 

support was high. Evelyn described how her brother helped in supporting her caregiver 

role. She continued to use denial and self-blame and was also venting as a coping 

mechanism.  

At twelve-months post-surgery, Evelyn received revision surgery to remove the screw. She 

was happy that she had received further surgery, and this positively impacted on her mood, 

she described feeling positive about the future. She no longer experienced high 

catastrophizing yet her PROMs scores remained high. Depression decreased to mild, 

anxiety remained moderate, and stress was severe. Other characteristics included high 

neurotic scores, lower self-efficacy, pain endorsed as constant and the use of denial and 

self-blame. 

6.2 Reflexivity  

During 2016 multiple multidisciplinary team (MDT) meetings took place to conceive a 

research project that involved an assessment of whether catastrophizing affects post-

operative outcomes following forefoot surgery. The orthopaedic foot and ankle MDT were 

interested in understanding this utilising a quantitative methodology. I joined the team and 

discussed the possibility of embedding a qualitative study, whereby the patients were 

viewed as ‘people’ who could make important contributions to the field by discussing their 

experiences of their forefoot problem. When the study was conceived no previous research 
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had examined the role between catastrophizing and forefoot surgical outcomes, and no 

literature pertained to how patients experienced their problem qualitatively. The MDT was 

in favour of an integrated approach to the care and treatment of their patients, and it was 

agreed that a mixed methodology approach was the most suited. During the MDT, 

discussions took place as to how the surgeons would manage a patient who they believed 

would be at risk of developing problematic post-operative outcomes due to experiencing 

psychological problems. It was therefore agreed that interviews with those providing 

surgical care would be invaluable to contribute to the field. This was important because 

surgeons are trained under a medical model, and they welcomed the use of a 

qualitative/mixed methodology and integrated approach to the care and treatment of 

patients underpinned by a biopsychosocial model.  

The researcher’s knowledge and experiences may influence the research including the data 

collection and analysis of interview transcripts. During the collection of the data, I was 

awaiting on a total hip replacement due to rheumatoid arthritis. I was working within the 

NHS and was undertaking my Stage 2 Qualification in Health Psychology. As part of this 

qualification I designed, implemented, and evaluated a psychological intervention 

involving a brief pain management programme. I therefore had a personal and professional 

experience and knowledge of chronic pain. However, I had no experience of any foot 

problems, and the project was on the request of the forefoot orthopaedic surgeons who 

were interested in catastrophizing as moderating surgical outcomes. 

Due to my condition, I was experiencing notable walking difficulties, and this opened a 

dialogue with the patients, especially over time during the follow up visits in the women’s 

home as we built rapport and trust with one another. The patients were interested in 

understanding my experience and this strengthened the researcher-patient relationship. We 

were able to discuss our experiences of pain and the women who took part in the research 

described having a confidence and trust of being able to speak openly whilst feeling 

understood. They referred to having a shared understanding as to the impact of living with 

pain and they described feeling more confident in talking about their experiences with me 

as opposed to their family members. This emphasised the importance of social support that 

they were able to gain from taking part in the research. Interestingly, patients would start 

talking about their experiences before I began recording with the use of the Dictaphone. 

This illustrates the desire the women have to tell their story. The interviews were 

emotional for some of the women who were experiencing problematic outcomes. There 

was subjective evidence of a therapeutic effect of taking part in the study, the women 
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valued being able to talk about their experiences by having a researcher take time to 

understand them. The findings support the need of an MDT approach whereby patients 

may feel supported emotionally by talking to allied health professionals such as a health 

psychologist. It has been previously recognised that by paying attention and displaying 

validation to patients, may facilitate adjustment to distress in catastrophizing. By having 

the opportunity to take part in research, the patients were able to fully express themselves 

and talk about their pain experience thereby facilitating adjustment to distress by creating a 

therapeutic psychologically safe environment. This was emphasised as a positive outcome 

of taking part in the research, with some of the participants describing feeling supported 

throughout their research journey. Spending time with a researcher resulted in paying 

individualised attention to the patients by listening to their narratives: 

 “In general, being able to talk to someone who understands more than other people” 

(Victoria) 

“I think that I’ve been really lucky to be part of your study because I think that just having 

the contact with you has really helped me as well because it’s just somebody who knows 

exactly you know what the surgery was and what sort of to be expected as well, it’s just 

someone you know when I haven’t liked to sort of, you know I think my husband’s, he’s in 

a stressful job and I don’t like to sort of, if I’m in pain I don’t sit and say you know I don’t 

want to do this because my foot hurts or you know when I have been in pain I don’t want to 

stop any family activities so it’s just been helpful to say to you sometimes it hurt, it really 

did hurt you know get it off your chest…I realise how fortunate I am you know for the 

support from you as well and you’re just feeling as if there was somebody in the 

background” (Jemma) 

As the relationships grew over time the patients looked forward to the home visits and at 

the end of the study the majority felt disheartened that they were no longer going to be 

receiving visits. This was a positive experience that I was able to build strong sustainable 

relationships with the patients as they valued the time, I spent with them. I therefore had to 

ensure I represented an accurate representation of patients’ experiences of their forefoot 

condition. Having experience as a chronic pain patient I was aware to not make 

assumptions about patients’ experiences and be mindful to ensure I was inductively 

analysing the interview transcripts and not going beyond the surface meaning of the data. It 

was important to consider how I may have affected what the patients talked about and how 

I may have influenced the results obtained. Sometimes the patients would ask about my 

experience with pain during the interviews, I therefore had to be mindful and careful as to 

how much information I shared to avoid imposing my views. To do so, I identified how to 

improve my interview techniques by using non-verbal body language such as facial 

expressions including nodding of the head and smiling. During interviewing the patients, I 

ensured I was encouraging them to share their views by remaining interested in listening to 
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their narratives. This can be of mutual benefit as interviewees are more likely to be open 

and honest and I was able to obtain true reflections of their experiences. It was important to 

know the interview schedule so that it was not too structured, and that different topics 

could be explore throughout any time of the interview. 

The findings provided understandings as to how problematic outcomes can change over 

time and three months post-surgery may be a brief period to understand if a patient has 

optimal outcomes. This is because some patients reported improvements at three months 

post-surgery but began experience problems at six months and received further surgery at 

twelve months post-surgery. Had we not included a longitudinal follow up we would not 

have captured this information. Some patients who were catastrophizing at baseline were 

not catastrophizing post-operatively and some patients who were not catastrophizing at 

baseline were catastrophizing post-operatively. This is because catastrophizing is a 

dynamic process related to patients’ outcomes however, there are difficulties in identifying 

at what time point patients start to experience issues. Problematic outcomes and the need 

for revision surgery was related to mechanical reasons in some patients (i.e., the removal 

of the surgical screw and the development of a hammer toe). However, one patient 

received surgery and continued to experience problems for unknown mechanical reasons 

and other patients were taking longer to recover from surgery (twelve months post-surgery 

continued to experience issues). The findings support the surgeon’s views that problematic 

outcomes can sometimes be related to mechanical reasons or unknown reasons, with 

support provided from the surgeons that psychological factors can play a role. By 

embedding qualitative interviews, we have identified how body image issues are a concern 

for the women, contributing to their psychological profiles. Patients experiencing 

problematic outcomes have low mood as they struggle to regain normality, sleep is 

disturbed because of pain and the lack of information and post-operative aftercare resulted 

in anxiety and stress. A forefoot condition is therefore debilitating as the issues 

experienced all impact the pain experience. Patients need to be provided with holistic care 

with psychological support to optimise their outcome and enhance their wellbeing. The 

next chapter will focus on conceptualising the findings with scientific theory. 
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Chapter 7: Discussion 

 

7.0 Introduction  

This chapter discusses the findings obtained from the mixed methods data collection. 

Previous studies published in musculoskeletal conditions have found an association 

between catastrophizing and post-operative outcomes (Edwards et al., 2009; Roth et al., 

2007; Riddle et al., 2009; Sullivan, 2012). The research to date varies in the timing of the 

follow up data collection of patients reported outcome measures (PROMS), ranging from 

three to twenty-four months post-surgery (Dismore et al., 2020). Patient reported outcomes 

consider patients pre- to post-surgical outcomes for example mobility, functioning, pain, 

social and recreational activities, and quality of life (QoL). Parker et al., (2003) highlighted 

several problems with measuring patient perceptions of outcome with existing PROMS. 

For example, pain may be important to patients based on its nature, duration, occurrence, 

severity and mechanisms of relief which are all separate issues and outcome measures may 

not allow sufficient freedom to account for different responses to each issue to ensure that 

the outcome measurement is sufficiently specific. Outcome measures force patients to 

provide responses as they assume that all responses to a question are included in the 

available answers, therefore responses may not accurately represent their views. There is 

no evidence to suggest if patients would include all the issues stated within the outcome 

measures or if there are additional issues. They suggest ‘that the current outcome measures 

cannot be said to measure patients’ perceptions when they have been constructed without 

any knowledge of patient perceptions of outcome’ (Parker et al., 2003, p. 58). None of the 

published research had adopted a mixed method triangulated approach and there has been 

no research uncovering patients’ perceptions of outcome and therefore the existing 

outcome measures cannot claim to be valid (Parker et al., 2003). The use of life grids as a 

qualitative tool and semi-structured interviews combined with outcome measures offered a 

unique method to explore patients’ experiences in-depth longitudinally, with an accurate 

representation of their views. Some issues might be more appropriately measured using 

closed questions, with each response fixed and corresponding to a numerical score, and 

others by open-ended questions, allowing patients to provide their own comments (Parker 

et al., 2003).  

The themes generated throughout the course of the study captured the issues experienced 

by patients that are not routinely captured with the use of PROMS and the interviews 

allowed for patients to express their issues in greater depth. The current research has 

examined the personality profiles of patients using quantitative validated scales and 
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demonstrated how scores change longitudinally in relation to catastrophizing scores. The 

semi-structured interviews explored the patients' experiences and represent issues 

pertaining to a forefoot condition, surgery, post-operative outcomes, and healthcare 

trajectory. By collecting data longitudinally this has enabled to understand patients’ 

perspectives and experiences of their forefoot condition and how the issues experienced 

over time affect their psychological wellbeing. The issues experienced are embedded 

within a biopsychosocial model and have highlighted the need to steer away from a 

medical model of orthopaedic surgery. To support the view of the implementation of a 

biopsychosocial model in surgical practice it was invaluable to understand orthopaedic 

practitioners’ views on whether behavioural interventions are amenable. The research is 

the first to have interviewed orthopaedic practitioners to understand their thoughts towards 

pain catastrophizing and whether they would accept the use of behavioural interventions in 

surgical practice. 

The qualitative findings are conceptualised within theoretical perspectives in the context of 

health for example, the physical and psychological impact of a forefoot condition, the 

decision-making process and body image and psychological wellbeing. Information and 

management of patient expectations are discussed, along with the unknown causes of 

problems and not feeling listened too by health care professionals (HCPs). The 

implementation of the biopsychosocial model in surgical practice is discussed along with 

implications for treatment management. Limitations of the study are considered and 

directions for future research are recommended, followed by the conclusions of the study.  

7.1 Physical and Psychological Impact of a Forefoot Condition and Pain 

The interviews provided an in-depth understanding as to how individuals were physically 

and psychologically impacted by a forefoot condition. A forefoot condition resulted in 

pathological changes of the foot and increased pain severity; both impacted on finding 

suitable/comfortable footwear. Patients were unable to walk normally because of pain and 

therefore avoided walking and some reported an increase in other painful areas of the 

body. Patients reported difficulties in performing household jobs, activities of daily living 

(i.e., bathing), a lack of physical activity and exercise and engagement in social and 

recreational events and some patients had to give up working because of pain. The 

psychological impact of a forefoot condition resulted in low mood, emotional distress, and 

personality changes over time.  

The findings support the previous literature as to the potentially disabling nature of foot 

pain. Participants with hallux valgus who were not seeking surgery were compared to 
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healthy controls. The presence of deformity was associated with foot pain and disability 

and can be considered clinically meaningful (Nix et al., 2012). Patients experiencing foot 

pain are limited in their activities of daily living and stop, modify or reduce the frequency 

of household tasks (Carter et al., 2019). Foot pain causes difficulties in walking (Garrow et 

al., 2004; Nix et al., 2010), work related disability and loss of paid work (Wilson et al. 

2017; Carter et al., 2019) and poorer QoL (Menz, 2015). The foot plays a pivotal role in 

gait and posture (Riskowski et al., 2011) and is associated with pain experienced in other 

parts of the body along with other poor general health indicators (Garrow et al., 2004). 

Further to the functional limitations, foot problems restrict social participation due to the 

exacerbation of foot symptoms during and after social activity, reducing enjoyment and 

motivation, leading to social withdrawal (Carter et al., 2019). Foot pain leads to disability 

due to the restrictions on daily activity limitations and it may be more appropriate to focus 

on functional impairment as opposed to pain intensity when identifying people with 

physical disability associated with foot pain (Menz et al., 2011). However, there are 

reported age and gender differences associated with disabling foot pain; younger people 

were more likely to report worse foot pain in the morning and older people reported more 

functional limitations, with women being more likely to report functional limitations than 

men such as, difficulties in housework or shopping, with foot pain interfering with the 

performance of these tasks (Menz et al., 2011).   

Menz et al., (2011) describe how difficulties walking on hard or rough surfaces may be 

more common in women with foot pain due to the differences in footwear, with women’s 

footwear being more constrictive than men’s footwear (Menz & Morris, 2005, as cited in 

Menz et al., 2011). In patients with hallux rigidus, increased body mass index and having 

greater difficulty performing functional weight-bearing activities was associated with foot 

pain and disability as well as lower years of educational attainment (Munteanu et al., 

2012). The research highlights the importance of considering patient demographics in the 

management of foot pain. 

Factors contributing to improved physical and psychological health included improved 

ability to walk normally without experiencing pain and discomfort and ability to regain 

normality, such as returning to work, increased exercise and physical activity performance 

and engagement in social and recreational activities. Improved physical ability, improved 

patients’ psychological functioning including better mood and wellbeing. However, in 

those patients who were experiencing problematic outcomes, they continued to experience 

the physical and psychological impact of a forefoot condition as described previously. The 
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emotional health of a patients is important and potentially modifiable. Pre-operative 

emotional health is a predictor of postoperative recovery in orthopaedic surgeries (Berg et 

al., 2011) and psychological factors such as negative mood and fear avoidance beliefs 

influence recovery and surgical outcomes (Brewer et al., 2007; Johansson et al., 2010).  

Pain avoidance behaviour has been associated with functional limitations and as dictating 

life choices. Fear of foot injury resulted in disruption of social activities involving the use 

of public transport, going to concerts, dancing, and walking through crowds (Carter et al., 

2019). Lentz et al., (2010) found pain-related fear of movement contributed to patients’ 

disability in those with foot and/or ankle pain. Our findings support the role of fear of 

movement in forefoot surgical patients, with one patient holding the belief that pain would 

cause more damage. Fear of pain and the expectation of adverse consequences from 

increasing activities may cause avoidance of physical activities and contribute to disability 

(Lentz et al., 2010). The issues experienced with inactivity are important because lifestyle 

moderate’s health outcomes. Remaining physically active is beneficial for managing stress 

(Puterman et al., 2011) and exercise has positive benefits for joint tissues in osteoarthritis 

(OA) in addition to other health benefits (Hunter & Eckstein, 2009). Our findings found 

that the women reported gaining weight because of inactivity, and patients were unable to 

exercise due to a forefoot problem. This may place patients at risk of adverse health 

outcomes. 

The patients described a loss of enjoyment in activities because of pain. This has been 

supported in other foot pain populations whereby pain altered mood, leading to a loss of 

enjoyment and negative interactions impacting on family life (Carter et al., 2019). One 

patient had described how a loss of independence and inability to engage in social 

activities had negative psychological consequences. This has been supported in other foot 

pain populations causing stress, frustration, decreased motivation, and a sense of losing 

control due to being stuck at home. Daily activity limitations resulted in negative emotions 

such as anxiety, bad temper, depression, embarrassment, helplessness, and low self-worth 

(Carter et al., 2019). The findings and previous research support the association between 

the physical and psychological impact of foot pain. The patients described how a forefoot 

condition and pain had impacted on their mood, causing emotional distress and negative 

personality traits. Patients with chronic foot and ankle pain tend to exhibit neurotic traits 

along with anxiety and depression (Shivarathre et al, 2014). Neuroticism, anxiety, and 

depression are associated with poor health and treatment outcomes placing patients at risk 

for pain and related outcomes such as reduced QoL or functional impairment (Seligman et 
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al., 2000). This is of relevance because catastrophizing is associated with negative mood, 

anxiety, depression, and neuroticism; all of which have been found to moderate surgical 

outcomes. Whereas positive psychological traits such as extroversion are not associated 

with negative treatment outcomes or pain (Kennedy et al., 2010; Shivarathre et al, 2014). 

There is therefore potential to target psychological modifiable risk factors to optimise 

treatment outcomes, including positive personality traits and efforts to reduce anxiety and 

depressive symptoms.   

7.2 Sleep and Health Outcomes 

Problems with sleep were reported as a key theme throughout the course of the study, due 

to experiencing pain and some patients reported that stress was associated with sleep. Sleep 

is composed of two distinct states including non-rapid eye movement (NREM) and rapid 

eye movement (REM), each having its own unique characteristics and activated neural 

centres (brain activity and physiology) (Luyster et al., 2012). A typical night involves four 

to six repeated cycles of NREM and REM, lasting 90 to 110 minutes (Luyster et al., 2012). 

Sleep is broken down into five phases: wake, N1, N2, N3 and R. Stages N1 to N3 are 

considered NREM, with each stage progressing into deeper NREM stages (Patel, Reddy & 

Araujo, 2020; Luyster et al., 2012). Stage three is important for body repairs and regrowth 

of tissues, building bones and muscle and strengthening the immune system (Patel et al., 

2020). The first episode of REM sleep occurs 80 to 100 minutes after falling to sleep 

(Carskadon & Dement, 2011, cited in Kryger et al., 2010). REM is associated with 

dreaming and as the night progresses fewer stages of NREM occur and REM sleep 

episodes lengthen across the night (Memar & Faradji, 2018). REM-sleep deprivation 

impacts the way we process, consolidate, and buffer our daily experiences 

(Vandekerckhove & Cluydts, 2010). 

Sleep deficiency and deprivation (inadequate sleep or mistimed sleep) is a determinant of 

health status contributing to several physiological, molecular, immune and neuro-

behavioural changes that play a role in disease development such as cardiovascular and 

metabolic diseases, resulting in a shortened lifespan (Luyster et al., 2012; McEwan, 2006). 

Other consequences of sleep deprivation include adverse changes in cognitive and motor 

performance and dysfunction, impaired decision-making and increased fatigue and 

negative mood (Alhola & Polo-Kantola, 2007; Lautenbacher et al., 2006; Luyster et al., 

2012). Sleep is an important behavioural risk factor for worsening pain, depression, 

anxiety and chronic conditions, perpetuating sleep problems and poor health outcomes 

(Zaidel et al., 2020), reducing emotional and physical wellbeing (Haack & Mullington, 
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2005). Overall better-quality adequate sleep is therefore important for improved health 

status and QoL. Our findings highlighted that the participants reported issues with sleep as 

an outcome of increased pain severity during the night; exacerbated when the forefoot had 

physical contact. Sleep has been reported as an issue in other foot pain populations (Carter 

et al., 2019). 

Research has provided evidence suggesting that sleep and pain are related. Longitudinal 

studies have identified that sleep impairments predict new incidents and exacerbations of 

chronic pain. Micro-longitudinal studies utilising deep subjective and objective 

assessments of pain and sleep support the notion that sleep impairments are a stronger, 

more reliable predictor of pain than pain is of sleep impairment (Finan, Goodin & Smith, 

2013). Experimental studies suggest that chronic pain and sleep deprivation exacerbate 

pain by interfering with endogenous pain inhibition (pain processing enhancing pain 

sensitivity) and thereby causing pain (Finan et al., 2013; Lautenbacher et al., 2006). The 

physiological mechanisms underpinning the association between sleep and health is the 

role of the immune system. Chronic stress and poor sleep both activate the same 

physiological systems; the hypothalamic-pituitary adrenal (HPA) axis and sympathetic 

adrenal medullary systems, adversely impacting the immune system with increases in 

markers of systemic inflammation (Benham, 2009). Immunological signalling molecules 

(cytokines) coordinate brain-immune system communication such as interleukin-6 (IL-6). 

Interleukin-6 plays a crucial role in sleep regulation and elevated levels are associated with 

chronic diseases (Motivala & Irwin, 2007).  

The mechanisms of action of REM sleep deprivation or disruption of sleep continuity are 

the effects on pain inhibition in the opioid system, causing an inhibition of opioid protein 

synthesis with a reduced affinity of opioid receptors (Lautenbacher et al., 2006). This is of 

particular importance due to the neurophysiological mechanisms of catastrophizing (as 

discussed in the introduction). Catastrophizing results in dysregulation or dysfunction in 

endogenous opioid pain-control systems and increased serum levels of cortisol and IL-6. 

Therefore, efforts to reduce catastrophizing whilst considered the role of sleep are 

important for the consideration in psychological interventions as both activate the same 

immune and neuro-behavioural changes. 

Some patients recognised how stress played a role in exacerbating issues with sleep and 

pain, whilst experiencing disturbed sleep enhanced pain severity. As conceptualised in the 

introduction, psychological stress negatively impacts physical health and pain. Researchers 

have become interested in the role of stressful life events and their impact on sleep quality 
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and psychological wellbeing. Following daytime disruptive events, sleep loss intensifies 

negative emotions and fatigue (Zohar et al., 2005) and experiences in life where daytime 

events (especially emotionally stressful events) have an impact on sleep quality and 

wellbeing (Vandekerckhove et al., 2010). The emotional experiences we have during the 

day changes sleep physiology, in particular modified, enhanced, or decreased REM-sleep. 

Day time events affect sleep, and the quality and amount of sleep influences the way 

individuals react to events and may be an important determinant in general wellbeing 

(Vandekerckhove et al., 2010). Vandekerckhove et al., (2010) describe how a good night’s 

rest enables better coping with emotional challenges and painful events and sleep is 

restorative in daily functioning, whereas deprivation heightens sensitivity to emotional and 

stressful stimuli and events. Sleep buffers the relationship between stress and negative 

affect, playing a role in the processing and regulation of emotional stress (McEwen, 2000). 

The stress-health model postulates that sleep and psychological stress contribute to illness 

because of increased allostatic load; the cumulative physiological strain of repeated 

adaptation to stressful situations (McEwen, 2000). Stress negatively impacts sleep and 

poor sleep increases stress whilst physical illness affects both (Benham, 2009). Patients 

with chronic pain have difficulty in initiating and maintaining sleep and sleep deprivation 

may exacerbate pain (McCarberg & Billington, 2006). The stress-health model has been 

suggested as being improved by adding sleep measures as a further predictor of health. 

Poor sleep quality is more than a simple epiphenomenon of psychological stress and 

should be actively addressed as part of a treatment programme (Benham, 2009).  

In a sample of middle-aged women up to 65 years of age, habitual sleep time of less than 7 

hours predicted increased future weight gain and incident obesity (Patel et al., 2006). 

Physiological evidence of the causal link between sleep deprivation and weight gain is due 

to hormonal and metabolic changes such as reduced leptin levels, elevated ghrelin, and 

increased body mass index (Taheri, Austin, Young & Mignot 2004). Interestingly, the 

women in the current study reported weight gain as an effect of being inactive due to pain; 

the lack of sleep may have also played a role. However, there are gender and age-related 

changes across the lifespan associated with sleep patterns (Zhang et al., 2006; Floyd et al., 

2000) and there are various risk factors associated with insufficient sleep including 

sociodemographic, socioeconomics, health behaviours, health, and functioning (Gardner et 

al., 2015) and these may need to be considered when considering the role of sleep-in 

psychosocial interventions.  
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7.3 Body Image and Psychological Wellbeing 

Body image was consistently referred to throughout the course of the study, the women 

experienced an altered body image because of their forefoot condition before and after 

receiving surgery. This was due to being limited to their footwear and clothing choice and 

having gained weight as a result of inactivity. As a consequence of an altered body image, 

the women felt that their self-identity had changed, and some described themselves as 

feeling old. Positive representations of body image were formed when the women were 

able to wear footwear and clothing that was desirable to them. They were able to regain 

normality by engaging in exercise and had increased their physical activity levels, thereby 

increasing their self-esteem and confidence. 

The development of hallux valgus results in the foot becoming broad and thereby causing 

difficulties in finding comfortable wide footwear (BOFAS, 2021). Positive representations 

of the women’s body image were formed by being able to broaden their choice in 

footwear. Nix et al., (2012) suggested that clinicians managing hallux valgus should pay 

important attention to footwear concerns and Menz et al., (2011) suggested concerns about 

appearance in the management of foot pain is also important. Although our sample did not 

refer to the appearance of their forefoot pre-operatively, some noted the positive cosmetic 

appearance of their foot post-operatively and the ability to wear nice shoes was important 

to the women. It’s important to recognise that there are individual differences in body 

image, with women being generally less satisfied with their bodies than men (Algars et al., 

2009). In regard to weight concerns, it may be important to educate patients about health 

eating (Yeh et al., 2020). 

Body image is measured in PROMs whereby patients are asked to report how often they 

feel self-conscious about their foot/ankle and about the shoes they must wear because foot 

health relates to self/body image. Clothing is an important means by which women 

construct and present feminine identity (Clarke, 2009). The effects of a forefoot condition 

on the women’s body image were subjectively referred to throughout the course of the 

study and issues were identified beyond those reported in PROMs. For example, the 

women reported experiencing issues pertaining to weight gain due to being inactive and 

being limited to the type of footwear and clothing they could wear. This resulted in some 

of the women feeling old, thereby changing their representations of their self-identity, 

negatively impacting on their overall wellbeing. Findings are supported elsewhere whereby 

footwear and clothing restrictions affected the self-esteem and altered body image of 

patients with rheumatoid arthritis with an open foot ulceration (Firth et al., 2011). A 
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change to the physical appearance of the feet and footwear restrictions negatively impacted 

the body image of patients with psoriatic arthritis-related foot problems, including an 

increase in body weight attributed to foot pain that impeded exercise. Negative body image 

also profoundly impacts on social participation (Carter et al., 2019). The lack of 

engagement in social activities was referred to in one woman who was interviewed, who 

described avoiding social gatherings due to a negative perception of her body image and 

low self-esteem.  

Body image is defined as how an individual perceives the physical appearance of their own 

body and therefore relates to how closely an individual perceives their physical appearance 

by matching their ideal (Lotze & Moseley, 2007). As well as the physical component of 

body image (i.e., thighs, cheeks, physical stamina etc.), body image has a psychological 

meaning reflecting thoughts, feelings or personal quality expressed by each body feature or 

action for example, how an individual feel about their thighs, cheeks, physical stamina etc. 

(Van Der Velde, 1985, as cited in Stokes et al., 2003). If an individual feels negative about 

their physical component, they will also form negative psychological meaning and vice 

versa. Negative thoughts, feelings or personal qualities lead to individuals feeling 

dissatisfaction with oneself (Stokes & Frederick-Recascino, 2003). Representations of our 

own body image forms by complying with societies ‘ideal’ body image in order to be 

happy (Stokes et al., 2003). Body dissatisfaction is associated with reduced QoL and 

mental health and psychosocial functioning (Mond et al., 2013). Distortions can influence 

self-esteem, mood, competence, social functioning, and occupational functioning (Hosseini 

& Padhy, 2020). 

Body-esteem is a self-concept regarding how a person feels about their physical 

appearance including their attitudes, evaluations, and feelings, forming a person’s self-

identity (Franzoi, 2003) and has been used synonymously with body image (Stokes et al., 

2003). Some of the women in the study reported feeling old as an outcome of their change 

in footwear and clothing, leading to forming new representations of their self-identity. 

Body image is a major contribution to overall happiness in women across the lifespan, 

correlating with body esteem including sexual attractiveness, weight concern and physical 

condition (Stokes et al., 2003).  

A contributing factor affecting body esteem is physical disability (Taleporos & McCabe, 

2001) and the women reported being unable to exercise because of pain. A growing body 

of evidence suggests body image can be distorted in people with pain, particularly chronic 

pain (Lotze & Moseley, 2007). The association between body image and pain is when a 
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limb feels bigger than it is, creating a swelling effect (Moseley, Parsons & Spence, 2008). 

For example, Moseley et al., (2013) instructed patients with complex regional pain 

syndrome suffering from swelling to view their hands through binoculars. Patients 

experienced increased pain under the illusion that the swelling had worsened. Interestingly, 

the participants in the current study experienced post-operative swelling in their feet.  

Some of the women and one man included in the sample reported issues with the use of 

therapeutic footwear. Therapeutic footwear replaces something that is normally worn and 

is part of an individual’s body image. Specialist therapeutic footwear is an intervention 

supplied by the NHS with an intention to ‘use’ rather than an item that is ‘worn.’ This 

results in the decision to wear an item automatically being taken away from the patient 

since their existing choice of retail footwear has been deemed unsuitable for their foot 

health needs (Williams et al., 2007). Williams et al., (2007) identified that therapeutic 

footwear impacts on patient’s body image and emotions, particularly female patients. The 

findings in the current study confirm the perceptions of therapeutic footwear on 

participants body-image, with participants refusing to wear the items. This has implications 

from the patients’ perspective and costs associated with prescribing therapeutic footwear.  

7.4 The Decision-Making Process, Management of Patient Expectations, and 

Informational Needs 

The most common reasons for a person seeking health care advice and treatment are due to 

pain and associated disability with OA (Manek & Lane, 2000) (hallux rigidus aetiology is 

OA if the first MTP joint (Coughlin & Shurnas, 2003)). The impact of pain and QoL 

decrements experienced by patients were cited as reasons for opting for forefoot surgery, 

with a desire to regain normality. Some of the patients described a shared decision-making 

process, with the surgeon's discussing procedures in relation to their lifestyle. Shared 

decision-making is important for the physician-patient working alliance in medical 

treatment and is strongly associated with patient’s adherence, satisfaction with treatment, 

avoidance of inappropriate use of tests and treatments, improved patient knowledge, risk 

perception accuracy, better communication and feeling informed and reduced decisional 

conflict (Frosch et al., 1999; Fuertes et al., 2007; Hoffmann et al., 2014; Klifto, Klifto & 

Slover, 2017). Surgeons may therefore opt for patient centred care by considering how the 

patient’s life may affect the medical issue, with shared decision-making considered as a 

key characteristic to facilitate this (Sandman & Munthe, 2010). Surgeon’s favour shared 

decision-making for medical decisions, however many of them feel insufficiently equipped 

to take a more collaborative role in interactions with patients, with years of experience 
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limiting this (Garcia-Retamero et al., 2014). Strategies are needed to improve the quality of 

surgical care such as incorporating patients’ surgical expectations into clinical 

appointments to improve patient experiences and enhance communication between 

surgeons and their patients (Walijee et al., 2014).  

Patients value the quality of the level of communication and trust in their doctor, and 

patient experience has been associated with better outcome following elective surgery 

(Black, Varaganum & Hutchings, 2014). However, some of the patients reported 

dissatisfaction with the healthcare they received, and issues were reported during the 

doctor-patient relationship. One patient described how this had caused her to feel angry 

and frustrated with the treatment and care she had received. Interestingly, those patients 

who expressed dissatisfaction experienced problematic outcomes at some of the data 

collection time points. The degree of satisfaction of hallux valgus surgery effects patients’ 

QoL (Saro et al., 2007). Patient satisfaction is influenced by trust in the healthcare 

provider, the extent to which a patient feels connected to, respected, or understood by the 

clinician and the importance of empathy has been emphasised as being important within 

the clinical assessment as well as effective communication (Waters et al., 2016). 

Pessimism displayed by HCPs can cause unnecessary anxiety and stress in patients, 

increasing patient non-compliance and even refusal of treatment. Equally an overly 

optimistic viewpoint may lead to major disappointment and dissatisfaction after treatment 

(Silvia et al., 2013).  

The process of mutual understanding that accompanies clinical decision-making may 

facilitate the process of improving the doctor-patient relationship. This involves two key 

dimensions of informed decision-making including, providing information, and fostering 

patient involvement (Braddock et al., 2008). By utilising a shared decision-making model 

this may provide surgeons with a better understanding of patients’ expectations. 

Determining pre-operative patient expectations are an important aspect of elective 

orthopaedic surgery (Swarup, Henn, Gulotta & Frank Henn, 2018) in helping patients 

achieve satisfaction and in preparing them for surgery and should be consider when 

planning an operation (Cross et al., 2009; Tai et al., 2018). Patients' expectations of surgery 

are correlated with post-operative pain and function (Cross et al., 2009). For example, 

those with greater expectation of pain relief with surgery reported pain relief one year 

following joint arthroplasty (Gandhi et al., 2009). Our findings support the view that 

management of patients’ expectations are important in achieving satisfaction. The key is to 

ask patients and involve them in identifying factors of importance (Parker et al., 2003). For 
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some patients who experience dissatisfactory post-operative outcomes, it may be more 

important to improve how their expectations are managed. This was an important finding 

from both the patients and surgeons’ perspective. The surgeons emphasised the importance 

of managing patients’ expectations and often failure was due to poor communication. From 

the patients’ perspective this was emphasised as having a lack of understanding and 

awareness as to the recovery trajectory, such as what was to be experienced as ‘normal.’ 

This was influenced by the amount of pain and swelling that the patients were 

experiencing. Surgeons should discuss realistic expectations and provide better counselling 

and education for the patient that is individualised to each patient’s needs and expectations 

(Silvia et al., 2013). 

For those patients who experienced problematic outcomes, they expressed a lack of 

understanding as to why they were in pain and felt that they were not being listened too. 

Patients wanted to be heard and required better communication from the surgeon to obtain 

an understanding as to why they were experiencing problems. The lack of healthcare 

communication affected patients’ experience of quality of care and resulted in negative 

affect such as anxiety and low mood. It has been recommended that HCPs are trained in 

patient-centred communication, for example a ‘toolbox’ whereby surgeons are trained in 

attentive listening, silence/pausing, and summarising to enhance patients experience with 

the quality of care they receive (Nørgaard, Kofoed, Ohm Kyvik & Ammentrop, 2012). 

Additionally, orthopaedic surgeons need to be mindful of the words they use when 

explaining medical information to patients and chose words with the most positive valence 

(Vranceanu et al., 2011). Use of certain words may reinforce inaccurate perceptions of 

disease severity, ineffective coping strategies such as pain catastrophizing, avoidance, and 

anxiety, and contribute to overall disability, strongly impacting patient’s perception of their 

condition, its causes, and what the patient can/or cannot do, and impacts on response to 

treatment, disability and QoL (Vranceanu et al., 2011). 

The decision-making process was influenced by peers’ descriptions of pain and the 

surgical procedure. This caused some patients to experience anxiety and decisional regret 

with one patient choosing not to undergo a surgical procedure. For this patient, concern 

over the risks of surgery and the anticipated post-operative pain. Providing specialist 

support to help reduce patient’s anxiety may be an important strategy to better prepare 

patients for surgery. The management of patients’ anxiety is important because anxiety has 

been associated with suboptimal recovery in some orthopaedic surgeries and is associated 

with the transitioning from acute to chronic pain. Pre-operative anxiety and catastrophizing 
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further double the risk of developing chronic post-surgical pain (CPSP) (Theunissen et al., 

2012). By reducing pre-operative anxiety this may optimise post-operative results in some 

patients. To aid this process, patients need to be provided with information regarding the 

surgical procedure and pain. One strategy in providing information may involve the use of 

decisional aids with tools ranging from leaflets and online information/video clips etc. A 

systematic review identified that offering decisional aid increases the number of patients 

who prefer conservative or less invasive treatment options, improves patient’s knowledge, 

and lowers decisional conflict without raising anxiety levels. It has been suggested they 

have a place in surgery to help surgeons and patients achieve well-considered and shared 

treatment decisions (Knops et al., 2013).  

Seeking health information is a key coping strategy in health-promotion activities and 

psychosocial adjustment to illness, seeking information is often desirable and central to 

health and illness behaviours (Lambert & Loiselle, 2007). A major issue experienced was 

the lack of post-operative information and aftercare received. Patients placed emphasis on 

themselves as being impatient and as expecting ‘too much’ post-operatively in terms of 

how quickly they should have recovered. Alternative strategies to provide information to 

patients are needed, and some of the patients provided recommendations such as the use of 

video clips on YouTube. Patients expressed informational needs regarding their recovery 

trajectory, such as the amount of pain to be expected, when to weight bear, walking ability 

and the use of walking aids, whether physiotherapy would be provided and information 

regarding whether the implanted pin/screw was to be removed. Informational support for 

pain, pain management and recovery trajectories have been reported as key topics 

previously in a total knee arthroplasty (TKA) population (Goldsmith et al., 2017). 

Informational needs are important for better preparing patients and may influence their 

recovery from surgery, for example patients who received less knowledge than expected 

prior to undergoing an orthopaedic surgical procedure had more postoperative 

complications than those who received sufficient information (Koivisto et al., 2020). 

Revised pre-surgical educational materials, particularly around pain expectations and 

management have been recommended to improve patients’ experiences (Goldsmith et al., 

2017). 

7.5 The Biopsychosocial Model 

Medical models assume that illnesses have a pathological causality and patients are treated 

using medical interventions and pain is often considered to be “in the brain” (Vranceanu et 

al., 2011). A reliance on medical models may therefore not always lead to optimal post-
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operative outcomes as peripheral findings are not the only drivers of pain and other factors 

should be considered that may affect patient’s recovery from surgery. Our understandings 

of pain have moved away from classifying pain solely within medical models. There is a 

substantial body of evidence suggesting that pain perceptions are multifaceted and can be 

impacted by a range of factors including psychosocial, socio-environmental, and 

behavioural characteristics (Katz et al., 2009). Whilst catastrophizing has been identified as 

a strong predictor of unsatisfactory outcomes, other psychosocial factors can impact the 

pain experience of individuals and can affect rehabilitation and post-operative outcomes 

following orthopaedic surgery (Abbott et al., 2010; Flanigan et al., 2015). Psychological 

determinants of orthopaedic outcomes that may play a role include depression, anxiety, 

stress, coping styles, social support, personality, and pain beliefs. Other variables may also 

impact recovery from surgery such as demographics (socioeconomic status, gender, race, 

ethnicity, and age), pre-existing pain, pre-existing opioid use, genetic factors, pain 

sensitivity, surgical factors, number of comorbidities and arthritis grading (Curatolo 2020; 

Lavand’homme et al., 2015).  

Ayers et al., (2013) emphasise the importance of the emotional health in functional 

outcomes after orthopaedic surgery and argue for an extension of the biopsychosocial 

model to orthopaedics. Previous research and our findings support the view of shifting 

from a medical model of surgery towards a biopsychosocial model. Firstly, the orthopaedic 

practitioners recognised that psychological factors play a part in moderating surgical 

outcomes, especially when sub-optimal outcome cannot be determined by mechanical 

reasons. Secondly, the patients interviewed expressed a range of psychosocial issues 

because of a forefoot condition. A biopsychosocial model would therefore allow to 

understand how psychosocial factors and biomechanical processes interact to influence 

forefoot surgical outcomes. However, the biopsychosocial model has been criticised for 

being too fragmented and vaguely defined (Stilwell & Harman, 2019). 

Psychosocial management of the foot and ankle surgical patient is encouraged. Foot and 

ankle surgeons who apply a biopsychosocial perspective in pre-screening patients for 

positive risk factors will expand their intervention long before and after surgery (Althof & 

Beasley, 2003). The ABLE Presurgical Assessment Tool and treatment strategies provides 

foot and ankle surgeons with an easy-to-use, research-based application to better screen 

and manage their surgical patients. The goal is to facilitate surgeon’s awareness of critical 

preoperative risk factors and provide a tool to efficiently identify these factors and arrange 

appropriate treatment as needed. Surgical care is triaged and prioritised based on 
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significant factors that determine successful surgical outcomes including psychological, 

social, environmental, and historical medical factors (Althof & Beasley, 2003). 

Psychological problem-solving strategies available include 1) I can try and change myself, 

2) I can try to change others, or 3) I can try to change the situation. All three are 

encouraged by applying 1) the caring surgeon is attentive to these issues, 2) the medical 

community prepares the patient, themselves, and the patient’s family, and 3) the 

environment into which the patient is released is altered to support their rehabilitation 

(Althof et al., 2003).  

A biopsychosocial approach in the treatment of patients who are at risk of problematic 

outcomes is important to help minimise the risk of transitioning from acute to chronic pain 

(Kent et al., 2017). This is of relevance in surgical samples because catastrophizing is 

associated with worse acute pain and acute post-operative pain is a risk factor for the 

development of CPSP (Lavand’homme et al., 2015). An approach to treatment may 

therefore need to consider reductions in catastrophizing to reduce acute post-operative 

pain. By understanding acute pain this my help devise therapies to prevent the 

development of CPSP (Kent et al., 2017). However, classification of acute post-operative 

pain is lacking. Furthermore, acute, and chronic pain are not entirely separate entities but 

are various aspects along a continuum of pain (Janda et al., 2015, as cited in Kent et al., 

2017) and therefore it has been suggested to focus on the “why” and “how” to account for 

the transition between acute and chronic pain rather than solely its temporal parameters 

(Kent et al., 2017). The main biological modulators of acute pain include sex, age, race and 

ethnicity, pre-existing chronic pain, opioid use and genetic factors, pain sensitivity and 

surgical factors (Curatolo, 2020). Therefore, it is problematic to rely on single factors and 

approach to treatment should therefore be a personalised approach.  

The ACTTION-APS pain Taxonomy (AAPT) was developed to create an evidence-based 

chronic pain taxonomy that incorporated information regarding biopsychosocial 

mechanisms that were applied to all common chronic pain conditions (Kent et al., 2017). 

Following this, diagnostic criterions were proposed to define the nature of acute pain using 

an evidence-based approach to pain classification (Kent et al., 2017). The AAAPT 

evidence based, multidimensional taxonomic framework is broadly generalisable to all 

acute pain conditions, despite intrinsic differences between surgical procedures and other 

initiating events precipitating acute pain (Abdallah et al., 2020). A five-dimensional 

taxonomy structure has been designed for use in TKA populations. The taxonomy includes 

1) a core diagnostic criterion i.e., recent history of TKA, pain reported at or around the 
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surgical site(s). 2) Common features i.e., presentation, course, deceased mobility because 

of pain. 3) Modulating factors i.e., comorbidities, demographics, affective (depression, 

anxiety, and psychosocial distress) and behavioural (catastrophizing). 4) Impact/functional 

consequences i.e., dissatisfaction, QoL and sleep and 5) Putative mechanisms i.e., injury 

triggers cellular immune responses. The diagnostic criteria created are proposed to define 

the nature of acute pain observed in patients following TKA (Abdallah et al., 2020). The 

diagnostic criteria could be used as a framework to develop a core diagnostic criterion for 

forefoot surgical patients. The findings from the current study support the role of 

psychosocial variables such as affective and behavioural attributes, pain, function, 

dissatisfaction, QoL and sleep.  

The key characteristics that differentiate between acute and chronic pain, is that acute pain 

serves as a protective mechanism against injury whereas chronic pain is pathologic with no 

direct benefit (Kent et al., 2017). The mechanisms of sensitisation are peripheral or central; 

acute pain is associated with peripheral sensitisation whilst central sensitisation has been 

suggested as playing a greater role in chronic pain conditions but is evident in acute pain as 

well (Kent et al., 2017). Neurons and nociceptive-specific neurons in the spinal cord and in 

the brain, stem receive messages from the skin, muscles, joints, and viscera to signal pain. 

Misinterpretations of the afferent information occur when reaching higher levels in the 

central nervous system (CNS), resulting in abnormal processing of nociceptive input and a 

hypothesised central sensitisation in spinal or brain stem neurons is depicted as an 

abnormal brain response (Graven-Nielsen & Arendt-Nielsen, 2002). Although immune 

function and inflammation are protective responses, they can also generate pathologic 

states that are associated with chronic diseases and the transition point seems key (Kent et 

al., 2017). The incision to the surgical site and damage to the bone and muscle results in 

peripheral and central sensitisation (neuro-immune perspective). However, when the 

inflammatory response fails to resolve due to genetic or other factors, acute pain may 

develop into chronic pain (Abdallah et al., 2020) and central sensitisation contributes to 

acute post-operative pain however, the underlying mechanisms remain unknown (Abdallah 

et al., 2020).  

In patients with OA, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) (2008) 

recommend a holistic assessment on the persons function, QoL, occupation, mood, 

relationships, and leisure activities. An aid has been developed with the inclusion of 

prompt questions that should be asked for example, social aspects including effects on life 

(activities of daily living and family duties), lifestyle expectations, health beliefs including 
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concerns, expectations and current knowledge of OA, occupational (ability to perform job 

and adjustments to home or workplace), mood (screen for depression and other current 

stresses), quality of sleep, support network, other musculoskeletal pain, attitudes to 

exercise, influence of comorbidity (fitness of surgery and understanding of surgical 

options) and pain assessment (self-help strategies and analgesics). The framework has been 

adapted to consider a holistic assessment of persons with a forefoot condition based on the 

current research findings.  

Figure 4 Holistic assessment of a person with a forefoot condition  

 

 

7.6 Implications for Treatment Management  

Interventions that target reducing catastrophizing have been suggested as reducing the 

burden of acute and chronic pain (Edwards et al., 2006). However, focusing solely on 

reducing catastrophizing may not be a ‘one size fits all’ solution. As previously described 

other variables play a role in moderating treatment outcomes, placing some patients at a 

greater risk of developing CPSP (Katz et al., 2009). For example, in patients receiving 

TKA those with intense acute post-operative pain were more likely to be younger, obese 

female patients and those who were suffering from central pain sensitisation. Pre-operative 

pain predisposes to central sensitisation and may trigger neuropathic pain (Lavand’homme 

et al., 2015). Factors associated with patient satisfaction nine months following foot and 
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ankle surgery included patients’ perceptions of their foot/ankle appearance, wearing a 

range of shoes, continued pain, and impaired social interaction (Dawson et al., 2012). 

However, there has been no research to uncover pre-surgical determinants or characteristic 

of forefoot surgical patients to identify who would be at risk of problematic outcomes, and 

therefore risk stratifying patients is challenging. In our sample, using a cut off pain 

catastrophizing score (PCS) of sixteen or greater resulted in some patients being classified 

as experiencing high/low catastrophizing symptoms pre-operatively but some were 

catastrophizing post-operatively or no longer catastrophizing. This supports the view that 

catastrophizing is a dynamic trait related to pain intensity (Wade et al., 2012), and risk-

stratifying patients pre-operatively based on their PCS scores may not be the most 

appropriate strategy to identify those who may be at risk of problematic outcomes in this 

patient group. To identify people who truly have the worst prognosis for dealing with, and 

adjusting to painful events, Gilliam et al., (2010) suggest using a profile approach to 

capture the dual and potentiating effects of appraisals and emotion regulation strategies. 

Chronic pain patients who catastrophize may benefit from the acquisition of new emotion 

regulation skills. 

There is a vast amount of behaviour change interventions that are successful in chronic 

pain patients. The literature suggests catastrophizing in patients with pain conditions could 

be reduced through participation in cognitive or behavioural interventions (Sullivan, 2012). 

If catastrophizing is proposed as a cognitive error, interventions should be like those used 

in the treatment of depression given that those who experience high catastrophizing 

symptoms experience a myriad of negative outcomes without treatment (Thorn, Boothby & 

Sullivan, 2002). Forty-seven studies were identified in a scoping review that measured 

change in catastrophizing score following a broad range of interventions in surgical 

patients including surgery, patient education, physiotherapy, cognitive behavioural therapy 

(CBT), psychologist-directed therapy, nursing-directed therapy, and pharmacological 

treatments. Some interventions produced greater reductions than others and clinically 

important changes in catastrophizing were observed in seven studies (Gibson & Sabo, 

2018).  

Darnall, (2016) suggests that to reduce post-surgical pain and improve function, pain 

psychology with elements of combined relaxation, pain-related anxiety and 

catastrophizing, pain education and cognitive and behavioural strategies should be 

incorporated in the pre-operative phase. The field may benefit from the development of 

treatments that are brief, scalable, and broadly accessible. In the Ohio State several 
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strategies exist for preoperative and postoperative psychological optimisation of patients 

who exhibit psychological distress. To determine whether patients are ready for surgery or 

are benefitting from an intervention they recommend several specific situations including 

delaying or cancelling surgery until certain treatment end points are met. This includes 

progress letters following CBT and referral for pain catastrophizing to assess response to 

treatment (Flanigan et al., 2015). Sanchez-Alfonso et al., (2017) routinely request patients 

with anterior knee pain to complete the PCS on their first clinical visit and suggest it is an 

important barrier in the recovery from pain and disability and should be included in the 

therapeutic targets to complement and to improve the result of conventional treatments i.e., 

physical therapy and/or surgery. Gibson and Sabo (2018) suggest that it remains to be 

determined which catastrophizing-reduction interventions are the most effective and 

whether such improvements will result in overall better surgical and general patient health 

outcomes. Recently, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (2020) 

recommend the use of preoperative rehabilitation to better prepare patients physically and 

psychologically for surgery to optimise their outcomes and recovery. A psychologically 

based multidisciplinary team (MDT) approach prior to surgery such as acceptance-based 

interventions may aid this process. Interventions that use acceptance and mindfulness 

techniques alongside behaviour change strategies help to increase psychological flexibility 

(Jackson Brown & Gillard, 2016). Patients are helped to develop greater psychological 

flexibility in the presence of thoughts, feelings, and behaviours associated with pain. They 

are encouraged to observe thoughts and feelings as they are, without trying to change them, 

and behave in ways consistent with valued goals and life directions, to return to live as 

normal life as possible whilst living with persistent pain (Dahl & Lundgren, 2006). 

However, research is needed regarding the efficacy of interventions in the pre-operative 

phase of treatment (Darnall et al., 2014). 

Surgeons have recognised a treatment gap and described the need for a therapy that could 

delay or obviate the need for arthroplasty in patients with mild to moderate knee OA who 

are not candidates for joint replacement surgery (Li et al., 2013). Our findings highlighted 

that the surgeons support the need for a predictability score to risk-stratify patients to 

identify who would benefit from a personalised care approach to optimise treatment 

outcomes. Research has demonstrated that the PCS is a better predictor of catastrophizing 

compared to surgeons being able to identify high or low catastrophizing (Sabo et al., 

2019). This was evident in the surgeon’s interviews who described that they felt they 

experience patients who catastrophize but there are difficulties in suggesting who will do 

well from surgery and who may experience poor outcomes. Highlighting the need for an 
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objective measure or prediction tool. A prediction model would benefit from the 

incorporation of a range of significant variables that are associated with problematic post-

operative outcomes. For example, following spine surgery, a clinical prediction score for 

patients at risk of poor postoperative pain control included being younger age, female sex, 

preoperative daily use of opioid medication, higher preoperative neck/back pain intensity, 

depression, surgery involving ≥3 motion segments and fusion surgery (Yang et al., 2020). 

Van Onsem et al., (2016) developed a prediction model for patient satisfaction after TKA 

with the inclusion of several preoperative variables including symptoms, pain, awareness 

of the knee and anxiety, depression, and questions relating to the rumination subscale of 

the PCS. The authors were only able to partially predict satisfaction and dissatisfaction 

after TKA, and further validation of the prediction tool was warranted to enable patient 

selection. Similarly, Calkins et al., (2019) devised a 10-question questionnaire 

incorporating gender, age, stiffens, noise and catastrophizing, with scores of ≥20 predictive 

greater satisfaction. The tool was unable to predict satisfaction after TKA. The research 

emphasises the difficulty in developing simple, robust questionnaires/models that 

consistently predict patient satisfaction.  

The most useful predictive tool of patients ‘at risk’ of suboptimal outcome may benefit 

from multiple domains guided by the biopsychosocial model, as the aetiology of pain is 

grounded in the model. By developing a predictive model, patients can be identified pre-

operatively and supported with the use of interventions to enhance their outcomes. 

However, currently there is no psychological treatment within the surgical pathway and 

support is needed for a primary and secondary care joint pathway to better support patients. 

The implementation of a support service may be useful for those patients who decline 

surgery due to anxiety as a way of managing their perceptions. Many surgeons may not 

have received training to understand the complex set of factors that may contribute to 

patients’ outcomes and the variability of pain across individuals. The diagnostic pathway 

to identify the need for surgery involves medical investigations such as an x-ray to confirm 

peripheral findings to warrant surgery. Surgeons are therefore not equipped with 

radiographic modality to assess activation of central sensitisation at the level of the spinal 

cord or midbrain, or differences in functional connectivity in the brain, which are also 

important in driving clinical pain as an arthritic joint.  

7.7 Strengths and Limitations of The Study 

Strength includes the combination of quantitative and qualitative data by means of method 

of triangulation to lead to a richer and more comprehensive picture of the issue under 
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investigation (Foss & Ellefsen, 2002). The use of qualitative data enabled to explore 

patients’ experiences of their forefoot problem that would otherwise not have been 

captured with the use of PROMs. Outcome measures force responses as they assume that 

all responses to a question are included in the available answers (Parker et al., 2003). 

However, a small sample size was utilised for the quantitative data collection and a power 

analysis was therefore not determined to fit within a positivist paradigm. Statistical 

significance was therefore not reached. There were unequal group sizes between the 

catastrophizing group and the non-catastrophizing group and conclusions cannot be drawn 

from the data. However, the purpose of the quantitative outcome measure data was to 

provide descriptive statistics that were exploratory to understand the broader picture of 

patients’ experiences when combined with the qualitative data and life grids. No 

hypotheses were tested and there was no conducting of any inferential statistics. The 

quantitative data were a complementary supplement to the qualitative findings to add to 

our understandings of this patient cohort. Life grids were not utilised using a traditional life 

grid approach, a limitation of the use of life-grids are the reliance on recall. Accuracy of 

recall is prone to bias when recall is conducted over an extended period of time (Holland et 

al., 1999). However, the purpose of the life grids was to aid the interview process and 

therefore the study does not directly address any accuracy of recall as external sources of 

comparisons did not exist to compare interviewees life experiences/events (Bell, 2005). 

The life grids were adapted within the framework of the longitudinal nature of the research 

to capture experiences over time. Another strength of the study includes the use of member 

checking of the pre- and post-operative interview findings (appendix 10 and 11) and 

interviews with orthopaedic practitioners that were published as part of this project. 

Member checking is important as it increases credibility in trustworthiness of the results. 

Sleep was subjectively emphasised as an outcome of a forefoot condition. The MOxFQ 

(PROM) includes one question that is focused on sleep however, sleep quality cannot be 

determined as the measure was utilised to assess surgical success. Other sleep measures 

may provide useful insights in determining sleep latency, number of awakenings, time 

awake after sleep onset and sleep efficiency (Ohayon et al., 2017). There was an issue with 

the use of the Brief-COPE; patients who were not experiencing problems noted difficulties 

in completing the questionnaire due to the lack of stressful life events experienced at that 

particular moment in time they were recruited to complete the questionnaire. They 

therefore did not feel the need to have to utilise coping strategies. However, this is not of 

particular concern for the findings as most patients used problem-focused coping 

strategies. This may be more relevant for future research and consideration of different 
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coping outcome measures. Another limitation of the outcome measure data is the inclusion 

of chronic pain patients in the study sample and therefore this may have affected the 

responses. There is research to suggest patients with rheumatoid arthritis often develop 

deformities of the forefoot which cause great pain and disability and a high prevalence of 

foot and ankle symptoms (van der Leeden et al., 2007; Michelson et al., 1994).  

A strength of the interviews with the orthopaedic practitioners included the use of semi-

structured interviews to allow interviewees the opportunity to express their views from 

their own account of working within surgical practice. The interviewees had a wide range 

of years’ experience working in the NHS; ranging from three to twenty-five years and were 

able to provide rich detailed data. Limitations include the small sample size within the 

subspecialties who were predominantly male, recruited from the same NHS Trust in one 

city. Some of the surgeons were aware of the observational study to assess whether 

catastrophizing affects forefoot post-operative outcomes which may have biased responses.  

During the data collection period for the main research study (to assess whether PC 

moderate’s forefoot surgical outcomes) the Research and Development Department 

underwent a restructuring resulting in a lack of resources to recruit patients into the main 

study. Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust is spread across a wide 

geographical location (three hospital sites), and this resulted in difficulties in recording the 

refusal rates of those patient’s declining participation in the research. Some patients were 

recruited day of surgery resulting in some patients not being offered to take part in the sub-

study, this may have affected the low participatory rates of male participants. Only two 

men took part in the study, one of whom had optimal outcomes from surgery and one who 

did not receive surgery due to anxiety. The findings therefore largely reflect women’s 

accounts. Nevertheless, the sample is representative of a clinical population as a higher 

proportion of consultations are with women and hallux valgus/hallux rigidus are most 

common in women (325 of 401 consultations were with women during 2019). 

7.8 Directions for Future Research 

Pain specialists within the pain management field are considering renaming the term pain 

catastrophizing due to the view that there are negative connotations associated with 

labelling a patient as ‘a catastrophizer.’ Cromez and colleagues (2020) have recommended 

the development of a novel pain catastrophizing questionnaire and proposed to rename 

‘pain catastrophizing’ to ‘pain-related worrying’. This will enable to create new 

terminology that is compassionate, patient centred and more considerate for use in the 

medical community.  
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Understanding the broader picture of patients’ experiences are important and were allied 

health support may play a role. Interviews with the inclusion of surgeons from varying 

sub-specialities would provide further insights into their views on catastrophizing and if 

they support the use of behavioural support in surgical practice. The needs and experiences 

of a typical forefoot patient may differ to those who are more complex or who may not be 

an appropriate candidate for surgery. For example, the complex foot and ankle patient may 

differ to patients requiring lumbar surgery. Research to uncover determinants of forefoot 

surgical outcomes is warranted other than catastrophizing. A personalised care approach 

would help to identify modifiable factors to achieve better outcomes, however there are 

lack of resources to perform this adequately whereas a robust prediction tool may aid this 

process. 

The ability to identify ‘at risk’ patients remain elusive. Researchers have developed 

different prediction models with varying variables moderating patients’ outcomes, mostly 

within TKA populations. Further research is needed to develop and validate a robust 

prediction tool to risk stratify patients at risk of problematic outcomes, to identify who 

would benefit from interventions in forefoot surgical patients and other orthopaedic 

populations. Future research could focus on conducted a literature/systematic review 

and/or meta-analysis to evaluate the effectiveness of prediction tools aimed at risk 

stratifying those at risk of problematic orthopaedic outcomes. A review would also be 

beneficial to identify the effectiveness of interventions for optimising post-operative 

outcomes. Both reviews would provide evidence to guide clinical decision-making and 

inform the design of randomised controlled trials (RCTs). RCTs are needed to provide an 

evidence base of the most effective interventions to enhance patients’ recovery, to inform 

care pathways. However, this may be difficult giving the amount of different orthopaedic 

surgeries performed.  

The findings reflect women’s accounts of the issues experienced with a forefoot condition; 

this represents clinical representations of forefoot surgical patients. Further research could 

seek to identify the healthcare utilisation of men, including their decision-making process 

to seek medical advice and factors affecting the decision-making process for surgery. 

7.9 Conclusion  

The outcomes of this research have highlighted that a forefoot condition is multifaceted.  

Patients experience a multitude of physical and psychological factors that influence their 

health outcomes and psychological wellbeing. Experiencing a forefoot problem impacted 

on patients’ lives, including their activities of daily living such as performing household 
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jobs, ability to exercise and limited social activities, with some patients having to give up 

work because of pain. The physical and psychological impact of a forefoot was 

interrelated, for example, they were unable to live a normal life due to experiencing pain 

resulting in low mood, emotional distress, and personality changes. Some patients 

described using maladaptive coping mechanisms because of their situation, for example 

prolonged bed rest. Pain became part of their everyday thought process and limited 

enjoyment in social and family activities. Sleep was cited as being affected as a result of 

pain, further contributing to patients’ personality profiles. The decision-making process for 

surgery was influenced by listening to peers’ descriptions of the surgical procedure and 

pain, resulting in decisional anxiety and causing one patient to decline surgery. The women 

described an altered body image, this was impacted by gaining weight as a result of being 

inactive and not being able to wear desired footwear and clothing. This changed the 

women’s self-identity with negative effects on their psychological wellbeing. Issues with 

footwear and an altered body image are important factors to be considered when managing 

patients with a forefoot deformity. The lack of post-operative information and advice 

caused anxiety and resulted in a miss management of patients’ expectations and some 

patients reported dissatisfaction with their healthcare trajectory. Uncertainties with 

problematic outcomes and not feeling listened too or supported by HCPs further 

contributed to patients’ psychological profiles. 

A forefoot condition is multifaceted and psychosocial interventions are needed that take 

account of a holistic approach to care and treatment. The findings have highlighted the 

importance of a biopsychosocial approach to care and treatment to reduce patients’ 

disability and to optimise their surgical outcomes. Factors are potentially modifiable and 

should be considered when designing psychosocial interventions. Targeted interventions 

could be used in surgical care to improve the psychological wellbeing of patients and may 

require an individualised personal approach to care and treatment. Discussions could take 

place around providing patients with adequate information on the surgical procedure to 

manage their expectations and reduce anxiety. The importance of addressing the emotional 

health of the patient is important prior to them undergoing a surgical procedure. Surgeons 

must begin to recognise how the emotional health of the patient may impact on their 

recovery, yet they are not equipped to deal with the psychological variables that may 

impact on their recovery and there is currently a service gap. Targeted interventions within 

the surgical care pathway are needed, however they require support from, and access to, 

multidisciplinary teams. Allied health professionals including psychologists and 

physiotherapists would help bridge the gap. 
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This thesis explored patients' experiences of their forefoot condition, utilising a mixed 

method triangulated approach. The thesis reports findings obtained from quantitative 

validated outcome measures and qualitative semi-structured interviews, using life grids as 

a qualitative tool to aid the interviews. The quantitative outcome measures captured data to 

assess changes in patients’ outcome measures longitudinally. The semi-structured 

interviews explored patients’ experiences of their forefoot problem including pain 

perceptions and of the medical procedure, the decision-making process for surgery and 

stressful life events (documented on patient’s life grid).  

7.10 Original Contribution to Knowledge 

This current study is the first to utilise a mixed methodology with the inclusion of forefoot 

surgical patients diagnosed with hallux valgus and/or hallux rigidus. Previous research has 

identified that catastrophizing negatively impacts the pain experience and moderate's post-

surgical outcomes in numerous musculoskeletal conditions. This study adds to the 

literature by providing a qualitative understanding of the impact of a forefoot problem on 

patients’ physical and psychosocial health. Patients experienced a range of issues 

pertaining to ongoing problematic outcomes and many patients did not reach optimal 

outcomes throughout the course of the research. Experiencing a forefoot problem impacted 

on patients’ lives, many of whom displayed high catastrophizing symptoms at some course 

of the data collection time points. The findings confirm that catastrophizing is a dynamic 

process and related to pain intensity and/or other problematic outcomes.  

The women expressed body image concerns, including an inability to wear desired 

footwear and clothing. This altered their body image and negatively impacted on their 

psychological wellbeing.  

Issues were noted in the delivery of information, for example a lack of post-operative 

information and aftercare, resulting in the patients feeling unsupported. 

Previous reviews have highlighted an association between catastrophizing and post-

operative pain; however, no studies included domains of QoL and/or functioning. This 

research has contributed to knowledge as we have identified that catastrophizing 

moderate’s orthopaedic joint replacement surgery in domains of pain, QoL and/or 

functioning (Dismore et al., 2020).  

This is the first qualitative research study to conduct interviews with orthopaedic 

practitioners to understand their views on catastrophizing and whether they support the use 

of psychosocial interventions in surgical practice. Orthopaedic surgeons face challenges in 
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identifying who is likely to reach optimal versus suboptimal outcomes, yet they are 

becoming increasingly aware of psychosocial factors contributing to outcomes.  Surgeons 

recognise that a change in surgical practice is needed with better access to support services 

with input from allied health professionals. Patients should be supported fully, including a 

psychological assessment of their needs to optimise their outcomes or delay/stop 

unnecessary treatments. A screening tool in surgical practice may aid this process and offer 

great utility for identifying ‘at risk’ patients to allow for modification of surgical patients 

care plans. 

7.11 Outcomes from the Study and Recommendations 

• A forefoot condition is multifaceted and psychosocial interventions are needed that 

take account a holistic approach to care and treatment. 

• Identification of patients ‘at risk’ of problematic outcomes is needed, however the 

development of a prediction tool is lacking in orthopaedic surgeries. 

• PC may not be standalone predictor and other psychosocial modifiable variables 

may play a role in moderating post-operative outcomes: identification of such 

variables is needed in forefoot surgical patients. 

• Targeted interventions could be used in surgical care to improve the psychological 

wellbeing of patients and may require an individualised personal approach to care 

and treatment. 

• Discussions could focus on providing patients with adequate information on the 

surgical procedure to better manage their expectations and improvements are 

needed in the way post-operative information is delivered.  

• The findings have highlighted the importance of shifting from a medical model of 

care towards a biopsychosocial model in the management for forefoot problems. 

Interventions may include a multidisciplinary approach with support from allied 

health professionals. 
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Appendix 2: Life Grid 

Interview Events  Pain experience e.g., 

describe your pain at 

this point in time 

Self-e.g., how did this 

make you feel? 

(stress/depression/anxiety/

personality)  

Comments 

1 PCS 32/52 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spondylitis and 

osteoarthritis  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hallux rigidus  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hearing aids and 

tinnitus  

 

 

 

Experiences pain flare 

ups on average three 

times a year. Burning 

sensation  

 

 

 

 

 

Shape, quite severe, 

shooting “every day, 

soon as I start to walk 

around” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Effects mood; depression 

“It spoils everything that 

you want to do…just trying 

to live with it the best I can 

you know but it does get us 

down, does get us really on 

the bottom at times because 

I kind of go to bed” 

 

“Absolutely ill with the pain 

it was horrible” 

“it puts us off doing things 

because I feel like oh but by 

the time, I’ve done I I’m 

going to be in agony and 

this sort of thing” 

“I get very miserable 

because I’m tired all the 

time” 

 

“Just feel as though god I 

give up, I give up, it’s too 

much you” 

“I try to joke about it but I 

don’t think there’s one good 

Uses medication to manage the pain. Pain flare ups “go on for a month, 

sometimes more, sometimes less…stress can set it off so what I find is that 

if I am a bit stressed the erm, I’m tensing up and as a result of tensing up it 

all starts, flares up and I get mad headaches in the back of my head and it 

just goes up like in my jaw and everything so erm but yeah stress plays a 

bit part I think” 

 

 

 

“I sometimes can’t sleep with it, because the pressure when it’s really bad, 

just the pressure of the quilt on the toe absolutely kills” 

“it’s really painful and that’s when find I cannot sleep” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Off work “The hearing aids where the last straw which is what’s made us 

be off this time” 
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2 PCS 24/52 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hallux rigidus  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Increased Knee 

pain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Surgery   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I was in a lot of pain, 

and I couldn’t walk 

very far …  and was 

finding it difficult just 

to get out and about” 

 

 

 

“I was putting extra 

pressure on them 

[knees], so they were 

all swollen” … in 

agony 

 

 

 

 

 

“It’s still really sore… 

I can’t walk round the 

full of the supermarket 

without us being in 

absolute agony…on a 

night-time it’s all 

swollen on the top, it 

comes up like a great 

big lump…and it aches 

like”  

bit of us, so you know you 

have days like that” 

 

 

 

“I actually found it more 

limiting than I did when I 

had my knee done” 

Fear of movement: “I was 

really getting worried that I 

was causing myself some 

damage” 

 

Low mood:  I still feel like 

… down about it… still 

struggling a little bit” 

“I get really frustrated at it 

… because I just feel like 

this is ridiculous it should be 

better by now… its exactly 

the same feelings that I had 

before” 

 

High family support  

Low mood: “really down. 

So, last weekend I was in an 

awful like state” 

“I just dread getting up and 

going in” 

Annoyed: “I’ve no idea 

what’s happened, whether it 

has been in his view 

“It was anxiety… I just had gone out for a cup of coffee, and I was just 

sitting in the coffee shop and just this wave of panic came over us and I just 

had to leave everything and get out and get home” 

 

 

 

 

Impact on QoL: “It sort of, quite heavily impacted on what I wanted to do” 

Sick leave (work): “I was off for five weeks” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attended GP appointment: “she just said that they were both swollen even 

though this is like the new knee, and she said it was just the pressure from 

putting my weight on it up and down” 

Analgesic use: “naproxen and co-codamol …  or just codeine if it was 

really bad”  

PC: “when I’m feeling really its killing and its nagging and it’s not going 

to go away”  

 

 

 

Footwear issues 

Surgical expectations: “I expected it to be a bit more … by now you know a 

bit easier” 

Limiting QoL: “I still can’t like walk to far or anything like that at the 

moment” 
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3 PCS 24/52 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vertigo and 

sinuses  

 

 

Work related 

stress 

 

 

 

 

Surgery   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GP appointment 

 

 

 

 

 

Pain flares up  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Just had blinding 

headaches” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Post-operative pain and 

swelling: “very little 

change… it’s still very 

sore…so yeah, it’s just 

exactly the same as it 

was…it swelled up 

quite a bit” “it’s still 

constant” 

 

“Basically, they said 

there isn’t a lot they 

can do, just keep on 

taking the naproxen 

and the pain killers” 

 

“It starts to get a little 

bit stiff…but I can feel 

it, I’m still waking up at 

least once, twice in the 

night with pins and 

successful...fed up of 

thinking” 

 

 

 

 

 

“I sort of erm, take to my 

bed because that’s, it is a 

coping mechanism for me 

that I’ve used for a long 

time” 

 

“I wish I knew, I don’t…it 

just happens… it just sort of 

starts with an ache and it’s 

kind of like, when you hear 

people oh, I just want to 

crack my bones, that’s kind 

of how it feels” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I basically spent all day in 

bed” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I had to leave the car at work because I was so disoriented” 

“I have very bad sinuses… I’m on a permanent nose steroid spray …  so 

that’s another like ongoing thing” 

“I think eventually the way that I am unless some miracle happens and I’m 

going to get better which I know I’m not, I’m looking into maybe taking 

some early retirement … just trying to enjoy… the time that I’ve got before 

I end up really bad or whatever …  it’s sad at fifty-five to be thinking like” 

 

 

 

Walking restrictions: “I’m still not walking around as much as I’d hoped… 

and normally on holiday I love to walk and just wonder around because 

you get the sun just the same and I found myself saying oh I’m going to 

have to get the bus, so it was a bit disappointing” “the more I walk on it 

the more severe it gets… like a stabbing pain” 

 

Footwear issues: “I can’t wear shoes like I struggled in summer” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sleeping Issues 
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4 PCS 22/52 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Death of a 

friend’s dad 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Work related 

stress 

 

 

 

 

 

Severe diarrhoea 

 

 

Work issues 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

needles in my fingers 

so” 

 

“Last Friday in 

particular I was 

completely exhausted… 

More physically then 

emotional… my body 

was like stop…just have 

a rest so aches, pains 

everywhere and I think 

it was just telling us 

you know I needed to 

slow down” 

 

Changed shift pattern: 

“they are killing, really 

killing” 

 

 

 

 

Receiving medical tests 

 

Experiencing sciatica  

“Because when I’m 

having pain or when 

I’m down in the dumps, 

I said I tend to 

withdrawal, and you 

know I just want to get 

through the day” 

 

 

 

“Sometimes I’m going in 

thinking what’s going to 

happen? You know what’s 

happened today?” Neurotic 

thoughts  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I’ve had quite a stressful 

time at work… I feel like I’m 

putting on an act at work 

now so when I’m at home I 

physically and mentally, I’m 

just drained” 

 

“Anytime I talk about myself 

I get upset” 

 

Social withdrawal due to 

pain. Low self-esteem 

“She can see a difference 

now about the way that I’m 

looking at work” 

 

Coping: “I just thought oh I 

don’t think I can take much 

 

Providing social support: “obviously with me being abroad she’s kind of 

had to lean on me” 

Receives social support: “Fortunately because I’ve got my partner…I can 

off load a little bit onto him” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“they’ve put us onto a shift pattern now which isn’t great” 

 

 

 

 

 

Possibly due to change in medication: “so the only thing that’s changed 

that might have contributed was the sertraline… the anti-depressant” 

 

 

“The pressures just been absolutely horrendous” 

 

Lack of understanding and support from employer: “if she can explain that 

he can then understand why I am the way I am at times… he’s literally 

knocked me sideways…I’m battered by it all” and “I just think god if only 

you know you could understand just an hour in my shoes and just see what 

I go through and he’s just he just doesn’t know, I don’t think he even 

cares” 
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Counselling 

sessions, CBT 

 

 

 

 

Cancer scare of 

the bowel 

 

 

 

Moved home 

(positive)  

 

 

“What I thought was 

going to be the pain 

focus, but we’ve only 

really discussed that 

once” 

 

“It’s clear…it was, 

probably stress now I 

think about it” 

 

 

“I’m walking more to 

the side and what’s 

happening is the rest of 

my toes, and like 

underneath here is so 

sore” 

more” and “I’m sitting there 

thinking have I got cancer?” 

 

Feels more relaxed, 

improved mood and QoL: “I 

love the house… and I love 

cooking, that’s my 

therapy…so that has given 

us a boost” 

 

 

 “I think the likes of yourself and obviously the counsellor, they appreciate 

that, they know what it’s like” 

 

Social support: “I think just getting that at the right time plus having the 

support of like partner and his sisters been fantastic” 

 

“I would probably say it’s better than what it was” (QoL) 
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APPENDIX 3: Hospital Statistics for England in 2018 and NHCFT 2019 
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APPENIDX 4: Patient Information Sheet and Orthopaedic Practitioners Information Sheet 
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APPENDIX 5: Consent Forms 
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APPENDIX 6: Invitation Letter 
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APPENDIX 7: Interview Schedules  

Semi-structured interviews (pre-surgery) 

1) Can you begin by telling me a little bit about yourself? 

2) Can you describe your occupation including the roles and responsibilities you have 

3) How does your foot problem affect this? 

4) Can you describe your experience of your foot problem before seeking medical 

advice? 

5) How did your foot problem affect you? 

6) Can you describe your experience of seeking medical advice? 

7) Can you describe the pain/discomfort that you may feel regarding your foot problem? 

8) How does this make you feel? 

9) How does your foot problem affect you on a day-to-day basis? 

10) Can you talk me through your decision to have surgery? 

11) What thoughts and feelings are you experiencing regarding having to have surgery? 

12) What do you expect to happen after surgery? 

13) Overall, how satisfied are you with the decisions made so far? 

Semi-structured interviews (post-surgery) 

1. What has been your experience of your foot problem over the last few months? 

2. Can you describe your experience of the surgery you received? 

3. What hospital appointments have you attended, in regard to your foot? 

4. What did you expect from surgery and were these expectations met? 

5. What went well/didn’t go well? 

6. How has your life changed, if it has in any way, since having surgery? 

7. How would you describe the pain/discomfort that you are experiencing? 

8. How is this different compared to before you received surgery? 

9. Can you describe your physical functioning (e.g., how are you managing to move 

around)? 

10. How does your foot affect you on a day-to-day basis? 

11. How satisfied are you overall with your decision to have had surgery? 

Semi-structured interviews with Orthopaedic Practitioners 

1) What factors do you consider when assessing whether a person is suitable for 

surgery?  

2) What difficulties have you ever experienced when deciding whether a person is 

suitable for surgery?  

3) Under what circumstances would you not recommend a person for surgery? 

4) If a patient had a psychological risk factor, would this in any way after their 

suitability for surgery or the way they cope following surgery?” 

5) Can you describe what experience you have had with patients that have been 

dissatisfied with their outcomes from surgery?  

- Why were they dissatisfied? 

- How did you manage this? 

- Can you describe the care provided to dissatisfied patients? 

6) How do you manage patients’ expectations?  

7) Overall, how satisfied do you think patients are with their surgery? 

8) Are you familiar with the term pain catastrophizing?  
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Negative coping mechanisms where patients tend experience painful stimuli as extremely 

threatening. Categorised with elements of rumination (excessive focus), magnification 

(exaggeration) and helplessness (inability to cope). 

 

9) If you have experienced patients who may have catastrophized about their 

symptoms, can you describe how they may differ to patients who do not 

catastrophize? 

10) What (if any) is the current support for these patients and how would you feel about 

a support session? 

11) In the future, can you tell me what your thoughts are on the use of a screening tool 

such as the pain catastrophizing scale in surgical practice?  

12) Overall, how happy are you with standard practice and would you like to change 

anything? 
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APPENDIX 8: Ethics Approvals 
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APPENDIX 9: 
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APPENDIX 10: 
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APPENDIX 11: 
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